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HIGHER EDUCATION REFORM: A STUDY OF QUALITY ASSURANCE AND REFORM POLICY 

OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE KURDISTAN REGION - IRAQ 

Selar Othman Ali 

The Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research of the Kurdistan Region Government 

(MoHESR_KRG) has initiated a reform policy in 2009. The reform has been initiated in order to 

bring high standards of quality of higher education to the Kurdistan higher education. The reform 

process has covered all the higher education institutions in the region, whether they are public or 

private institutions. Generally, the reform process has focused on reforming areas of 

management and academia but, only the academic area is considered in this study. The academic 

areas which are covered in this study are teaching quality assurance and curricula development, 

academicians’ further development, postgraduate and research, assessment and accreditation, 

and social justice and safety.  

The sample selected for this study consists of two public and two private universities and one 

higher education institution. They have been selected directly based on their students’ and 

lecturers’ capacity, and academic programs. The sample included 1131 students of whom 801 

have responded and 282 lecturers of whom 201 have responded to the questionnaires. Yet, eight 

junior and senior managers and policy makers have been directly chosen and interviewed. The 

results of the study show that i) students have negative attitude towards teaching quality 

assurance program; ii) lecturers have neutral attitude towards the program; iii) policy makers, 

senior and junior managers have positive attitude about the program; iv) the type of university, 

whether being in a public university or a private one, has an impact on students’ attitude; and v) 

gender has no role in students’ attitude towards the quality assurance program. This study is 

significant for policy makers, decision makers, and academic leaders in higher education 

institutions in the Kurdistan region because i) it studies the reform policy based on data collected 

from lecturers, students, junior and senior managers, and policy makers in higher education 

institutions in the region; ii) it is based on academic interpretation of the reform policy supported 

by literature on policy studies and reform process; and iii) it can be considered as an academic 



 

 

assessment of parts of the reform policy to be considered for progress purposes while conducting 

other assessment studies in the future. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

This study focuses on analysing quality assurance and policy reform in higher education in the 

Kurdistan region-Iraq (KR-I). The reform policy is a process initiated by the Ministry of Higher 

Education and Scientific Research-Kurdistan Region Government (MoHESR-KRG) in 2009 in KR-I. 

The reform was to bring quality standards to the higher education sector following massification 

in 2003 and economic development in the region. The study is based on surveying a directly 

selected sample of undergraduate students and lecturers in the study areas of language, law, 

engineering, and sciences. In addition, a direct selection and snow-balling approach was adopted 

to select policy makers, senior and junior managers for interview. The selected institutions are 

two public and two private higher education institutions, and one higher education organization 

in Erbil city in KR-I. The research instruments used for data collection are questionnaires and 

interviews. The preliminary findings suggest that students have negative attitude towards the 

quality assurance program established by the MoHESR-KRG while lecturers have neutral attitude. 

This study aims to find out further detailed findings about students’, lecturers’, junior and senior 

managers’, and policy makers’ perceptions.   

1.1. Introduction  

Quality has been discussed widely in the literature by many scholars (Mhlanga, 2013; Gibbs, 2010; 

Lomas, 2002; Harvey, 2002; Cheng and Tam, 1997; Ashcroft and Foreman-Peck, 1995; Reeves and 

Bednar, 1994; Harvey and Green, 1993). It became an important issue at the beginning of the 

twentieth century (Guri-Rosenblit et al, 2007; Misaro et al, 2013) due to the huge expansion and 

massification of higher education. Some scholars view quality as a form of accountability 

(Williams and Loder, 1990; Misaro et al, 2013), a way to produce a higher level of services for 

customers (Marchese, 1997), or to link it to institution reputation (Gibbs, 2013), or to cost-

effectiveness (Williams and Loder, 1990). Due to the massification impact and the need to have 

quality programs, higher education institutions began to seek quality assurance programs as a 

result of the impact by the public, market, technology, and business (Peterson, 1999); to achieve 

transparency and accountability (Materu, 2007); or to achieve national or international quality 

assurance. Moreover, the aspects that are assessed in the quality assurance program are decided 

by the interested institutions, but usually include the areas of teaching, research (Green, 1994), 

and learning (Gibbs, 2013). Therefore, quality assurance program can be simply defined as an 

assessment process that aims to produce better or higher level of outcomes. There are two main 

types of quality assurance; internal quality assurance that is initiated by the institution itself 
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(Harvey, 2002) and aims at improving the quality of outcome over phases of changes in the 

institution (Kahsay, 2012); and external quality assurance that is initiated by agencies outside the 

institution, has accountability objectives, and aims at assessing quality in terms of fitness for 

purpose and value for money (Kristensen, 1997). However, there are debates on which type is the 

most fruitful. Some scholars argue that the internal quality assurance is more productive (Harvey, 

2002; Wilger, 1997; Kristensen, 1997; Mishra, 2006) because it can provide the base for external 

quality assurance. Another important issue that comes into light is accreditation. Accreditation is 

another significant process to accredit and license higher education institutions or programs 

nationally or internationally (Eaton, 2012b; QAA, About us, Glossary, n. d.). After carrying out any 

accreditation process, the institution or the program is given a decision, unconditional approval; 

conditional approval; probationary accreditation; or rejection (Sywelem and Witte, 2009; BAC, 

2011). The difference between quality assurance and accreditation is that the former prepares 

and paves the way for institutions or programs to be accredited and does not license or give 

accreditation, while the accreditation process has the final decision on whether the institution or 

the program is accredited or not.        

Looking for better quality in higher education involves a process of reform to transfer from an 

undesirable phase to one that is more productive and acceptable. Many countries have 

established reform process in higher education in order to achieve a better quality and change the 

system such as the Japanese reform of higher education in 1983 (Horie, 2002), the South Korean 

(Cho and Palmer, 2012), the Taiwanese (Mok, 2000) and the Dutch (de Boer et al, 2007). It is 

important to plan a successful reform process, because a weak plan might lead to inequality and 

discrimination among students and staff members (Cho and Palmer, 2012; Maringe, 2010; Horie, 

2002) and loss of the institution's reputation (Taylor, 2010). Besides, each reform process requires 

the initiation of a policy to organize solutions to a problem. Public policy studies are reflected 

widely in the works of many scholars such as Pressman and Wildavsky (1984), Matland (1995), 

Lasswell (1949 and 1951), deLeon (2006), and deLeon and Vogenbeck (2007). Policy, as Lasswell 

argues, appeared to organise the process of solving social problems in society. Later it became a 

significant process adapted in other areas and organizations. Policy process has several 

components and each has its characteristics and structure. Such components are policy actors, 

policy instruments, and the policy process cycle. Moreover, there are approaches to 

implementing the policy process that are top-down, bottom-up, and a synthesized approach of 

both.  

Policy actors are the keys to initiate, plan, implement, and evaluate the policy. The literature 

(Spicker, 1995; Rhodes, 1997; Bache, 2000; Miller and Demir, 2007) classifies policy actors mainly 
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on street-level or policy making level. Accordingly, they classify policy actors into groups of policy 

community, issue network, and policy network. Each has its distinguished features. However, Jann 

and Wegrich (2007) introduce another classification, 'iron-triangles', adapted in this study to 

classify the policy actors in the Kurdish reform policy.  

Policy instruments are also common in the literature. They are the tools that support the 

implementation of the policy to solve the problem and achieve the objectives. Policy instruments 

are classified into different groups. They either can be economic (Sorrell et al, 2003; Rogge and 

Reichardt, 2013, Lascoumes and Gales, 2007); political and cultural (Sorrell et al, 2003); regulation 

and information (Rogge and Reichardt, 2013; Lascoumes and Gales, 2007; Sorrell et al, 2003); or a 

broader classification of nodality, authority, treasure, and organization (Howlett, 2000; Howlett 

and Rayner, 2007). There could be further classification of the policy instruments, but it is 

interesting to find out in this study on what basis these instruments are categorized and who 

creates them? Policy instruments can be more complicated, termed an instrument mix, referring 

to the use of more than one policy instrument in the same policy process (Rogge and Reichardt, 

2013; de Heide, 2011; Howlett and Rayner, 2007; Sorrell et al, 2003). The reason behind resorting 

to the use of more than one instrument is the complexity and multi objectives of the policy itself. 

Moreover, there is relationship between the instruments in the policy instruments mix (Sorrell et 

al, 2003; Rogge and Reichardt, 2013).  

The policy process cycle has significant and different phases, as introduced by different scholars. 

In this study, the policy process cycle is divided into four main phases, agenda setting; policy 

formulation and decision making; implementation; and evaluation and monitoring. However, the 

policy process was first classified into seven phases: intelligence; promotion; prescription; 

invocation; application; termination; and appraisal (Lasswell, 1956). There are other scholars who 

classify the policy process into different phases (Burke et al, 2012; USAID, 2010; Jann and 

Wegrich, 2007; Fischer et al, 2007; Sidney, 2007; Spicker, 2006; Fullan, 1993; Pressman and 

Wildavsky, 1984). Each phase has its message, objectives, and characteristics but all they are 

interrelated. However, initiating a policy can take three different approaches: top-down, which is 

initiated and controlled by policy makers (Pressman and Wildavsky, 1984); bottom-up, which 

starts with the street-level actors (Elmore, 1997/ 80); and a synthesized approach between the 

two (Premfors, 1984).  

Hence, the reform policy of higher education in the Kurdistan region has been introduced by the 

MoHESR-KRG to bring standards of quality into the sector. Such reform is planned to make radical 

changes to the higher education system in the region in order to provide society and markets with 
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their needs. It was a response to the demand of economic development and development in the 

private sector in the region. The reform came to cover all the areas in the higher education sector 

including management, research, curricula, students’ admission, and postgraduate studies in both 

public and private universities in the region. However, this study focuses only on the academic 

aspects, which consist of: quality assurance program; lecturers’ continuous development 

program; research and investment in higher education; accreditation in higher education; and 

safety and social justice. In order to establish the effectiveness of these areas, it is necessary to 

find out students’ and lecturers’ perception of each area. Moreover, it is important to find out 

policy makers’, and senior and junior managers’ perception about the policy process in order to 

be able to analyse it later. The significance of this study is that it can be regarded as an academic 

reference based on analysis of fieldwork data and direct contact with a large sample of people 

affected by the reform policy. Furthermore, the analysis and findings are supported by rich 

literature. Therefore, it can be regarded as a reference for further studies. However, this study is 

limited to covering the academic and research areas of the reform policy, although there are 

other administrative areas to be studied and investigated. 

1.2. Research Questions 

This study intends to answer the following research questions: 

 RQ1: How do policy-makers, and senior and junior managers in higher education 

institutions perceive the reform policy initiated by the MoHESR-KRG? 

 RQ2: How do students and lecturers in higher education institutions perceive the quality 

assurance program introduced by the MoHESR-KRG? 

 RQ3: Is there a difference between students’ attitude in private universities and students’ 

attitude in public universities? i.e. what is the relationship between students’ attitude and 

type of the university? Does gender have a role in making students’ attitude?                                                                                                                                                                                              

1.3. The Outline of the Research 

This research is divided and planned according to the following chapters: 

The second chapter is mainly a historical narration of higher education in the KR-I. It starts with an 

overview of living in the Kurdistan region and then presents its higher education system. It 

focuses on the reform policy of higher education which is the core of this study. The reform policy 

is divided into two sections. The first is the administration and infrastructure section introducing 

all the changes concerned with: students’ admission; new public universities, and university 

independency; Kurdistan Board of medical specialties; technology and communication; and 
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international academic cooperation. The second section, which is the focus of this study, 

introduces the reform focusing on quality assurance and accreditation in the higher education 

sector as planned by the MoHESR-KRG. It includes aspects concerned with teaching quality 

assurance and curricula development; academicians’ further development; postgraduate and 

research and scholarship programs; assessment and accreditation; and social justice and safety.       

Chapter 3 focuses on public policy studies. This further introduces policy actors, policy 

instruments, policy process cycle, top-down and bottom-up approaches to study public policy, 

factors affecting policy implementation, and how to study success and failure of policy 

implementation. This chapter is regarded as a theoretical framework for the second part of the 

next chapter.   

The fourth chapter consists of two parts. The first focuses on the second part of this study which 

is quality assurance and accreditation in higher education. It starts by defining quality then 

clarifies the impact of massification on quality in higher education. Moreover, the chapter 

presents the demands behind establishing quality assurance programs in higher education 

institutions and what it covers. Definitions and types of quality assurance in higher education are 

also introduced in this chapter. Furthermore, it continues to present definitions, types, and 

criteria of accreditation according to American, British, and European systems besides, decisions 

made after accrediting an institution.  The second is a contextual framework of the Kurdish higher 

education reform policy. All the components of the Kurdish reform policy (policy actors, policy 

instruments, and policy process cycle) are introduced and explained according to the literature. 

Chapter 5 presents the research methodology. This study involves the use of mixed research 

methods. Therefore, inquiries of both qualitative and quantitative research, along with mixed 

research methods are introduced. It is significant to introduce the reliability and validity of both 

quantitative and qualitative research and how these are reflected in this study. This chapter 

introduces the sample and sampling approaches of the interview and questionnaire, and data 

collection strategies, namely interview and questionnaire. The sample of questionnaires consists 

of undergraduate students and lecturers in four public and private higher education institutions in 

the Kurdistan region. In contrast, the sample of the interviews includes junior and senior 

managers as well as policy makers in the higher education sector. In addition, the chapter 

illustrates the data analysis techniques used for each data collection strategy. The researcher used 

quantitative approach to analyse the questionnaires’ data and, more specifically, descriptive 

statistical analysis and measures of statistical significance. There is a simple descriptive statistical 

analysis of students' questionnaire to find out the most frequent variable of students' perception 
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about the quality assurance program. To analyse the data of the interview, the researcher used 

deductive and inductive approaches to analyse expert interviews. The chapter ends by presenting 

the ethical issues of this study.  

The sixth chapters focus on analysing all the data of the questionnaires and interviews. This 

chapter is divided to two parts. The first is an analysis of all the data. The second is interpretation 

and discussion of the findings. Chapter 7 of this study presents recommendations, implications, 

and conclusions.  

1.4. The Researcher  

It is important to clarify the researcher's involvement in the Kurdish higher education sector and 

how this could have a bearing on to the fieldwork for data collection. The researcher has work 

experiences in three of the selected higher education institutions of the study. She held 

managerial positions in the three institutions and taught in one of them. This last institution-in 

which the researcher taught-has not been included in the research sample. Neither students nor 

lecturers there were approached by the researcher, since the selected sample of students were all 

on undergraduate levels offering bachelor degrees after four (or five) years of study, and this 

institution offers only a diploma after two years of study. Therefore, there was no danger of 

imposing my own-self while conducting the fieldwork. While visiting each institution, I introduced 

myself only a as a researcher. However, my experiences in higher education provided enhanced 

opportunities to contact some of the interviewees.  

1.5. Dissemination of the Research 

While conducting this research, the researcher has presented a paper concerned with quality 

assurance and reform process in Kurdistan higher education at a conference, as follows: 

 "Quality Assurance and Effectiveness in Kurdistan Higher Education: The Reform Process" 

is a paper presented on 28th June 2012 in the ICHE 2012:  International Conference on 

Higher Education in France, Paris 27-28 June 2012. The conference was organized by 

WASET, World Academy of Science, Engineering, and Technology. The paper can be 

accessed at: https://waset.org/journals/waset/v66/v66-123.pdf   

 

 

https://waset.org/journals/waset/v66/v66-123.pdf
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Chapter 2:  Higher Education in the Kurdistan Region 

 

2.1. Introduction   

This chapter begins with an overview to highlight some significant aspects about the Kurdistan 

region such as population, languages, culture, religion, politics influences and development. Next 

is a presentation of the recent reform policy of higher education that has been initiated by the 

MoHESR-KRG in November 2009. The latter is the main topic of this study. 

2.2. An Overview of Living in the Kurdistan Region  

An overview on the Kurdistan region is necessary to understand the circumstances that impact on 

higher education. As Kurdistan and Kurds’ history are ancient and complicated, the focus here will 

be on the Kurds in the KR-I. Though there is no fixed formal population figure for Kurds, they are 

considered as the largest ethnic group in the world without a state (Yildiz, 2004). The population 

of the Kurdistan region stood at 5.3 million in 2011 and is expected to increase to 6.3 by 2016 

(Ministry of Planning-KRG, 2012). The language is Kurdish with two main dialects: Kurmanji and 

Surani. There are other three dialects spoken by smaller minorities in the region: Kirmanshah is 

spoken in the south-east; Gurani in the south; and Zaza is spoken in the north-west (McDowall, 

2004 and Yildiz, 2004). The majority of Kurds are Sunni Muslims, making up around three-quarters 

of the total population (McDowall, 2004). There are people of other religious denominations in 

the region such as: Christians, Jews, and Yazidis (Yildiz, 2004). Few refer to another,the Kakaye, 

yet, they all live together peacefully. Despite more than one religion, there has never been 

religious conflict in the region. John Agresto, who was a senior advisor to the MoHESR-I, 

comments on the Kurdish community in an interview by Iannone (2006) as:  

“There was no looting or arson in Kurdistan. Sunni Shi’a and Christian get along with few 

problems…A different race of people with a different (Indo-European) language. But race 

and language don’t make for character. A different history? Yes. One that rewarded spunk 

and independence of spirit. A different horizon-one that prizes personal independence 

and prizes the independence of your people. This latter is important… As others will 

sacrifice all for Allah (though not for their neighbor, especially if that neighbor is 

different), the Kurds will sacrifice all for Kurdistan. This makes all the difference in the 

world. They work together and form a fairly cohesive community.” (Iannone, 2006, p. 45)                     
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As far as the region is formally a part of Iraq, Hofstede (1991) describes Iraqi culture as 

collectivistic, normative, restraint, and masculine. By collectivistic, the author means that such 

society is interested in keeping strong relationships between each other as a family. Collectivist 

members stay loyal to each other and do things as a group. A normative society refers to being 

normative in thinking and following traditions. However, a restraint society is where people focus 

most of their time on work and have less time for leisure. Moreover, they try to keep cultural 

values and norms. In a masculine society, people try to be the best through competition and 

success, and they devote their life to work. It is important to add that the voice and control of 

male are dominant in a masculine society. Indeed, Kurdish society is a reflection of Hofstede's 

description, to an extent. Kurdish society as a collectivist has changed in the last few years due to 

changes in people's living conditions and being occupied with more than one work opportunity to 

secure living cost. And this makes them more a restraint society. Furthermore, small families that 

consisted of a husband and wife and a child or children used to live with the husband’s parents in 

one house and this strengthened social relationship among society members. But this has also 

changed in the last few years, since in most cases when the son married he was no longer living 

with his parents in the same house. Generally, Kurdish people in the rural areas and villages are 

normative and keep up traditions even if they are wrong, and this leads to learning based on 

traditions even if such traditions are against law. Though there are many women occupying 

significant positions in the government such members of parliament, ministers, general directors, 

consultants, and presidents of universities, Kurdish society is still considered a masculine society 

where men lead and control.       

Shedding light on the economy, the region has the advantage of some natural resources and this 

contributes 17 per cent of the Iraqi national budget per year. The natural resources are minerals 

(copper, zinc, lead, chrome, iron, nickel, manganese, gypsum, limestone, gravel, sand, cement 

mud, dolomite), vegetables (wheat, rice, barley, sunflower, maize,…etc), fish, animals (goat, 

sheep, cows), and natural and artificial forestry. However, most of the public resources are spent 

by the public sector and the government makes little private investment, as there is no tax system 

apart from on building rights, vehicle registration and public utilities (Heshmati, 2008). The 

majority of the public resources is devoted to government employees' salaries. The ratio of 

manpower employment was 57.3 per cent in the public sector and 40.57 per cent in the private 

sector in 2011 (Ministry of Planning-KRG, 2012). Moreover, the female unemployment ratio is 

higher than male unemployment ratio at 15.86% for females and 4.6% for males in 2012. Another 

source of economic income is tourism. Erbil city, the capital of the region, was nominated as ‘The 

Arab Tourism Capital’ in 2014 (The Review, 2014). There are tourism projects such as the Korek 
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Mountain Ski Resort and Golf Course and Resort, which secure considerable revenue for the 

region. Besides, the government puts 50 per cent of its investment into housing projects, then 

industry (IKG, 2013). Oil exportation is another great economic resource. The region recently 

developed its exports of oil and exported 400.000 barrels per day in 2014. The export capacity of 

oil is expected to rise to a million by the end of 2015 and two million by 2020. In addition, there is 

a plan to export gas to Turkey by 2016 (The Review, 2014). In total, the annual revenue for the 

Ministry of Natural Resources in the KRG was $29.6 million in 2007 and rose to $2.9 billion in 2013 

(The Review, 2014). It is important to refer to the reasons behind economic development in the 

region, which have been attributed to greater stability and safer conditions than other parts of 

Iraq. Such conditions have encouraged over two thousand foreign companies and 15 thousand 

local companies to trade in the region in 2013 (IKG, 2013).          

Kurdistan became a self-governing region following the March Manifesto on 11th of March 1970. 

Kurds suffered Saddam Hussein's repression, persecution, and tyranny for many years. They were 

the victims of genocide, chemical weapons, Anfal campaigns, and displacement. The only havens 

Kurds found were in Iran and Turkey. These later countries accepted Kurdish migrants and 

provided them with food and refuge. Thus, many Kurds returned to Kurdistan while others sought 

to emigrate to Canada, the United States of America (USA), the United Kingdom (UK), and other 

European countries. After Saddam Hussein's invasion of Kuwait in 1990 and the Kurdish uprising 

on 5th March 1991, the region came under the protection of the United Nations (UN), who 

proclaimed Kurdistan a no fly-zone for the Iraqi regime and had political autonomy. The region 

has been regarded as a safe sanctuary since 1991 and thus encouraged investment by 

international organizations.  

Kurdistan made a step forward towards autonomy: "Shifts in international norms, active 

international non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and the presence of highly politicized and 

influential Diaspora networks have semilegitimized the idea of Kurdish statehood." (Natali, 2004, 

p. 111). Natali sheds light on what autonomy brought to Kurdistan, such as flourishing educational 

and cultural aspects. Kurds started to publish school textbooks, magazines, newspapers, and 

tutorial handbooks in Kurdish language. They further began to participate in international 

conferences on educational, higher education, economics, political, and such like 

As far as safety and peace are concerned, Agresto (2007) indicates that "the Kurds live in more 

than relative safety and peace. I don't believe one American, soldier or civilian, has been killed or 

even hurt in Kurdistan Iraq since the war began- or maybe ever" (Agresto, 2007, p. 126). There 

was no looting, violence, or killing in Kurdistan, as Agresto (2007) emphasizes. The Kurds already 
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have their autonomy and started to rebuild the infrastructure post-1991. At the same time, they 

witnessed a civil conflict in the mid-1990s. This affected the Kurdistan economy as the KRG could 

not pay employees' salaries for several months. From 2003 onwards, the region turned to 

federalism. Thus, the Kurds started to reconstruct their region and the economy of the KRG 

started to flourish by the passage of time, in contrast to central and southern Iraq. Moreover, it 

became more powerful after 2003 and played an invaluable role in bringing down Saddam 

Hussein's regime. The KRG and the Kurds have a role in running the Iraqi central government, with 

representative members in the Iraqi parliament. Moreover, the Kurds' immigration to Europe had 

fruitful consequences, especially after 2003 when many returned to participate in rebuilding the 

region, sharing their European knowledge and experiences. Many Kurdish immigrant professors 

and academics returned to start careers in the higher education sector. 

2.3. Higher Education in the KR-I 

The University of Sulaymaniyah in Sulaymaniyah city was the oldest and first university 

established in KR-I in 1968. Later, at the time of Saddam’s regime, it moved to Erbil city and was 

named the University of Salahaddin. The University of Sulaymaniyah reopened in Sulaymaniyah in 

1992. UN sanctions on Iraq kept the higher education sector in the region isolated and outdated, 

as in the other parts of Iraq. From 1990 to 2003, the number of public universities was just three, 

besides two public foundations of technical education (known nowadays as Polytechnic 

Universities). The higher education sector in KRG, like its counterpart in the centre and south of 

Iraq, suffered the consequences of war and neglect since 1990 which brought down its quality 

and standards. The 'Oil for Food Program' has allocated about $192 million for United Nations 

Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) to implement its activities in KR-I post-

1990 and approximately ($58) million has been spent (Heshmati and Chawsheen, 2008). 

Generally, the situation in KR-I was somewhat better than in the central and southern Iraq 

because there were many non-governmental organizations located in the region and this 

provided work opportunities for Kurdish people. Moreover, the availability and use of satellites 

and internet services helped the Kurds to connect to the world.     

The Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research was first established in Sulaymaniyah 

city, then moved to Erbil city after the formation of the united Kurdish government in 2006. 

Following the liberation of Iraq in 2003, Kurdish higher education witnessed great expansion and 

progress, the number of enrolled students in higher education institutions increased to 76 per 

cent of high school graduates (Heshmati and Chawsheen, 2008). It is worth mentioning that pupils 

are enrolled in primary schools at the age of 6 then move to secondary school at the age of 12. 
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The secondary stage lasts for four years, and then students move to preparatory school at the age 

of 16. Students can apply to higher education institutions after graduation from preparatory 

school (high school), which is usually at the age of 18. In 2014, the number of public universities 

was 14 and the number of private universities was 10. In Kurdistan public and private higher 

education institutions, the total number of enrolled students in 2011/2012 was over 107 

thousands, of which about 53 thousand were female and about 54 thousand were male. This 

number increased to 121 thousand almost evenly divided between males and females in 2013-

20141 (Figure 1). The data shows that the number of female students in public institutions is 

higher than the number of male students, and vice versa in private institutions. The reason is that 

female students usually accept to register in the programmes they are offered in public 

universities after graduating from high school because, mostly, they do not have their own 

incomes to fund their study and apply to private universities. But, it is the other way round for 

male students. They can work during the day or afternoon in order to fund their study in private 

universities. In addition, safety conditions and social development in the region can be regarded 

as factors for enrolling more female students in Kurdistan higher education. However, having 

almost equal number of male and female students in Kurdistan higher education leads to the 

questions whether there is a relationship between students’ attitude and gender, and whether 

there is a difference between students’ attitude and the type of the university.       

In a cooperation project between one of the large public Kurdish universities in the region and a 

British university in the UK, members of both universities issued an academic paper showing some 

of the shortcomings in Kurdish higher education system (Quantrell and Khidir, 2011). These 

shortcomings are: 

1- Lack of electronic communication network in the higher education sector. Academics and 

administrative staff are still using personal e-mails on Yahoo, Gmail, Hotmail,…etc. for 

communication. While almost all the universities and technical institutions have their own 

websites, they are not yet efficient and are poorly designed and do not stand up to the 

huge workload from academics and other staff. 

2- Taught curricula on university level do not match the needs of the region’s market. These 

curricula are out-dated and in a poor condition, or are badly copied. Some of these 

curricula need to be discarded while others need to be developed and updated. Changing 

and updating the curricula to match the market needs is a professional task that requires 

                                                           

1
  Directorate of Planning and Statistics, MoHESR-KRG, 2014. 
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experts and highly experienced academics to undertake this mission at every single 

university. The Kurdish higher education sector still lacks such experts and professional 

academics to develop the curricula. 

3- Free education and higher education leads to a massive number of students enrolling in 

higher education every year. This encourages poor quality educational system and 

programs to be offered by the sector, because the academics are overloaded with 

teaching, sometimes with morning and evening classes in the same department. This 

leaves them with no time for other academic activities. Again, the regulations play a role  

 

Figure 1: Number of enrolled students in Kurdistan higher education according to gender (2011/2012-2013/2014) 

 

in curricula content because lecturers are allowed to change only 20 per cent of their 

curricula. If they wish to update more, a request has to be submitted and approved by the 

university.  

4- The higher education sector has a scarcity of leaders in decision making and management. 

Most senior and junior managers lack experience in management and run their work 

according to how it has been done before, or depending on the documents available, 

which may identify their authority and responsibilities, yet be out-dated.  

The higher education sector in the region witnessed more expansion and radical changes at the 

end of 2009. This expansion was the outcome of several factors such as continuous increase in 

numbers of high school graduates, and the need for new specializations and departments, the 
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reconstruction and rehabilitation of villages as a result of the continuous growth in population, 

and the settling of many foreigners and Kurdish migrants from Syria, Turkey, and Iran, along with 

Arab migrants from central and southern Iraq due to instability and unsafe living conditions. It is 

worth mentioning that the KRG paid great attention to the reconstruction of the higher education 

sector in the cities and villages that had so many victims of chemical weapons, Anfal campaigns, 

and genocide committed by Saddam's regime. Therefore, the expansion aimed at enrolling a 

greater number of students in higher education institutions, providing work opportunities, and 

making inaccessible higher education accessible. This was especially important at a time when for 

the middle and low class it was an economic struggle to aspire to higher education due to the 

great distances they had to travel to attend major universities or technical institutes in the chief 

cities. Therefore, the number of public universities increased to be 14 and the number of private 

universities to 10. This growth of first-year students' enrolment in Kurdistan public higher 

education during the last five years is shown in Table 12.  

Higher education sector is witnessing great expansion. Kurdistan’s free higher education programs 

encourage massive enrolment of students every year. Moreover, such a huge number of enrolled 

students definitely promotes the need for extra buildings, equipment, learning resources, 

teaching staff, information technology, and administrative employees. All these needs are surely 

funded and paid for by the KRG. If we look at the final column, entitled Total in Table 1, we can 

see this remarkable growth in students' numbers between the years 2009-2010 and 2010-2011 

due to the establishment of four new universities (Garmian, Halabja, Zakho, and Raparen). The 

decision to establish these four new universities was a result of demand for higher education in 

some of the new flourishing and expanded areas in the Kurdistan region (MoHESR-KRG 2011). 

Undoubtedly, establishing these universities implies more staffing, funding, learning and teaching 

resources, buildings, and furnishing. At the same time, it has the advantage of offering free access  

                                                           

2
 Directorate of Planning and Statistics, MoHESR-KRG, 2014. 
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Table 1: Number of first-year students enrolled in Kurdistan higher education from 2007-2011 
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to higher education programs to a larger number of students, yet the quality of these free 

programs is a matter of concern.  

The graduate massification of the higher education sectors urged the MoHESR-KRG in the sixth 

Cabinet of KRG, which started on 28th October 2009, to plan a reform process. The reform policy 

aimed to implement international standards of quality of higher education in the Kurdish higher 

education sector and raise its quality to meet the needs of the society and markets in the region. 

The policy is a comprehensive one and is presented in detail in the MoHESR-KRG report (2011). In 

order to keep the focus of the study, the researcher has divided the reform policy document into 

two main sections. The first is referred to as the administration and infrastructure section, and 

introduces all the changes concerned with: students’ admission; new public universities, and 

university independency; Kurdistan Board of medical specialties; technology and communication; 

and international academic cooperation. The second section introduces the reform focusing on 

quality assurance and accreditation in the higher education sector as planned by the MoHESR-

KRG. It includes aspects concerned with: teaching quality assurance and curricula development; 

academicians’ further development; postgraduate and research and scholarship programs; 

assessment and accreditation; and social justice and safety.     

2.4. Context of the Reform Policy in Kurdistan Higher Education Sector  

2.4.1. Administration and Infrastructure Sections in the Reform Policy 

Students' Admission to Higher Education Institutions   

There have been two main changes to the system of admission to higher education. The first 

change was the launch of the "Zankoline project" (MoHESR, 2011, p. 54) which is an electronic 

system for admission to higher education institutions to replace the outdated and burdensome 

method of hardcopy applications. The old system required high school graduates to fill in an 

application form and required students to travel from all part of the region in order to submit a 

hardcopy to the Central Students’ Board. This led to a massive crowd of prospective students in 

front of the Board every year. The change was undertaken for various reasons such as adapting to 

the use of technology in higher education, as well as saving money and time. However, there 

were some obstacles, mainly concerned with the applicants' lack of skills in accessing and using 

the Internet. It caused a tremendous load on the system when it first launched. As a result, the 

Board accepted hardcopies of application forms in addition to the electronic application form and, 

the MoHESR-KRG provided training on how to fill in the online application form, providing free 

Internet access at the ministry.        
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The second change in admission was the introduction of a "parallel education system" (MoHESR, 

2011, p. 56) that was not available before the reform process. The latter is not an alternative to 

the free higher education system which is still available. The parallel system requires applicants to 

pay tuition fees in order to study in higher education institutions in the region. The objectives of 

this program are to help universities to have their own income, to be independent financially, and 

to offer higher education programmes to a wider community of learners. It is rather a plan to 

decrease the massive financial load on the KRG and urge universities to secure an alternative 

income. This programme states that 70 per cent of tuition fees are allocated to the department 

offering a degree program, 20 per cent to projects undertaken by higher education institutions, 

and 10 per cent to the MoHESR-KRG. The programme has terms and conditions concerned with 

the applicants' eligibility and offers discounts to top students and government employees.  

Establishing New Public Universities 

The KRG has allocated about 123.5 billion Iraqi Dinar (IQD) to establish four new public 

universities in the region in 2010: the University of Raparin in Rania city, the University of Halabja 

in Halabja city, the University of Garmian in Kalar city, and the University of Zakho in Zakho city. 

The purpose of establishing these universities is to ease access to higher education in areas that 

witnessed growth in the number of students yet lacked higher educational opportunities. 

Moreover, it provided hundreds of work opportunities in such areas. Thus, it was a step towards 

civilization and educating society. This project has a future impact on the people settling in such 

areas especially in terms of creating social networks and an urban life style. Eventually, more 

funds of around 72.750 million IQD were allocated in 2011 for partial reconstruction of the 

universities of Salahaddin, Duhok, Sulaymaniyah, and Soran, and the technical institutes of Dokan, 

Darbandikhan, Sulaymaniyah, Halabja, and Chamchamal. 

Independency and Structure of Higher Education Institutions 

The Kurdistan Parliament in the KRG adopted Law No. 10 in 2008, based on the same Iraqi law of 

higher education No. 40 on 04/04/1988. The reform process aimed to change this Law and 

therefore enacted new legislation especially for higher education in the Kurdistan region. The 

purpose was to secure autonomy of universities in the region and allow flexibility in making 

changes in the sector to be consistent with the rapidly growing economy in the region. Therefore, 

a draft of the legislation was sent to the Council of Ministers in the KRG for approval in 2011.  

The reform policy further included establishing a board of trustee in each university to minimize 

bureaucracy and hierarchy, and to secure autonomy. The policy suggested establishing a review 
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board responsible for accountability and acknowledgment. These changes allow the board of 

trustee to run the university and make its own decisions. Despite the plans for gaining autonomy, 

so far presidents of universities do not have the authority to make decisions on various 

administrative and financial issues relating to universities such as employing new staff, 

transference of staff to another ministry, and grants to allow senior administrative staff to travel 

abroad.  

Another section in the reform policy indicates reorganizing the administrative structure of 

universities. The reform integrates the duplicated departments in each university. For example, 

there are three English language departments in three different colleges at the University of 

Salahaddin. All the departments offer almost identical core courses but different minor courses. 

They all offer the same degrees. Each of these departments has its academic and administrative 

staff, campuses, heads, allowances, and privileges. The same structure applies to the colleges. The 

reform is to form faculties to include similar-discipline schools. Therefore, each university will 

consists of approximately five to seven faculties. The idea of this integration is to save money, 

decrease the necessary human resources, and devote campuses and offices to useful projects.  

Furthermore, the policy indicates reforming the former two foundations of technical education in 

the region. Both used to offer only diplomas after two years of study in the technical institutes 

and bachelor degrees after four years of study in the technical colleges. The aim is to add value 

and quality to technical education and to attract the private and public sector to the significant 

role of technical education. The reform is to expand the two technical education institutes to 

three polytechnic universities to make them eligible to offer bachelor degrees and postgraduate 

degrees and thus attract more students. 

Kurdistan Board for Medical Specialties 

The Kurdistan Board was established in 2009 to provide academic training and programs in 

medicine based on high quality. The Board was found to provide more opportunities for 

candidates to study for postgraduate programs in the region instead of applying to the Iraqi 

medical board in Baghdad. In 2010, a coordination process started between the Ministry of Health 

and the MoHESR in the KRG to regulate mechanism and clinical training for medical doctors 

(MDs). Both ministries set up a board of trustees consisting of members from both ministries to 

support the Ministry of Health. The reform was to change the process of clinical training for 

graduates of medical colleges. After an undergraduate degree in medicine, MDs have two years’ 

rotation training guided by two supervisors. After passing an exam at the end of the rotation 

training, MDs work for at least one year in rural areas then move to work in health centres and 
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hospitals in city centres after assessment. At this stage, MDs will be eligible to be trained either 

within the Kurdistan Board between four to seven years, depending of the area of study, or act as 

a resident registrar in hospitals for two years under the guidance of a tutor and two supervisors. 

At the end of the latter alternative, MDs can either apply for a two years diploma program to 

become a specialist or continue working as resident registrar for another year to become a 

practitioner.  

The Board is run by a senior committee consisting of four main specialties, under which are many 

clinical programs. The latter program is run by a junior clinical committee and a supervisor. Both 

clinical committees and supervisors are responsible for postgraduate admissions. Furthermore, 

there are 17 accredited academic organizations in the region and Kirkuk city offers clinical 

programs. Each organization has about a total of 150 managers, supervisors, and lecturers. Each 

lecturer and postgraduate in the Board should undertake 50 hours of activities per year and 

submit a portfolio including all kinds of activities evidence during the year for assessment and if 

they wish to be considered for promotion. In addition, each postgraduate is required to spend a 

year abroad during their period of study to obtain updated knowledge and experience.  

Technology and Communication 

Prior to the reform, customers and visitors had to make regular visits to the ministry in order to 

find out the status of their requests or application. This approach of communication was costly in 

terms of money and time, and caused chaos sometimes. The MoHESR-KRG adopted the use of 

electronic mails and developed its website as a channel of information and news. The Ministry 

also organized training courses on software programmes for staff members. In adition, the 

Ministry constructed a modern reception hall and provided individual information desks to 

represent directorates receiving the heaviest workload in terms of queries, so as to minimize the 

chaos in the different offices in the Ministry. In this new system, customers and visitors can obtain 

an answer to their queries from these information desks.  

The reform focused on changing the system of equalizing and confirming the reliability of foreign 

certificates. The old system required foreign certificate holders to submit original copies of the 

required documents in person. The committee responsible for this matter consisted of seven 

members. The reform set up an electronic system for online submission of the required 

documents, and expanded the previous committee to five committees. Each specialised in a 

specific area of the academic programme. In addition to UNESCO, the Ministry adopted 

international sources such as The Times Higher Education for finding out up to date lists of 
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accredited international universities to consider while establishing the equivalence of foreign 

certificates. 

International Academic Cooperation 

One of the main objectives of the reform process is internationalization, and introducing Kurdish 

academicians to international universities. For this purpose, the Ministry launched its 

international conference in December 2010 and attracted a thousand participants from over a 

hundred countries and universities from the USA, UK, France, Germany, Malaysia, Ireland, South 

Korea, Holland, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, Jordan, Iran, and Iraq. The conference organized 36 

workshops and seminars, signing 27 memoranda of understanding with different universities, and 

further collaborations mainly focused on scholarships and training courses for Kurdish students.  

2.4.2. Quality Assurance Section in the Reform Policy 

Teaching Quality Assurance and Curricula Development 

Many authors argue that reforms affect mostly policies and university structures, while academic 

and scientific aspects of higher education remain unchanged (Brennan and Shah, 2000; Kogan and 

Hanney, 1999). In contrast to this, one of the focuses of the Kurdish higher education reform is to 

develop academic programmes, research, and international academic collaboration in order to 

raise the quality of academic program,es (MoHESR-KRG, 2011). This emphasis is a prompt by the 

poor quality and out-dated resources still used in universities and technical institutions in the 

region. The objective of the quality system is to reinforce trust and confidence in teaching, 

academic programs, and training in the Kurdistan higher education sector. The quality assurance 

system focused on teaching quality assurance, academics’ development, research and 

international academic cooperation, and a new system of assessment and accreditation. The 

aspects of each of these sections are presented in detail as stated in the report of the MoHESR-

KRG (2011).  

Teaching Quality Assurance Program 

Teaching quality assurance programmes highlight the significance of implementing international 

standards of higher education and keeping it away from political investigation. Mainly, the 

programme assesses inputs and outputs of the higher education system. The reform policy states 

that implementing these standards needs a follow-up process and an evaluation of curricula as 

well as students’ and teachers’ performance. Therefore, the Ministry decided that there had to be 

several course coordinators in each department whose numbers depend on the needs of each 
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department. One of the course coordinators acts as the head of the quality assurance committee 

in the department, and is a member of the quality assurance committee of the whole 

college/institute. This has a head, who is also a member of the quality assurance committee of the 

entire university. In turn, the head of this committee is a member of the quality assurance 

committee of the MoHESR-KRG. It is necessary to observe that all these heads of quality 

assurance committees should not be totally occupied with other managerial responsibilities, in 

order that they can devote most of their effort and time to the development of the quality 

assurance programme.  

The responsibility of the heads of committees is to submit an annual report to the 

college/institute in September to be checked and reviewed by the quality assurance committee of 

the college/institute. Then, the finalized report can be sent to the quality assurance committee of 

the university. The course coordinator has the following responsibilities: 

 Obtain students’ feedback at the end of each course  

 Organize course handbooks  

 Organize schedule of lecturers’ sessions  

 Act as a link between students and administration staff.  

Lecturers are responsible for the following: 

1. Prepare content of teaching sessions and give outline to students 

2. Present sessions in Power Point style 

3. Introduce samples of questions with answers in course handbook. Style of questions 

should consist of two essay questions and three sets of multiple choice questions to guide 

expectations 

4. Prepare the content of the course handbook, which should include the following: 

a. Plan of the course 

b. Schedule of classes 

c. Aims of the course 

d. A briefing about the course 

e. Methods of exams 

f. Statement of students' rights  

g. Given to students at the beginning of the academic year 

h. Annually updated.  

Furthermore, the academic portfolio should be evaluated by an external assessor who reviews it 

then passes his/her feedback to the department. The external assessor should have the following 

characteristics and experiences:  
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 To hold assistant professorship or professorship qualifications 

 From a different university from that in which the assessment is taking place 

 Not be a member who had planned the course 

 Preferably from an international university  

Moving away from the roles and responsibilities of academic staff, the reform then shed lights on 

students’ roles and rights, which are as follows: 

a) Students have the right to receive the course handbook 

b) Give feedback on the course and examination process 

c) Ask for a copy of the examination paper 

d) Responsible for agreeing to abide by regulations (policy) of the university at the time of 

registration and to follow such regulations after registration 

e) Have the rights to 15% permitted absence and 10% unpermitted absence for each course  

f) When the absence ratio exceeds these percentages, the student is not allowed to access 

that course and the first round of the final examination, but will be allowed to join the 

supplementary (second round) examination. 

In 2010-2011, the MoHESR-KRG started a review process that showed that academics’ 

participation in the teaching quality assurance program was 95 per cent, a very high ratio, in the 

first year of the reform. The Ministry attributed the other 5 per cent to those who either had 

temporary contracts, or were on maternity leaves, or scholarship candidates who mostly had 

sabbatical leave in the middle of the academic year. In order to develop the system of quality 

assurance and accreditation of higher education institutions in the region, the MHESR-KRG 

organized several workshops and seminars in most universities in the region. In addition, the 

Ministry planned to develop the reform process and thus started communications with 

international organizations such as the British Council, UNESCO, Western Association of Schools 

and Colleges (WASC)3, and the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET)4. The 

                                                           

3 WASC, a world-renown accrediting association, is one of six regional accrediting agencies in the United 

States recognized by the U.S. Secretary of Education. It works closely with the Office of Overseas Schools 
under the U.S. Department of State. WASC represents 4,500 public, private institutions and works with 16 
different associations in joint-accreditation processes." (MHESR-KRG, 2011, p. 27). 
 
4
 ABET, incorporated as the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, Inc., is a non-

governmental organization that accredits post-secondary education programs in "applied science, 
computing, engineering, and engineering technology". The accreditation of these programs occurs mainly in 
the United States but also internationally. As of October 2011, around 3,100 programs are accredited, 
distributed over more than 660 universities and colleges in 23 countries. ABET is the recognized U.S. 
accreditor of college and university programs in applied science, computing, engineering, and technology. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-governmental_organization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-governmental_organization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Post-secondary
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education_program
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Applied_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engineering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engineering_technology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Educational_accreditation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
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WASC started the process of international accreditation for the Universities of Duhok and 

Sulaymaniyah, while the ABET did the same for the Colleges of Engineering in the Universities of 

Salahaddin, Duhok, Sulaymaniyah, and Koya.  

Curricula Development  

Reforming curricula was necessary for several reasons. The Ministry took into consideration the 

economic development in the Kurdish labour market, which had witnessed obvious progress in 

the last few years. Due to safe and stable environment in the region, many none government 

organizations (NGOs) and foreign consulates continue their work in the region. Such organizations 

usually hire staff with good qualifications, knowledge, an international language, specifically 

English, and experience. At the same time, the English language was not actually offered in every 

department. The reform of curricula stresses several objectives: 

i. English language must be offered as a course in every department.  

ii. Develop critical thinking strategies, self-learning, knowledge building, and debates in 

class.  

iii. Encourage students to conduct individual and group research to develop approaches of 

investigation, research methodologies, and analysis.  

iv. In the first year of undergraduates’ program, 70 per cent of education should focus on 

developing students' skills while the 30 per centre should focus on the students' area of 

study.  

Furthermore, the reform emphasizes that opportunities should be given to students to access 

informational technology especially computers and internet, to have the chance to search and 

learn. It is not expected that students will graduate with complete knowledge about their 

program, but with its key issues and principles to enable them undertake research in future.       

The Further Development of Academics 

This section of the reform focuses on enhancing and enriching the academics’ experiences to 

provide a better quality of knowledge and teaching. This step is necessary after the isolation they 

suffered due to the sanction during Saddam’s regime of the region and the UN sanctions on Iraq. 

                                                                                                                                                                                

ABET also provides leadership internationally through workshops, consultancies, memoranda of 
understanding, and mutual recognition agreements, such as the Washington Accord. ABET has been 
recognized by the Council for Higher Education Accreditation (CHEA) since 1997." (Wikipedia: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ABET).     

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Washington_Accord
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Council_for_Higher_Education_Accreditation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ABET
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Academics’ development requires creating and assessing an academic portfolio, continuous 

development, research development, promotion, and the introduction of a new academic title.  

Every member of staff, academic and administrative, has a portfolio archived at the 

college/institution. This contains documents concerned with administration events, promotion, 

rewards, ethics issues, and various other activities. It does not show any academic and scientific 

development, and assessment, or contribution to any academic performance. The need to create 

this academic portfolio is in maintaining an academic record for each lecturer in order to take into 

consideration at the time of assessment and promotion. Moreover, the academic portfolio is kept 

by the lecturer and submitted by end of April each year to the head of quality assurance in his/her 

department for assessment. The portfolio contains the following items: 

1. Students' feedback on the course. 

2. All activities during the year.  

3. Copy of the course handbook 

4. Copy of final exams' questions.  

The assessment committee consists of five internal assessors in each college/institution plus one 

external. The committee reviews and makes recommendations regarding each portfolio and 

sends it back to the lecturer. It is necessary to mention that each hour spent assessing a portfolio 

is awarded one credit of academic activities for the members of the committee not to exceed four 

credits in total. The assessment focuses mainly on the lecturer’s positive and negative 

performance and academic activities. When the assessment is complete at college/institution 

level, it is sent to the faculty to make decisions by June of the same year, then the faculty can 

announce "the Teacher-of-the-Year" (MoHESR-KRG, 2011, p. 38) at each college/institution. 

Moreover, those who win the title at faculty level are eligible to be nominated for "Teacher-of-

the-Year” at university level. This decision is made by the council of the university. Any lecturer 

who receives an unfavourable assessment has the right to appeal against the current assessment 

and the department can suggest the same assessment process under a fresh committee.  

Within the academic portfolio, all academic activities should be included as mentioned. The 

program covering these activities is referred to as "continuous academic development (CAD)" 

(MoHESR-KRG, 2011, p. 42), a cycle of development, sharing knowledge and experiences. The CAD 

program indicates that each lecturer should have 50 hours of academic activities to include: 

 Attending or presenting seminars 

 Attending meetings which focus on academic issues 

 Publishing articles or research papers 
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 Attending conferences, with or without a paper 

 Attending workshops. 

The review by the MoHESR-KRG indicates that lecturers in the large old universities in the region 

are less interested in CAD program and they have less than 50 hours, unlike lecturers in the 

recently established universities. The review attributes this low interest of lecturers in older 

universities to high number of teaching hours and a greater number of students than in the new 

universities; besides, they already have more academic experience. On the other hand, while 

most lecturers in newer universities received their postgraduate degrees some years ago, they 

have less academic experience, therefore; they are more enthusiastic about academic activities 

and thus are able to meet requirements of the CAD programme. As a result, the Ministry declared 

that meeting CAD requirements is essential for academic and managerial promotion. 

The Ministry now encourage and supports academics to travel abroad and attend international 

conferences. In 2010, only 687 participated in academic activities in international universities, but 

the number increased to 693 in 2011. The reform introduced a 12 month sabbatical to offer 

academics the opportunity to update their knowledge, collaborate internationally, publish 

research papers, and cooperate with external examiners. The sequence of academic promotion in 

the higher education organization in the region is similar to its counterpart in southern and 

central Iraq. This is a cumulative process and starts at assistant lecturer level, rising to professor 

as follows: 

1) Assistant lecturer must have master's degree or its equivalent. The duration of study 

should not be less than one year, passing the viva successfully. 

2) Lecturer must have either a doctoral degree or its equivalent while the duration of study 

should not be less than three years and passing the viva successfully, or three years’ 

experience as an assistant lecturer and to have published three original research papers. 

3) Assistant professor must have four years’ teaching experiences and to have published 

four research papers, one of which should be original. 

4) Associate professor, which is optional, must have four years’ teaching experiences and to 

have published three research articles, one of which should be original. 

5) Professor must either have two years’ teaching experiences as associate professor and to 

have published three research articles, of which two should be original, or six years’ 

teaching experience as assistant professor and to have published six research papers of 

which four should be original (MoHESR-KRG, 2011) 
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The reform process introduced a new academic title, associate professor, between assistant 

professor and professor. The purpose behind this title is to ease academic promotion for those 

who are not successfully promoted to professors yet have the opportunity to move forwards to 

professorship. There is no doubt that the major factor taken into consideration for this promotion 

is the research record, or how much original, published, and unpublished research should be 

conducted. In order to add quality to the process of academic promotion, the Ministry identified 

further three requirements for getting academic promotion: 

 Originality and creativity in terms of field of interest and research 

 Developing curricula and creativity in teaching methods 

 Participation in managerial activities to achieve academic aims inside and/or outside 

higher education institutions.  

Postgraduate Programs and Research  

The reform process suggested some changes in Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) programs offered in 

Kurdistan universities. The old system of the PhD program did not create opportunities for 

creativity or originality; rather, the students could merely paraphrase the ideas and contents of 

available references, mostly without criticality or argumentation. PhD students were enrolled in 

general theoretical courses of their major field during the first year. These courses were mostly 

similar to a review of master's program content, while following years were devoted research. 

The new PhD system was introduced to encourage students to be innovative while conducting 

original research in two different settings. These refer to the student's home university and a 

different university abroad. In the first year of study, the student should learn about research 

methodologies and ethics, to compile a literature review. At the end of the year, the student 

should travel abroad and work with an external supervisor. Between the first and the end of the 

second year, the student should undertake a six-month language course before continuing 

research in the host university. Later, the student should return to the home university to conduct 

research. During the four years, each supervisor visits the other supervisor's country once a year. 

The purpose of exchange visits is to encourage further collaboration and supervision 

opportunities in future. Needless to say, the Ministry provides all the necessary funds for the new 

PhD system, including for the student, internal and external supervisors, travel, a monthly 

stipend, language course, and others where necessary. In order to avoid confusion, the Ministry 

gave this opportunity to PhD students who started their program in 2010-2011 on the old system 

to continue, but with some changes to make it parallel to the new system. Thus, academic year 

2010-2011 was the last under the old PhD system.  
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Assessment and Accreditation 

The final section of the reform concentrates on licensing and accrediting private and public 

universities in the region. There are ten private colleges and universities in the region and all are 

owned by businessmen and high-political figures. The aim behind establishing the private 

educational institutions was merely business and revenue. Usually, students who apply for the 

private universities/colleges are those who cannot secure admission to public universities or are 

not interested in the major they are offered at a public university. The quality of education in a 

private university/college is lower than in public universities in terms of teaching, curricula, and 

admission criteria. According to statistics from the MoHESR-KRG, 13 thousand students enrolled 

in private universities/colleges in 2010, of which 7 thousand were law students, and there are 

more in public universities. It further shows that the rate of success in the final exams in one of 

the private universities was 100 per cent, yet after auditing it appears that 99.2 per cent did not 

pass. Mostly, the number of students enrolled in private universities/colleges exceeds their 

capacity. Students’ admissions and lecturers’ employment are not managed according to clear 

regulations and the law.  

The reform aimed to resolve these problems. The Ministry declared the Council of Ministers in the 

KRG to be the only body to approve/reject university licences, and the MHESR-KRG the only body 

to grant/withdraw accreditation. This new system requires the investor to meet all the necessary 

requirements for establishing a new university, and programmes of study should meet the needs 

of the region. Furthermore, the Ministry organized a senior committee of assessment to follow up 

and make annual visits to every new university. It is significant that this assessment applies to 

both public and private universities. Under this new system, one private university has been 

closed due to poor quality and a failure to meet the necessary requirements.   

However, the Ministry designed a new system to assess private universities/colleges in the region. 

This system takes into account several factors: 

 Transparency in academic performance and administration 

 Annual revenue 

 Outcomes of data collected annually by the senior committee of assessment 

 Quality of teaching 

 Quality of teaching materials 

 Use of libraries and laboratories 

 Access to research centres 

 Availability of halls and other accommodation 
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 Human capacity 

 Financial status.  

After putting this new system into practice, the Ministry indicated that eight private universities 

met the regulations and criteria while two did not pass the assessment. Therefore, the latter two 

were required to revise their administration systems and academic performance to assure quality 

in their programmes. One of the latter two universities did not adhere to the Ministry's call, 

therefore, it has been closed.  

Social Justice and Safety Environment   

The higher education sector was the first entity to offer better pay and opportunities for 

scholarships for staff. In addition to a huge number of existing staff members, there was a 

massive demand for more posts in higher education institutions. In order to reduce discrimination 

and inequality in the process of securing employment in higher education institutions, halting the 

flow of employment, and seeking skilled and experienced employees, the MHESR-KRG decided to 

organize a committee to set up a new mechanism for obtaining work transferring services to the 

Ministry. This concentrated on the requirement for each university vacancy to be advertised on 

the Ministry website and in local newspapers, in order to provide equal opportunities. Later, all 

applicants meeting the requirements are interviewed by a committee acting as a panel to select 

successful candidates. This mechanism has been adopted by all governmental organizations.  

Furthermore, the reform led to the launch of a new directorate, Health and Safety, in 2010. Its 

mission is to ensure better and safer work and study environments. The directorate has organized 

several committees to support higher education institutions in a framework of seminars and 

workshops to instruct staff, students, and academics about safety conditions and how to remove 

hindrances. 

2.5. Conclusion 

It is an inspiration to see that countries that have gone through wars and crisis are developing and 

rebuilding their countries. The Kurdistan region has witnessed more than crisis. One can 

understand that the higher education sector in the Kurdistan region exists by virtue of a reform 

process aimed at providing better services and quality education for learners. The MoHESR-KRG is 

trying to rebuild the region and provide the needs of society. While the preparation phase of 

setting up a new policy is crucial, it is more important to focus on the plan of the policy in theory 

and practice.  
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The Kurdish reform policy has been introduced by the MoHESR-KRG at the end of 2009. This study 

focuses only on the second section of the reform policy, entitled 'The quality Assurance Section of 

the Reform Policy'. This is the core of this study. The work introduces public policy studies; the 

policy actors; its instruments; the policy process cycles, agenda setting, formulation and decision-

making, implementation, and evaluation and monitoring; top-down and bottom-up policy 

approaches; factors affect policy implementation; and the success/failure of a policy 

implementation.  
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Chapter 3:  Public Policy Studies: Theoretical Framework 

 

3.1. Introduction 

Policy is theory comprised of mechanism and guidance to organize and process solutions for a 

new system or problem (USAID, 2010). It is defined as “a chain of causation between initial 

conditions and future consequences.” (Pressman and Wildavsky, 1984, p. xxiii), which implies 

interrelated phases of a process and that each phase has a role that cannot be left out, because 

each phase is a continuation and complement of the previous.  Policy becomes a programme 

when preparation is undertaken for these ‘initial conditions’ to transform policy as a theory, to a 

process.  It is “the programmatic activities formulated in response to an authoritative decision. 

These activities are the policy designer's plans for carrying out the wishes expressed by a 

legitimating organization, be it a legislature, a judicial agent, or an executive body.” (Matland, 

1995, p. 154).  

The literature indicates that the roots of policy studies go back to Harold D. Lasswell's studies on 

policy in the 1940s and 1950s (Lasswell, 1949; 1951; 1956; deLeon, 2006; deLeon and Vogenbeck, 

2007; Torgerson, 2007). Lasswell integrates policy sciences to social sciences suggesting that 

solving problems can be achieved through designing policy. He believes that there is a way to 

employ new policies to deal with problems that could lead to more productive and effective 

outcomes. There are several aspects that Lasswell emphasizes in his studies: signifying the role of 

participants within the social and cultural context; highlighting the impact of inquiry in social 

process and policy process; the need to adapt to modernism; the importance of having a plan to 

manage constraints; and bringing democracy to the public to solve the problem via discussion. 

Looking into Lasswell’s studies of policy helps to constructs a perspective about policy analysis. 

Therefore, it is necessary to look into policy actors, policy instruments, and policy process, in the 

first instance.  

This chapter focuses on studies of policy and its design. It provides guidance to the analysis of the 

findings in a later stage of this study. Such guidance is embedded in the way it clarifies aspects 

about analysing policy document and components about a policy process. The chapter starts with 

policy actors who formulate, implement, and evaluate the policy process, including government 

and stakeholders. They have a role in the policy process, including front line staff members who 

deal with people’s demands through to high level position managers who make decisions in an 

organization. The nature of actors' work is framed mostly in a network or community that 
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involves further actors in the policy, fosters tight relationship among its members, and shares the 

single task of achieving the policy objectives. Having such frames of policy actors as well as 

relationships among them is not based on control or hierarchy, rather is based on cooperation, 

experiences, shared objectives, and high integration. At the same time, this is one of the 

challenges to the continuity and effectiveness of the policy process.  

This chapter introduces the mechanisms, resources, and tools used to implement and organize a 

policy, and are referred to as policy instruments. These are categorized in a variety of ways 

depending on the policy context and its objectives. Generally, there are economic, educational, 

informational, authoritative, technological, and others instruments of policy. The literature 

further refers to ‘instrument mix’, the use of more than one instrument type in the policy process. 

A mix of instruments is difficult to manage due to the use of various instruments needing to be 

integrated to achieve the same policy objectives and produce more effective outcomes.  

Another aspect in this chapter is the elaboration of the policy process cycle in detail. Policy is 

viewed as a cycle by Bowe et al (1992), who divide it into three main dimensions: the influence of 

involved people to construct the policy, policy text, and policy effect and its implementation. 

Later, the dimension of policy was expanded by Ball (1994) to add outcomes that reflects the 

extent to which the process achieves the planned objectives, and the dimension of providing 

evaluation methods for the outcomes. However, there are other precise classifications of the 

policy process cycle, which is approached and divided in different ways by different scholars. The 

stages of policy cycle are interrelated and interdependent, yet work effectively together. 

Moreover, each stage has its objectives and value. These stages, as discussed in this study, are 

divided into agenda setting; policy formulation and decision making; implementation; and 

evaluation and monitoring.   

There are different approaches to implementing a policy. These approaches, as presented in 

various literatures, are: top-down, bottom-up, and a synthesized approach of top-down and 

bottom-up. It is vital to understand these approaches to find which is most appropriate and leads 

to effective implementation. The choice to apply any of these approaches is determined by 

factors such as the role of policy actors, the managerial system, bureaucracy, and others. There 

are many factors that affect the implementation of a policy process. Such factors vary from the 

roles of government and approaches of communication to other factors. These are clarified in this 

chapter.  
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3.2. Policy Actors 

Policy actors are individuals, organisations, or groups that have an interest or are involved in the 

policy. Their serious and effective contribution to the policy process can lead to effective 

outcomes and achieving policy objectives. Policy actors are considered the dynamic component of 

policy design. The term 'key actors', as introduced by Spicker (1995), refers to the set of actors 

(individuals or organizations) who might have a key role in the policy process. Spicker presents a 

model to label policy actors according to their ability to deal with problems and communicate 

with other actors. Spicker’s model of policy actors has a hierarchical order that is organized 

according to actors’ responsibility and authority in the policy process. Each actor(s) plays his role 

in the process. Spicker’s model of key actors is classified as the following: 

 “Dealing with problems as demands” such as staff members in an organization who are 

dealing directly with customers’ enquiries and can be considered as street-level actors.  

 “Dealing with problems as situations” which differs from the previous in one aspect, 

which is that these actors have a kind of skills and specific experiences.      

 “Systematic service provision” indicates teams and different committees on an institution 

level. It covers a group of actors who work as a network and have shared goal(s).   

 “Comprehensive service provision” refers to actors who have rich and wide knowledge 

about the whole unite and are able to manage that unit.    

 “Comprehensive field coverage” covers actors who make decisions and make policy. Such 

actors are responsible for the whole field and are able to make decisions as appropriate. 

(Spicker, 1995, p. 72 and 73)  

This classification of policy actors makes it possible to argue that the authority of each category 

can be based on the level of their contribution and influence on the policy. Actors’ power and 

authority depend on what responsibilities they carry. Spicker’s model shows that some actors 

have more authority than others; that is, those who occupy high senior managerial positions have 

more authority than those who occupy low junior managerial positions or front line services. In 

term of policy actors’ communication, there is a continuous communication among them to guide 

and evaluate the process. And because each actor’s role is indispensable, the communication 

process starts either at the comprehensive field coverage level and moves downward, as in the 

Kurdish reform process, or at the level of actors who deal with problems as demands and moves 

upward. These levels of policy key actors are illustrated in Figure 2 as a circular direction. 

Therefore, a policy process might be initiated at different levels. Actors with comprehensive field 
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coverage (e.g. policymakers) might initiate a policy process, which usually implies the adoption of 

a top-down policy approach. Street-level policy actors, who are on the level of‘dealing with 

problems as demands’, might also initiate a policy process, which usually implies the adoption of a 

bottom-up policy approach.  

 

Figure 2: Policy actors 

There are different models or approaches to classifying policy actors. They can be classified 

according to their power, size, interdependency, and interest in the policy objectives. Though 

policy actors agree on policy objectives and work on achieving them, they differ in how they 

contribute to the policy process and there may even be opposition and conflict among actors. 

Usually, those who occupy senior positions and enjoy more authority have roles in drafting the 

theory of the policy, and this is generally carried out in the early stages of the policy cycle. It 

includes agenda setting, and policy formulation and decision making. Actors who have less 

authority and occupy junior positions mostly contribute to turning the drafted policy into action 

via the implementation stage and sometimes, if it is not on a large scale, carrying out the 

evaluation. Based on such categorization, scholars distribute actors according to authority, 

responsibilities, resources, and communication. Therefore, it is possible to state that actors at 
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junior level can be referred to as the policy community, while actors at senior level can be 

referred to as the issue network. 

The literature makes reference to the Rhodes model in terms of categories of policy network 

(Miller and Demir, 2007; Bache, 2000). According to Rhodes (1997), policy actors are categorized 

as either policy community or issue network, while policy network is located in between. 

Subsequently, Rhodes (1997) differentiates between the policy community and the issue network 

in terms of numbers of members, power, interdependency, and sharing resources. In this 

comparison (see Bache, 2000; Miller and Demir, 2007; Rhodes, 1997), an issue network is 

characterized as being more open for membership, a restricted interdependency between 

organizations involved, loosely coupled organizations, and of a temporary nature that mostly 

dissolves once the issues  at stake are resolved. In contrast, a policy community is characterised as 

having a restricted membership, high interdependency, being tightly integrated, and remaining 

stable after resolving the issues at stake.  

Jann and Wegrich (2007, p. 50) present a similar typology, reflecting on the relationship between 

state and society, and discuss "iron triangles, sub-governments, or policy communities" and "issue 

network" (emphasis in the original). The first category refers to government bureaucrats, 

parliamentary committees, and agencies that have common interests. The second category refers 

to "a multitude of actors, and with comparatively open boundaries and a looser coupling between 

the actors involved" (Jann and Wegrich, 2007, p. 50). Miller and Demir (2007) share the same 

notion and refer to a “policy community” as “a grouping of interrelated policy actors pursuing a 

matter of public policy important to them for instrumental reasons”, where “…communication 

and influence may flow in nonhierarchical patterns and the resultant policy activism is associated 

with governmental fragmentation and political particularism” (Miller and Demir, 2007, p. 137). 

They further agree that a policy community is different from an issue networks in terms of the 

latter being more open and having looser bounds of involved actors. 

As indicated by the latter scholars and Bache (2000), the style of communication takes a 

conversational pattern, far from hierarchy and traditional authority because, as the term 

community implies, there is a tight relationship among community members that makes such a 

community a stable entity and gives it a sense of high integration. This strong relationship makes 

the members share resources so they might have almost equal power, though sometimes some 

members are more powerful than others and this is attributed to the fact that some members 

have more resources than others (Miller and Demir, 2007). So far, the nature of members’ 

relationship and community characteristics are understood, but who are the policy community 
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members? They share a single task: the accomplishment of the policy objectives. Therefore, any 

member who can contribute to the achievement and development of the policy objectives is 

eligible for membership of the community. This is exemplified by Miller and Demir (2007, p. 141): 

“A policy community can include journalists and policy analysts, as well as influential politicians 

and bureaucratic officials. In addition researchers and professors… Experts from universities, think 

tanks, or the law…” provided they effectively contribute to the accomplishment of the policy 

objectives. However, the tight relationship among community members is used as a criticism 

against its success. Miller and Demir (2007) refer to unexpected institutional changes that might 

cause changes in the members’ interest in the policy objectives. Such changes can lead to a break-

up among members and disruption to the flow of the process. Another criticism addresses the 

role of the policy community in comparison to the overall role of the institution. The argument 

focuses on how to identify the role of the institution; does it have a role in the mission of the 

policy community or an independent role that cannot be integrated with the role of the 

institution? In other words, if the mission of the policy community is separated from the mission 

of the institution, then the community sounds meaningless in terms of its tight members’ 

relationship and high integration.  

3.3. Policy Instruments 

Policy instruments are considered “as tools… or techniques of governance… that address policy 

problems” and “are introduced by a governing body… in order to achieve policy objectives” 

(Rogge and Reichardt, 2013, p. 9). Rogge’s and Reichardt’s definition of policy instruments gives 

an idea about the function of these instruments as they process solutions to achieve objectives. 

Policy instruments are one of the components of policy design and are most commonly 

considered as economic, political, and cultural instruments (Sorrell et al, 2003). A second 

definition is given by Sorrell et al (2003, p. 15), who state that a policy instrument “is the 

legislation, law, regulation, initiative etc. which has been introduced by a governing body to 

address a particular problem and achieve one or more specified objectives. Objectives are desired 

policy outcomes” (emphasis in origin). This latter definition sheds light on the mechanism by 

which the instruments work: “legislation, law, regulation, initiative etc”. Sorrell et al (2003) 

consider an instrument as a mechanism to regulate a plan and ease the achievement of the 

objectives. A third definition is introduced by Howlett and Rayner (2007), who state that “Policy 

instruments are techniques of governance which, one way or another, involve the utilization of 

state resources, or their conscious limitation, in order to achieve policy goals” (Howlett and 

Rayner, 2007. p. 2). This definition urges the need to think about what type of resources are 

provided by the state.   
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Types of policy instruments vary throughout the literature. Rogge and Reichardt (2013) classify 

policy instruments into economic, regulation, and information. Lascoumes and Gales (2007) share 

the last classification, and add "Agreement-Based and Incentive-Based" and "De Facto and De Jure 

Standards Best Practice" (Lascoumes and Gales, 2007, p. 12) to the instruments types. Sorrell et al 

(2003) agree on the economic and information instruments, but add command and control and 

voluntary approaches to the instrument types. Moreover, Howlett (2000) and Howlett and Rayner 

(2007) classify instrument types into broader categories consisting of nodality, authority, treasure, 

and organization, with sub categories distributed according to purpose, implementation 

procedure, and feasibility (cf: Howlett, 2000; Howlett and Rayner, 2007). However, the different 

classifications might not be as interesting as the reasons behind these classifications. It is 

significant to find out how policy instruments are categorized and according to what basis. 

Howlett (2000) and Howlett and Rayner (2007) argue that policy instrument types are determined 

by the policy objectives and implementation approaches. The types of instruments are not 

haphazard, and the choice of instrument is linked to a process of finding solutions to problems in 

carrying out policy objectives. They further indicate that policy instruments are mostly associated 

with privatization and deregulation in the early 1980s, because these two categories were 

apparent at that time thus there was a need for instruments to assist with solutions to the 

problems at that time.  

In addition, the classification of policy instruments is based on their features: descriptive (Rogge 

and Reichardt, 2013; del Rio, 2012) and abstract (Rogge and Reichardt, 2013; Kemp and Pontoglio, 

2011). The descriptive features are, generally, concerned with describing the instrument: aim; 

target group; content; time limitation; and legal issues (del Rio, 2012). The descriptive features 

are a guide to how the instruments are, used so that effective outcomes are achieved. The 

abstract features represent the quality and reliability of the instrument. These features, as 

referred to by Rogge and Reichardt (2013, p. 13), are: 

 “stringency”, which reflects the level of ambition of an instrument, usually of a regulatory 

or economic instrument types, such as performance standards  

 “level of support”, which shows the value of impetus provided by the instrument and 

includes educational and economical instruments such as the amount of research, 

development, and demonstration (RD&D) support 

 “predictability”, which refers to the certainty of further developing the instrument to 

encourage more investment such as providing investors with support for twenty years 
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 “flexibility” captures the resilience of choosing the best way that suits the use of the 

instrument and leads to innovation such as implementing new method to diagnose an 

existing disease 

 "differentiation", which divides instruments according to purpose of usage, like using an 

instrument to measure height and another to measure size  

 "depth” captures the extent of the instrument's innovation to identify whether its usage 

can provide the most solutions to the problem.   

Moving to a more complex policy formulated on a large scale, more than one policy instrument 

may be used interdependently within a context, and this is called instrument mix (de Heide, 2011; 

Howlett and Rayner, 2007; Sorrell et al, 2003; Rogge and Reichardt, 2013). Howlett and Rayner 

(2007) state that economic and environmental changes lead to the emergence of new problems 

that could be so complicated and difficult to sort out using one instrument. Thus, there is a trend 

to use a mix of instruments to solve such problems. The interaction relationship between the 

instruments leads to makeing an instrument more effective than another (Sorrell et al 2003; 

Howlett and Rayner, 2007; Rogge and Reichardt, 2013). Some literature refers to this interaction 

relationship as the coherence of the policy process or consistency of policy elements (Rogge and 

Reichardt, 2013). This indicates that the operation among the instruments will undoubtedly affect 

each other and the outcomes of policy process. According to Sorrell et al (2003), the outcome(s) 

of instrument mix is either positive, such as using technology instruments with educational 

instruments, in which the former ones are supportive of the latter, or negative, especially if one of 

the instruments is not developed or updated, such as using outdated information instruments 

with economic instruments. However, Rogge and Reichardt (2013) refer to the more effective 

instrument(s) as the main one(s), with the less effective as secondary. The interaction 

characteristic of an instrument mix makes the operation more complicated and urges the need to 

consider several aspects affecting the operation of these instruments: How can this interaction be 

more effective? What is the limitation of this interaction? What objectives do these instruments 

share? What best implementation approaches can be used? What side-effects might result? 

Thinking about such questions signifies that it is difficult to replace or change an instrument in the 

instrument mix, because this will affect the policy process and might prompt a re-think of the 

whole policy cycle.  

Ultimately, policy makers need to consider the most appropriate policy instruments or instrument 

mix, and understand how these will affect the policy process and subsequent outcomes of the 

process. Policy makers further need to work on increasing effectiveness and efficiency of the 
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policy process via improving its coherence and the consistency of policy elements. More precisely, 

any change in policy instrument or instrument mix will affect the whole process and policy 

objectives, which might affect policy actors' interests. Therefore, it has been suggested that 

selecting policy instruments should be based on a system so the process can be easily reviewed, 

evaluated, and improved through policy learning (Howlett and Rayner, 2007; Sorrell et al 2003).       

3.4. Policy Process Cycle 

Policy is a process, not an event; it is a series of subsequent theories and actions that cannot 

succeed independently. Components of a policy process are interrelated and designed according 

to a system that contributes to achieving policy objectives (Fullan, 1992, 2007; Karampelas, 2006). 

Policy reform has to be precisely planned in order to reflect its objectives. Implementing policy 

reform is a complicated process that needs to be understood and designed carefully. Fullan (1993) 

mentions four fundamental elements in building up a powerful reform potential at individual and 

institutional levels. The elements at the individual level are "personal vision-building, inquiry, 

mastery, and collaboration." (Fullan, 1993, p. 12), whereas elements at the institutional level are 

"shared vision-building, organizational structures, norms and practices of inquiry; focus on 

organizational development and knowledge, and collaborative work cultures" (Fullan, 1993, p. 

12). Looking at Fullan’s fundamental elements, the most important stimulus to a reform is having 

a vision clarifying the reasons for thinking about the plan, because undoubtedly reform cannot 

happen by itself. Later, it will be time to ask about the aims behind the reform, what results are 

sought and how it is planned. After arriving at the plan, it is the time to obtain knowledge and 

skills to manage the process to cooperate with others to implement the plan finally.  

The policy process was first classified in stages by Lasswell (1956), who suggested seven stages of 

a policy process: intelligence; promotion; prescription; invocation; application; termination; and 

appraisal. Jann and Wegrich (2007) argue that Lasswell’s model of policy stages was the basic 

framework for study of policy process for years until the emergence of other models suggesting 

subdivisions of policy process, as introduced by Pressman and Wildavsky (1984), Van Meter and 

Van Horn (1975), Elmorem(1979/80), Hjern (1982). Spicker (2006) indicates that there are five 

main stages of a policy process: stating the goals and mission; studying the environment; 

proposing and choosing appropriate methods for implementation; the implementation process, 

and evaluation. Jann and Wegrich (2007) hold that there is a common policy process model that 

can be divided into five main stages: according to them, these are “agenda-setting, policy 

formulation, decision making, implementation, and evaluation” (Jann and Wegrich, 2007, p. 43). 

Other scholars (Burke et al, 2012; Fullan, 1993; Pressman and Wildavsky, 1984) share this notion 
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of policy process and emphasise that the policy process is regarded as a cycle beginning with 

identifying the problem and setting the agenda, then implementing and evaluate it.    

Articles by Fischer et al (2007), Jann and Wegrich (2007), and Sidney (2007) combines policy 

formulation and decision-making into one stage because, as Sidney puts it, "It involves identifying 

and/or crafting a set of policy alternatives to address a problem, and narrowing that set of 

solutions in preparation of the final policy decision." (Sidney, 2007, p. 79). Moreover, the 

implementation cycle is divided by USAID (2010) into seven elements: content and objectives; 

social, political, and economic context; leadership; stakeholders; plan and resources; action and 

facilities; and feedback and assessment. This cycle is referred to by Kettunen (2011), who divides 

it into “plan” where objectives are clarified, “do” where the process descriptions are planned, 

“check” where feedback is collected and outcomes are tested, and “act” where the whole process 

is evaluated and improved (2011, p. 151). Furthermore, the OFMDFMNI (n. d.) states that the 

policy cycle is again divided into four main parts: “Strategic Thinking”; “Development of Policy”; 

“Implement Policy Change”; and “Maintaining Policy” (OFMDFMNI, n. d., p. 8). It becomes 

obvious that there are different views of the sub-divisions of the policy cycle but, in essence, the 

literature indicates that there are four main stages of reform policy as presented below (Figure 3): 

3.4.1. First: Agenda Setting    

This stage is the beginning of the whole policy process. If there is no recognition of the real 

problem and issues on which actors have different views, there will be no policy or an 

unsuccessful process. Jann and Wegrich (2007) emphasize that there will be no agenda setting if 

there is no true recognition of the real problem, when “not all the existing problems could receive 

the same level of attention” (Jann and Wegrich, 2007, p. 46), or when there is disagreement 

between two actors on an issue, when the less powerful one attempts to highlight the issue. 

There are four main patterns of agenda-setting as introduced by May (1991) and Howlett and 

Ramesh (2003). May (1991) describes three patterns: outside-initiation; inside-initiation; and 

mobilization. 

A. Outside-initiation refers to the role of the public in forcing the government to take their 

demands into account and put them on the government agenda.  

B. Inside-initiation is made by a group of people have issues to raise and have relations with 

the government, while the public is not aware of such initiation or issues (e.g. as in case of 

business groups and companies which share business and interests with government).  
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Figure 3: Policy process cycle 

 

C. Mobilization pattern emerges when the government supports an agenda initiated by the 

public although it has no role (e.g. campaign by public to implement use of Euro 

currency).  

D. Howlett and Ramesh (2003) introduce the consolidation pattern, which indicates that the 

government sets an agenda and it is strongly supported by the public.  

Despite the different patterns of agenda-setting, it remains to understand the relationship 

between these patterns and the status of the society (such as democratic, modern,…etc.). In 

modern and democratic societies, the public mostly can take on the role of raising the problem 

and claim agenda-setting and policy initiation, but this kind of policy would have a short life cycle 

and be subject to amendment, especially when the public's interest moves away from the process 

(Lodge and Hoods, 2002). That stated, problems which need a new agenda and policy need to be 

supported by almost all of society and based on pragmatic assumptions. Therefore, understanding 

the culture and society as well as the economic environment is necessary to policy agenda setting. 

At this stage, policy-makers need to think about the factors that led to the emergence of the 

problem and investigate whether its solution needs a new policy or whether an amendment to an 
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old policy, if available, is appropriate. These factors mostly relate to identifying the needs of those 

who will be involved in the problem; specifying available and required resources; identifying 

available staff and budget; consultation with stakeholders; ensuring leadership; gathering 

evidences to depend on; and investigating that there are professionals to start the 

implementation process. When all these factors have been thought about, then it will be time to 

move to the second stage of the policy process.  

3.4.2. Second: Policy Formulation and Decision Making (Planning)  

After setting the policy agenda, it will be the time to formulate the policy and move it to the 

decision-making stage. These two phases tend to be closely connected and move the policy 

process towards implementation. One of the techniques used for decision-making is via politics 

(Rasch and Tsebelis, 2009), which means that governmental institutions, state bureaucracy and 

parliamentary committees and interested agencies that share the policy objectives have a crucial 

role in formulating the policy. In addition to politics, policy formulation can be achieved by 

involving policy advice from experts in policy formulation and decision-making. Jann and Wegrich 

(2007) stress that providing advice is not considered as merely getting information from experts 

but as a sub-stage of other techniques comprising policy formulation. Therefore, it is important to 

have interaction between policy actors in a network to study the possibilities of policy formulation 

and arrive at the most effective decisions through negotiation and analysis (Lindblom, 1968; 

Mayntz and Scharpf, 1975). Moreover, the size of such a network depends on the size of the 

policy, and there might be more than one network within the largest. Such a division of networks 

can occur in management, for example, to act as a link between managers with lesser networks. It 

becomes obvious that such networks represent a centre of power in policy formulation because 

of the diverse experiences and information in these networks. The actors include any members 

involved in the policy process such as stakeholders, government, and parliament that take on the 

role of policy formulation, while the final decision making is made by the institution that adopted 

the policy process. McCaffery (2004) emphasizes the importance of consultation and advice, and 

contributes these to the success of the reform process. Fullan (2007) further emphasizes that it is 

not only the responsibility of consultants to make the process successful, rather that the 

reformers themselves should have the skills to change the process and manage it.  

A third approach of policy formulation is based on sciences and research, which mostly has an 

impact on long-term change to issue perceptions (Jann and Wegrich, 2007). On international 

level, however, there are specialized organizations in policy formulation such as Think Tanks, as 

well as experts can be approached by other organizations which are not specialized in policy 
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formulation such as World Bank. Mainly, this stage focuses on identifying method(s) to involve 

the actors in finding alternatives, analysing causes, identifying policy objectives, prioritising some 

of the alternatives, planning a framework covers all aspects affected by the policy, collecting 

resources, information, and data about the problem, studying and evaluating the suggested 

alternatives, and making decisions that mostly encourage and support cooperation among the 

actors in the future. It is important to highlight that making decisions is a crucial step at this stage 

because it prepares policy for the implementation stage and no issue that has not been formally 

approved can be implemented, while all what have been approved are transferred into action, 

according to priorities (UNEP, 2009). Transferring approved decisions to implementation is still a 

matter for debate, as far as there could be an absence of gravity, accountability, pragmatic 

objectives, sufficient policy instrument, or a sudden institutional change that might disrupt the 

progress of the policy process.   

3.4.3. Third: Implementation 

The well planned theory is put into effect. The implementation stage is concerned specifically with 

top-down and bottom-up approaches, and a synthesised framework between the two 

approaches. The top-down approach focuses on the policy-makers’ role in controlling and 

managing the implementation process. This approach is presented by scholars such as Van Meter 

and Van Horn (1975), Pressman and Wildavsky (1984), and Sabatier (1986). The bottom-up 

approach focuses on the role of street-level actors in developing the implementation process 

through a network of actors and negotiation, where they may have some autonomy to determine 

the policy process. The scholars who support this approach are Elmore (1997/80), Dyer (1999), 

and Hull and Hjern (1987). The synthesised approach mixes the first two approaches and views 

implementation as a network-based process that involves policy-makers and street-level actors, 

while the final decision is left to policy-makers, who retain the power to manage the process. This 

hybrid approach is supported by scholars such as Matland (1995) and Premfors (1984). On one 

hand, this stage is regarded as a backward process because when an approved section(s) in the 

policy plan has not been implemented, it is necessary to go back to the planning stage and make 

changes. This backward process might require the attendance of all concerned policy actors to 

discuss this section again and suggest alternatives. On the other hand, it is regarded a forward 

process when the policy plan is effectively implemented and the cycle moves forward to be 

evaluated and maintained. The UNEP report (2009) refers to three main factors affecting 

implementation. The first is attributed to support for and resistance to the process. The process 

can be successfully implemented when totally supported by government, stakeholders, and other 

policy actors. It would fail when it faces resistance from opposing or uninterested groups, 
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bureaucrats and even street-level actors because of a lack of financial support or human 

resources, or weak political support. The second factor is concerned with analysis skills, which can 

be complicated when there are many and vague tasks, changes of priorities due to environmental 

changes, weak planning, and weak classification of priorities. The third factor is concerned with 

administrating the process, such as ineffective structure of communication among members of 

the policy network, poor accountability and role clarification, and having weak or no motivation. 

It remains to be mentioned that "implementation and policy formulation are highly 

interdependent processes" (Pülzl and Treib, 2007, p. 101). Implementation is putting into practice 

the theories formulated previously. Of these, parts, sometimes, face obstacles and therefore 

there is a need to formulate new theories and suggest alternatives. Implementers need to think 

about the availability of effective leadership and how sufficient guidance is provided. It is 

important to provide advice and instruction on the on-going implementation process and inform 

stakeholders about the development of the process. It has been suggested that it is the leaders' 

role is to follow up regularly and find alternative solutions when sudden changes or obstacles 

occur. There might be unexpected problems at this stage, such as structural or cultural changes to 

the organization. Thus, it is necessary to have a monitoring service at this stage in order to ensure 

that best practice is achieved. 

3.4.4. Fourth: Evaluation and Monitoring  

Policy evaluation means reporting all information concerned with the performance of the process 

and the results. This stage aims to find the extent to which the objectives have been achieved and 

the stakeholders are satisfied, and what alternative ways are there to deal with non-achieved 

objectives. This stage is important because it concerns the success or failure of the policy process, 

satisfaction of stakeholders, and quality of outcomes. Evaluating the policy process can be 

achieved via two main methods: internal and external evaluation (Wollmann, 2007). Internal 

evaluation is considered as self-evaluation and is carried out by the agency or organization 

implementing the policy process. External evaluation is carried out by an external agency which 

has no relation with the actors, administrative units, or the organization that implemented the 

process. Most external evaluation is carried out by top governmental organizations such as 

parliament or international agencies. However, before starting the evaluation process, it is 

significant to decide on what kind of evaluation is sought. UNEP (2009) highlights six main 

patterns of evaluation: 
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 Evaluation of inputs: This refers to financial evaluation of all the inputs (human resources, 

work environment,…etc.) of the process to be used as complimentary criteria to other 

evaluation processes if required. 

 Evaluation of outcomes: This refers to evaluating of the policy performance and 

identifying the outcomes of the process. The data received in such an evaluation can be 

used as inputs for other comprehensive policy processes.  

 Evaluation of the process: This refers to the evaluation of policy instruments, timing, and 

any procedures used throughout the process in order to make it more effective. 

 Evaluation of competency: This aims to examine whether it is possible to have the same 

quality and quantity of performance but using fewer resources.   

 Evaluability assessment: This pattern supports policy learning. For example, clarifying the 

process of analysis, the effects of the outcomes, implication of the policy,…etc. It is 

further used to devise any approaches and variants of assessment that can be considered 

as “criteria of technical feasibility, economic viability, and of practical merits” (Wollmann, 

2007, p. 395).  

 Evaluation of the adequacy of performance: This refers to comparing the outcomes of the 

process with the policy objectives identified at the planning stage. The evaluation of these 

outcomes is based on specific criteria agreed at the planning stage. This also has been 

referred to as “classical evaluation” by Wollmann (2007, p. 395) 

Further, Wollmann (2007) and OFMDFMNI (n. d.) classify evaluation according to its function and 

timing into three major types as follows: 

 Evaluation undertaken as an estimation of the process and prior to making decision in 

order to use such information as supportive data during the decision-making process. This 

evaluation is necessary to the policy development process.  

 Evaluation made while the process moves on to identify the indicators that can affect the 

implementation process in order to be changed or modified to produce better 

performance. 

 Evaluation made after completing the implementation process to compare the outcomes 

of the process and whether the policy performance matches the policy objectives (see 

also UNEP, 2009). This further encourages policy learning and helps to identify what 

works and what does not work in the process. 
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Wollmann (2007) adds that secondary evaluation is made after a simple primary evaluation of the 

process. It aims at either reviewing the standards of methods used during the evaluation or 

comparing the results of both evaluation processes. However, before assessing the evaluation 

process, it is crucial to take into consideration the factors that could affect the evaluation process. 

These consist of the impatience of policy-makers or government who cannot wait for the final 

results, devoting the evaluation process to the alignment of some individuals’ or parties’ or 

government’s interest, an inability to analyse policy learning, a lack of information, and a lack of 

skill and experience (UNEP, 2009). Added to this, are missing loyalty and accountability, other 

factors that affect the evaluation.  

Results from the evaluation process can be classified into three main categories: maintaining and 

developing the positive results; changing the negative outcomes through changes in the policy 

alternatives, changes in the policy instruments or implementation approaches as required; or 

cancelling the whole policy (UNEP, 2009). It is important to introduce two main approaches of 

policy evaluation in order to be able to understand which approach of evaluation the MoHESR-

KRG has followed in the first year of introducing the policy. Bovens et al (2006) attribute politics in 

policy evaluation to two main approaches which concentrate on how the evaluation process is 

viewed. These are rationalistic and argumentative policy evaluation. Table 2 shows the 

differences between these two approaches. 

Bovens et al (2006) aim to introduce the role of politics in policy evaluation. Looking at the Table 

2, it becomes clear that the rational approach of policy evaluation seems to be more reliable and 

conveys for what the policy process is set. Evaluators need to understand that policy is not 

initiated to serve the interests of individuals, interested groups, chambers of parliament, 

committees or offices of government, or limited stakeholders. It is to serve the whole of society, 

government, stakeholders, and policy actors in order to provide better quality of services and to 

solve problems. Adopting the rational approach of policy evaluation does not mean that such 

evaluation is always successful in taking into account the factors that affect the evaluation, as 

mentioned previously. Policy evaluation can be initiated by the government or administrative 

staff of the organization itself or external agencies, depending on the level and quality of 

evaluation sought. In this regard, Wollmann (2007) emphasizes that “The more complex the 

policies and programmes under consideration are, and the more demanding the conceptual and 

methodological problems of carrying out such evaluations become, the less the institutions, 

initiating and conducting the evaluation, are capable to carry out such conceptually and 

methodologically complicated and sophisticated analyses themselves” (Wollmann, 2007, p. 395).  
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Table 2: Rationalistic and argumentative policy evaluation 

No. Rationalistic Policy Evaluation Argumentative Policy Evaluation 

1 Based on facts and data borrowed from 

natural and physical sciences. 

Based on meaning and assumptions of 

objects and accumulated interpretation 

by scientists to give meaning to reality.  

2 Supported by positivists Supported by post-positivists or 

constructivists. 

3 Decision-making and policy statement 

are based on reliable and valid empirical 

information. 

Decision-making and judgment are based 

on stimulated debates on values among 

politicians. 

4 Gives relevant information about 

expected and factual policy performance. 

Policy performance is based on the best 

alternative and solution suggested prior 

to implementation and final judgment 

made after implementing the policy. 

5 Judging the evaluation process is based 

on neutral values and facts. 

It is difficult to judge the evaluation 

process, because it is difficult to 

determine the strongest argument or the 

most relevant voice; therefore, most such 

policy evaluations fail.  

 

Therefore, the complexity of the evaluation process (besides lacking the resources and 

experiences for an evaluation) is the most common factor that forces institutions to seek external 

evaluations by other agencies. Though there is variety in the way that organizations undertake an 

evaluation process, there are 10 fundamental steps necessary for a successful policy evaluation, 

as suggested by the OFMDFMNI (n. d.): 

1) Evaluation has to be planned before starting the policy process and, in order to achieve a 

more effective evaluation, prioritized sections in the process should be evaluated in the 

first instance. 

2) Clarifying for what the evaluation is set. 
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3) To have more feasible evaluation, it is important to identify the policy rationality and 

objectives before implementing the policy, otherwise the evaluating agency/person will 

do so at the evaluation stage. 

4) Identifying the indicators against which the evaluation will be measured. If an 

international evaluation is aimed at, then these indicators should allow international 

comparison. 

5) Establish a comparison case for two groups; one controls the process and another is 

affected by the process; or the policy impact on a group before and after the process, in 

order to find the outcomes of the policy process.    

6) Identify the cause and effect relationship; for example, the relationship between input 

and output. 

7) Specify side-effects that may result from the policy process, such as equity of staff 

performance, and equality between males and females. 

8) An effective analysis is based on identifying the purpose of the analysis (process or 

performance analysis) and the most appropriate approaches (quantitative or qualitative) 

to the analysis. 

9) Clarify the evaluation outcome as either continuing the process, or continuing with partial 

modification, or modification, or cancellation. 

10) To encourage policy learning, the final evaluation outcome should be formally 

documented and made accessible to others so they can consider future programmes and 

projects.   

The evaluation of performance is the one with which this study is concerned to seek the quality of 

outcomes resulting from the policy process. It further determines whether the outcomes match 

the policy objectives agreed on during the policy planning stage. It shows the relationship 

between perceptions and achievements of the policy process and gives meaning to what it is that 

the policy is set. When all the outcomes are effective, implementers have to work on maintaining 

and monitoring or developing them further in the future.  

It is important to mention that each stage is a complement to the previous. These stages are 

considered to be fundamental in the policy reform cycle, but there might be differences, not in 

the essence, from one sector to another or one organization to another, depending on the 
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purpose, size, and instruments of the policy. The Kurdish reform policy is a recent one and began 

at the end of 2009. Besides, no private or governmental organizations have evaluated the policy 

process. Therefore, all the four stages of the policy cycle are taken into consideration in this study.  

Dunn (2014) introduces an integrated framework of studying a policy. This framework includes all 

relevant approaches to policy analysis and consists of identifying the “policy informational 

components” which are “policy problem”,” expected policy outcomes”,” preferred policies”, 

“observed policy outcomes”, and “policy performance” (Dunn, 2014, p. 5)[emphasis in original]; 

and the analytical relationship between these components which are “problem structuring”, 

“forecasting”, “prescription”, “monitoring”, and “evaluation” (Dunn, 2014, p. 8)*emphasis in 

original]. The integrated framework of policy analysis is shown in figure (4).   

The “policy informational components” refers to the cycles of the policy process. The analytical 

relationship between these components is elaborated as follows: 

1- Problem structuring: This refers to identifying the problems that need solutions. This 

means the observed outcomes should provide solutions to the problems. 

2- Forecasting: This gives information about what outcomes are expected and what are the 

planned objectives of the policy. 

3- Prescription: Identifying the expected objectives can help to decide on preferred policies 

to implement the policy process. 

4- Monitoring: This gives information on how to follow up or monitor the observed 

outcomes of the implementation process. 

5- Evaluation: This analysis shows the difference between the expected and observed 

outcomes of the policy and thus helps to find out to what extent the final observed 

outcomes contribute to the value of the policy performance, which finally leads to solving 

the policy problem. 

This process of policy analysis and the analytical relationship seems to be complicated but they 

are interrelated to each other and follow a sequence.   

3.5. Studying Public Policy Top-down and Bottom-up Approaches 

Implementation simply means interpreting theory into practice. Creating new theories and 

ideas might not be useful when there are no effective approaches to implement them. 

There are some approaches to studying policy implementations that depend on how 

implementers deal with the problem. These are: top-down and bottom-up (Dyer, 1999; 

Elmore, 1979/80; Hjern, 1982;  
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Figure 4: Integrated framework of policy analysis (Dunn, 2014, p. 6) 

Premfors, 1984; Pressman and Wildavsky, 1984; Van Meter and Van Horn, 1975). The top-down 

approach:  

 “begins at the top of the process, with as clear a statement as possible of the policymaker’s 

intent, and proceeds through a sequence of increasingly more specific steps to define what 

is expected of implementors [sic] at each level. At the bottom of the process, one states, 

again with as much precision as possible, what a satisfactory outcome would be, measured 

in terms of the original statement of intent… .” (Elmore, 1979-80, p. 602).  

Analysing policy by the top-down approach follows a hierarchical linear process of a set of events 

controlled by the organization authority or government (Pressman and Wildavsky, 1984; Van 

Meter and Van Horn, 1975; Elmore, 1979/80; Hjern, 1982; Stofile, 2008). It starts at the policy-

maker level and moves downward through a sequence of events. The main characteristics of this 

approach are hierarchy and control by policymakers. These characteristics make this approach 

more structural and the events functionally separated; that is, separate between the how and the 

what of the policy. Mok (2000) describes the role of a hierarchical small government which is run 
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by a few prominent individual as "…only taking care of law and order, protecting the sanctity of 

contract, and maintaining the minimum level of welfare to protect those really poor and 

vulnerable and facilitating the free operation of the market" (Mok, 2000, p. 640). In a centralized 

hierarchical government, the role of government is to issue regulations and set up policies, while 

implementation part is left to experts and academics in the higher education sector (Ali, 2012). 

Therefore, there is a kind of imbalance between enacting regulations or policies and 

implementation, which will definitely affect the quality of performance and learning outcomes 

and, as Porter expresses it, “the events and their consequences occur in different organizations. 

Thus the basic framework for either political or bureaucratic learning is not present.” (Porter, 

1980, p. 11). 

There are three main criticisms of this approach. Matland (1995) states that the policy-makers are 

bureaucrats, as they control and administer the policy process while they ignore the role of other 

policy actors in the process, aiming at diverting policy for their own purposes. The approach 

considers implementing policy as merely an administrative process with apparent goals, without 

taking into account challenges and ambiguity that might emerge during the implementation. 

Bowe at al (1992) argue that this approach mainly starts with putting decisions into action 

without precisely considering actions necessary in later stages of the process, because 

implementing a policy process is not only putting theory into practice.  

The bottom-up approach starts with the lowest level of policy actor and moves upward to policy-

makers. This approach is referred to by Elmore (1979/80), Dyer (1999), Hull and Hjern (1987), and 

Hjern (1982). According to this approach, policy starts:  

“with a statement of the specific behaviour[sic] at the lowest level of the implementation 

process that generates the need for a policy. Only after that behavior is described does the 

analysis presume to state an objective; the objective is first stated as a set of organizational 

operations and then as a set of effects, or outcomes, that will result from these operations. 

Having established a relatively precise target at the lowest level of the system, the analysis 

backs up through the structure of implementing agencies,…” (Elmore, 1979-80, p. 604).  

Elmore argues that the first attempts of implementation start at street-level and go up through 

different stages, making use of available resources and potential to find solutions at each stage 

until attaining a thorough review of the implementation process and finally shaping the policy. 

Elmore’s interest, he argues, is in favour of the bottom-up or backward mapping approach 

because he believes that actors at street-level have more power and potential to identify the 

problems. They also have the opportunity to make use of the various resources and experiences 
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of each actor. This helps them to work as a network supporting each other to find the best 

solution to the problems (Elmore, 1979-80). Moreover, Elmore believes, as observed by Pressman 

and Wildavsky (1984), in the possibility of an inverse connection between phases of 

implementation that probably lead to a result. Furthermore, this approach gives value to each 

stage of the implementation process by creating an interrelated relationship between the stages 

and moving as a chain. It does not consider implementation as only an administrative process but 

as a series of actions, making use of knowledge and skills to find solutions for most immediate 

problems rather than following a hierarchical system. The bottom-up approach depends on the 

skills at the micro level of implementers rather than on the power and control of the macro level 

of government implementers. Therefore, this approach has been criticised as a challenge to 

democratic society: as Matland states, “policy control should be exercised by actors whose power 

derives from their accountability to sovereign voters through their elected representatives.” 

(1995, p. 149). Another criticism is that this approach assumes that any activities performed to 

achieve the policy goals are referred to as policy implementation. It considers policy initiation and 

implementation as a repeated cycle of processes (Fullan, 1982; Elmore, 1979/80; Dyer, 1999). 

In order to adopt a more appropriate approach to analysis of policy implementation, theorists 

(Elmore, 1979/80; Stofile, 2008; Dyer, 1999; Matland, 1995; Premfors, 1984) suggest a 

combination of the two approaches. Premfors (1984) argues that a mix of both approaches is 

necessary, taking into account the policy area and what strategies are planned for 

implementation. Elmore (1979/80) says that the top-down approach has precise policy objectives, 

apparent strategies, and clear outcome criteria by which to evaluate policy through 

implementation process. The bottom-up approach starts with a behaviour that needs to be 

changed at the lowest level, elaborates mechanisms to ensure the change, continuing the process 

upwards progressively until getting to the highest level of the policy. However, Matland suggests 

that Elmore’s mixed framework “insures consideration of the microimplementer's and target 

groups' interpretations of the policy problem and possible solutions” (1995, p. 151), but it is not 

based on hypotheses and that this makes it difficult to generalize the behaviour. Therefore, “As a 

tool, Elmore’s discussion is useful; as a theory, however, it lacks explanatory power.” (Matland, 

1995, p. 151). Matland’s concern is more focused on having a theoretical relationship among 

variables in the policy implementation process. Policy designers have to think about what factors 

affect these variables and how to find solutions to changes caused by these factors. Matland 

(1995) refers to the two main variables of policy conflict and policy ambiguity and the relationship 

between them. Based on this, the latter writer indicates that policy implementation approaches 

can be used in the following situations, as shown in Figure 5: 
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Figure 5: Ambiguity-conflict matrix: policy implementation processes (Matland, 1995, p. 160) 

- The top-down approach is used in a low-policy conflict and low-policy ambiguity situation. 

The implementation process is characterized as administrative and decision-making 

processes based on resources. 

- The top-down approach is used in a high-policy conflict and low-policy ambiguity 

situation. There is a need to use power and government authority, because there are 

clear objectives set by the government, but policy actors on the street-level are unable to 

decide on the appropriate ones.  

- The bottom-up approach is used in a high-policy ambiguity and low-policy conflict 

situation. This means that policy implementation takes a long time and this provides the 

opportunity for policy learning through experiences.  

- The bottom-up approach is used in a high-policy ambiguity and high-policy conflict 

situation. This gives an opportunity to street-level actors to take responsibility and find 

solutions for any changes they encounter. The power of the process emerges in the 

street-level actors' coalition to create opportunities of taking responsibility and to find 
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solutions to any changes they encounter. This creates more interest in the role of 

accountability.  

It might not be a matter of any interest, whether to apply one or the combined approach rather 

the significance is finding out the theoretical relationship among the components of the policy 

process and working on the strategies that best reflect the policy objectives. 

3.6. Factors Affecting Policy Implementation 

It is generally expected to refrain from accepting new policies and reform processes for a long 

time, especially if employees and academics are used to working in a traditional work 

environment, as in the case of Kurdistan higher education organizations. Therefore, when large 

scale of reform process becomes reality, it will be something of a shock, which leads to resistance 

and avoidance of cooperation (Walkline, 1992). Reformers need to refer to such resistance to be 

able to approach it and deal with it later. Now comes the role of leaders to deal with sudden 

obstacles and problems occurring during the implementation process. They have to investigate 

causes of resistance and compare them to the goals of the process to identify opportunities for 

flexible solutions. Implementation is “the carrying out of a plan for doing something. It focuses on 

operationalising the plan-the How, rather than the What.” (Burke et al, 2012, p. 2). It is defined as 

a “process of interaction” (Pressman and Wildavsky, 1984, p. 23) between objectives and how to 

achieve them. The policy implementation stage cannot be separated from the other stages of 

policy process, neither can the other stages lead to a complete policy process without 

implementation. The implementation process focused on here takes into account the synthesized 

framework of both policy instruments: the top-down and bottom-up. The feature shared by the 

instruments is the actors who can direct the process in the right direction. Therefore, the factors 

which affect the implementation of reform policy are discussed here to find out what factors play 

an important role in producing a more or less successful implementation. One of these factors 

refers to the relationship between the government and the organization. Fullan (1992) indicates, 

for example, that there is a kind of "episodic" relationship rather than "processes" between 

government and educational organizations (1992, p. 119). This kind of casual relationship affects 

the outcome of the reform process. Eventually, policy-makers make decisions while leaving 

implementation for others, without thinking about how to follow a process in order to achieve the 

objectives for which they made the reform. This leads to another, more complicated point, which 

is monopoly and de/centralization of higher education institutions. A system controlled by 

government minimizes opportunities in reform and innovation. Therefore, there would be even 

fewer leaders and policymakers, and these might struggle to introduce new policies (Clark, 1977). 
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This factor is more apparent in the top-down instrument because the policymaker or government 

has the power to control the process.     

Communication is another significant factor. Stahl (2007) and Fullan (2007) states that clarifying 

the problem and finding out obstacles for policy actors are significant factors because they are the 

key to practise and implement the process in the organization. Stahl (2007) indicates that there 

should be clear and transparent communication between the leader and members of the policy 

network. Such communication helps in influencing the staff and creating a better understanding, 

a better organized plan and an atmosphere based on trust and loyalty. Communication, here, 

refers to both oral and electronic methods that facilitate and provide a better quality of 

communication. However, communication in a multi-cultural organization or with international 

individuals who would lead the reform process can be more complicated, due to different 

cultures. 

Planning is considered as another factor that affects implementation. Fullan (2007) refers to a 

mistake that policy-makers might make, in focusing on initiating the process as a theory and 

ignoring the implementation stage. The author further attributes some of the factors to the 

reformers, as they are so enthusiastic in their plan and focused on reforming some aspects more 

than others, leading them to forget about identifying practical methods to implement the plan. In 

such a case, most of the attention will be drawn to aspects of the reform process and all the 

energy will go towards achieving these while ignoring complementary aspects in the same plan of 

the reform process. Accomplishing only some parts of the plan will undoubtedly lead to an 

unsuccessful reform process. Moreover, Fullan (1992) states that the planning stage is the key to 

a successful implementation, because it is "a multilevel social process involving thousands of 

people."(Fullan, 1992, p. 109). Pressman and Wildavsky (1984) share the same point as they state 

that implementation may succeed if there is good planning, and implementers have to expect 

hidden obstacles in the planning process that may become apparent in the implementation 

process. Thus, if there is a good planning from the beginning, it will be easier to find a solution 

such sudden obstacles. They further describe policy implementation as “a unitary process…, not a 

tandem operation” (Pressman and Wildavsky, 1984, p. 166) of enforcing a plan to achieve a set of 

goals. Moreover, the authors state that simplicity has to be encouraged when the process moves 

in the wrong direction because, “The fewer the steps involved in carrying out the program, the 

fewer the opportunities for a disaster to overtake it. The more directly the policy aims at its 

target, the fewer the decisions involved in is ultimate realization and the greater the likelihood it 

will be implemented” (Pressman and Wildavsky, 1984, p. 147). Having a complete policy theory 
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can provide successful and effective directions for implementation when it connects between 

theories and practice (Sabatier, 1986; Pressman and Wildavsky, 1984).  

Taking into account the stages of a policy cycle, a successful implementation is affected by the 

other three stages: a weak agenda might lead to difficult implementation of suggested solution(s); 

an ineffective plan based on ineffective formulation and decisions may lead the implementation 

process into a wrong direction; and an unsuccessful evaluation of performance might not give a 

total assessment of the whole implementation process but focus on prioritized aspects of the 

policy process. In addition, active policy actors, sufficient policy instruments, role of 

accountability, and loyalty at work are factors that affect the implementation of a policy process. 

To this extent, identifying the factors that affect implementation helps to study the success and 

failure of policy implementation.   

3.7. Studying the Success and Failure of Policy Implementation 

Theorists such as Pressman and Wildavsky (1984), who support the top-down approach, measure 

an implementation’s success or failure against the degree to which implementation outcomes 

match the original policy objectives. This approach of measurement is used by those who consider 

implementation as a linear process and evaluate the outcomes against the original objectives set 

prior to implementation. According to the top-down approach, policy success is determined by 

clear objectives and effective control by policymakers.  

The other approach of measurement, which is used by bottom-up theorists such as Elmore 

(1979/80), considers successful implementation as a complex process that takes into account any 

results, expected or unexpected, at the end of the implementation process. The unexpected 

outcomes are mostly attributed to the policy actors' interaction on the street-level and their 

attempt to find solutions to problems that emerge during the implementation process. Moreover, 

supporters of the latter approach state that any activities that lead to positive outcomes are 

counted as a success. Policy implementation failure can be diagnosed via studying and evaluating 

the assumptions about the cause-effect relationships at the time of designing the policy, as Jann 

and Wegrich (2007) argue. The latter scholars further attribute the failure of implementation to 

weak and unorganized interaction between those who implement the policy and the targeted 

group.  

Ingram and Schneider (1990) note that a successful implementation of policy can be achieved if 

there is an active accountability, commitment to the regulations and instructions of the policy 

statement, working on achieving the goals, and improving the political environment surrounding 
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the implementation process. Despite the availability of factors to which these researchers refer 

to, Matland (1995) shows that the success of implementation rather depends on the strength of 

power of the policy maker. If the policy maker’s power is superior to that of the other policy 

actors, especially at street-level, then applying the top-down approach is more appropriate and 

successful because the policy maker is able to control and direct the process and has stronger 

normative value. The latter writer, further, attributes the success of implementation to the clarity 

of policy goals stated in the policy statement;  if the goals are clearly stated at the beginning, then 

the policy is successfully implemented and controlled by policy makers. When the goals are not 

clearly stated, it is difficult to progress the implementation process. It becomes obvious that the 

success of policy implementation is concerned with conflict about the means to implement the 

process and the ambiguity of goals, as referred to by Matland (1995). Thus, if these two variables 

are clear, that is, low conflict and low ambiguity, then the process is moving in the right direction 

and producing positive outcomes. However, if any of these variables are unclear then it is 

necessary to ascertain the source of power that can reduce ambiguity in order to control and 

redirect the process along the right path.  

Failure of policy implementation, in specific instances, is attributed to the society. Smith (1973) 

argues that policy implementation is more likely to be unsuccessful in bureaucratic systems and 

the Third World nations, and more successful in modern Western countries. The reason why 

implementation is unsuccessful in the Third World nations can be attributed to, as Smith (1973, p. 

199) states, “the nature of the policies which these political systems must formulate”. Moreover, 

Third World Nations "have not been able to afford the luxury of incremental policymaking" via 

which "Policies tend to be ambitious, sweeping programs designed to bring about development 

and social reform". This signifies that society and organizational culture have a role in determining 

the success or failure of policy implementation. These environmental and cultural aspects should 

be taken into consideration when setting and formulating the policy agenda, in order to find 

alternatives for obstacles affecting the implementation process.    

There are five fundamental principles that lead to more successful implementation process. 

Sabatier (1986) refers to these five fundamental principles in his study about top-down and 

bottom-up policy instruments. The five fundamental principles are: 

1- Having clear goals provides better opportunities for more reliable assessment. 

2- The formation of policy itself implies change theory which provides implementers with 

assumptions about the causes of the process and guides them in the right direction of the 

policy. 
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3- Supplying strategies and technologies stimulates implementers and interested groups. 

4- Leaders’ and policymakers’ skills and experiences enforce an effective implementation. 

5- Providing appropriate support from interested groups and individuals, especially when 

the implementation takes a long time.  

Stofile (2008) and Jann and Wegrich (2007) agree with Sabatier in connecting implementation 

success or failure with policy instruments. The latter scholars state that some implementation 

approaches are achieved via using specific types of policy instruments as it is not appropriate 

haphazardly to use policy instruments in any type of implementation. They further concentrate on 

the relationship between cause and effect, and using the most appropriate implementation 

approach, top-down or bottom-up, while implementing the process. Walkline (1992) has a similar 

idea and argues that the implementation process is more successful when supported by 

government, policy-makers, and any other involved in the policy process. Walkine argues that 

such support can be made in different ways such as allocating resources, budgets, skilled and 

experienced policy actors, professional leaders, the political environment such as a suitable 

period of time and workplace; and socio-economic changes in favour of the implementation 

process. According to Sabatier (1986), the above first three principles can be dealt with during 

policy formulation, while the last three principles would emerge during the implementation 

process probably due to effects of society and economy. However, the implementation process, 

simply, is more effective if policy-makers structure their “program on a valid causal theory rather 

than a dubious one.” (Sabatier, 1986, p. 25). The presented literature indicates that the success of 

the implementation process lies in formulating a well-designed plan at the start that not only 

indicates a theoretical process but takes into account inevitable socio-economic changes which 

leaders need to be prepared to deal with. 

3.8. Conclusion  

In a nut-shell, the OFMDFMNI (n. d.) introduces general characteristics of policy onwhich a well-

designed policy can be based. These characteristics, briefly, are:  

a) Forward-looking and focusing on a long-term plan for about five years into future. This is 

because setting a policy is not an easy task, and it is unrealistic to set one biennially. 

Therefore, it is recommended to retain policy for the long term in order to have enough 

time to implement and evaluate it appropriately.  

b) Outward looking to identify whether the policy is initiated at a local, regional, or 

international level. If it is designed at an international level, it takes into account how 
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international policy is initiated and will be implemented. If it is designed at a national 

level, there are other factors that need to be taken into consideration, such as the culture 

and needs of society.   

c) Novelty and flexibility for creating opportunities to find alternative solutions to new or 

existing problems. This is so significant, especially when resistance or change occur while 

implementing the policy. Therefore, there should be alternatives.  

d) Based on evidences and documents that can be resorted to when necessary. Such 

documents are considered as reference or research or experts’ advice.   

e) Comprehensive, to cover all aspects relating to the problem. It might not be pragmatic to 

leave some parts related to the same problem unresolved, because it would undoubtedly 

impact the policy process in later stage and might lead to its failureprocess.   

f) Components of the policy are interrelated. Indeed, each part of the policy has its role and 

cannot be separated. For example, a policy process cannot be implemented without 

policy actors, or policy tools, or without one of the stages of the policy process cycle.   

g) Learning from experiences to develop what is applicable, while changing what is 

inapplicable. This makes the policy a source of learning and helps to avoid committing the 

same mistakes in future.    

h) Effective methods of communication to ease communication among policy actors. 

Effective communication also provides a clearer understanding among policy actors and 

affects the flow of implementation and evaluation of the policy process. It might reduce 

the hierarchical distance between the levels of policy actors.  

i) Regular review and monitoring to develop or modify policy when appropriate. This is 

important, especially when sudden changes or problems occur. It further assists in saving 

time and resources.   

j) Evaluating the process to assess the achievement of the policy. It is not possible to 

establish the success or failure of the policy process without an evaluation. Evaluating the 

outcomes of the process is necessary to find out whether the policy process achieved its 

designed objectives and to what extent the problem was resolved.  

This chapter provides the foundation to study the Kurdish higher education reform policy in the 

next chapter. The reform policy was set up to bring about high standards in higher education. So, 
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what is quality and quality assurance in higher education? Why has quality become a significant 

aspect in higher education institutions? What does it mean to accredit a university and how? 

These questions are answered in the next chapter.   
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Chapter 4: Kurdistan Higher Education Reform Policy and Quality 

Assurance Programme 

Part One: Quality Assurance and Accreditation in Higher Education 

4.1. Introduction  

This research focuses on studying two aspects of the Kurdish reform process. The first one is the 

reform policy that the literature has presented in the previous chapter. The second aspect is 

quality that is presented here. Literature on quality and accreditation is important to be 

presented in this chapter because it helps to find out what model or typology of quality and 

accreditation that the MoHESR-KRG has introduced. Is it based on an American typology as there 

are two American accreditation organizations are involved in the reform process? Or a British 

typology as the reform process is a vision of the reformer’s educational experiences in British 

higher education system? Or a European typology as an interviewee refers to a plan to join the 

Bologna system? However, the first part of this chapter focuses on definitions of quality; the 

relationship between massification and quality in higher education; the meanings and types of 

quality assurance in higher education; the reasons behind the appearance of quality assurance in 

higher education and what aspects it covers; definitions, and types. In addition, definitions of 

accreditation, types, criteria, and decisions of accreditation in higher education are also 

introduced. 

The second part covers quality assurance and accreditation systems in higher education 

institutions. Quality assurance and accreditation are two important elements in this study, 

because they are at the heart of the reform policy of Kurdistan higher education. It is important to 

bear in mind that the main aim of the reform policy is to implement quality standards of 

international higher education into the Kurdistan higher education (MoHESR-KRG, 2011). 

Therefore, there needs to be a presentation on concepts of quality and quality assurance, as well 

as different approaches to accreditation in higher education in order to investigate what concepts 

of quality are embedded in the Kurdish reform policy and what approach to accreditation is 

adopted by the MoHESR-KRG. 

4.2. What is Quality?   

Quality in higher education is a multi-dimensional and contested concept. It is defined in terms of 

excellence, perfection, meeting expectations, value for money, and transformation (Mhlanga, 
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2013; Gibbs, 2010; Lomas, 2002; Harvey, 2002; Cheng and Tam, 1997; Ashcroft and Foreman-

Peck, 1995; Reeves and Bednar, 1994; Harvey and Green, 1993).  

Harvey and Green first introduced five main definitions of quality: "exceptional", "perfection", 

"fitness for purpose", "value for money", and "transformative" (Harvey and Green, 1993, p. 11). 

The first definition, 'exceptional', grants special privileges to an institution or program. The writers 

attribute the discussion on this definition to three main interpretations. Such interpretations 

indicate that quality is perceived as either something unique of a high level, or institution’s output 

can be effective when the inputs are effective, or quality is related to checking and meeting 

minimum standards set by an institution. This interpretation of quality is not successful in giving 

the right definition of quality, because it does not identify what are the norms against which 

quality can be measured and only gives a traditional perception of quality (Harvey and Knight, 

1996).  

The second definition of quality as, ‘perfection’, implies that it is something that has specific 

characteristics and has no relation to standards, as in the previous definition. It further argues 

that quality is a process that be followed up in each stage so there is a consistency in producing 

flawless outcomes (Harvey and Green, 1993). The defect in this definition is that it is not logical to 

leave the outcomes unchecked, because if the outcomes do not meet the designed goals of the 

institution then the whole process is ineffective; besides, it is not applicable to the higher 

education context as "it is not the purpose of a higher education institution to 'produce' students" 

(Lomas, 2002, p. 71-72).  

The third definition, ‘fitness for purpose’, focuses on the function of quality and has two 

interpretations. The first interpretation is that there should be a match between the outcome or 

product and the purpose for which it was designed. Moreover, it shows that it is the customers 

who decide on the characteristics of the service from the institution (provider) which works on 

providing such services to match the customers' needs. But the reverse picture is more logical; 

that is, it is the institution (provider) that creates the conditions for the customers to make them 

think about specific required services that are mainly based on society’s needs and market forces 

(Deming, 1982). The second interpretation says that quality is the institution's achievements of its 

goal(s). There are several defects in this definition, as it does not identify who is the customer. 

Suppose the customers are identified: it is not necessarily the case that whatever right things 

have been done in the right way have led to satisfying the customers or meeting their 

expectations. The purpose might meet customers' expectation in the short term but, as Harvey 

and Green argue, it might not satisfy what they want in the future.  
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'Value for money', which is the fourth definition, argues that quality is the product of available 

funds. This definition further explains the relation between educational provider (higher 

education institution) and fund provider (government, private organization, stakeholders,…etc). 

The defects in this definition, on one hand, are that the outcomes do not necessarily reflect the 

performance of the institution, because the effectiveness of such performance is based on the 

cost or funds that the institution receives from the fund provider. On the other hand, students 

expect a high level of services and education in return for their money, but have no role in 

deciding the level or value of these services and educational programs.  

The final definition, 'transformative', deals with quality in terms of continuity and change. 

Education should build upon students' knowledge, skills, and potential abilities and turn them into 

proactive graduates at the end of the learning process. According to this concept, students are 

not viewed as customer but rather as participants who have a role in the education system 

(Harvey and Knight, 1996). It focuses on enhancing and empowering students. It further indicates 

that learners have autonomy to lead, choose, and make decisions to empower their learning. 

Quality, here, is viewed as freedom given to students in order to think critically, search, make 

decisions, and create a body of knowledge which prepares them for life after graduation. Thus, as 

transformation, this definition implies a cycle of continuity and improvement which indicates 

confronting challenges that need to be dealt with properly. Measuring quality as 'transformative' 

would not be an easy process (Lomas, 2002). 

Each of the above definitions deals with quality in way or another and each has its merits and 

demerits. However, interpreting the meaning of quality depends on the perception of higher 

education (Harvey and Williams, 2010). The most accepted definition of quality seems to be 

‘fitness for purpose’ (Birnbaum, 1988; Kristoffersen et al, 1998) because, as the latter writers 

argue, quality should serve specific purposes in higher education system to satisfy stakeholders 

and students who have a variety of needs of mass higher education. Moreover, quality can be 

perceived as 'exceptional' in terms of giving certain criteria to one institution rather than another, 

for example. It could be 'perfection' when a program or training courses are designed to achieve a 

set of specific aims. It could be 'fitness for purpose' when specific academic programs are 

designed for specific purposes. Besides, quality could be 'value for money’ in terms of the 

available budget, and finally, it could be 'transformative' when linked to enhancement, 

development, and internationalization. 
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4.3. Impact of Massification on Quality in Higher Education 

Massification is a term used to describe the increased student enrolment in higher education. 

There has been a demand to expand higher education since the Second World War. More 

specifically, the expansion of the higher education started at the end of the twentieth and the 

beginning of the twenty-first centuries (Guri-Rosenblit et al, 2007; Misaro et al, 2013). As 

described by Misaro et al (2013), massification can either be elite, which represents an increase of 

up to 15 per cent of student enrolment, or mass, which represents 50 per cent, or universal which 

exceeds 50 per cent. Guri-Rosenblit et al (2007) state that there are six issues that play a role in 

expanding the higher education system: 

 External and internal boundaries: the external boundaries refer to which higher education 

institutions are excluded or included in the higher education system. For example, tertiary 

education might include any educational program after secondary education and research 

institutions which do not offer academic degrees. The internal boundaries refer to the 

internal structure of the higher education system which can be expanded; for example, 

types of academic programs, funding methods, accreditation, research and teaching 

potentials, institutional culture, etc.    

 Top-down and bottom-up forces: the top-down forces refer to law, regulations, and any 

instructions issued by the government to organize the higher education system, while the 

bottom-up forces includes any initiatives by investors and individual stakeholders.  

 Globalization and supra-national forces: globalization and internationalization trends have 

an important role in the expansion of the higher education system. Such trends were 

clearly noticeable in the 1990s and pushed many higher education institutions towards 

further development. As a result, the Bologna Declaration of 1999, for example, was 

signed. The foundation of the Bologna Declaration provides similar educational programs 

for students across 49 European countries, facilitates students’ mobility within Europe, 

and at the same time attracts students from around the world towards Europe.    

 Flexibility: it provides students with wider access to higher education, because it creates 

opportunities of equality for students. Having a diverse and flexible higher education 

system will create more opportunities for widening higher education. Many universities 

have opened branches in other countries to disseminate knowledge and offer their 

programs to a wider population of students. This helps to spread the reputation of the 

institution in the educational markets and establish relationships between the two 

countries (Maringe and Gibbs, 2009).    
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 Public vs private sectors: growing economy and business inference in the higher 

education sector are common forces to establish private higher education institutions. 

Therefore, establishing more private higher education institutions leads to widening 

access to higher education. Because most of the private higher education institutions in 

Europe and the developing countries operate for profit, they became centers of business 

and therefore quality criteria decrease.    

 Technology: information technology and communication play roles in expanding the 

higher education sector. Many universities around the world offer their academic and 

training programs online to reach as much learners as possible in other countries. There 

are even workshops and teaching lessons accessible online. Creating opportunities 

through online educational programs, therefore, increases access to higher education 

systems and hence a larger population of students. A well-known online course is the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Open Courseware which offers thousands of 

courses online.    

Although massification has advantages in providing more educational opportunities for students, 

it may lead to different challenges in the higher education system. Misaro et al (2013) argue that 

unplanned massification might pull the system into crisis. Allowing more students to enrol into 

higher education institutions definitely needs more human resources, academic staff, learning 

resources, physical infrastructure, and funds. It is so important not to ignore the quality criteria 

while expanding the higher education system, otherwise it might not be attractive to students. 

Therefore, quality is a form of accountability which refers to delivering services effectively and 

efficiently (Williams and Loder, 1990; Misaro et al, 2013). It is effective for services’ beneficiaries, 

who have the right to ask for effective services, and it is efficient for providers, who have the right 

to know whether their resources are used efficiently. Williams and Loder (1990) point out that 

higher education institutions carry financial accountability, which is concerned with the provided 

financial resources and how to use them; political and social accountability, which is concerned 

with providing higher education access to those who have the right to benefit from it; and quality 

accountability, which is concerned with the kind of providing services and how the institutions 

perform them.                      

Marchese (1997) argues that the reasons behind pursuing quality programs in higher education 

are generally attributed to producing a higher level of services to customers, strengthening a kind 

of moral and teamwork environments among staff members, and improving academic standards. 

Moreover, Quality in higher education, according to the QAA (QAA, Assuring Quality and 

Standards, n.d.), refers to learning opportunities, facilities, and resources provided by higher 
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education institutions to students to assist them in achieving a designed award and qualification. 

It is the value which customers expect to receive. So, is there a relation between institutions' 

reputation and quality? An institution might have a pioneering role in one area or more, but not 

necessarily meet the international level of quality. Gibbs (2013) attributes institutions' reputation 

to customer satisfaction, research capacity, student admission requirements, and level of fees 

whereas quality refers to how much a student learns by the completion of a course or program of 

study. Gibbs (2013, p. 18) attributes the variation in quality between subjects and programmes 

among institutions to the wrong application of quality assurance program and bureaucracy 

besides “focusing on the wrong variables and using the wrong levers may even operate to limit 

the scope subjects have to improve”.  

 The impact of massification on higher education leads to a wide range of institutions and offered 

programmes, as well as a gap between what is perceived and what is really produced (Williams 

and Loder, 1990). According to Williams and Loder (1990, p. 4), there is a trend of “cost-effective 

substitutes” in higher education institutions that indicates the higher education system delivers 

services and programs in relation to their cost. The authors further state that a ‘cost-effective’ 

relationship is possible to determine in a research capacity, as universities can be funded 

according to their research activities. But it is difficult to allocate funds for teaching because of 

the absence of any fixed or clear criteria for measuring teaching activities. However, Williams and 

Loder (1990) argue that teaching potential can be gauged by measuring some components such 

as:    

 Inputs (students’ qualification, staff number and experiences, physical resources) 

 Outputs (graduation percentage, employers’ and students’ satisfaction) 

 Market (entrants’ qualification, role of market in offered programs) 

 Process measures (students’ progress, students’ feedback of teaching staff, effectiveness 

of learning and teaching methods, review effectiveness, students’ role in selecting 

courses). 

Funding higher education might not have a major role in the quality of programs and courses, but 

there is a relationship between the institutional reputation and the quality of programs and 

courses. Maringe and Gibbs (2009) state that institutional reputation is the first factor to attract 

students’ attention to a course. They further state that students are the key customers and clients 

of the higher education system. Therefore, institutions have to work at satisfying their customers 

in the first instance. To do so, they have to check what students need and want from the 

institution. Besides, an institution needs to create its internal institutional identity and be able to 

transform this to the public to give a clear image about the institution. Such an image is its 
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reputation, which the public will receive and be attracted by. Hence, the quality of this image is 

important to focus on.                 

4.4. Demands for and Aspects Covered in Quality Assurance in Higher 

Education 

Quality assurance in higher education means enhancing and developing international standards of 

quality. Establishing quality assurance programs in higher education institutions is an outcome of 

the reform process intending to raise and change the quality of delivered education (Materu, 

2007). The need to establish a quality assurance system in higher education institutions is 

enforced by several factors such as public demand, market demand, technology, and impact of 

business (Peterson, 1999). The first relates to public and government demands on how higher 

education institutions should spend government funds. The public asks for a good quality of 

higher education in return for the huge budget that higher education institutions receive. 

Therefore, universities have started on working to organize external examiner committees that 

focus mainly on programme evaluation and the self-accreditation process of the local institutions 

themselves. The second relates to market demands. Higher education institutions, as in the USA, 

are under the control of market forces and they need to work on producing a good quality to 

meet the market’s demands. The third factor is concerned with effects of technology and 

communication on higher education institutions. Engaging technology in higher education leads 

to creating more than one method of delivering education, such as distance learning, thus 

producing a huge number of graduates with various values of education and certificates. The last 

factor is attributed to management. The first three factors involve managerial and financial skills 

and experiences to develop a quality assurance system. As a result, management and businesses 

play a major role in developing and expanding higher education institutions.  

Added to these factors, graduates of high quality higher education institutions are more 

successful in securing jobs than graduates of institutions of low quality, because the former 

receive better knowledge and skills which support them to be more effective and successful in 

practice (Materu, 2007). Moreover, Materu (2007) states that the need of transparency and 

accountability is another reason to establish quality assurance in higher education, arguing that 

there has to be transparency in using resources and finding out how these affect the quality of 

institution’s outcomes. Higher education institutions are not accountable only to students who 

pay considerable sums in return for education, but to the government that provides huge funds 

and resources and therefore has the right to how these resources are invested. Looking into the 

literature about the reasons for establishing quality assurance system in higher education, it is 
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possible to state that there are two main categories of factors of quality assurance systems in 

higher education institutions. Mhlanga (2013, p. 28) indicates that the first is “exogenous”, and 

includes factors outside the institution itself such as the role of national and international quality 

assurance agencies, stakeholders, external assessors, and others. The second is “endogenous”, 

which refers to the internal system of the institution itself such as its resources, academic 

potential, institutional goals and priorities, and so on. Therefore, institutions have to decide what 

level of quality assurance they intend to establish. If they intend to establish an international 

quality assurance system, institutions have to consider what counts as international standards in 

quality assurance. They have to focus on their potential and available resources to achieve their 

goals and establish quality assurance system at national or institutional levels.  

Quality assurance is yet more complicated. It is clear that the aim of quality assurance 

programmes is to carry out an assessment of the higher education institution. But, what are the 

aspects which need to be assessed? Green (1994) clarifies that as the main mission of higher 

education institutions is teaching and research, the focus of quality assurance programmes should 

be mostly on these two. Green (1994) argues that higher education institutions have to be 

involved in more research activities to be able to expand their outputs. In this way, they are 

capable of building on more experiences and gain more knowledge. Further, the institutions can 

secure more funds if they increase their research activities and investment, hence the better the 

quality of their research, the more funds they can obtain. Quality assurance in higher education is 

concerned with the value of learning that a student gains during the learning process. It is a 

complicated task because there are several aspects that contribute to this process: assessing the 

quality of inputs, or outputs; or the teaching and learning methods. Probably, it is important to 

take into account the criteria for evaluating a course or an academic program and who sets up 

these criteria; that is, stakeholders, the department or the institutions. Besides, who decides the 

criteria, it is vital to identify “performance indicators” (Green, 1994, p. 11), referring to a set of 

signs or data, whether quantitative or qualitative, against which teaching or learning outcomes 

are measured. Generally, these are related to the “efficiency” of the process, “cost-effectiveness”, 

and graduates’ satisfaction (Green, 1994, p. 11).  

As far as the learning process is concerned, there are several factors that contribute to learning 

gain. These are class size, teaching staff, available learning resources, feedback and assessment, 

collaborative learning, and students' involvement in the learning process (Gibbs, 2013). The 

smaller the class size, the better the learning outcomes, because this will create more spaces for 

almost all learners to be engaged in the learning process. Teaching staff should be qualified to 

teach at higher education level and have certificates. Besides teaching qualification, teachers 
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should have knowledge and rich information in their subject area. Libraries, well-equipped 

laboratories and other resources are necessary to enrich and enhance students' learning. 

Teachers should provide their students with regular and right feedback on their learning to help 

students recognize their areas of weakness and strength. Collaborative learning is related to 

learning hours and how much a student learns, whether as a group or individually. Students' 

engagement in learning can be recognized by calculating a learning average per week then 

calculating it for the whole duration of the study programme. It remains to be decided what 

sections of the learning process are considered as actual learning hours. 

4.5. What Is Quality Assurance in Higher Education? 

There is no single specific definition of quality assurance in the literature. Its definition depends 

on the definition of quality, because 'assurance' simply means evaluating the purpose of the 

quality program. Therefore, it is important to find out for what a quality assurance programme is 

designed. According to the QAA, quality assurance focuses on learning and teaching and indicates 

that "The systematic monitoring and evaluation of learning and teaching, and the processes that 

support them, to make sure that the standards of academic awards meet the expectations set out 

in the Quality Code, and that the quality of the student learning experience is being safeguarded 

and improved.” (QAA, About us, Glossary, n.d.). Green (1994) agrees that quality assurance 

focuses on teaching and research as they are the main two missions in higher education 

institutions. Quality assurance is also defined in terms of excellence and continuous development. 

Mishra (2006) emphasizes that quality assurance is a continuous process which can lead to 

excellence through having benchmarks and an audit. The author further implies that it is a 

“process of maintaining standards reliably and consistently by applying criteria of success, 

programme or institution.” (Mishra, 2006, p. 88). According to Mishra’s definition, quality 

assurance is characterized by four factors: 

 Enhancing the quality of the product 

 Maintaining the quality of the product 

 Possessing the system which maintain and enhance the quality 

 Managing the system regularly in order to test the validity of the quality  

Others describe quality assurance as an umbrella over other methods of evaluation. Vlăsceanu et 

al (2007) state that quality assurance is a: 

"continuous process of evaluating (assessing, monitoring, guaranteeing, maintaining, and 

improving) the quality of a higher education system, institutions, or programmes. As a 

regulatory mechanism, quality assurance focuses on both accountability and 
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improvement,… Quality management, quality enhancement, quality control, and quality 

assessment are means through which quality assurance is ensured. Quality assurance is 

often considered as a part of the quality management of higher education, while 

sometimes the two terms are used synonymously." (Vlăsceanu et al, 2007, p. 74-75).  

The authors further argue that the aim of the quality assurance program is neither to rank nor 

judge the level of the higher education institution but rather to focus on paving the way and 

providing guidance for such judgment. Furthermore, Federkeil (2008) makes clear a relationship 

between quality assurance and ranking of higher education institutions. This author argues that 

quality assurance is a method towards enhancement and accountability, and indicates that quality 

assurance can be achieved via different approaches: total quality management; peer review; 

benchmarking; comparative peer review; accreditation; and ranking. Quality assurance is not a 

single activity but involves different approaches. It is considered as a continuous process of 

development and improvement, which can be undertaken on the basis of Deming's cycle of 'plan, 

do, check, act' (Mishra, 2006).   

4.6. Types of Quality Assurance in Higher Education 

Generally, the literature on quality assurance introduces two main types of quality assurance in 

higher education: internal and external. According to Harvey (2002), internal quality assurance is 

improvement oriented and initiated by members of the institution itself. It aims at monitoring 

quality in term of 'transformation' and phases of changes occur in quality (Kahsay, 2012).  External 

quality assurance is accountability oriented and carried out by agencies external to the institution. 

Therefore, it tends to monitor quality assurance in terms of 'fitness for purpose' and 'value for 

money' (Kristensen, 1997). Some of these agencies are either government agencies operated by 

law and regulation such as the General Medical Council in the UK, or agencies are not operated by 

law but according to a set of standards of inputs, yet still recognized by the government such as, 

accreditation system in the USA; or they are independent in their process and operation, but 

linked to the government at the same time, such as the Quality Assurance Agency of the UK 

(Harvey, 2002).  

Quality assurance focuses on evaluating different aspects of an institution. These aspects 

generally include (Harvey, 2002; Mishra, 2006): 

 Teaching and learning: This covers curricula criteria, students' assessment, lecturers' 

performance, and academic achievement.  

 Input: This refers to the resources used to support the process of teaching and learning. It 

coves physical infrastructure, facilities, human resources, and financial resources.  
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 Outputs:  This refers to knowledge spread, researches achieved, ratio of graduate 

employability, and economic development. The last two are more concerned with 

external quality assurance, because they show the accountability and control of the 

institutions towards their inputs and outputs.   

The purpose of quality assurance generally is to evaluate quality and standards of outcomes 

(Harvey, 2002). Stating that, it is necessary to take into consideration what concepts of quality 

(exceptional, perfection, fitness for purpose, value for money, transformative) the institution 

adopts and, in addition, how it can establish a relationship between any of these concepts and the 

standard of the outcomes (see Harvey, 2002). The methods of quality assurance follow either self-

assessment, peer-review, performance indicators, or the analysis of statistical information 

(Mishra, 2006; Harvey, 2002). Though there is debate on which is the most effective, the peer-

review method is the most commonly and widely applied by institutions (Mishra, 2006).    

But which type of quality assurance is more fruitful or required by institutions? Though it is up to 

the institution to decide what type of quality assurance to follow, most of the institutions tend to 

carry out improvements and developments of quality culture (Harvey, 2002). Furthermore, Wilger 

(1997) argues that institutions can achieve their best level of progress when they make an 

ultimate push on teaching and learning. Kristensen (1997) states that both external and internal 

quality assurance can be established within the same institution, taking into account 

communication. Thus, if the institution intends to communicate its information with the world 

and show its accountability and commitment, it should seek external quality monitoring. If the 

institution aims to communicate information from the world to the institution and seek 

improvement and progress, it should establish internal quality assurance. But, it is obvious that 

the latter author agrees that external quality assurance is less effective than internal quality 

assurance, and adds that "external quality monitoring can never effectively stand alone or be able 

to replace valuable internal quality monitoring" (Kristensen, 1997, p. 93). Likewise, Mishra (2006) 

argues that internal quality assurance is the basis for and preliminary step towards external 

quality assurance.  

The core of quality programs is to seek improvement and continuous progress. And when 

institutions adopt quality assurance programs, the aim is to locate weaknesses and plan for 

improvement. The best way to do this is through establishing a program of continuous 

development.        
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4.7. Accreditation in Higher Education 

Accreditation is a process of crediting higher education institutions and encourages international 

students' mobility (Haakstad, 2001). There are different concepts of accreditation. According to 

the European approach, it can be interpreted in a variety of ways: 

“In one sense, it expresses the abstract notion of a formal authorizing power, acting 

through official decisions on the approval (on not) of institutions or study programs. In 

another sense, it refers to the issuing of a quality label to institutions or programs. In both 

cases, a judgment is reached through certain assessment processes.” (Hämäläinen et al, 

2001, p. 7). 

The American approach has been summarized as follows:  

"Accreditation is a process of external quality review used by higher education to 

scrutinize colleges, universities, and educational programs for quality assurance and 

quality improvement." (Eaton, 2012b, p. 1) 

UK’s QAA defines accreditation as: 

"A process for verifying or approving a higher education programme, or a higher 

education institution, by an authorised external organisation. Programmes can be 

accredited by a professional or regulatory body such as the General Medical Council." 

(QAA, About us, Glossary, n. d.) 

These definitions shed light on the main characteristics of accreditation such as: it is a process 

either accepted or refused in the form of giving (yes or no) on the basis of meeting or falling to 

meet minimum or certain standards set by the accreditation agency; it involves benchmarking 

assessment, and the decision is based on quality assurance criteria (Vlăsceanu et al, 2007; 

Hämäläinen et al, 2001). External evaluation and accreditations agencies are better acting 

independently and away from government authority. Such agencies should enjoy strong 

autonomy away from inequality and accusations of government alignment. Generally, there are 

three theoretical approaches to accreditation: European accreditation, in which the government 

has central control over the process of quality assurance; American accreditation, which is 

categorized as an autonomous and market-oriented quality assurance; and British accreditation, 

of which universities are responsible for self-accreditation and quality assurance (Sywelem and 

Witte, 2009). Furthermore, accreditation focuses on five main areas at the institutional level: 
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teaching and learning; health and safety; staffing and management; students' welfare; and 

management of quality (BAC, 2011).  

4.8. Types of Accreditation  

There are two types of accreditation: institutional and programme (or special) accreditations. 

Institutional accreditation is the process of certifying that an institution is successfully 

implementing a quality assurance programme. This is concerned with the institution as an entity, 

including available administrative and academic services, curricula, student and lecturer 

performance, administrative staff, available resources, buildings, teaching halls, and any other 

factor with an impact on the institution’s development (Hämäläinen et al., 2001; Sywelem and 

Witte, 2009; Vlăsceanu et al., 2007). Moreover, this accreditation can be given at national or 

international level, according to the professional agency undertaking the process. Programme 

accreditation is specific to the evaluation of academic programmes, schools, or departments to 

find out to what extent these reflect the offered degree (Hämäläinen et al., 2001; Sywelem and 

Witte, 2009; Vlăsceanu et al., 2007). Programme accreditation can also be at national and 

international level.  

4.9. Decisions of Accreditation 

Institutional accreditation takes place within a particular period of time, depending on the 

accreditation agency. Basically, decisions of accreditation are one of the following four results 

(Sywelem and Witte, 2009; BAC, 2011): 

- Unconditional approval of the accreditation application by the accreditation agency upon 

meeting the minimum standards set for institutional accreditation. 

- Conditional approval of the accreditation application, in which the accreditation agency 

requires the institution to make further improvement to meet the minimum standards set 

for institutional accreditation within a specified period of time. 

- Probationary accreditation, based on scrutinizing documents, and follow-up visit to find 

out whether the institution meets the required standards or not. The institution may be 

accredited within a specified period of time.   

- Rejected accreditation, when the institution does not meet the standards and is not 

expected to meet them within a specified period of time.  

Quality is a multi-dimension concept. It is interpreted in different ways by different authors. Many 

agree that quality can be defined as 'exceptional, perfection, fitness for purpose, value for money, 
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and transformative'. In fact, the meaning of quality depends on the purpose of establishing it in 

any institution. Looking at the reform process in the Kurdish higher education system in 2009, it is 

clear that the main aim of the process is to bring quality standards into the system and cope with 

the economic development in the market (MoHESR-KRG, 2011). This means that the concepts of 

‘fitness for purpose’ and ‘transformation’ are two possible purposes of establishing quality in the 

Kurdish higher education system. It is further stated in the reform policy document that this 

process aims to give students the opportunity to think critically, participate in lecturers’ 

performance evaluation, and be able to make decisions. Moreover, the reform process has not 

been established only to cope with the economic development or provide the needs of the 

society, but due to the expansion of higher education system in the region. This was an outcome 

of enrolling large numbers of students from outside the region because of unstable and unsafe 

circumstances in those areas. Therefore, the MoHESR-KRG needed to establish new universities, 

especially in areas where there was no university but many students. 

4.10. Criteria of Accreditation 

Though criteria of accreditation differ from one county to another according to the accreditation 

agency, they share many aspects. Table 3 clarifies these main aspects of accreditation in terms of 

aims, history, recognition of organizations, funds, and governance in the USA, UK, and Europe.   
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Table 3: Criteria of accreditation 

Criteria USA UK Europe 

Aims Assure quality to students and public, give 

evidence of quality to private employers who 

provide more educational opportunities to their 

employees, make institutions eligible for state 

funds, ease students’ transfer among accredited 

institutions as an accredited institutions is better 

than non-accredited institutions in quality 

(Eaton, 2012b). Accredited institutions indicate 

they maintain at least threshold standards of 

quality (Koenig et al., 2004).  

Encourage higher education institutions to 

improve management of quality, ensure that 

higher education institutions fulfill their missions 

and effectively manage good quality, protect 

public interest in having a good quality of 

programmes, has a role to internationalize 

higher education through international 

cooperation and projects (QAA, 2005).  

Maintain and enhance a good level of quality in 

European higher education institutions via 

ensuring meeting particular standards and to 

have a leading part in improving quality 

assurance in Bologna countries (ENQA, About 

ENQA, Mission and Statement, n.d.). Establish a 

unified system of credit and mobility transfer for 

students among European countries.  

 

History Accreditation has been around for than a 

century (Eaton, 2012a).   

The QAA was founded in 1997 (QAA, 

Publications, n.d.). 

It was first established as the European Network 

for Quality Assurance in Higher Education in 

2000. Then it changed to European Association 

for Quality Assurance in Higher Education 

(ENQA) in 2004 (ENQA, About ENQA, History, 
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n.d.). 

Recognition  of 

Organization 

» USDE (United States Department of 

Education), which is funded by US Congress. 

» CHEA (Council for Higher Education 

Accreditation), funded by institutional dues 

(Eaton, 2012a).  

QAA (Quality Assurance Agency) which reports 

to the HEFCE (Higher Education Funding Council 

in England) for issues of quality assurance in 

both areas (Sywelem and Witte, 2009).  

ENQA (European Association for Quality 

Assurance in Higher Education).  

Accreditation 

Fund 

Fees paid for accreditation review by institutions 

and programmes, annual dues paid by 

accredited institutions and programmes, 

sponsor’s funds sometimes, government’s and 

private organization’s funds for special plans 

(Eaton, 2012a).   

Higher education funding councils in the UK, self-

funding activities, and subscriptions from higher 

education institutions (Sywelem and Witte, 

2009).  

Accredited institutions and government.  

Governance Accreditation agency is autonomous, non-profit 

and not governed by government (Sywelem and 

Witte, 2009; Eaton, 2012b).  

Universities are responsible for self-accreditation 

and quality assurance (Sywelem and Witte, 

2009). 

Government has central control over the process 

of quality assurance (Sywelem and Witte, 2009). 
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Part Two: A Critical Overview of the Kurdish Higher Education Reform 

Policy 

4.11. Introduction 

This work aims to study the process and preliminary outcomes of the reform policy process in the 

Kurdistan higher education sector that began in 2009. The analysis of the process and preliminary 

outcomes are based on perception data collected by questionnaires and interviews from a 

selected sample. The sixth Cabinet of KRG launched its activities on 28th October 2009 and 

initiated a reform programme in governmental sector. The purpose of this reform was to develop 

and provide a better government system in the region. Higher education was one of sectors under 

government control for which a tremendous reform process was initiated. Generally, the aim of 

this reform policy was to improve quality and accreditation of the sector (MoHESR-KRG, 2011). 

This chapter focuses on the reform policy of Kurdistan higher education, the policy actors, policy 

instruments, and the policy process cycle. The aim is to present a clear view of the reform policy 

and how to analyse it later. The reform process, briefly, focused on: 

 building a teaching quality assurance programme  

 establishing a continuous development programme for university lecturers 

 upgrading student admissions to an electronic system instead of hard copy applications 

 bridging Kurdistan universities’ lecturers and European and international universities 

 encouraging investment in higher education 

 developing the administrative structure of higher education institutions 

 establishing an accreditation system for higher education institutions in the region 

 developing the Kurdistan Board of Medical Specialties 

 adopting an electronic system for communication 

 establishing health and safety systems and ensuring social justice. 

The reform has been initiated in a short time. There were no agencies or committees of experts to 

design the policy. The MoHESR-KRG launched the reform policy on 1st November 2009 and 

submitted its vision of the policy to the Council of Ministers-KRG on 8th November 2009 to win the 
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approval of the Council. Then, on 7th December 2009, this vision was approved. The policy vision 

was based on the personal experience of the (former) minister of higher education in 2009. Since 

1992, this minister was in contact with the top three long-established public universities in 

Kurdistan: the universities of Salahaddin, Sulaymaniyah, and Dohuk. Along with other Kurdish 

emigrants, he established in Europe the Society of Higher Education in Kurdistan (SHEIK). The 

missions of SHEIK are to guide and support these universities academically, and sometimes 

financially. Since 1992, this former minister built up his personal knowledge about the quality, 

problems, and needs of higher education sector in the region. Furthermore, he attained 

experience in management, research, and teaching while working in a British university. 

Therefore, his British academic and managerial experience and knowledge about Kurdish higher 

education system helped him to set in motion this reform policy for higher education in the 

region. The reform policy process involved several parties with a role in determining the result of 

the process. At the same time, it has instruments and resources that are used in/appropriately 

during the process.  

This part focuses on the policy actors, instruments, and process cycle in the context of Kurdistan’s 

higher education reform process that started in 2009, in order to provide a guide to analysing the 

findings of the study later. It is necessary to mention that the Kurdish reform process is a recent 

one, which is why it is difficult to use previous academic studies evaluating the process since there 

are few newspaper interviews available online to which I can refer.  

4.12. Reform Policy of Kurdistan Higher Education Sector 

4.12.1. Policy Actors 

According to the document of the MoHESR-KRG (2011), there are several parties involved in the 

policy process. The document shows that the Kurdistan Parliament, Council of Ministers-KRG, 

Parliamentary Committee of Higher Education in the Kurdistan Parliament, MoHESR-KRG, 

presidents and deans of public and private universities in the region were involved in the process. 

This group of actors can be considered as being at the macro level, due to their authority and 

ability to make decisions. There are other actors at the micro-level in each higher education 

institution, college, and department. This group includes students, university lecturers, and 

administrative staff on the micro-level. There is a quality assurance office in each college with a 

representative in each department at the same college. The head of this office represents the 

college in all activities run by the quality assurance office in the university. The head of the quality 
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assurance office in the university is its representative, attending all activities run by the MoHESR-

KRG.  

This structure of network is designed for each public and private university. So, if we apply Jann 

and Wegrich’s (2007, p. 50) approach of policy actors, the ‘iron triangles, sub-governments’, we 

can divide the policy actors in the Kurdish reform policy into policy actors on the macro-level, who 

are at the top of the 'iron triangle', and policy actors at the micro-level, who are at the bottom of 

the triangle. In this case, it is necessary to state that the approach to study policy can be top-

down because it follows a hierarchical order. This makes communication and interaction among 

all the actors more hierarchical and flowing from top of the triangle to the bottom. However, this 

might not be the case in all higher education institutions in the region. Therefore, it is relevant to 

find out whether there is a bottom-up approach to studying the policy and how it works in the 

centralized and hierarchical system of higher education. Following the 'iron triangle' approach of 

the policy actors can be helpful to analyse the policy actors in the Kurdish policy reform process 

owing to the various actors involved. In addition to the different layers of actors, this approach 

shows the hierarchical system of communication and cooperation among them.     

Though these actors share resources from the MoHESR-KRG, some members seem more 

powerful, especially the heads of the quality assurance offices in the universities and MoHESR-

KRG, as they possess all the information, guidance, and regulations about the policy. The actors 

with the most direct communication with the Ministry were the presidents of universities. They 

are considered as a bridge between the Ministry and offices of quality assurance in the 

universities. Their roles were to study and apply guidance and regulations issued by the Ministry, 

then to submit an annual report about the university to the Ministry. Accordingly, we need to 

investigate the effectiveness of the presidents' roles in this process, which might reflect each 

university’s value of the outcomes. Given what is known about approach of policy actors in 

Kurdistan higher education, we might assume that there are two groups of actors: one is at the 

macro level, and the second at the micro level.  

But how do these ‘iron triangles’ and policy community interact to bridge them and ensure the 

continuity of the process? What experiences and challenges did these actors have? How are 

decisions made and by whom? Stating that there are many actors involved in the reform policy 

process, we need to search for the active role of each actor and whether they had a role in 

designing the policy. 
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4.12.2. Policy Instruments 

There is more than one instrument adopted in the reform policy. Following classification 

approaches to policy instruments by Howlett and Rayner (2007) and Howlett (2000), we can 

already identify several policy instruments that have been used to implement the Kurdish reform 

policy process: 

- Authoritative instruments, represented by the Draft Legislation Law. 

- Economic instruments, such as annual funding ($100.000) for Human Capacity 

Development Programme scholarships and funds to build three new public universities in 

the region. This is partial funding, allocated only for these two projects, not the whole 

reform process.  

- Educational instruments, like providing training courses and workshops in the region and 

Europe for staff on the quality assurance programme to obtain experience; workshops on 

health and safety in the region; an international conference held in the region in which 

hundreds of academics around the world participated; and launching educational fairs for 

international university representatives.  

- Technological instruments, such as introducing an electronic admissions system to higher 

education institutions in the region and using electronic mails as a formal method of 

communication. 

We understand from this presentation, along with what Sorrell et al. (2003) and Rogge and 

Reichardt (2013) state about policy instruments, that there was a mix of four instruments to 

implement the Kurdish process. This could be attributed to the large scale of the reform process 

on the level of the higher education sector, not a single university. Therefore, the reform might 

have needed to use several instruments to ease and maintain the process. The most confusing 

part of the reform policy process might, however, be its instruments. The policy document of the 

Ministry does not make reference to the budget allocated to the process or how the process has 

been financially supported by the KRG or an organization. However, we need to find out how 

effective and sufficient these instruments are. What is the status of the Legislation Draft Law and 

its impact? Was there any allocated budget for the reform process apart from the annual budget 

of the scholarship programme? What is the quality and the aim of the training courses and 

workshops? Furthermore, it is important to study the interaction between the instruments to 

identify the positivity and negativity. However, the use of the instruments seems vague and needs 

further investigation in order to be appropriately evaluated.  
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4.12.3. Policy Process Cycle  

The policy process cycle, as explained in the previous part, consists of four main stages: agenda 

setting; policy formulation and decision making; implementation; and evaluation and monitoring. 

Following the literature presented on the policy process cycle, preliminary knowledge hints at the 

following elements and characteristics of the Kurdish reform policy process.  

First: Agenda Setting of the Reform Process 

As the heading indicates, initiating a policy process requires setting an agenda after recognizing 

the problem and achieving a consensus in support of the agenda. At the same time, it is necessary 

to have a deep understanding of the reality of the society where the reform is to happen because 

it leads to identifying the obstacles in the way of a successful process. Stahl (2007) and Fullan 

(2007) state that sharing the reality between the reformer and members of the institution where 

the reform takes place is significant, as they are the key to practice and implementing the reform. 

Based on May's (1991) pattern of agenda setting that focuses on the source of initiating the 

agenda, the Kurdish reform policy has been initiated by the government and, more specifically, by 

the MoHESR-KRG. This initiation step resulted in the recognition of the outdated and isolated 

status of the higher education sector, in line with the policy of Ministry of Higher Education and 

Scientific Research-Iraq (MoHESR-I) that was designed for a society with only limited and 

restricted development since 1988. Therefore, the MoHESR-KRG declared that the old policy did 

not suit the current developed and flourishing economy of the Kurdistan region. The Ministry 

found that the best way to involve graduates of universities in nation building and supplying 

needs of the market was through reforming the region’s system of higher education and called for 

a meeting between the its Council members, who are mostly presidents of universities in the KR-I, 

and the minister who was the reformer.  

The members approved and welcomed the idea of reform. But the question here is: Did they have 

a clear idea of how and what the reform was to cover? Did they have skills and experience in 

reform process and how to manage it? Did they make any suggestions on how to improve the 

process? None of the presidents had experience of reform process, reform policy, or managing 

change. Their approval of the reform process was not based on a transparent exchange of 

realities and ideas in their meetings, but a shaking of heads to express acceptance of the leader’s 

(who was the minister) plan, without questioning the challenges or attempting to improve the 

process.  
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The Ministry further suggested, on the one hand, that some departments should be closed 

because their graduates could not contribute to the development of the market and the mission 

was not of interest to the market and for society. On the other hand, other new departments 

should be opened because they were thought to be significant in coping with the fast growth of 

the economy in the region. Having theorized the problem, the MoHESR-KRG submitted its reform 

agenda to the Council of Ministers-KRG for approval. However, there is no reference to the role of 

the higher education community (leadership and management, university tutors, students, 

administrative staff) in setting the policy agenda; and it is arguably possible that it was set only by 

the former Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research. The former minister was aware 

of his ministerial work two months prior to practising it. This gave him some time to draft his plan 

for changing the system of higher education, according to his personal experience and knowledge. 

However, if the policy document of the Ministry indicated that many actors were involved in the 

reform process, we need to establish if they had been involved in setting the policy agenda and 

who they are. 

Second: Policy Formulation and Decision Making 

This stage is considered the key to a successful implementation process, if well designed (Fullan, 

1992). If most of the effort is focused on the theoretical design of the policy yet ignoring the 

practical part (Fullan, 2007), it could be the major reason behind unsuccessful implementation. 

Therefore, we have to question whether the formulation of the Kurdish reform policy connects 

theorizing and practicing the policy (Pressman and Wildavsky, 1984). According to the literature, 

the policy formulation and decision making stage is based on three main resources: advice and 

consultation, research (Jann and Wegrich, 2007), and politics (Rasch and Tsebelis, 2009). Based on 

this literature, we have to find out the standards and bases on which the policy has depended. It 

is difficult at this point to identify the resources used to formulate the policy under further 

investigation.  

At the first glance, this stage might have been ambiguous in terms of availability of advisors, 

actors’ experiences and skills, methods of communication with those involved in formulating the 

policy and making final decisions, and other factors that should have been taken into account in 

formulating the policy. One reason behind this is the very short period of time between the date 

of formally launching the Sixth KRG Cabinet (28th October 2009) and the formal initiation of the 

policy by the Ministry (1st November 2009). Despite the former minister’s plan of introducing the 

vision of the reform policy, two months earlier, it was a tremendous challenge to set the agenda 

and formulate a huge reform policy for 24 public and private universities with over 93 thousand 
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students. We understand from the MoHESR-KRG (2011) document that the Ministry aimed to 

bring the Kurdish higher education system up to international standard.  

It was a major challenge to plan a reform policy that is based – as it seems- on experiences in 

British higher education into the Kurdish higher education system. The reason is that the British 

system is characterized as more open to change and development, while the Kurdish system is 

characterized as bureaucratic and centralized, therefore resistant to reform. This aspect is noted 

by Smith (1973), who argues that implanting a Western policy cannot be successful in an eastern 

or Third World nation’s culture because Western policies are ‘designed to bring about 

development and social reform’ (Smith, 1973, p. 199), thus, it is inapplicable to a centralized and 

bureaucratic culture. Professor Brendan O’Leary, director of programmes in ethnic conflict in the 

University of Pennsylvania, shares the notion and states that ‘The Kurdistan region, Iraq and other 

states in the Middle East are going through dramatic changes, and in some cases, deeply 

regrettable authoritarian restorations’, and continues that ‘Most institutions are highly politicized 

in these societies’ (Garner, 2013). Moreover, the Kurdish culture is classified as having a strong 

preference to avoid uncertainty (Hofstede, 1991). Kurdish people work hard, but might avoid 

innovation and resist it. Hofstede indicates that in such societies everything is based on rules, 

even if the rules do not work. People cannot adapt themselves to sudden change unless there is 

guidance. The author further indicates that in this society, hierarchy and centralization are 

dominant in organizations and people are satisfied with the work position they hold. They accept 

the notion that there is a boss and that others are their subordinates, and follow. Given the 

information about formulating the policy on the basis of the former minister’s personal 

experiences in a British higher education system, we need to find out whether the formulation of 

the policy covered the problem intensively, whether it identified the people impacted by the 

policy, whether interested actors and stakeholders were consulted, whether the policy has been 

formally approved, and by whom.  

Third: Implementation of the Policy Reform  

This stage is concerned with transferring what has been formulated and decided into action. The 

literature presents three major approaches to implementation: the top-down approach stressing 

that the process is initiated by policy makers who have the authority and power to control the 

process, following a bureaucratic system (Pressman and Wildavsky, 1984); the bottom-up 

approach stating that the implementation begins with street-level actors and moves upward to 

policy makers for approval, while the driver of the process is related to the street-level actors’ 

network and their relative autonomy to run the process (Elmore, 1997/80); and the third 
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approach, which is a mix between the previous approaches and involves the participation of 

street-level actors and policy makers in the implementation process, while the final decision is left 

to policy makers (Premfors, 1984).  

According to the literature, we might consider the implementation process of the Kurdish reform 

policy following the top-down approach, emerging in an environment where government has the 

most power and bureaucracy is dominant. The centralized system indicates that the government 

can play a significant role in controlling, processing the policy, and acting as a powerful policy 

maker (Matland, 1995; Walklin, 1992). However, it is somewhat confusing to think about this 

stage because we do not have any clues as to when this stage actually started. The only obvious 

point to which the Ministry’s document refers is that the process was initiated on 1st November 

2009 and the first year of implementation is considered as a review of the process.  

According to UNEP (2009), one of the factors that affects implementation is government support. 

There was a consensus in support of the policy by the KRG, but the method of such support is 

significant: whether formal and according to a law, or informal. We further need to stress that the 

reform took place in a centralized and bureaucratic system. Focusing on the role of the 

government in the reform process, Clark (1977) presents a clear explanation of why bureaucratic 

and centralized government is considered as a barrier to reform and the effectiveness of higher 

education: 

A. A centralized bureaucratic system cannot be applicable to a wide and expanded system of 

higher education. It makes finance system, curricula, students' admission, and 

employment mostly centralized and serves the national system of the government 

without creating a pathway towards internationalization and marketization. Bureaucracy 

and centralization are two negative factors in the process of developing a mass higher 

education system.   

B. Controlling the sector through only one body or authority, in a monopoly of authority, 

would leave no opportunity for development and innovation. A centralized hierarchical 

higher education sector could be controlled by politics, or students, or academics, or a 

board of trustee, or a parliament, and so on. When only a single power runs a university 

or the sector, then others have no opportunities to participate in running the sector or 

even express ideas and make plans for further development.  

C. A centralized system does not give freedom to have more than one category of 

institution, that is, to have different forms of universities, institutions, colleges, research 
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centres and so on. Higher education should be varied, and should expand to cover and 

meet almost all needs and at different levels. 

D. Having free and open access to higher education encourages everyone to enrol in the 

sector, which causes great pressure and loss of control over quality. It is a challenge to 

decide on issues of equality and equity in accessing higher education. Higher education 

should work to provide equal treatment to all enrolled students but, at the same time, 

there should be differentiation of standards and criteria for admission to one university 

rather than another.   

E. There is a lack of decision makers and leaders able to plan for unplanned action and lead 

prudentially. Besides, identifying roles of staff is essential for clarity of mission and 

objectives. This will provide the basis for the sector’s success and diversity.  

Added to the previous five barriers to reform in a centralized bureaucratic government, all of 

which existed in Kurdistan higher education, the sector is missing an important role: 

accountability. The MoHESR-KRG, for example, might reward good achievements but there is no 

reaction to non-achievement. It should set up regulations or laws to warn employees and 

members who fail to achieve what they ought to do, upon nonfeasance and negligence as a step 

towards realizing the importance of accountability. 

Though it is currently not possible to judge whether the process has been completely and 

effectively carried out, there are some sections of the policy that have apparently been 

implemented: 

1) First-year students are still taking two new courses (critical thinking, English language) and 

postgraduates PhD students spend a year in one of the international universities to obtain 

new knowledge and experiences. These are parts of the teaching quality assurance 

programme.  

2) University lecturers follow the new regulations and requirements of continuous 

development in the reform process. This is part of the continuous development 

programme of university lecturers.  

3) High school graduates apply to higher education institutions via the new online system. 

This is what meant by upgrading to electronic admission to higher education institutions.   
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4) Newly opened academic departments, colleges, and universities follow the conditions and 

requirements set out in the reform. These are indicated in the new accreditation system 

for establishing new academic units.  

5) Health and safety directorates are still running and active in higher education institutions. 

6) The four new public universities in the region are still running.  

Other factors affecting the implementation process, according to UNEP (2009), is clarity of 

planning and formulating policy. It is not clear if there are any prioritized sections in the policy or 

on what basis some sections have been implemented rather than others. The Ministry’s 

document does not make any reference to prioritized section(s). Besides, we have to identity the 

role of the government: whether it acted only as a decision maker or followed up the process 

(Fullan, 1992). Yet, there are other areas which need further investigation, such as finding out the 

role of street-level actors in implementing the policy. Could this policy process be reversed to 

follow the bottom-up implementation approach?   

Fourth: Evaluating and Monitoring the Policy Reform 

The evaluation and monitoring stage focuses on finding out the success or failure of the policy 

process. It can be determined either via internal or external evaluation, then monitoring services 

provided to maintain or develop the performance level (Wollmann, 2007). Current sources of 

evidence are limited. There is a lack of previous academic research conducted to evaluate the 

Kurdish reform policy, and few newspapers articles concerned with the reform process. Further, 

the MoHESR-KRG devoted the first year of the reform process to testing and reviewing the 

process. According to the Ministry’s report (2011), the review received generally positive results. 

As the review has been conducted in the first year of introducing the reform process, it can be 

regarded as an estimation of the process in order to use the information as supportive data 

during the decision-making process (Wollmann, 2007; OFMDFMNI, n.d.). Moreover, the review 

did not cover all aspects of the reform policy, merely the section concerned with teaching quality 

assurance programme in which students and lecturers have roles. Therefore, a lack of a 

comprehensive academic evaluation study of this reform by the MoHESR-KRG or the government 

could be traced, as Wollmann's (2007) argues, to its large scale, absence of experienced and 

skilful staff to conduct the evaluation, high demands of the analysis methodology, impatience by 

the Ministry, and resistance to the reform. But which of these obstacles had the most effect and 

how did the Ministry react? Stating some of the obstacles of evaluation, we need to investigate 

how the Ministry describes the outcomes of the reform process and the evidence. In the first 
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instance, we need to find out all the obstacles to evaluating the process and how the Ministry 

managed to deal with them.  

Policy is set up and enacted to achieve goals according to pre-identified values and standards. It is 

intended for the purpose of organizing, guiding, and facilitating the mission of universities, not to 

impose restriction on their progress and mission, and Driscoll emphasizes this point and alleges 

that decision makers who follow fixed, unchangeable policies and regulations are ‘guilty of 

nonmanagement’ (Driscoll, 1974, p. 3). This is evident in centralized and hierarchical systems 

where reform is considered to be a matter to be challenged. Despite changes to MoHESR-KRG 

regulations over time, higher education institutions suffer from having no professional board or 

body to implement the updates on regulations, decisions, and institutional orders, and to organize 

an archive documents concerned with authorities and responsibilities. Having such a body would 

facilitate the managerial process in higher education institutions and give decision makers a 

clearer vision of their responsibilities and authority (Quantrell and Khidir, 2011).  

Some newspaper articles shed light on the reform process and higher education in the region. In 

Garner’s (2013) interview with Professor O’Leary, the latter criticizes the process and claims that 

the reform would be more effective if it took longer, as the region is facing rapid change and 

international investment. Thomas Hill, assistant professor at New York University Centre for 

Global Affairs, agrees and adds ‘There are many, many people with very conservative views within 

the higher education sector in the Kurdistan region and many did not and do not like the 

progressive path the former minister was plotting.’ He continues that he does not ‘believe there is 

consensus even now that the reforms the former minister wanted to implement would have been 

in the best interest of the Kurdistan region’ (Garner, 2013).  

In contrast to both O’Leary and Hill, while the former minister of higher education in the KRG 

admits that the process faced great resistance at the beginning, he states that resistance faded 

away and the process moved ‘from one milestone to another’ (Ala'Aldeen, 2012). In an interview 

with Ameen (2013), he adds that these obstacles consist of laws – the foremost barrier – routine 

systems and decision making processes, method of performance and its assessment, a weak 

retribution system, interference of political parties in government affairs, and resistance from 

presidents of some universities and deans of some colleges (Ameen, 2013). In this interview the 

former minister contradicts his statement in the earlier article and states that the process went 

mid-way, then slowed down from then on to become completely ineffective (Ameen, 2013).  

In an interview with the current Minister of Higher Education in KRG-2013 published on the 

Ministry’s website, he states that the sector is witnessing great developments in terms of the 
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Human Capacity Development Programme scholarships that began in the last two years to reform 

the higher education sector (MHE-KRG, Ku, 2012).  

However, these statements in interviews are not based on academic research but represent 

viewpoints of individual academics and decision makers. Thus, they cannot provide a guide to 

analysing the findings of this study. By now, clear aspects about the Kurdish reform policy process 

are presented here and are referred to in the policy document issued by the MoHESR-KRG. 

However, it is important to find out what students and lecturers think about the outcomes of the 

reform policy in terms of what they influence. This is because they are the first beneficiaries of 

the process. It is further important to find out what policy makers, and other higher education 

leaders and managers think about the reform policy process, and to find out about their role in 

introducing the reform policy process. For these purposes, the researcher needs to approach 

students, lecturers, and leaders and managers in higher education section in the region to 

establish their perception of how the policy was designed and envisioned by the higher education 

community. 

4.13. Conclusion 

The MoHESR_KRG is working to adopt the quality assurance programme in order to monitor the 

main mission of institutions which are teaching, learning, and research. As clarified in the reform 

process (MoHESR_KRG, 2011), the quality assurance programme is an internal one because it was 

initiated by the Ministry itself and followed and processed by both the universities and the 

Ministry. There are no external agencies involved, but there are external international agencies 

such as WASC and ABET with which the MoHESR-KRG coordinates to accredit programmes. This 

shows that there are attempts to establish an international accreditation programme in some 

higher education institutions in the region. While the accreditation programme follows the 

American approach, it is interesting that the reform was based on the former minister’s 

experience of British higher education. It appears that there is a mix of British quality assurance 

and American accreditation. This makes the Kurdish reform intriguing and, therefore, it is 

necessary to find out students’ and lecturers’ perceptions, and what policy makers and managers 

think about establishing international American accreditation programme Was it the right 

decision to start with international accreditation from the start? Ultimately, it is necessary to 

indicate that both quality assurance and accreditation are significant to the improvement and 

development of higher education institutions.  
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Policy design is a complicated process. There are some concepts that are taken into consideration 

in studying Kurdish reform. These relate to the policy actors, policy instruments, and the policy 

process cycle. The Jann and Wegrich approach of 'iron triangulation' seems the most applicable to 

analyse the policy actors in the Kurdish reform policy. It is appropriate to reflect the hierarchical 

system of higher education in the Kurdistan region and its hierarchical system of communication 

among the policy actors. Communication and work orders start from top and go down to street 

level. Though there are some policy instruments referred to in the policy document, it is 

significant to find out whether there are other instruments used in the Kurdish reform policy, in 

the view of interviewees. Moreover, it is indicated in the policy document that the reform policy 

was initiated by the MoHESR-KRG and this means it follows the top-down approach of policy 

implementation. However, it is still important to find out through interviewees' perceptions 

whether there is any initiation of the bottom-up or synthesized approaches.  

The Kurdish reform policy poses many questions. There are aspects of the Kurdish policy that 

need investigation to understand how the policy was initiated, formulated, approved, and 

implemented. Though the MoHESR-KRG conducted a review in the first year of implementing the 

policy, there is a need to investigate the outcomes of the policy process and compare them to the 

policy objectives to be able to evaluate the reform policy. This chapter provides guidance and a 

platform that help to analyse the findings of the study and ascertain answers to the research 

questions.  

There are some unanswered questions such as: did the policy outcomes achieve the objectives? 

Was there any complete assessment conducted by the MoHESR-KRG or any other organization 

after implementing the policy? What do leaders and managers in Kurdistan higher education think 

about the reform? What were their roles in the process? Did the reform policy make changes to 

the previous system? What were the obstacles and how did the Ministry deal with them? Is the 

process still active? To answer these questions, it is necessary to contact individuals (students, 

lecturers, leaders and managers) in higher education in the region direct, to find out their 

perceptions about the reform policy process. Due to the large numbers, a questionnaire is the 

best way to obtain students’ and lecturers’ perceptions of their roles. Besides, higher education 

leaders and managers with experience and knowledge about the reform can provide useful 

information, so their perceptions can be gathered via conducting semi-structured expert 

interview and addressing a group of questions to help answering the research questions.  
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Chapter 5: Methodology 

5.1. Introduction 

This chapter focuses on the research methodologies used while conducting the study. Specifically, 

it sheds light on qualitative and quantitative inquiries in research, mixed research methods, 

reliability and validity of the study, its research design and data collection strategies, and data 

analysis techniques, with preliminary findings about students’ questionnaire, and ethical issues in 

the study.  

5.2. Research Methodology 

5.2.1.  Qualitative Inquiry in Research  

In qualitative research, ‘the data are not in the form of numbers’ (Punch, 2005, p. 3). This could be 

the most distinct feature of a qualitative research. The researcher tries to be subjective and to 

obtain as much detail as possible from a small size sample that is concerned with the research 

area (Blaxter et al., 2010), as in interview, observation, and document analysis. Kelle and 

Erzberger (2004) state that qualitative research methods have more significance because they can 

provide researchers with new hypotheses that have not before been approached or discovered. 

This is mostly because qualitative researchers try to study a social phenomenon in different ways, 

depending on the sample’s personal experience. The philosophy of interpretive paradigm 

indicates that the existence of the world has different interpretations and perceptions (Cohen et 

al., 2011). A phenomenon can be approached and interpreted by different individuals and in 

various ways. Interpretive research is based on finding out a set of interpretations concerning a 

phenomenon then comparing these interpretations. As this type of paradigm takes into account 

individuals’ subjective interpretation based on their personal experience and understanding of 

the phenomenon, researchers are dealing less with numbers and more applying qualitative 

methodologies for data analysis (Cohen et al., 2011).  

5.2.2.  Quantitative Inquiry in Research  

In quantitative research, ‘the data are in the form of numbers’ (Punch, 2005, p.3). Dealing with 

numerical data could be the most apparent characteristic of this type of research. The researcher, 

however, tries to be objective while analysing the data. In the quantitative study, the researcher is 

not interested in finding individuals’ viewpoints or perceptions regarding the social phenomenon 

based on their personal experiences rather how many individuals dis/agree about that social 

phenomenon. The philosophical belief of positivism indicates that the world really exists and 
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every entity has its own phenomenon (Cohen et al., 2011). According to Cohen et al. (2011), 

positivists study and analyse a social phenomenon based on laws or regulations. Positivist 

research is based on science, experiment, and rational theory. This means that the phenomenon 

can be analysed and studied depending on rules or laws, while the findings can be generalized 

based on rules. Positivist researchers use quantitative methodologies for analysing their findings. 

According to Cryer (2000), a research paradigm can be objective when the researcher moves away 

from collecting data depending on participants’ personal experiences or analysing data following 

personal justification derived from the literature and personal experiences.   

There are four main assumptions that a scientific researcher can start with (Cohen et al., 2011, p. 

8-9):  

1- The assumption of ‘determinism’ *italicized in original]. This assumption indicates that 

each behaviour appears because of a reason. Scientists believe that each event occurs 

because of a reason or a circumstance. 

2- The assumption of ‘empiricism’ *italicized in original+. This assumption refers to having a 

relationship between a theory and the kind of empirical data that support it. The 

truthfulness of the theory is based on the supporting evidence.  

3- The assumption of ‘parsimony’ [italicized in origin]. As the term indicates, it refers to the 

use of as few methods of analysis as possible. It does not favour detailed explanation or 

narration if a phenomenon can be dealt with by two approaches instead of three. 

4- The assumption of ‘generality’ [italicized in origin]. It simply means that positivists can 

generalize the findings on a larger population because they deal with a real phenomenon 

that is explained according to law and rules.    

However, having an absolute objective research paradigm is a matter of debate, because there 

could be subjectivity in the exact choice of statements in the questionnaire. 

5.3. Mixed Research Methods  

Teddlie and Tashakkori (2011, p. 286) refer to mixed research methods as ‘eclectic’, which means 

the choice of the best characteristics from different resources. They continue to add that 

‘methodological eclecticism involves selecting and then synergistically integrating the most 

appropriate techniques from a myriad of QUAL, QUAN, and mixed research methods in order to 

more thoroughly investigate a phenomenon’ *emphasis in original+. The authors further describe 

mixed research methods as the best way to lend quality to the research because it helps the 

researcher to choose the characteristics of the methods to answer the research questions. The 

purpose of using mixed research methods is to obtain a fuller picture of a social phenomenon. 
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Teddlie (2005) states that there is a causal relationship in using mixed research methods, and the 

effect is usually determined by quantitative methods while its mechanism is determined by 

qualitative methods. Using qualitative and quantitative research methods helps to study the social 

phenomenon in different ways in order to produce ‘a more comprehensive and valid picture’ 

(Kelle and Erzberger, 2004, p. 173), because each method has its value to add to the research. 

Denzin (1978, p. 304) agrees with the same significant role of mixing research methods and states 

that it has a role ‘to maximize the validity of field efforts’. Mixing research methods has its 

advantages. Dowling and Brown (2010) state that using more than one research method is 

necessary to fill the gaps that occur when using only one research method, and can add richness 

and credibility to the research. Silverman (2005, p. 63) also sheds light on the use of mixed 

research methods, which requires the researcher to be skilful enough and ‘to get at many 

different aspects of a phenomenon’. Furthermore, Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004, p. 15) 

encourage researchers to mix research methods and employ each method's best characteristics 

so as to ‘offer the best chance of answering their specific research questions’. 

At the same time, mixing research methods has it disadvantages. Silverman (2005) attributes the 

use of mixed research methods to the researcher’s incapability of identifying the research limits 

to narrow down the research topic. Researchers mistakenly might think that by using mixed 

research methods the answer they want will come out from their analysis, but this is not right. It 

makes the analysis even worse by leaving a set of data effectively unanalysed, while moving to 

analyse another set of data (Silverman, 2005). Creswell (2011) states that mixing research 

methods is not the same as using multiple research methods. The author argues that the former 

refers to the use of both qualitative and quantitative research methods to collect data, while the 

latter refers to the use of either multiple qualitative sources of data or multiple quantitative 

sources of data. Therefore, researchers have to make a distinction between multi-research 

methods and mixed research methods. Flick (2002) makes more of a clarification about the 

function of mixed research methods and indicates that it does not make the research more valid, 

but adds validity to the results and procedures of the study. Therefore, it is necessary to know the 

purpose of mixing research methods; is it to study one phenomenon by using different methods 

or studying different aspects of the same phenomenon? (Kelle and Erzberger, 2004). The purpose 

of this study is the former; studying the same phenomenon using different research methods.  

Results of mixed qualitative and quantitative research methods fall into three categories (Kelle 

and Erzberger, 2004): 

 They either lead to converge and produce the same findings 
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 Or establish a complementary relationship 

 Or produce contradictory findings 

In this research, it is difficult to decide which type of results will be produced before analysing the 

data. The key issue in integrating the qualitative and quantitative methods in this research is to 

gather as much useful knowledge as possible that can answer the research questions. Further, it 

tends to study and investigate the problem of the research from the different perspectives of 

students, lecturers, senior and junior managers, and policy makers. Therefore, the qualitative and 

quantitative methods are used to complement each other and add value to the research 

questions, but this does not mean that the results are complementary to each other. Kelle and 

Erzberger (2004) elaborate the complementary relationship results of mixed research methods as 

follows: 

“Qualitative procedures can therefore often help to fill gaps in explanations using 

‘sociological variables’ where statistical relationships are explained by additional 

assumptions after the event. Quantitative procedures are able to show super-individual 

structural relationships which are not consciously observed by the individuals and which 

therefore cannot easily be obtained with qualitative interviews. In both cases the 

procedures complement one another and give a more comprehensive picture of the 

object under investigation.” (Kelle and Erzberger, 2004, p. 175) 

Qualitative research methods are interview and policy document, used to analyse the content of 

the reform policy document according to the available literature on policy studies to find out 

areas of strength and weaknesses and its reliability. The interviews are used to find out policy 

makers’ perceptions of the reform policy document. On the other hand, as quality assurance is 

part of the reform policy document and as it is another concern in this research, the quantitative 

research methods; that is, questionnaires; are used to find out students’ and lecturers’ 

perceptions of the quality assurance programme. Due to the large number in the questionnaires’ 

sample, it is difficult to use a qualitative research method to obtain students’ and lecturers’ 

perceptions. Therefore, each method is used for a specific group but agree on the final purpose of 

the study, which is analysing the reform policy. Going back to Teddlie’s formula of effect and 

mechanism relationship, the effect of the cause, in this study, is the quality assurance programme 

that is analysed by using quantitative research method. The mechanism of the cause is the reform 

policy, which is analysed by using a qualitative research method. The findings of these three 

paradigms are important to analyse the reform policy of Kurdistan higher education from 
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different perspectives and find out areas of similarities and differences in the perceptions. This 

ultimately helps to answer the research questions.   

5.4. Reliability and Validity of the Research  

5.4.1.  Reliability and Validity in Quantitative Research  

Reliability in quantitative research refers to the extent of accuracy of the research instrument 

in measuring the phenomenon with as few errors as possible (Muijs, 2011). Having reliability 

means that there are similar results when using the same instrument on the same sample but 

at a different time. This study is not a repeated one and there are no previous works on the 

same subject area, as the Kurdish reform of higher education is recent. Moreover, the 

researcher could not repeat the test using the same instrument in two different periods of time 

due to the limited time available. Therefore, it is not possible to state that there is ‘stability’ or 

‘equivalence’ (Cohen et al., 2011, p. 200) in this study, because both of these types of reliability 

require the researcher to apply the same test twice or work with a team to measure the 

phenomenon and find out if there is agreement among team members. The best way to look 

for reliability in this study is by looking for ‘internal consistency’ (Cohen et al., 2011, p. 201) and 

calculating the correlation coefficient. This requires dividing the items in the questionnaire into 

two then finding the correlation between them. In this study, the correlation coefficient is (0.6), 

which means the reliability is more than moderate.   

Validity, in quantitative research, refers to having correct answer(s) to the research question(s); 

that is, successfully measuring what the research is supposed to measure (Muijs, 2011). Davies 

(2007) states that validity is to what degree the findings reflect the research question and 

whether the results represent what the researcher is looking for. Validity has three types which 

are ‘apparent validity, instrumental validity, and theoretical validity’ (Kirk and Miller, 1986, p. 

22) or named as ‘content validity, criterion validity, and construct validity’ by (Muijs, 2011, p. 

57).  

The first type implies choosing the right questions to measure what the research wants to 

measure; as Muijs (2011, p. 57) states, ‘the content of the manifest variables…is right to 

measure the latent concept…that we are trying to measure’. In this study, the items in the 

questionnaires are based on available literature on quality assurance and, further on, what the 

Kurdish reform policy document introduced. The questions generally reflect the content of the 

reform policy because the aim of the questionnaires is to measure students’ and lecturers’ 

perceptions about the quality assurance programme introduced in the reform policy document 
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by the MoHESR-KRG. Muijs (2011, p. 58) introduces another type of validity here and calls it 

‘face validity’ *emphasis in original+. The latter refers to having comments from a selected 

sample or experts to judge the validity, test, and refine the questionnaires. The researcher 

chose to give the questionnaires to a panel of experts who were PhD holders, assistant 

professors, and a professor. The panel consisted of 16, but only eight sent back their 

comments. Generally, their comments focused on: 

 Whether to use ‘student’ of ‘lecturer’ instead of ‘you’.  

 Some suggested combining two concepts into one item. 

 Adding other items related to administration, which is not in the scope of this study. 

 Making items a question or a statement 

 Concern at the many items in the questionnaires and those students will not be 

interested to answer all of them. 

 Some of them commented on the language rather than the content. 

 Two commented on the design of the questionnaire (its length, numbering and dividing 

the sections, and the options of the Likert scale).  

It is worth mentioning that English versions of both questionnaires were given to the experts and 

all of them understood the language. After working on theirs and the supervisors’ comments, the 

researcher drafted the final version and translated it into Kurdish, which is the researcher’s and 

the sample’s mother-tongue. Next, an academic PhD holder in English language, who also 

undertakes translation work, reviewed the Kurdish version and made some minor changes, 

focused mostly on choosing the right words.  

The second type of validity is concerned with the relationship between the instrument and 

expected results (Muijs, 2011). Researchers can expect what results will come up when using a 

specific instrument. In this study, for example, the researcher expected that courses were not 

perceived to be designed to be of good quality. After obtaining students’ responses in the 

questionnaire and using statistical measures, it became clear that most of the students had 

negative attitudes about the quality of the courses.  

The final type of validity refers to the extent to which the items are interrelated to cover the 

general concept. This can be derived from theory and literature. The items covered to find out 

students’ perceptions about the teaching quality assurance programme were derived from the 

theory of the reform policy document and supported by the literature introduced in chapter 

four, specifically by Harvey and Green (1993), Guri-Rosenblit et al (2007), Materu (2007) and 

Peterson (1999). For example, in order to find out about the quality of academic courses and 
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programmes in universities, the researcher addressed items reflecting such concepts as; 

‘Courses are designed to make the programme have good quality’; ‘Courses help to build up my 

academic knowledge’; ‘My programme prepares me for future employment’; ‘My course 

handbook helps me understand what the course is about’; and ‘Many of the courses have good 

teaching quality’. The researcher worked hard not to include general questions about the 

whole reform policy and put these to students and lecturers, because they do not have a role in 

every section of the reform process.  

5.4.2. Reliability and Validity in Qualitative Research  

Reliability in qualitative research means, as Silverman argues, ‘the degree of consistency with 

which instances are assigned to the same category by different observers or by the same 

observer on different occasions’ (Silverman, 1993, p. 145). By reliability, we mean the 

applicability of research methods used to get the results and whether the same results can be 

gained by other researchers, or by the same researchers but in different circumstances. To 

ensure reliability in social research, researchers need to arrive at the same results if they have-

conducted the same methods (Peräkylä, 2004). This means, however, if the same or another 

researcher applies the same methods to the same context and social culture, the same findings 

should emerge. It was not possible for the researcher to conduct the same study at two 

different times because of the limit of time; besides, the interviewees might not be ready to 

offer their time due to work responsibilities, as they occupy high managerial positions in higher 

education institutions. In addition, it would be difficult to arrange for another researcher with 

the same theoretical framework to study the same phenomena and then compare the results 

of both cases. This is simply because the subject area of this study is a new one concerned with 

the Kurdish reform policy of higher education and previous studies conducted on the same 

subject of this study are not available to compare findings. The only reliability in this study is 

that the data have been collected using a semi-structured purposive sample of expert 

interviewees who can add rich and in-depth knowledge, comprehensiveness, high details, and 

authenticity. The researcher kept a schedule of all the places, interviewees’ information, the 

timetable, a recorder, and procedures of approaching the interviewees that would be useful to 

take into account while analysing the interview data.  

Validity in qualitative research is referred to as ‘understanding’ (Cohen et al., 2011, p. 180) 

rather than validity. Cohen et al. (2011) state that validity in qualitative research is seen as the 

extent to which researchers understand the society that they research and investigate, taking 

into account people's viewpoints concerning the problem they investigate. It is understood that 
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participants' depth and detailed knowledge and information are important in qualitative 

research, but this does not mean any information is to be taken into consideration. In this 

study, questions in the interviews are based on the reform policy document issued by the 

MoHESR-KRG, as one of the aims of this study is to analyse and evaluate the policy of the 

reform process. The questions are selected to cover precisely all the aspects in which the 

interviewees play a role. Each interviewee was asked group of questions in the frame of his/her 

responsibilities. Because it was an expert interview, the content of the interviews was analysed 

using deductive and inductive approaches.  

It is difficult to predict interviewees' perceptions about the reform policy process because 

everyone had their own personal experiences. However, the researcher could predict most of 

the interviewees' perceptions about the reform process and whether they agreed with the 

content of the policy document. At the same time, there were very few interviewees who 

introduced unpredictable information in disagreement with the content of the reform policy 

document. This led to almost partial 'criterion' validity. The final type of validity of data 

available in this study is the 'construct' validity. As mentioned earlier, each interviewee has 

been addressed a group of questions according to his role and responsibilities in the reform 

policy process. Besides, all the interview questions are addressed to find out interviewees' 

perceptions about the reform policy process. All together, the questions are interrelated and 

organized to give a complete picture about the process. Their perceptions are analysed and 

compared with students’ and lecturers’ perceptions to find out areas of similarities and 

differences. It worth mentioning that the researcher continuously followed up and had contact 

with a number of academic and managers in higher education institutions in order to have 

update information about the reform policy process  

5.5. Choice of Sample and Instrument 

There is consistency between the choice of the sample and the instruments used to collect the 

data. For example; survey can be effectively used to collect data from a large number of 

participants when the aim of the survey is discovering percentages of agreement and 

disagreement; that is, the quantity is the key (Cohen et al., 2011). In this study, the survey is 

used to find out how many students and lecturers have positive and negative attitude 

concerning the quality assurance programme in order to know if the reform policy could 

achieve its objective. At the same time, the aspects covered in the survey have direct 

relationship with students and lecturers. Thus, their attitudes show if the reform process is 
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successful or not. Due to the large sample of selected students and lecturers who are the actors 

who provide data to answer the second and third research questions in this study, it is more 

applicable to use a survey to collect as much data as possible to find out their perceptions. And 

because these two groups of actor, students and lecturers, are the majority of actors who are 

affected by the reform policy, it is significant to find out their perceptions concerning the 

reform policy. The other group of sample consists of policy makers, senior and junior managers. 

Because of this group has a major role in planning and directing the reform process, it is 

significant to find out their personal knowledge and experiences of the reform policy in order to 

know how they planned and set up the reform process. Therefore, qualitative method is more 

effective to be used. The researcher used interview for this purpose. Each interviewee has been 

addressed a group of questions according to their roles and responsibilities in the reform policy 

process. Each interviewee has been given enough time to answer each question. And they have 

been offered the choice of speaking in any of the three languages; Kurdish, English, or Arabic. It 

is important to emphasize that the interview questions are based on the content of the reform 

policy document of the MoHESR-KRG and supported by the literature on policy studies. For 

example, most of the questions of the interviews focuse on the designe of the policy, aims, 

process, implementation, evaluation, and barriers as they have been presented in chapters 3 

and 4 of this study.     

Each one of these instruments is used for a specific purpose but they are complementary to 

each other at the same time. The results of the survey data give information about the status of 

the outcomes of the quality assurance programme while the interviews tell information about 

how the reform policy was set up.    

5.6. Sample and Sampling Approaches 

5.6.1. Who Are the Sample? 

The survey sample consists of students and lecturers. The students were in their final year of 

undergraduate study which lasts for four years apart from those in the departments of 

architecture, who study for five years, and technical management, which had only first year 

students at the time of conducting the study. The reason for this categorization is so they had 

more experiences and knowledge about the reform and were better able to reflect and make 

choices. The reason behind choosing architecture students in their fourth year rather than their 

final year is to ensure the entire sample had the same level in their study programme and at least 

a similar level of knowledge. Moreover, some departments had morning and evening classes, yet 

only morning classes were selected. The total number of students who the researcher approached 
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is (1131) students. The other part of the survey sample is the university lecturers. There were no 

specific characteristics for selecting lecturers, apart from working on a permanent basis in the 

selected higher education institutions. The total number of lecturers who the researcher 

approached is (282) lecturers.  

With regard to the interview sample, the interviewees were divided according to their roles in the 

reform policy process and their responsibilities. The reason for approaching these interviewees 

was because they had a direct relationship with the research area and the aim was to obtain rich 

and fruitful information that can provide answers to the research questions. Thus, they were 

divided into junior managers, senior managers, and policy makers in the selected higher 

education institutions. The total number of the interviewees who the researcher contacted is 17 

but only eight agreed to participate in this study. 

5.6.2. Sampling Approaches 

Interview Sampling 

In this study, the researcher followed theoretical (selective) sampling. This focuses on a group 

who are in the area or scope of the research questions and topic; the data add and enrich the 

main topic of the research (Silverman, 2005). The interviewees had been selected according to 

their ‘relation to events. Events are what constitute the basis of the investigations’ (Merkens, 

2004, p. 170). This method of sampling leads mostly to the type of research paradigm that is 

interpretive. As the researcher worked in three of these selected institutions, it was somewhat 

easy to approach the interviewees except in the private universities where the researcher had no 

work experience. Another factor which made approaching the interviewees an easy process was 

that the researcher was following up the progress of the reform process and she was in contact 

with some of the staff who were working on the process. The researcher followed the snowball 

method of sampling, which means the researcher asked an interviewee to recommend other 

people to interview (Merkens, 2004). The policy maker in PT2 recommended the senior manager 

in PT1. A senior manager who orally apologized to be interviewed has recommended a policy 

maker and both were in HEI. The latter policy maker had a lot of experiences in almost all the 

aspects of the reform process, therefore, the researcher visited him in his office and he agreed to 

participate in the research. But, because it was the time of election of Iraqi parliament when the 

researcher conducted the study and the latter policy maker was a nominee, he won the election 

and the researcher could no longer contact him. The approaches that the researcher followed to 

communicate with the interviewees were either a direct visit to the interviewee’s office, a phone 
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call, an e-mail, or a letter. The selected sample of higher education institutions is referred to 

anonymously in Table 4. 

The policy maker in PC2 stated that he has no enough information about the reform policy and he 

recommended a senior manager in the same institution for the interview. The latter has deferred 

the date of the interview three times and later stated that he would answer the interview 

questions in writing because he could then recall information and details better. Therefore, the 

researcher e-mailed him the interview questions with the consent form and information sheet. 

After two weeks, the researcher phoned him to remind him and he confirmed that he would e-

mail back the answers, but did not. 

Table 4: Selected sample of the study 

Institutes Code 

First public university PC1 

Second public university PC2 

First private university PT1 

Second private university PT2 

Higher education institution (a 

non-teaching institution) 

HEI 

The total number of interviewees who were approached by the researcher is shown in Table 5: 

Table 5: Number of approached candidates of the interviews in each university/institution 

No. Institute Policy makers Senior managers Junior managers 

1 PC1 None  1 2 

2 PC2 1 1 None 

3 PT1 1 1 1 

4 PT2 1 None  None 

5 HEI 5 2 1 
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The same happened with one of the senior managers in HEI. The policy maker and junior manager 

in PT1 did not respond to the researcher’s request. It is worth mentioning that the policy maker in 

PT2 had suggested and introduced the researcher to the policy maker and the senior manager in 

PT1 via e-mail and phone call. In turn, the senior manager in PT1 contacted the junior manager in 

PT1 but the latter did not respond. Three policy makers in the HEI orally apologized for not 

participating in the interview. Thus, the final number of the candidates who agreed to participate 

in the interviews and signed the consent forms is only eight, as shown in Table (6):  

Table 6: Final number of candidates who agreed to participate in the interview at each higher education institution 

No. Institute Policy makers Senior managers Junior managers 

1 PC1 None  1 1 

2 PC2 None None None 

3 PT1 None 1 None 

4 PT2 1 None None 

5 HEI 2 1 1 

Survey Sampling  

The researcher followed non-random sampling for selecting the higher education institutions. The 

criterion was based on having a large number of students and lecturers. Again, in each institution, 

the researcher intentionally selected two very different areas of academic programmes 

(humanitarian and sciences). In each, the researcher selected two majors (English language and 

law in humanitarian area, and engineering and sciences in sciences). This is clarified as follows: 

1- Humanitarian programmes: Included the departments of English language, technical 

management, and law. 

2- Pure science programmes: Included the departments of architecture and civil engineering, 

and sciences such as chemistry, biology, and computer sciences.  

The objective of including different programmes is to receive perceptions from diverse 

background and to cover all the areas offered undergraduate level comprehensively. In addition, 

almost all the selected department are available in almost all the universities (For example: the 

programmes of English language, law, and sciences are available in three universities while 

engineering programme is available in all the four universities). The direct sampling selected 

students in their final year of study is because they are considered to have rich knowledge and 
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can make choices correctly, unlike than junior students. Then, random sampling followed to select 

around a hundred students in departments exceeding this number, to establish a balance in 

students’ numbers in all the selected departments. In spite of the direct sampling at the start, the 

researcher was not able to be in direct contact with every single student or lecturer due to the 

large numbers. In random sampling, the quantity of data is important and researchers are not in 

direct or face-to-face contact with the sample, as they are not interested in the sample's 

experiences (Wisker, 2001). According to positivism, as Silverman (1993) argues, random sampling 

in interviews is necessary in order to obtain reliable and valid data. A non-random sample is still 

significant to obtain wide, relevant and factual information about the research topic and to 

investigate the topic from the eyes of experts and professionals. The selected departments, 

according to their universities, are shown in Table (7): 

Table 7: The selected departments according to their universities 

Institute Language Law Engineering Science 

PC1 English language Law Architecture Chemistry 

PC2 None Technical management Civil engineering None 

PT1 English language Law Civil engineering Computer science 

PT2 English language Law Architecture Biology 

5.7. Data Collection Strategies 

5.7.1. Interview  

Interviewing is one of the research instruments used to collect data in this study. In interviews, 

the researcher tries to study ‘the characteristics of an individual unit’ (Cohen et al. 2000, p. 185) 

and the data are reliable and strong because the researcher deals with real experiences and 

collects data via direct contact with the sample. Interviewing has the advantages of the possibility 

of expanding and developing interviewee’s response. The researcher can find out more meaning 

from the way a response is made such as uncertainty, hesitation, fright and so forth (Bell, 2005). 

The main disadvantages of interviewing are that it is time consuming and subjective, which allows 

there to be a possibility of biased data (Bell, 2005). In this study, the researcher tried her best not 

to move away from the main focus of the interview subject and adhere to the interview 

questions. This instrument can be used as the main instrument in research to collect data that 

answer the research’s aims, or can be used with other research methods to validate them and 
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look for detailed and deep information from interviewees that best reflects the research 

questions, or can be used to examine hypotheses, as suggested by Cohen and Manion (1989). 

Moreover, Silverman (1993) states that researchers can obtain facts in interviews, because it has 

a relation to real stories and events in the interviewees’ lives. 

There are four main types of interview (Cohen and Manion, 1989; Cohen et al., 2011): structured 

or closed interviewing is based on an organized sequence of pre-designed set of questions which 

can be slightly modified; the unstructured or open interview is freely planned by the interviewer 

and the questions do not follow a fixed sequence or wording, rather the interviewer is free to ask 

any questions in a conversational way that achieves the research aims; the non-directive 

interview is usually used by therapists and psychiatrists, in which the interviewer has a minor role 

and less control while interviewees play the major role and are allowed to respond freely; and the 

focused interview concentrates on a specific area in which the researcher already has knowledge 

and information to make a comparison between this information and the collected data in the 

interview to get to the findings. The researcher used semi-structured interviews in which she pre-

selected the themes that needed to be covered. This type of interview allows the researcher more 

balance in expressing and asking about the themes relating to the research questions, and at the 

same time gives more space to the interviewees to express their ideas and knowledge. It is mid-

way between structured and unstructured interviewing. More precisely, the researcher used 

expert interviews, which is a form of semi-structured interviewing (Belting, 2008). Expert 

interviewing involves individuals who are experts and have unique and special knowledge about a 

profession. The aim of the expert interview is to reconstruct the ideas and knowledge of those 

who have long experiences in their profession. In this study, the expert interviewees were 

selected directly, based on their experiences and knowledge in the reform policy process in 

Kurdistan higher education.    

It is worth referring to the language of the interviews in this study. All the interviewees were 

offered the option of choosing any of the three languages: Kurdish, English, or Arabic. This offer 

was made by the researcher to let each interviewee speak in the language in which he or she 

could best express ideas and knowledge (Bell, 2005). Only one senior manager and one junior 

manager chose to speak in Kurdish language; the other six interviewees spoke in English. The 

longest interview took one hour and 36 minutes, while the shortest took only 40 minutes. It is 

worth mentioning that seven of the interviews were conducted face-to-face while the eighth was 

through Skype. All the interviews were conducted during two phases: 

1- The first phase was in October and November 2012. 
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2- The second phase was in April and May 2014. 

The interviews were held in the interviewees’ office during work hours. However, all were very 

kind and friendly and answered all questions with no exception. Four interviewees had to defer 

the date of the interviews, to which both researcher and interviewee agreed on in advance, due 

to their workload or missing the date or health reasons. Therefore, new dates were re-scheduled. 

With regard to the questions of the interviews, each interviewee has been asked a list of 

questions based on their knowledge, experiences, role in the reform policy, and work 

responsibilities. However, the questions were focused on the following: 

a) Teaching quality assurance and curricula development 

b) Academicians’ continuous development programme  

c) Developing postgraduate programmes and research 

d) Investment in higher education 

e) Technology service 

f) Accreditation and assessment of universities 

g) Safety and social justice. 

The list of questions consisted of open- and closed-ended questions, although the latter were 

followed by questions for further elaboration (for example: Do you think that the reform process 

could establish a quality assurance programme in universities? How?). Moreover, each question 

enquired about one concept in order to make the question clear and understandable. The list of 

questions addressing each category of the interviewees is shown in Appendix 1. 

5.7.2. Survey  

The different levels of participants in the survey helped in obtaining as much data as possible and 

from different points of view. This variety gives the research an invaluable quality (Avdjieva and 

Wilson, 2002). Using open-ended questions in surveys allows further freedom to the participants 

to write down further information. In questionnaires, a large sample is chosen in order to gather 

as much different and reliable data as possible. There are almost always response errors in 

questionnaire data (Willis, 2005). Willis attributes such errors to bias in the collected data because 

of unanswered questions, problems within research setting, choosing unrepresentative sample, 

and inappropriate coding and analysis. In questionnaires, there is a chance of receiving no facts, 

and here, questionnaire versus interview method. The reason for transferring information in 

social life is ‘actually very complex and not easily transferable to the survey environment’ (Willis, 

2005, p.18). Examining questionnaire drafts through a focus group or an expert adds reliability to 
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the research method. In a survey approach, the researcher tries to ‘estimate the relationships 

between variables’ (Thomas, 1996, p. 115). So, it is estimation rather than true representation 

and, here, generalization is also possible because, as Thomas (1996) states, the data set that is 

collected from a survey sample is a representation of the population and the findings can be 

attributed to that population.  

Prior to starting the fieldwork and visiting universities, the researcher could obtain data about the 

number of students and lecturers at the selected universities from the MoHESR-KRG. The total 

number of students in the concerned department was 1667, while the total number of lecturers 

in the concerned departments was (304). The data about students’ and lecturers' numbers as 

received from the Ministry is shown in Table 8. After visiting each department concerned and 

meeting a number of staff members, it became clear that there were differences in the actual 

numbers of students and lecturers in several departments. Therefore, the final number of 

students in the departments concerned became 1131 and only 801 students responded, whereas 

the final number of lecturers in the departments concerned became 282, of which only 201 

responded. These differences are shown in Table 9. 

The researcher visited each department and met the head of each department individually. From 

this point, some agreed for survey copies to be distributed at the end of lecturers’ classes, while 

some others suggested that the researcher coordinates with the lecturers to obtain their 

permission and then distribute the copies in their classes. Therefore, some of the heads of the 

departments introduced the researcher to the lecturers to arrange for a specific time to start the 

survey on one hand. On the other hand, secretaries of departments were helpful in introducing 

the researcher to the lecturers. So, through introductions and cooperation between the lecturers 

and the researcher, work started on selecting specific days and times to distribute copies of the 

survey.  

All the lecturers apart from two; agreed that the researcher distributes and collects copies of the 

survey inside class. This provided a good opportunity to receive a high number of completed 

copies. The two other lecturers suggested that the researcher distributes the survey and leaves 

them so the students can answer the questions later. The process provided a lower rate of 

responses from students, as many did not return their copies. The time required to answer the 

questions in the survey was 15 minutes, but it increased to 20 minutes in some departments as 

students were perceived to be seizing the opportunity to kill time. The questions were written in 

English and Kurdish languages. In general, there were around ten students of Arabic nationalities. 

Some of these Arab students asked for the English versions, while the researcher had to interpret  
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Table 8: Student and lecturer numbers as provided by the MoHESR-KRG 

No. Institute English Language Law Engineering Sciences 

Students Lecturers Students Lecturers Students Lecturers Students Lecturers  

1 PC1 99 23 105 37 48 40 120 62 

2 PC2 None 46 7 52 16 None 

3 PT1 70 11 130 7 71 9 81 10 

4 PT2 216 20 599 28 84 20 45 14 

Total 286 54 880 79 255 85 246 86 
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Table 9: Final number of students and lecturers as provided directly by each department. 

No. Institute English Language Law Engineering Sciences 

Students Lecturers Students Lecturers Students Lecturers Students Lecturers  

1 PC1 99 23 105 37 48 31 120*(100)  62 

2 PC2 None 46 3 52 10 None 

3 PT1 70 12 130*(100) 7 69 7 81 10 

4 PT2 216*(100) 17 217*(100)  28 84 22 77 13 

Total 269 52 351 75 253 70 258 85 

 

* All departments where students’ number exceeded 100; the selected sample was only 100 students in each of these in order to create a balance among students’ 

numbers. 
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it for the others. It happened that some students gathered to discuss and answer the questions 

together. A student’s questionnaire data is shown in Appendix 2.  

As far as the questions in the students’ survey are concerned, the focus was on building the 

teaching quality assurance programme. The reason for choosing this section is because the 

students have a role in evaluating lecturers’ performance and giving feedback on courses. The 

survey was designed according to the Likert scale giving five options: strongly disagree; disagree; 

neutral; agree; and strongly agree. There were a total of 44 short and simple questions, divided 

into seven sections focusing on the following: 

 Courses and programmes 

 Evaluation and feedback 

 Library and study environment 

 Teaching and learning 

 Use of technologyRole of university 

 Change and progress in the recent years. 

The survey ended with an open question to give students the opportunity to express and add any 

new information not been addressed in the questionnaire. There were very few notes by students 

in the open question space. All of the notes were criticisms of the higher education system. In 

addition, some of the students acknowledged the researcher for her work and wished her 

success. The students’ survey is shown in Appendices 3 and 4.  

As far as the lecturers’ survey is concerned, it was designed on the same Likert scale. It consists of 

69 short and simple questions. All the questions are divided into six sections while the first section 

is divided into five sub-sections. However, the lecturers’ survey covered more sections in the 

reform policy because they have roles in these sections. These sections include the following: 

 Teaching quality assurance programme and curricula development: It covers sub-sections: 

 Course and programme 

 Evaluation and feedback 

 Library and teaching environment  

 Teaching and learning 

 Use of technology 

 Role of university 

 Establishing academics’ continuous development programme 

 Academic development and investment through research 
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 Social justice 

 Change and progress in the recent years. 

The lecturers’ survey also ends with an open question to give the opportunity to express or add 

new information not been referred to in the questions. The comments added in this space were 

limited and merely an acknowledgment and a wish for success on the part of the researcher. 

Similar to the students’ survey, the researcher translated the questionnaire into Kurdish language 

and had it reviewed. The time needed to answer the whole survey was 20 minutes. Distributing 

the hard copies of the questionnaires involved more time and funds to visit each department. The 

researcher left copies of the survey with either the secretary or the head of the department, who 

took the responsibility of handing them to lecturers. Therefore, the lecturers’ survey was not as 

productive as the students’ survey. A copy of a lecturer’s questionnaire data is shown in Appendix 

5.  

In spite of obtaining the contact number of a key person in each department and agreeing a 

deadline to collect the copies, the researcher had to visit each department four times, on average. 

The reason for these frequent visits was either the absence of the key person on the day of the 

visit, lecturers being occupied with a class, unavailability of the head of the department, students 

having exams, preparation for a conference (only in two higher education institutions), or 

lecturers forgetting to answer the questions or leaving the survey form at home. Yet, the 

researcher was pregnant at the time of the fieldwork but this has not stopped her from frequently 

visiting every department. The lecturers’ survey is shown in Appendices 6 and 7.  

5.8. Data Analysis Techniques  

In order to limit the scope of the study, two private and two public universities were selected in 

the capital of the Kurdistan region, Erbil, which has the highest number of universities. The 

selection of these universities was based on: their sizes; number of undergraduate students, 

number of academic staff; and number of colleges and departments. Moreover, the availability of 

a counterpart department at these institutions was taken into account in selecting the 

universities.  

This study intends to find answers to how the quality assurance programme is perceived by 

students and lecturers in private and public universities in the Kurdistan region of Iraq. Moreover, 

it aims at providing an analysis of the reform policy of the Kurdistan higher education initiated in 

2009. For the purpose of providing these answers, the researcher chose two research methods to 

collect data: 
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1) Survey: to collect data from undergraduate students and university lecturers in the 

departments concerned. The purpose is to find out how the quality assurance programme 

is perceived by this sample. 

2) Interview: to collect data from interviewing policy makers, senior and junior managers in 

the selected higher education institutions in Erbil city. The purpose is to find out how the 

reform policy is perceived and understood by this sample. 

5.8.1. Survey Analysis Technique 

The quantitative data received from the survey were analysed using the quantitative approach. In 

this study, the researcher used SPSS. All the information and options of the answers in the survey 

were coded as normal. The coding system was conducted as shown in Table 10. The students’ 

survey began with an introduction in terms of information about the name of the university, 

college, department, and gender, and age. Such information is helpful for analysis purposes later, 

especially to find out differences between universities or colleges. Though the study is not 

concerned with issues related to gender or age, they have been covered in the survey as they 

would probably be considered in the analysis. The lecturers’ survey included the same 

introductory information in addition to enquiring about the year in which the lecturer started 

teaching in higher education institutions. Such information is necessary for the same purpose. In 

order to enter the data into an Excel sheet, all the survey forms were checked to confirm that all 

questions had been answered. Then, all the reliable forms were considered for data entry while 

the unreliable ones were discarded. Forms were discarded if they had any of the following 

features: 

1- A single option for all questions, for example ‘strongly agree’ throughout the survey. 

2- Introductory information but no answers to the questions. 

3- Incomplete forms.  

Two Excel sheets were prepared to enter the data; one sheet for students’ survey and the second 

for the lecturers’ survey. Students’ survey forms were numbered, then, all the information 

entered into Excel. Later, codes of the answers were entered into the students’ survey sheet. The 

same procedure was applied to the lecturers’ survey forms. The confirmed completed sheets 

were copied into SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences, version 21).  

Descriptive Statistical Analysis Using Univariate Analysis  

Analysing the survey data, according to SPSS, focuses on using frequency distribution and 

measures central tendency. In order to find out the frequency of students’ responses concerning  
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Table 10: Coding of survey information 

Institute College Department Gender Options of Answers 

Name Code Name Code Name Code Gender Code Options Code 

PC1 1 Languages 1 English 1 Male 1 Strongly Disagree 1 

PC2 2 Law 2 Law 2 Female 2 Disagree 2 

PT1 3 Engineering 3 Civil Engineering 3  Neutral 3 

PT2 4 Sciences 4 Architecture 4 Agree 4 

 Technical Administration 5 Chemistry 5 Strongly Agree 5 

Technical Engineering 6 Computer Sciences 6  

 Technical Management 7 

Biology 8 
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each variable, the researcher used frequency distributions to find out which variables the 

students mostly agreed on, disagreed, strongly agreed, strongly disagreed, or had neutral 

perceptions. So, the aim is to find out student's responses regarding each variable and then 

establish their perceptions. In order to find the typical or average value of the variable, we need 

to find out measures of central tendency and levels of measurement (Muijs, 2011; Field, 2005).  

There are three levels of measurement (nominal, ordinal, and scale) and three measures of 

central tendency (mode, median, and mean), elaborated as follows:  

1- A level of measuring a variable can be nominal when numbers resemble names and the 

most considerably occurring variable is called the mode (Field, 2005). For example, in this 

study, we used numbers to refer to names of the universities. The numbers did not 

indicate which university was of better quality than another, but just indicates the name 

of the university. The same measure was applied to the names of the colleges, 

departments, and gender. 

2- A variable can be measured as ordinal when data occur in order but do not make 

reference to the differences between values of the data (Field, 2005). The data in the 

middle of such order is called the median. For example, in the survey of this study, each 

question is given five options of response. These options are given in order starting from 

‘disagree’, coded as 1, to ‘agree’, coded as 3. The measure of these options is ordinal.  

3- A variable can be measured as a scale when it has continuity, and the most typical or 

average variable is called the mean (Field, 2005). For example, the age of participants in 

this study can be measured as a scale or continuous variables.  

The survey was basically designed as a five option Likert scale; strongly disagree, disagree, 

neutral, agree, and strongly agree. At the time of analysis, this scale was changed to three options 

because the analysis of statistical significance of most of the items gave incorrect results; the 

expected count was less than the minimum expected in the chi-square table. This means the 

analysis was not correct. Because the researcher did not have rich experience and information 

about using the SPSS program, she got assistance and advice from an experienced academic 

statistician who suggested merging the five options into three without missing any data. In 

addition, the research questions aims at finding the perceptions whether positive or negative or 

neutral, the researcher agreed to merge the five options into three options. Therefore, the new 

codes of the answers were changed to: 

 1 to less than 3 is coded as number 1 and indicates a negative attitude 

 3 to less than 4 is coded as number 2 and indicates a neutral attitude 
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 4 to 5 is coded as number 3 and indicates a positive attitude  

Therefore, the mode is considered as the measure of central tendency in analysing the data 

(Appendix 6). Students’ and lecturers’ survey are analysed according to the following: 

The following steps help to answer part of the second research question that focuses on finding 

out student’s attitude about the teaching quality assurance program: 

1. Finding the mode for every single item in students’ survey 

2. Finding the mode for every section in students’ survey 

3. Finding the overall mode in students’ survey 

The following steps help to answer the other part of the second research question that focuses on 

finding out lecturers’ attitude:  

1. Finding the mode for every single item in lecturers’ survey 

2. Finding the mode for every section in lecturers’ survey 

3. Finding the overall mode in lecturers’ survey 

And because lecturers’ survey covers more items than that of the students’, it is important to find 

the mode for the sections that are common in both surveys to find out students’ and lecturers’ 

attitude concerning the same sections. Therefore, the common sections in both surveys are the 

following:  

1) Course and programme 

2) Evaluation and feedback 

3) Library and teaching/learning environment  

4) Teaching and learning 

5) Use of technology 

6) Role of university 

7) Chane and progress in the recent years.  

Measures of Statistical Significance 

In order to find out the probability of a relationship between two groups concerning the same 

variable, while there is no relationship in the population, and whether this relationship is 

significant or not, the measure of statistical significance is used. The significance level in SPSS can 

be measured using ‘Chi square test’ to find out the ‘p-value’, which is referred to in the analysis as 

‘Asymp. Sig.’-(Asymptotic Significance). The ‘p-value’ ranges between (0-1). So, if the ‘p-value’ is 

less than (0.05), this means that the variables are in some way related and the relationship is 
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statistically significant. In order to find out where the difference lies, we need to use ‘Cross-

tabulation test’ (Muijs, 2011; Field, 2005). This test is used to examine two nominal variables, or 

two ordinal variables, or an ordinal one with a nominal variable. In this test, we need to find out 

the actual count and the expected count value for each group concerning the same variable. In 

this study, the aim of using these analyses is to find out the opportunity of generalizing our 

finding of the sample to the larger population of higher education sector in the Kurdistan region. 

In addition, it helps to find asnwers to the third research question that focuses on the relationship 

between students’ attitude, type of university, and gender.  

5.8.2.  Interview Analysis Technique 

The questions of the interviews are based on specific themes in the reform policy document, 

which serves as the source of the questions. Analysing the data of the interview followes a 

qualitative content analysis method and includes the use of specific quantitative techniques in the 

analysis. Moreover, the content analysis is conducted following a mainly deductive approach. 

However, the researcher used an inductive approach as well whenever new themes emerged in 

the interviews. The content analysis method is ‘the process of summarizing and reporting written 

data-the main contents of data and their messages’ (Cohen et al., 2011, p. 563). It is used with any 

written data as a text. The purpose of content analysis is to verify the content of mass media 

systematically, whether recorded or written, (Mayring, 2004). In other views, the content analysis 

is applied to any document as a text, which means a written text (Cohen et al., 2011). As far as 

this study is concerned, the content analysis is applied to the written transcript of the interviews. 

Transcribing the content of the interviews saved time and effort, besides greater accuracy in 

capturing every single word that could be meaningful in the analysis. 

As far as coding is concerned, the researcher followed an open coding approach. The open coding, 

as Cohen et al. (2011, p. 561) argue, is used to ‘describe and categorize’ the text. All the codes 

that have a consistent relationship to each other are grouped into one category, and each 

category is given a specific name referring to a theme. The approaches used here to analyse the 

content of expert interviews are deductive and, if necessary, inductive. The deductive approach is 

‘tautological’ *emphasis in original+, which does not imply new information, and ‘truth-conveying’ 

[emphasis in original+ because ‘if the rule offered for application is valid, then the result of the 

application of the rule is also valid’ (Reichertz, 2004, p. 161). This approach is applied when there 

are in advance-defined theoretical parts of analysis to testify them with a text (Mayring, 2000). 

The pre-identified theoretical parts of analysis are derived from the reform policy document and 

brought together with the interview text in order to compare and analyse them. Here, each 
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category is identified and given explicit definition derived from the literature on policy studies. 

Then examples are attached to each definition and later coding rules applied. In order to 

emphasize the reliability of coding and categorization, all the categories are revised for a final 

time throughout the text of the interviews. After finding out the results, quantitative analysis is 

used to find out the frequencies (Mayring, 2000). Furthermore, the aim is to study and compare 

between the different interviewees’ perceptions of the reform policy and the text of the reform 

policy document. Nevertheless, this does not mean any new themes are rejected or left analysed. 

Any new themes, if available, are analysed following the inductive approach.  

The inductive approach emphasizes that the themes are not defined in advance but emerge as 

new themes through the text, and that the researcher did not refer to or ask about them during 

interviews. Moreover, this approach ‘supplements the observed features of a sample with others 

that are not perceived’ (Reichertz, 2004, 161). Therefore, the procedure of conducting the 

inductive approach differs from the deductive one in terms of that the researcher has to search 

for the new themes then provide explicit theoretical definition of each theme, as derived from 

available literature. Hereafter, the rest of the analysis procedure follows the same as the 

deductive approach. An illustration of deductive and inductive coding is shown in Appendix 8 

Adopting Cohen et al. (2011)’s framework of conducting content analysis and Mayring’s (2000) of 

deductive and inductive approaches, the researcher has analysed the content of the interviews 

according to the following steps: 

1- Transcribe the interviews. 

2- Define the research questions. 

3- Define the themes (categories). The themes are derived from the interview questions 

which are based on the reform policy document.    

4- Provide explicit theoretical definition of each category. The definitions are based on the 

literature of public policy studies. 

5- Give example(s) on each definition. The example(s) is derived from the interview text. For 

example, interviewees are asked about what are the barriers they encountered while 

implementing the reform process? Some referred to financial obstacles, other to 

experiences or skills, others to lack of experts, and so on. Thus, these answers are 

examples of the barriers to implement the reform process.  

6- Apply coding rules to each category. 

7- Revise all the categories and coding to ensure formative reliability and that all the 

categories are covered and constructed appropriately. This is done via examining the 

categories with the theoretical definitions derived from the literature on each category.  
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8- Read and read through the text to ensure that all the materials are covered and that 

summative reliability is met.  

9- Conduct data analysis. Describe and interpret the content of each category, then use 

quantitative methods to find out the frequency of each category to compare with and 

discover consistency between students’, lecturers’, and interviewees’ perceptions of the 

policy. 

10- Summarize the results of the analysis. It refers to identifying key issues and concepts that 

are concluded from the analysis.  

11- Provide critical interference to the findings as well as suggest areas for further 

investigation.      

However, analysing interview data can be difficult because the researcher tries to study and 

analyse several different components, but still these are interrelated to make the complete 

phenomenon (Blaxter et al., 2010). A transcribdt interview is shown in Appendix 9.   

5.9. Ethical Issues of the Research 

As a simple definition, ethics refers to behaviour and relationship based on respect and care 

between participants and researcher. The researcher took ultimate consideration concerning 

ethical issues and her relationship with the participants and the way she approached them. Prior 

to starting the fieldwork and coming into contact with the participants, the researcher followed 

the ethical policy of the University of Southampton and received ethics committee approval 

(Appendices 10 and 11) for conducting the research fieldwork. Following a formal process of 

conducting fieldwork in the researcher’s home country, the researcher further received written 

formal approval from the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research in the region 

(Appendix 12). The latter’s approval letter was necessary to approach the selected higher 

education institutions and receive their presidents’ approval, too. It adds authenticity and validity 

to the researcher’s purpose of the visit to each institution. The formal approval went through a 

hierarchical system starting with the Ministry through to the president of each selected higher 

education institution, and to the dean of each concerned college, who sent it to the heads of each 

concerned department. In PT1, this approval needed to be discussed in the meeting of the Board 

of Trustee in order to be confirmed by all departments concerned.   

After getting the formal approval, consent was obtained from each student (Appendices 13 and 

14), lecturer (Appendices 15 and 16), and interviewee (Appendices 17 and 18). It was clarified in 

the consent forms that participants had the right to withdraw at any time without their rights 

being affected. All the participants were also given an information sheet (Appendices 19 & 20 & 
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21 & 22 & 23 & 24) to clarify the subject of the study, its purpose, the participant’s role in the 

study, confidentiality, and the participant’s rights. In addition, the researcher focused on how all 

the questions in the survey and the interviews reflected the aims of the study, to avoid bias and 

sensitivity towards unrelated aspects (Cohen et al., 2011).  

All the selected higher education institutions were reported anonymously by using abbreviations 

such as (PC1, PC2, PT1, PT2, and HEI). The names of the sampled colleges and departments are 

referred to as they exist. This does not cause any offence or harassment to such colleges and 

departments, because there are similar names of colleges and departments in other non-sampled 

higher education institutions in the same city. The place of study has been identified and, again, 

this does not cause any offence or harassment to the sampled higher education institutions 

because there are other higher education institutions in the same city. Furthermore, all the data 

gathered from the questionnaires and the interviews were saved in a password-protected 

computer by the researcher and will be destroyed when they are no longer needed.     

With regard to interviewees' names, none of them are reported personally and they are kept 

anonymously by the researcher. At the same time, no reference to the interviewees’ work 

position or academic title is made. Due to face-to-face contact with the interviewees, complete 

anonymity cannot be guaranteed (Cohen et al., 2011; Bell, 2005). However, all the interviewees 

have been categorized into mainly policy makers, senior managers, and junior managers without 

making reference to their higher education institution. Though the researcher held managerial 

positions in three of the selected higher education institutions before 2011, she introduced 

herself as a postgraduate researcher and respected the interviewees’ choice of time for the 

interviews. She formally approached every single interviewee and respected their decisions 

whether to participate or refuse to participate in the study. All the interviewees are professionals 

and hold high managerial and leadership positions in the higher education sectors. Therefore, it is 

understandable that there was no sensitivity or fear between them and the researcher. In order 

to keep the interviewee’s anonymity, everyone in this study is be referred to as 'he'. Moreover, 

almost all the interviewees welcomed the researcher in a friendly and kindly way and some 

offered a cup of tea or water.         

The researcher aimed at ensuring total anonymity, which is possible in conducting a survey 

(Cohen et al., 2011; Bell, 2005). Though very limited number of the participants in the survey 

wrote their names on the questionnaire papers, this was deleted by the researcher. Although the 

researcher held the position of university lecturer in one of the departments at one of the 

selected universities, she did not choose her students in the sample and did not approach the 
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department she worked in. The reason is that the selected departments are offering programmes 

on bachelor level while the department, where the researcher worked in, is offering programmes 

on diploma level, which is one degree lower than bachelor’s. It is important to consider that the 

researcher worked in that department before 2011, which means before starting the 

postgraduate research programme. Moreover, there is quite enough distance between the 

selected samples and the researcher’s previous department which can be reached by driving. The 

academic staff members are different in both departments and the scope of their interest and 

specialisation is different too. The researcher also introduced herself as a postgraduate student 

working on conducting research in higher education in the region. She never introduced herself as 

a former lecturer to the students nor to the lecturers in that university. There was no aggressive 

behaviour from any student or lecturer while receiving the questionnaire survey or filling it in. 

Some of the students gently refused to participate in the survey by giving back an empty 

questionnaire paper to the researcher. The researcher respected their decisions. It is worth 

mentioning that all the survey samples are over 18 years and mature enough to make their own 

decisions and be independent. This eliminates any opportunities for bias or coercion to take part 

in the study.  

5.10. Conclusion 

This chapter presents a sketch of how the data are collected and how they are to be analysed. It 

further elaborates the techniques of approaching the sample and all the ethical procedures taken 

into consideration in order to start the fieldwork. This study is based on mixed research methods 

for data collection. The data are collected via survey and interviews. Due to the size of the sample 

of the survey, the researcher used a survey to approach students and lecturers in the selected 

four universities. The questions of the survey are based on the quality assurance programme 

introduced in the reform policy in order to find out students’ and lecturers’ attitudes about the 

quality assurance programme. The interview approach is used to find out policy makers’ and 

senior and junior managers’ attitude about the reform policy, because the purpose is to find out 

their personal experiences and knowledge about the reform policy. The interview questions are 

based on the reform policy of higher education in order to find out policy makers’ and, senior and 

junior managers’ attitudes about the reform policy. Later, by following quantitative analysis 

techniques, it will be possible to find out any relationship between students’ and lecturers’ 

attitudes in private and public universities. In this way, through survey, interview and quantitative 

analysis techniques, it will be possible to answer the research questions of this study. 
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Chapter 6: Presentation and Discussion of Findings 

Part One: Presentation of Findings 

6.1.  Introduction 

In this chapter, all the empirical data are analysed to provide answers to the research questions. 

Data are thus classified according to the research questions. 

The first research question, which focuses on finding out about students’ and lecturers’ 

perceptions about the quality assurance programme, is answered through analysing the students’ 

and lecturers’ survey responses. The second research question focuses on finding out the 

relationship between students’ perceptions and background factors such as type of university, 

type of college (area of interest), and gender. Then, the significance of such relationships is 

discovered. The third research question is concerned with finding out what policy makers, senior 

and junior managers think about the reform policy introduced by the MoHESR-KRG in 2009. 

Analysing interview data provides exclusive answers to this question. 

Generally, this chapter presents answers on whether the reform policy led to improvement and 

progress in higher education institutions in the Kurdistan region.  

6.2. Research Question (1): Policy Makers’, Senior and Junior Managers’ 

Perceptions  

This part focuses on interview data. The interviewees were divided into three categories: policy 

makers, senior managers, and junior managers. The data from each category are analysed as 

follows. 

6.2.1. Policy Makers 

Four policy makers were interviewed in this study. Generally, they referred to the following 

themes: 

 Reform 

All the policy makers agreed that there has been change in one way or another. They believed 

that the reform process is still alive and running, but that it might be slower than before. One of 
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the policy makers attributed the effectiveness of the reform process to the institutions 

themselves and how they dealt with the process. He stated: 

I think it all depends on the institution that is telling that. (He continued to add:) I 

wouldn’t say that this is a perfect quality assurance but it is a very good start and we have 

learnt a lot. It has shaken the institutions, here, to tell them; Look, you have to set your 

directions. Where are you going? You have to tell us how you are going to achieve and 

deliver what you planned for? (Policy maker 1) 

Another policy maker believed there were changes after introducing the reform policy and stated:  

The reform process is still on going in the background but, it is not as active as before. 

But, actually, I don’t believe when they say that it is no longer alive. If you perceive very 

nicely, look at the model in the whole of Sulaymaniyah University. It is not the same 

picture. (Policy maker 2) 

One of the policy makers expressed his personal viewpoint about the continuity and activeness of 

the reform process:  

All the sections are running, absolutely. There might be some slowdown in some of them 

but, no one on earth can stop this because we have a new generation who are waiting 

and they will not accept the status quo. (Policy maker 3)   

Another policy maker pointed to a specific area in which change can be seen more than in any 

other area. He argued: 

Lecturers’ perceptions towards student feedback and the whole quality assurance process 

are much better now. (Policy maker 4)  

 Policy Process Cycle 

Generally, the policy makers referred to the following phases of the policy process: 

Objectives 

All the four policy makers agreed that the reform process aimed at setting standards and adding 

quality to higher education. It was referred to as ‘setting direction’ by Policy Maker 1 and raising 

the quality and standards of education to be more competitive and independent with highest 

possible standards by Policy Maker 2. The third policy maker stated that the aim is competing 

with world universities, as shared by the fourth policy maker: 
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To elevate the standards of teaching and learning in our institutions, to have graduates 

who can internationally compete to get jobs, to have university independency so that 

universities can establish their check and balance system,…*and+ accrediting every 

university as soon as possible. (Policy Maker 3)  

Planning 

There are three different ideas about the plan of the reform process. The first policy maker stated 

that he did not have much knowledge about the reform and how it started, because he started his 

career after the reform process began. Both Policy Makers 2 and 3 agreed that the process 

started with a vision by a former minister of higher education without any committee or ‘think 

tank’ organization.  

Policy Maker 2 stated that there was not enough time to form a committee to set up the policy 

agenda. Therefore, the vision of the policy had been drafted and reviewed by two staff members 

in MoHESR-KRG, but they did not wait to study it in detail, because this would have been taken 

several months. He argued: 

Basically, Kurdistan lacks many such comprehensive bodies. You might call it a policy 

making body. But, there are individuals who are important in policy making and important 

in decision making… In the ideal world, they would have liked to have the opportunity to 

initiate a study, invite experts and design a policy document based on fundamental 

research as well as a space for the sessions. However, unfortunately, in the KRG and rest 

of Iraq, there was simply no such mechanisms that in short space of time can give that 

accuracy or would form such a study. So, there was no such tradition, culture, 

mechanism, and time. We needed to get on with the reform process and we had to be 

pragmatic and use our instinct and insight… For a reform like this, you need four years to 

launch it and the subsequent government to sustain it. (Policy Maker 2). 

Concerning the timeframe of the process, he said:  

We considered the reform as a long-term process and on-going process that should 

evolve with time, evolve with pilot studies, with segmentation, with learning, with 

achievements, with milestones. Every time we introduce new change, we need to review 

it, reflect on it, and improve it. In our opinion, the condition of higher education in 

Kurdistan and Iraq will need decades to change… So, clearly, we did not have a specific 

time deadline but we should say it will take generations not months or years of work. 

(Policy Maker 2) 
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He further indicated that introducing the reform policy was not difficult, in the sense that 

universities are managed by the MoHESR-KRG, heads of universities, Council of the MoHESR-KRG 

and the Ministerial Council of the KRG. He added: 

The system of higher education is too complex and intertwined to be tackled piecemeal as 

one component at one time. It has to be approached from different angles… and the 

angles which show the teaching resources, management, international relations investing 

in new capacity, the environments, the finance, they had to change the system from 

numerous angles. (Policy Maker 2)   

The third policy maker agreed with the second policy maker in terms of submitting only the vision 

of the reform policy to the ministerial council of the KRG. Later, the vision was discussed and 

enriched by presidents of universities and advisors. Then, the MoHESR-KRG worked on organizing 

different committees and departments to work on implementing the process.  

The fourth policy maker referred to establishing a department of quality assurance in the 

MoHESR-KRG with similar departments in each university in the region, a representative in each 

college, and a coordinator in each department.   

Implementation 

The reform process had been set up and implemented by the MoHESR-KRG. Therefore, the 

approach to implementing the policy was top-down. Each of the policy makers referred to an 

aspect of the reform process that had already been implemented. Policy Maker 1 referred to 

implementing a quality assurance programme, especially lecturers’ portfolios, student feedback, 

and a CAD programme. He added that there was a committee on quality assurance that met on 

regular basis and a department of quality assurance in his institution.  

The second policy maker referred to many details of areas already implemented. He said: 

The way the lectures are delivered now is heavily monitored. Students’ feedback is taken, 

evaluated, and analyzed. Teachers have to participate in the university academic 

development process and that is evaluated…. Introducing new language and IT tools and 

raising capacity. Reforming the content of lectures, monitoring the environment, 

introducing health and safety measures, making the place more suitable for study, 

ensuring gender equality, making it more women friendly, and reforming the 

management structure. [We introduced] rules of accreditation of university and 

departments for private and public. (Policy Maker 2) 
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With regard to having different levels of implementation in all the universities in the region, 

despite a centralized system of higher education, he said: 

[It] is attributed to the power of the ruling party in each city and lobby. The difference is 

also attributed to lack of commitment, determination, sustainability, and no pressure of 

performance. (Policy Maker 2)     

Policy Maker 3 gave a clear idea of the aspects that had been approved and implemented. He 

stated that academic and research areas of the reform policy had been implemented because 

they were the responsibility and authority of the MoHESR-KRG and so did not need to be 

approved by a superior body. He said: 

Administrative issues and financial issues were not approved. You know why? Because we 

had to change higher education law…. University should be independent scientifically, 

administratively, financially, and academically… It should be done through law… The law 

should provide framework for universities to establish their own check and balance 

system. (Policy Maker 3) 

The fourth policy maker referred to establishing public universities in large districts and distant 

areas. He mentioned that the reasons behind establishing these universities were geographical 

and the large number of students in these areas, as well as developing such areas. He further 

added that another aspect that had been implemented was health and safety: 

New campuses of the universities of Sulaimanyah, Koya, Dohuk, Soran, and Zakho are 

based on our standards of safety. We asked one of the universities to improve their 

standards of safety and they spent a year to do so before students were enrolled. (Policy 

Maker 4)  

Assessment 

Three policy makers agreed that there was an annual assessment for the process. Policy Maker 1 

stated that it was early to start an assessment process, because they only started to implement 

the process last year. But, with regard to lecturers’ performance, the institution acknowledged 

effective performance and cancelled the contracts of lecturers who had underperformed. Policy 

Makers 2 and 3 stated that it was time to involve international agencies to help with the 

assessment process, though there is a centralized local committee conducting the assessment 

process annually. The fourth policy maker stated that there was a plan to assess performance of 

the universities in order to rank them. Through the annual assessment, he believed that there was 
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improvement in lecturers’ performance, methods of teaching, and academic competition. In 

addition, he considered the eastern culture as an issue for the assessment process. He said: 

We live in an eastern culture where lecturers have special consideration in society. We 

have not reached the level to accept being evaluated by others, especially by our 

students. This does not please the lecturers but, it is necessary. We cannot ignore 

students; feedback because they are one of the components of the higher education 

system…The feedback of 80% students, who regularly attend their daily classes, is 

considered for evaluating lecturers’ performance. (Policy Maker 4)     

He indicated that there was improvement regarding relying on academic criteria while 

establishing a new academic unit. He rated such improvement as 95 per cent. He further referred 

to receiving 28 applications to open new private academic units, but only three applications have 

been approved and ten applications for new public academic units were rejected last year. Policy 

Maker 4 argued: 

Those lecturers who get highest scores in the CAD program in their college are 

acknowledged by the president of their university. Those who get fewer points or do not 

get any will be warned if happening for the third time. This warning will also have an 

impact on the lecturers’ academic promotion and vacancy application. (Policy Maker 4)  

 Policy Actors 

Policy Maker 1 mentioned institutions’ main office of quality assurance and their departmental 

versions, in addition to the president of the university and the council of the university, as policy 

actors. He referred to quality assurance staff in the MoHESR-KRG as a source of information and 

guidance. Both Policy Makers 2 and 3 agreed that members of the Council of the MoHESR-KRG, 

who are mainly the minister, presidents of universities, advisors, and director generals, have an 

important role in enriching the debate about the policy document. Policy Maker 2 also indicated 

that there were also students, lecturers, university staff, and individuals who are experts in 

decision making and policy making, decision makers from the ruling political party, and people 

from the opposition party involved in the reform process. Policy Maker 3 added that there are 

directors and committees of quality assurance as well as WASC and ABET involved in carrying out 

an accreditation process for some public universities. Policy Maker 4 referred to the department 

of quality assurance that had been organized, which has similar departments in each university, 

representatives in each college and a coordinator in each department. They have regular 

meetings. He also added that the Minister and the Council of the Ministry are decision makers.  
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 Policy Instruments 

The first three policy makers agreed that training courses and meetings were the most common 

policy instruments. Policy Maker 1 added that they were provided with technological instruments 

such as slide presentations. The Policy Maker 2 considered as policy instruments his personal 

experience of higher education in Europe, media, political instruments such as political leaders’ 

support, and the draft law of higher education. Policy Maker 3 added that consultation with 

international universities that have established quality assurance programmes is another policy 

instrument. Finally, Policy Maker 4 referred to legal instruments such as higher education law and 

regulations issued by the MoHESR-KRG.   

 Obstacles 

All the policy makers agreed that lecturers did not accept the idea of change and pressure of 

performance; as Policy Maker 1 indicated, the lecturers did not like student feedback. Policy 

Maker 2 detailed the types of obstacles facing the process. Among these were: legislation; 

culture; lack of budget; politics; administration; limited time; lack of determination and the will of 

leaders; lack of accountability; changes of government cabinet; internal political unrest; an 

absence of public support, on time, from top leaders; and that the reform process had descended 

to a low priority in the new government cabinet. Policy Maker 3 expressed it as follows: 

When you introduce reform that means you introduce better quality; that means you will 

introduce a lot of performance pressure on people. This is human nature. They 

sometimes might not be able to because the culture was not available, culture of quality 

assurance… even higher education culture itself was not available in the scientific and 

standard way… we found teachers were coming and signing papers. Hundreds, sometimes 

thousands were signing ‘we do not want quality assurance’. Thousands! And they were 

trying to convince the government ‘we do not need this. Take it out’. They were thinking 

we are the only country or the only nation that follow this quality assurance procedure! 

(Policy Maker 3)  

He added that some university leaders were vulnerable to redundancy even though they were in 

power. The fourth policy maker considered law as the main obstacle. He said that the law was not 

applied across every single part of society, and personal relationships played a major role in 

government.    
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 International Cooperation 

All four policy makers referred to international cooperation. Policy Maker 1 said that his 

institution had academic links with one of the universities in the UK and aims to apply the British 

system of quality assurance. Three policy makers (2, 3, and 4) highlighted their cooperation with 

WASC and ABET. Policy Maker 2 stated that it was the appropriate decision to involve both WASC 

and ABET at the beginning of the process, because they are experienced agencies and can identify 

any gaps in the accreditation process. Policy Maker 3 emphasized that each department of a 

college should have an international partner. Policy Maker 4 claimed that five public universities 

and two polytechnic universities had been selected for this process and added that the 

accreditation process had begun at the colleges of engineering and, later, a similar process is to 

be applied to all public universities. Moreover, academic staff at the colleges of engineering 

attended training courses inside and beyond the Kurdistan region.  

 Accreditation 

Policy Maker 1 did not have any information on the accreditation process, but the rest of the 

policy makers remarked on the role of WASC, ABET, and the directorate of quality assurance in 

the MoHESR-KRG in the accreditation process. Policy Maker 2 said that there had never been an 

international accreditation body or self-assessment body in Iraq to help with accreditation. He 

confirmed that it was not too late to start up international accreditation in Kurdistan universities, 

because ‘This helped to find the gaps then how to fill in these gaps’ (Policy Maker 2). Policy Maker 

3 stated that the aim of accreditation is to attain the highest academic standards. He continued:  

Every university in Kurdistan should be accredited as soon as possible… We are entering 

Bologna system… I would not say any year or any time but as soon as possible. That is the 

vision. It should be accredited internationally in all aspects. (Policy maker 3)  

Policy Maker 4 stated, ‘We have our own standards of establishing a new university. We do not 

follow European or British or American standards because they have their own system of higher 

education’.   

 Academic Development and Research 

With regard to CAD and research, Policy Maker 1 stated that the quality assurance office at his 

institution follows the MoHESR-KRG guidelines, but has its own plan for research. He added that it 

has its own scientific journal at the institution and funds lecturers who publish a paper or a book. 

Both Policy Makers 2 and 3 referred to introducing lecturers’ portfolio and students’ feedback 

forms, and how the purpose of academic development is to bring high academic standards and 
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quality to the Kurdish higher education system. Policy Maker 4 referred to many achievements 

such as lecturers’ academic portfolios, student feedback, course handbooks, academic debate 

lessons, the CAD programme, and having a research centre in each university. He continued that 

there are PhD and post-doctoral programmes where the researcher can make joint research 

within or outside the country, but the scope of the conducted research is not promising and 

below his expectations. He added: ‘We have research centres, especially in the College of 

Engineering, which make investment through research. The income from this research goes to the 

lecturers who do the research, the College of Engineering, the University, and the MoHESR-KRG’.   

 Political Interference 

Policy Maker 1 did not refer to any cases of political involvement in higher education. However, 

both Policy Makers 2 and 3 indicated that the reform process faced great resistance from 

university leaders in power and supported by political parties and lobbies. In contrast, Policy 

Maker 4 said ‘I, personally, never heard or saw political parties interfere with quality assurance 

process because it is a scientific issue’. However, while meeting various people in the higher 

education sector and having informal conversations with them, the researcher obtained 

information from two of these people stating that political parties are still interfering in higher 

education and calling them by phone or sending informal letters trying to impose pressure and 

approve certain applications. For the purposes of confidentiality and research ethics, no details 

concerning these people are mentioned here.  

The statements expressed by the policy makers indicate attitudes, and these are classified into 

positive, neutral, or negative according to the following indications: 

1- Positive attitude: any expression indicating progress, change towards 

improvement, support, and optimism.  

2- Negative attitude: any expression indicating pessimism, no improvement, and 

unsolved obstacles.   

3- Neutral attitude: any statement that has both a positive and negative meaning.  

Accordingly, policy makers’ perceptions about the reform policy are shown in Table 11. Senior and 

junior managers’ attitudes are classified according to the same indications concerning positive, 

negative, or neutral indications.  
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Table 11: Policy Makers' Perception about the Reform Policy 

Themes Policy   

Maker 1 

Policy 

Maker 2 

Policy 

Maker 3 

Policy 

Maker 4 

Reform Outcome Positive Positive Positive Positive  

Policy 

Process  

Cycle 

 Objectives Positive Positive Positive Positive  

 Plan Neutral Positive Positive Positive  

 Implementation Positive Positive Positive Positive 

 Assessment  Neutral Positive Positive Positive  

Policy Actors Positive Positive Positive Positive 

Policy Instruments Positive Neutral Positive Positive 

Obstacles Yes Yes Yes Yes 

International Cooperation Positive Positive Positive Positive 

Accreditation Neutral Positive Positive Positive 

Academic Development & Research Positive Positive Positive Positive 

Political Interference No Comment Yes Yes No 

6.2.2. Senior Managers 

Two senior managers were interviewed: one from a private and one from a public institution. The 

findings of the interviews are as follows: 

 Reform 

Senior Manager 1 believed that it is necessary to have reform and quality assurance is important 

to develop. But, he argues that the reform process was not active in all the universities in the 

region. Senior Manager 2 confirmed that the reform process is still running and said: ‘We are at a 

good level. Many of the items of the process have been implemented. I think that all the parts of 

the reform process are still in progresses. 
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 Policy Process Cycle 

Both senior managers referred to the following stages of the reform process cycle:  

Objectives 

Both senior managers agreed that it is necessary to have reform and compete with world 

universities. Senior Manager 1 stated that if there is no reform, then universities will be left 

behind as they were before. Moreover, Senior Manager 2 indicated that his institution try to 

achieve the objectives that have been set in motion in order to progress and achieve better 

quality.    

Plan 

Senior Manager 1 did not have details about the plan of the process:  

I have no idea about the background of the planning of the reform because it just 

established in 2008…. I do not know what they implemented and how they plan to reform 

but I heard from the Minister at that time that it sets the minimum standards. Our aim is 

to progress this plan. (Senior Manager 1)  

Senior Manager 2 stated that the reform plan is supported by presidents of universities one 

hundred per cent and added: 

There have been problems in their plan and the time schedule for implementing all these 

items in parallel altogether, especially the HCDP, because the financial infrastructure was 

not good.… There have been some committees working in the university like the board of 

vice presidents who worked with the council of the Ministry [MoHESR-KRG] which is 

represented by all, you know, presidents of public universities. In that committee, they 

negotiated and debated about these programs a lot, for many times and hours. They 

spent many hours just debating about these programs. Finally, the Minister himself will 

give priority to the items of the reform, I think. And some of the items need a lot of 

money. (Senior Manager 2)  

Implementation 

Senior Manager 1 stated that his institution is keen on ensuring good standards of buildings and 

safety conditions. He argued that there are concerned people working on implementing the 

quality assurance programme. Senior Manager 2 indicated that several aspects of the reform 
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process had been implemented, such as: sending scholars to study abroad within the frame of 

HCDP; developing curricula; introducing new teaching methods; introducing modules of critical 

thinking and academic debate; and having 34 postgraduates studying on split-site PhD 

programmes. He further stated that they try to implement the process item by item.  

Assessment 

Both senior managers agreed that they ran annual assessment at their institutions. Senior 

Manager 1 stated that there are two questionnaires per year at his institution. Students are given 

a questionnaire to evaluate their lecturers’ and administrative staff members’ performance. 

Lecturers are also given a questionnaire to evaluate administrative staff members’ performance. 

Based on the results of these questionnaires, the work contract for underperforming academic 

and administrative staff may not be renewed for the next year, while effective performance by 

academic and administrative staff is rewarded at a special ceremony for this purpose. Senior 

Manager 2 stated that there are external assessors who evaluate each department in terms of 

curricula, infrastructure, labs, and teaching methods. He added that students of English language 

lessons are given two questionnaires; one at the beginning of the year and the second at the end. 

The purpose is to check progress in students’ learning and the factors affecting it. The curriculum 

of English language lessons is especially designed for this institution by a European publishing 

agency. Therefore, the final report on students’ perception about this lesson is sent to the 

curriculum author in order to review the book once a year. He agreed with Senior Manager 1 that 

they run lecturers’ performance assessment annually. They reward effective performance by a 

formal letter signed by the dean of the college. A lecturer cannot apply for academic promotion 

without having this acknowledgment letter. If a lecturer has weak performance in all aspects 

covered by CAD and for the subsequent three years, he/she no longer has the right to teach. 

Generally, Senior Manager 2 was optimistic about the reform process and stated: ‘I think people 

are very happy. Even the tutors, lecturers, and department staff are very happy about the 

progress of the quality assurance, I think, now’ (Senior Manager 2)     

      Policy Instruments 

With regard to policy resources, Senior Manager 1 stated: 

The tools are coming from the Ministry of Higher Education and we implement these 

tools in our staff handbook. The objectives and the rights of the lecturers and all 

administrative staff in the university are in that book. So, it is our resource. (Senior 

manager 1)  
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Senior manager 2 referred to several resources they had while working on the process. He said 

that they had leadership training courses sponsored by the DELFI Programme in the UK and the 

USA. He added that they attended and held several seminars and workshops about how to 

implement the quality assurance programme. He continued: ‘The Ministry sent photocopier 

machines, computers, and everything possible to every college to establish the quality assurance 

office. But for the last two years, we did not receive anything, no training course, no fund, and no 

facilities’ (Senior Manager 2)  

 Policy Actors 

With regard to the policy actors, both senior managers agreed that the following are all policy 

actors: the Minister of Higher Education; Council of the Ministry of Higher Education, which 

mainly consists of presidents of universities, advisors to the MoHESR-KRG, and general 

directors; vice-presidents; and heads of quality assurance.  

 Obstacles 

Obstacles were referred to by both senior managers. Senior Manager 1 stated:  

I think there is no big problem or big obstacle in implementing the process because the 

system is helpful for implementing the quality assurance programme. The only obstacle, I 

think, is the evaluation of the students. Sometimes, their evaluation is not objective. They 

are giving good marks to the lecturer who, he or she does not care about students’ 

attendance or the lecturer who give good marks to the students without presenting good 

lecture and information. I think, this is the greatest obstacle in term of implementing the 

teaching quality assurance process. (Senior Manager 1)  

In addition to student feedback, Senior Manager 2 stated that one of the obstacles is the gap 

between older and new generations of academic staff. The new generation of lecturers has 

mostly been awarded their academic degree from outside the country and has a different vision 

from the older generation of lecturers. He stated that there was no appropriate financial 

infrastructure to launch the process and send thousands of students to study abroad. Other 

obstacles are a lack of regulations and funds for research, different colleges and departments 

being distributed haphazardly around the city centre, the difficulty in applying the new 

administrative structure set up in the reform policy, and not enough time to implement the plan 

of the reform.  

 International Cooperation 
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Both senior managers stated that their institutions have academic links with world universities. 

Senior Manager 1 referred to having an academic relationship with 30 universities and funding 

two students to study abroad. Senior Manager 2 stated that his institution has academic 

relationship with many universities. Moreover, his institution runs a split-site PhD programme of 

which students complete part of their programme in a partner university abroad. 

 

 Academic Development and Research 

Senior Manager 1 stated that his institution applies the CAD programme that focuses on lecturers’ 

academic activities over the year. He adds: ‘We are giving flexibility to the lecturers. They are 

teaching their curricula but they do not stick to it. They are searching on the Internet and they are 

capable to bring and deliver what is applied in good universities in the world.’ He further shows 

that they prepare to offer taught postgraduate programme when approved by the MoHESR-KRG. 

It is worth mentioning that the MoHESR-KRG decided to stop any kind of postgraduate 

programmes in private universities after the reform process, because they did not possess the 

potential to offer them. Senior Manager 2 confirms that the quality assurance programme is the 

major part of the reform process. He stated that they increased the hours of teaching English 

language from two to four hours per week and for constant 30 weeks a year. He agrees with 

Senior Manager 1 that they implement the CAD programme each year. With regards to research, 

Senior Manager 2 indicated that his institution runs the split-site PhD programme and scholars 

have to publish at least one research paper prior to the viva. He adds that there are several 

consultancy bureaus in the different colleges run by his institution. These bureaus cooperate with 

public and private sectors to implement and run different projects. However, any income 

resulting from these projects goes to the lecturers (60%), department (20%), university (10%), and 

the MoHESR-KRG (10%).  

 Accreditation 

Senior Manager 1 did not refer to any information about accreditation. However, senior manager 

(2) stated that his institution cooperates with ABET to accredit the College of Engineering. He 

added: ‘Also for Business department, we started to work with some bodies in the US to get 

accreditation for that. But for the whole university, I think our infrastructure is not enough to start 

accreditation…. But, we will try to find partnership to get accreditation per individual department’ 

(Senior Manager 2).  

 Political Interference  
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Senior Manager 1 stated that the reason behind preventing private universities to offer 

postgraduate programmes is politics:  

We applied to the Ministry of Higher Education to open master programmes… and we 

have joined new venture with some universities to open master programme but, till now 

we did not get any answer from the Ministry of Higher Education. See, till now, they say 

that not giving the permission to the private universities is not related to the policy of the 

private universities. It is related to the political decision. (Senior Manager 1) 

Senior Manager 2 did not refer to any role of political parties within the higher education sector. 

Senior managers’ perceptions about the reform policy are shown in Table 12.  

Table 12: Senior managers' perception about the reform policy 

Themes Senior Manager 1 Senior Manager 2 

Reform Outcome Negative Positive 

Policy Process Cycle  Objectives Positive Positive 

 Plan Neutral Positive  

 Implementation Positive Positive 

 Assessment  Positive Positive 

Policy Actors Positive Positive 

Policy Instruments Positive Positive 

Obstacles Yes Yes 

International Cooperation Positive Positive 

Accreditation Neutral Positive 

Academic Development and Research Positive Positive 

Political Interference Yes No Comment 

6.2.3. Junior Managers  

Common themes which both junior managers referred are the following: 
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 Reform 

Both junior managers believed that there is change in the higher education sector after the 

reform policy. Junior Manager 1 stated:  

They now know what is the mission and vision of the departments. They know that the 

philosophy should be changed, not the subjects. The subjects which are not useful for 

students and their career, they should be removed. There are optional lessons which 

were not available before… there is quality in teaching now. Every teacher should prepare 

the course handbook to tell students what the course is about and how they are going to 

be evaluated. (Junior Manager 1) 

Junior Manager 2 agreed that there is change and progress in lecturers’ attitudes towards the 

quality assurance process and student feedback.  

 Policy Process Cycle 

Objectives 

Junior Manager 1 indicated that the objectives of developing the curricula are to develop the 

second language (by which he means teaching English language as a second language), developing 

students’ critical thinking, developing students’ computer skills, and changing the curricula and 

the methods of teaching. Junior Manager 2 stated that, generally, the objective of the reform 

policy is to bring quality to and develop the higher education system.  

Plan 

Junior Manager 1 argues that the plan started and was introduced to his university by a meeting 

of the heads of the concerned departments in each college. He continued that many meetings 

and workshops were held to introduce the plan in detail and clarify everything to them. Junior 

Manager 2 referred to the plan of the reform on a macro level. He said:  

We organized a team and had several training, workshops and conferences… we started 

to discuss and talk about quality assurance in the meetings and introduced quality 

assurance culture… we selected a group of universities as a sample in order to implement 

the process from October 2009 to June 2009… because of resistance and 

misunderstanding between us and universities’ staff, we decided that 2010–2011 to be 

considered as a pilot programme. So, 2011–2012 was the real implementation… at the 

beginning, we did not have a detailed well-designed plan or policy but, we considered a 
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year and a half as pilot and test. So this pilot was like training for lecturers to get familiar 

with and experiences of the reform. (Junior Manager 2)   

Implementation 

On the one hand, Junior Manager 1 referred to implementing parts of the reform policy 

concerned with curricula development. He stated that the College of Basic Education cooperates 

with the public sector to find out its needs. Other colleges have been asked to cooperate with 

their peer offices in the public or private sectors but, unfortunately they did not do so. He added 

that they do not have a data set that identifies the needs of both sectors up to now. Furthermore, 

he stated that lecturers are asked to look at the websites of world well-known universities and 

see what subjects or modules are delivered, to choose the basics necessary for each major. On 

the another hand, Junior Manager 2 stated that around 30–40 per cent of the reform policy has 

been implemented up to now. Of these, he mentions teaching quality assurance, curriculum 

development, CAD, students’ feedback, course handbook, annual peer review of lecturers’ 

performance, teaching English language in the first year of each department, introducing 

academic debate lesson, and accreditation as the implemented parts. He added that there are 

many areas that need to be worked to implementing them: ‘We still need to do a self-assessment 

report, quality assurance in research, quality assurance in library, management, and others still 

we did not begin with’ (Junior Manager 2).  

Assessment 

Both junior managers agreed that their institutions run a kind of assessment to check on progress. 

Junior Manager 1 stated that he conducted surveys to find out students’ attitudes towards the 

curricula. He stated, ‘I think that our graduates now are more professional and what we say, they 

are better than the other ones previously. I believe in that, and we made some questionnaires 

about their attitudes and we felt that really. These changes in the curriculum made the change in 

the abilities of the students.’ Junior Manager 2 again referred to assessment on the macro level. 

He stated that the first year and a half of starting the process was considered as a test to find out 

academic staff members’ reaction to the process. This test was very useful to identify the 

obstacles. He further referred to students’ feedback, which is used to evaluate lecturers’ 

performance. So, if a lecturer was awarded 4.5 score out of 5 then he/she will be acknowledged. 

Last year, 123 lecturers were issued with a letter of acknowledgment signed by the Minister of 

Higher Education. He added that if a lecturer did not attain the required score, he/she would be 

reminded by the head of the department.  

 Policy Instruments  
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Both junior managers agreed that there were training courses and workshops inside and outside 

the region. Junior Manager 1 stated that he is still in contact with an American university that is 

helping with curricula development, research, and methods of teaching with some of the Kurdish 

colleges. He further noted that the policy document issued by the MoHESR-KRG is another source 

of the policy. Furthermore, Junior Manager 2 referred to training courses, workshops, meetings, 

and conference as sources of introductions to and implementation of the reform process. He 

added that his institution deployed media channels to introduce the quality assurance 

programme and issuing a teaching quality assurance booklet as a guide. Finally, he indicated that 

formal letters have been issued to heads of quality assurance to clarify their responsibilities and 

duties.  

 Policy Actors 

The first junior manager stated that heads of the directorates are involved in the process, besides 

the vice-president of sciences and research. The second junior manager argued that all presidents 

of universities, quality assurance and accreditation team are on a macro level, as are the Council 

of the MoHESR-KRG, the Minister of Higher Education, General Director of Quality Assurance and 

Accreditation, and heads of quality assurance in every university and college.  

 Market and Future Career 

Junior Manager 1 stated that there is a kind of relationship between the curricula and market 

needs. He indicated that lecturers are asked to choose courses necessary for students’ careers 

after graduation, but he evaluated this relationship as totally not good: ‘I believe that the changes 

we did in the first year curricula to foundation year, teaching them basics in critical thinking, 

seminar presentation, and report writing prepare students for better future’ (Junior Manager 1). 

Junior Manager 2 blamed the office of curricula development for not being able to establish a link 

between needs of market and students’ future career. He said:  

We introduced English language because we know it is widely needed in our labour 

market. We did not update our curricula to meet market needs. We have an active 

department of curricula development and they do a hard work but, they did nothing in 

this regard. They should have done it by now and it is easy. It can be done by making 

some Internet search. For example, I am teaching [X] course and can go to [X] or [Y] 

programs or whatever in university of [X] and find what modules they have. Then, I write 

a letter to the dean saying that I did this search and found that these items are taught in 

the university of [X] and [Y]. So, please let me know what you think. And they might do 
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this search at home and consider it as academic activities and claim for points to be 

considered for CAD [laughing]. Then they ask for acknowledgment! (Junior Manager 2) 

 Obstacles 

Both junior managers agreed that there are many obstacles to implementing the reform process. 

Junior Manager 1 stated that lecturers do not like even the idea of change. He added that ‘Some 

teachers want to do it but they are not able to. Some teachers do not want to remove parts of 

their curricula because they want to get more lectures and allowance. Some take it personal. 

Some say how a big process like this is led by a *gender issue+’. The same junior manager indicated 

that there is lack of cooperation from heads of some of the departments, and lack of facilities 

such as fund and physical infrastructure. Junior Manager 2 referred to many details. He argued 

that 80 per cent of lecturers did not hear about quality assurance before introducing the reform 

process. Lecturers were against student feedback to evaluate lecturers’ performance, because 

they argued that students are not capable of providing accurate and true feedback. He added that 

there is a weak system of higher education. He said that students have 160 credits in 

undergraduate programmes while there are only 130 credits in most European universities. In 

Kurdistan universities, students have 30 hours of classes per week. In return, they should be given 

90 hours of academic activities and it means 120 hours in total per week. He said that this does 

not work for students. Another obstacle he mentions is having ‘lazy’ academic and administrative 

staff. He continued: 

Lecturers have four hours for teaching per week and they think that this is all about being 

a lecturer. We added more responsibilities to lecturers in the quality assurance process, 

for example, CAD requirements, attending seminars, participating in committees, and etc. 

they do not like these extra activities and complain that these are Western culture and do 

not suit us. They collected 600 votes against me to leave the quality assurance office. 

(Junior Manager 2) 

Moreover, he claimed that there is a lack experienced staff to work on quality assurance 

programme, and this is why it is very hard to follow up all the works of quality assurance in all the 

universities of the region. He added that lecturers, heads of departments, deans, vice-presidents, 

or even some presidents of universities do not cooperate with heads of quality assurance offices. 

The second junior manager referred to lack of a special budget as another obstacle to implement 

the process. He noted that all universities have been formally asked to claim for a specific amount 

of budget to be added to their annual budget, but unfortunately many universities did not follow 

the instruction. He continued that some universities did not organize their quality assurance office 
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and are not interested in the programme, while others have well organized offices. Furthermore, 

he said that they lack resources. Finally, he indicated that: 

We are careless people. Most of the time, we criticize the government but we should 

criticize ourselves first. We do not have the sense of responsibility. The government is run 

by manager and general managers. 80% of the right person is not in the right position and 

have no knowledge about their work… we have lots of waste of time and money. Here, 

the final word is for the president or the head while the members just keep quiet and 

follow. This is wrong. (Junior Manager 2)  

 International Cooperation 

Both junior managers confirmed that they have cooperation with world universities for academic 

purposes. Junior Manager 1 referred to having international universities with two American 

universities. Junior Manager 2 stated: 

We have cooperation with WASC in California for accreditation purpose and it is well 

known in the world… I was against this cooperation because it was very costly and it is 

better to start an internal accreditation then, if any of our universities is interested in 

international accreditation, they can start the cooperation themselves. And I still insist on 

this idea. (Junior Manager 2) 

He added that there is also cooperation with ABET, which is specific to engineering colleges: 

‘UNESCO has started to organize workshops for the staff of the Colleges of Engineering for one 

year and a half. They submitted their self-assessment report and it will be reviewed by experts… it 

is a successful process until now.’  

 Academic Development and Research 

Junior Manager 1 referred to a method of teaching that he describes as being lecturer or content-

centred. He attributed this to lecturers being overloaded with teaching, aiming at covering all 

their curricula, and weak follow up by the quality assurance team. However, Junior Manager 2 

referred to the CAD programme of which each academic title has a specific number of points to 

collect per year, and that lecturers in the new and small universities have fewer points than 

lecturers in the big and old universities. 

 Accreditation 

Junior Manager 1 was not concerned with any accreditation programme. Junior Manager 2 

referred to cooperating with both WASC and ABET for accreditation purposes, as mentioned 

earlier. He continued: 
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The process of opening a new academic unit is not like before [he means before the 

reform process] when the concerned university sends a formal letter asking to approve 

the request. Now, we have our team who should approve such applications. The 

concerned university should fill in our form, state the vision and mission of the academic 

unit, state the number of lecturers, courses, units, number and size of teaching halls, 

library, and books and references. Later, our team will visit the university to check out. If 

ever thing is alright, we suggest to the senior committee of quality assurance and 

accreditation that our team has visited the spot and everything is alright. Is something is 

vague, we call the person who submitted the application to visit us and clarify the vague 

points. (Junior Manager 2) 

He also argued that he preferred to have a national agency for quality assurance and 

accreditation in the region and considered this step as the start point to establish quality 

assurance in Kurdistan universities, because the country will not be developed if there is no 

system, he claimed: ‘If we establish this, higher education will develop in Kurdistan’ (Junior 

Manager 2).  

 Political Interference 

Only Junior Manager 2 indicated that some academic leaders or senior academic managers have 

support from political parties. Therefore, even if they have a weak evaluation by their staff, they 

will not be replaced by another academic manager. He added, ‘I can tell you there is some VIP or 

politicians’ influences when opening a new academic unit. But, this has decreased about 90% 

after the reform process.’ Junior managers’ perception about the reform policy is shown in Table 

13.  

Table 13: Junior managers' perception about the reform policy 

Themes Junior Manager 1 Junior Manager 2 

Reform Outcome Positive Positive 

Policy  

Process  

Cycle 

 Objectives Positive Positive 

 Plan Positive Positive 

 Implementation Positive Positive 

 Assessment  Positive Positive 
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Policy Actors Positive Positive 

Policy Instruments Positive Positive 

Market and Future Career  Neutral Negative 

Obstacles Yes Yes 

International Cooperation Positive Positive 

Accreditation Neutral Positive 

Academic Development and Research Negative Positive 

Political Interference Neutral Yes  

In a nut-shell, the interviewees’ attitudes concerning the different sections of the reform policy 

are shown as percentages in Table 14.  

Table 14: Interviewees' attitutde concerning different sections of the reform policy 

Items Positive  Neutral Negative  

Reform status 87.5% 0% 12.5% 

Policy objectives 100% 0% 0% 

Policy plan 75% 25% 0% 

Policy implementation 100% 0% 0% 

Policy assessment 87.5% 12.5% 0% 

Policy actors 100% 0% 0% 

Policy instruments 87.5% 12.5% 0% 

Obstacles exist 100% 0% 0% 

Establishing international academic relationship 100% 0% 0% 

Academic development and research 87.5% 0% 12.5% 

Accreditation 62.5% 37.5% 0% 
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Political interference exist 50% 37.5% 12.5% 

 Generally, almost all the interviewees have positive attitudes towards the reform process. Taking 

into consideration the common themes which all the interviewees referred to, their attitudes are 

shown as percentages in the Figures 6 : 

6.3. Research Question 2: Lecturer and Student Perceptions  

Overall, students and lecturers have a similar perception of the quality assurance programme. 

Both agree that it is an effective programme. Here, lecturers’ and students’ perceptions are 

analysed separately, then both perceptions are compared to find out if both groups agree or 

disagree on all aspects relating to the quality assurance programme. 

6.3.1. Lecturers’ Perceptions 

Considering each section in the lecturers’ survey, the teaching and learning section is concerned 

with learning outcomes, method of teaching, research conduction, students’ learning, and 

encouraging students to undertake independent activities. Most of the lecturers (110 lecturers, 

54.7%) indicated that the quality of teaching and learning improved after the reform process. 

They (193 lecturers, 96%) stated that they give students some time to ask questions to find out if 

students achieved effective learning, and that students prefer the lecturer approach to teaching 

where most effort is focused on the lecturers (160 lecturers, 79.9%). In addition, there are (59) 

lecturers (29.4%) with a neutral attitude towards the quality of teaching and learning while (32) 

lecturers (15.9%) have a negative attitude towards the quality of teaching and learning; they (110 

lecturers, 54.7%) do not integrate research into teaching, they (86 lecturers, 42.8%) do not 

encourage students to undertake independent studies, and indicate that learning outcomes do 

not reflect aims of the course (84 lecturers, 41.8%). Table 15 shows the percentage of lecturers’ 

positive attitudes towards the quality of teaching and learning.  
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Figure 6: Interviewees' perception of the reform policy  
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Table 15: Percentage of lecturers expressed positive attitude towards the quality of teaching and learning 

Item Positive attitude 

I give my students some time to ask questions and discuss inside class.  96% 

Students like lectures better than other forms of teaching (e.g. seminar 

discussions, working groups.  

79.9% 

With regard to the role of university in rebuilding the society and generating active society 

members, generally most lecturers (154 lecturers, 76.6%) have a positive attitude towards the 

role of universities in rebuilding society and generating active graduates (130 lecturers, 64.7%) 

able to make society tolerant (125 lecturers, 62.2%) and cohesive (126 lecturers, 62.7%), and 

establish social network (129 lecturers, 64.2%) in society. They further believe that the 

programme they teach is important for society development (193 lecturers, 96%). Only (13) 

lecturers (6.5%) have a negative attitude towards the role of universities to rebuild the society. 

The number of lecturers who neither agree nor disagree on the effective role of university is (34) 

lecturers (16.9%). Table 16 shows lecturers’ positive attitudes to the role of universities in society. 

Table 16: Lecturers' positive attitude towards the role of university 

Item Positive attitude 

Studying programmes are important for society development 96% 

Students are able to establish social network in society 64.2% 

Students are able to contribute to make society cohesive 62.7% 

Students are able to contribute to make society tolerant 62.2% 

Universities are for generating active society members 64.7% 

With regard to the academic development and research section that focuses on the new PhD 

system, academic portfolio, CAD programme, and research conduction and investment, the 

majority of the lecturers (103, 51.2%) expressed a positive attitude to achieving academic 

development. They (145 lecturers, 72.1%) stated that the new PhD programme system is of 

higher quality than the old and that their academic portfolio is considered for academic 

promotion (139 lecturers, 69.2%). They also claim that they are keen on organizing their academic 

portfolio annually (154 lecturers, 76.6%) and fulfill requirements of the CAD programme (153 
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lecturers, 76.1%). But, (51) lecturers (25.4%) have a different perception concerning their 

academic development and investment through research, as they show that their university has 

no active research centre (125 lecturers, 62.2%), and that universities do not secure extra income 

through research (175 lecturers, 87.1%) and do not encourage investment through research (159 

lecturers, 79.1%). However, there are (47) lecturers (23.4%) who expressed a neutral attitude 

towards academic development. Table 17 shows the percentages of lecturers’ attitudes towards 

academic development and investment through research.  

Table 17: Lecturers' attitudes to the quality of academic development and investment through research 

Item Positive attitude 

The split-site PhD programme has higher quality than the old system of 

PhD programme. 

72.1% 

I am keen on organizing my academic portfolio every year. 76.6% 

My academic portfolio is considered for academic promotion. 69.2% 

 I fulfill requirements of the continuous academic development (CAD) 

programme. 

76.1% 

The university has a research centre. 62.2% 

The university encourages investment through research.  78.1% 

The university secures extra income through research. 87.1% 

Aspects of the quality assurance programme to which lecturers expressed negative perceptions 

about include the teaching environment. The majority, some 89 lecturers (44.3%), are not happy 

with the teaching environment, inappropriate copies of books about their area of interest (97 

lecturers, 48.3%), inappropriate other resources (116 lecturers, 57.7%), bad quality materials and 

equipment in laboratories (150 lecturers, 74.6%), and lack of facilities for physically disabled staff 

(193 lecturers, 96%). In contrast, 88 lecturers (43.8%) indicated that teaching environments have 

good quality and high standards (Table 18). They further indicated that they are satisfied with 

their work office (112 lecturers, 55.7%), the class size they have (116 lecturers, 57.7%), the 

availability of appropriate resources related to their area of interest (89 lecturers, 44.3%), the 

importance of an electronic library (199 lecturers, 99%), the number of academic staff in their 

department (101 lecturers, 50.2%), maintenance of safety and health conditions (112 lecturers, 

55.7%), the availability of quiet area for students to study on campus (104 lecturers, 51.7%), and  
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Table 18: Lecturers' positive attitudes towards the quality of teaching environment 

Item Positive attitude 

School/department building has a high standard quality.  47.8% 

I am satisfied with my work office.  55.7% 

My class size has suitable number of students.  57.7% 

There are appropriate available resources about my teaching area 

(e.g. books, journals, and library).  

44.3% 

An appropriate electronic library is essential. 99% 

There is quiet area provided for students to study while on campus.  51.7% 

Safety and health conditions are maintained in my department.  55.7% 

having no outside noise to affect students’ learning (110 lecturers, 54.7%). Moreover, only 24 

lecturers (11.9%) have a neutral attitude to the teaching environment.  

As far as the quality of courses and programmes are concerned, most of the lecturers (103, 

51.2%) said that courses and programmes are of low standard. They indicated that academic 

programmes do not prepare students for future employment (126 lecturers, 62.7%), that courses 

do not help students to build up their academic knowledge (136 lecturers, 67.7%), that courses do 

not make the programmes have good quality (106 lecturers, 52.7%), or that they do not update 

their course handbook annually (138 lecturers, 68.7%). But 34 lecturers (16.9%) agreed that the 

courses and programmes are of good quality and that their course handbook is informative and 

organized (170 lecturers, 84.6%), (Table 19). There are 64 lecturers (31.8%) with neutral 

perception about the courses and academic programmes.  

Table 19: Lecturers' positive attitude towards the quality of courses and programmes 

Item Positive attitude 

Course handbook is informative and organized 84.6% 

Evaluation and assessment is the section on which most lecturers complained. It focuses on areas 

concerned with giving students the opportunity to give feedback, accuracy of students’ feedback, 

exam schedule, learning measure, giving students appropriate feedback, and external assessors. 

Most of the lecturers have a negative attitude (99 lecturers, 49.3%) towards the quality of 
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evaluation and feedback process. They stated that students do not provide accurate feedback on 

their performance (162 lecturers, 80.6%), or that they do not give students appropriate feedback 

on their learning (98 lecturers, 48.8%), or there are no other measurements to measure students’ 

learning apart from exams (135 lecturers, 67.2%). In contrast, 40 lecturers (19.9%) have a positive 

attitude towards the quality of feedback and evaluation process (Table 20). Moreover, they 

argued that they give students the opportunity to give feedback on their performance (157 

lecturers, 78.1%), announce exams timetable at the appropriate time (134 lecturers, 66.7%), that 

the assessment they receive from external assessors is based on academic criteria (114 lecturers, 

56.7%), and that they are satisfied with the external assessor’s evaluation of their academic 

portfolio. In between, there are 62 lecturers (30.8%) with a neutral attitude to quality (88 

lecturers, 43.8%), feedback, and evaluation.  

Table 20: Lecturers' positive attitude towards the quality of evaluation and feedback 

Item Positive attitude 

I give students the opportunity to give feedback on my performance 78.1% 

I announce exams timetable on appropriate time 66.7% 

Examination is an important measure for students’ learning 61.7% 

External assessor’s assessment is based on academic criteria only 56.7% 

I'm satisfied with the outcome of the external assessor’s evaluation of 

my academic portfolio.  

43.8% 

The section on the use of technology focuses on providing appropriate Internet services, e-

learning, and training courses. The majority of the lecturers (154 lecturers, 76.6%) expressed how 

they are not satisfied with the quality of such services. They argued that there are no appropriate 

Internet and information technology services (134 lecturers, 66.7%), and most of them do not use 

learning videos (160 lecturers, 79.6%), iPads (185 lecturers, 92%), or audio approaches (170 

lecturers, 84.6%); besides, the university does not provide training on computer applications, 

even if there is demand from the staff (82 lecturers, 40.8%). Only ten lecturers (5%) claimed a 

good quality of Internet and information technology services (Table 21) and how they specifically 

present their sessions in a PowerPoint presentation (133 lecturers 66.2%), while (37) lecturers 

(18.4%) have a neutral attitude.  
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Table 21: Lecturers' positive attitude towards the quality of technology services 

Item Positive attitude 

Lecturers use PowerPoint  66.2% 

The section concerned with continuous development programmes for academic staff focuses on 

providing training courses on pedagogy, students’ assessment, teaching skills, and curricula 

development. Some 106 lecturers (52.7%) argued that there is no effective programme for 

lecturers to develop their skills. They stated that there is no available appropriate training on 

student assessment (145 lecturers, 72.1%), they have no access to online teaching professional 

development programmes (151 lecturers, 75.1%), they do not have opportunities to improve their 

teaching skills (107 lecturers, 53.2%), or they cannot even obtain consultancy service on 

developing curricula (122 lecturers, 60.7%). However, 39 lecturers (19.4%) expressed positive 

perceptions (Table 22). They claimed that the available 20 per cent range of flexibility is 

appropriate for course content development (98 lecturers, 48.8%), they are encouraged to 

develop their research skills (97 lecturers, 48.3%), and that pedagogy training courses are of good 

quality (88 lecturers, 43.8%). The number of lecturers who expressed a neutral attitude is 56 

(27.9%). 

Table 22: Lecturers' positive attitude towards the quality of continuous development programme 

Item Positive attitude 

Pedagogy training courses are of good quality 43.8% 

Encouragement to develop research skills 48.3% 

20% range is appropriate for course content development  48.8% 

The section on social justice emphasizes equity and discourages discrimination. Overall, 90 

lecturers (44.8%) indicated that the reform process did not lead to considerable changes here. 

They argued that lecturers’ selection for managerial vacancies is not transparent (112 lecturers, 

55.7%), there is no equity in job offers in higher education (111 lecturers, 55.2%), political 

interference in higher education institutions had not decrease (98 lecturers, 48.8%), and that CAD 

is not considered when applying for a job (105 lecturers, 52.2%). In contrast, 43 lecturers (21.4%) 

have a positive attitude towards social justice (Table 23). They claim there is equal opportunity for 

Master’s and PhD holders to win jobs (95 lecturers, 47.3%). They did agree that political affiliation 

has an impact on getting a job (100 lecturers, 49.8%) and that there is discrimination in recruiting  
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Table 23: Lecturers' positive attitude towards social justice 

Item Positive attitude 

Master's and PhD holders have equal opportunities in getting a job. 47.3% 

My political affiliation has an impact on getting a job.  49.8% 

There is discrimination in recruiting academic staff.  55.2% 

I think that lecturers sometimes discriminate students because of their 

gender, religion, ethnicity or political opinions. 

60.2% 

academics (111 lecturers, 55.2%) and that there was discrimination against students because of 

religious, gender, ethnical, or political background (121 lecturers, 60.2%). Some 68 lecturers had a 

neutral attitude (33.8%).  

Finally, the section of change emphasizes the effectiveness of the reform process and its 

outcomes to find out lecturers’ attitude about the process after five years. The majority of 

lecturers (133 lecturers, 66.2%) expressed that the reform process did not make any change or 

progress in the past years. They argued that the quality of information and communication 

technology (126 lecturers, 62.7%), university building and office (121 lecturers, 60.2%), and 

research capacity and output (112 lecturers, 55.7%) has not improved or changed in recent years. 

They claimed that students’ skills in discussion and critical thinking (86 lecturers, 42.8%), and the 

opportunities for staff development in research (129 lecturers, 64.2%) or teaching (141 lecturers, 

70.1%) have not improved in recent years. In contrast to these perceptions, 29 lecturers (14.4%) 

agreed that the reform process led to great changes and development (Table 24), as in the quality 

of teaching (124 lecturers, 61.7%) and students’ learning (86 lecturers, 42.8%). Some 39 lecturers 

(19.4%) have a neutral perception.  

Table 24: Lecturers' attitude towards the quality of change in the recent years 

Item Positive attitude 

Quality of teaching has changed in the recent years 61.7% 

Quality of students’ learning has changed in the recent years 42.8% 

 

Lecturers’ attitudes to teaching quality assurance programme are shown in Table 25 and Figure 7.  
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Table 25: Lecturers' attitude to teaching quality assurance programme 

Items Positive  Neutral Negative  

Teaching and learning 54.7% (110) 29.4% (59) 15.9% (32) 

Role of university 76.6% (154) 16.9% (34) 6.5% (13) 

Academic achievement and research 51.2% (103) 23.4% (47) 25.4% (51) 

Evaluation and feedback 19.9% (40) 30.8% (62) 49.3% (99) 

Teaching environment  43.8% (88) 11.9% (24) 44.3% (89) 

Social justice 21.4% (43) 33.8% (68) 44.8% (90) 

Courses and programmes 16.9% (34) 31.8% (64) 51.2% (103) 

Technology services 5% (10) 18.4% (37) 76.6% (154) 

Academic development programme 19.4% (39) 27.9% (56) 52.7% (106) 

Change and progress 14.4% (29) 19.4% (39) 66.2% (133) 

 

Overall, the majority of lecturers (91 lecturers, 45.3%) expressed a neutral attitude to the 

teaching quality assurance programme, while (76) lecturers (37.8%) have a negative attitude. 

However, 34 lecturers (16.9%) argued that the quality assurance programme is successful. The 

overall results of lecturers’ perceptions are shown as percentages in Table 26 and Figure 8. 

6.3.2. Students’ Perceptions 

Here, the overall result of each section and the final overall result of students’ survey are 

presented. The first section of the students’ survey is evaluation and feedback, which focuses on 

students’ feedback on lecturers’ performance and the evaluation of students’ learning. Most of 

the students (313 students, 39.1%) have a positive attitude to the quality of feedback and the 

evaluation process. They stated that they have the opportunity to give feedback on their 

lecturers’ performance (408 students, 50.9%) and their evaluation of the lecturers is taken into 

consideration (517 students, 64.5%). They felt that they have enough time to prepare for
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Figure 7: Lecturers' perception about each aspect of the quality assurance program  
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Table 26: Lecturers' overall attitude to the teaching quality assurance programme 

Items Positive  Neutral Negative  

Overall attitude 16.9% 45.3% 37.8% 

 

 

Figure 8: Lecturers' overall perception 
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Exams are important measure of my learning. 72.8% 

Students also consider the process of teaching and learning as a good process. This section 

focuses on methods of teaching, undertaking independent study, effective learning, and 

discrimination among students. Most of the students (361, 45.1%) have a positive attitude 

towards the quality of teaching and learning (Table 28). Most agreed that lecturers give them 

time to discuss and ask questions in the class (443 students, 55.3%), that they prefer lecturers to 

other forms of teaching (538 students, 67.2%), and believe that lecturers sometimes discriminate 

against students because of their gender, religion, ethnicity or political opinion (422 students, 

52.7%). There are (333 students, 41.6%) who have a positive attitude towards undertaking 

independent study. Then, there are (298) students (37.2%) who neither agree nor disagree on the 

quality of teaching and learning and take a neutral status. However, there are (142) students 

(17.7%) with a negative attitude to the quality of the process of teaching and learning. More 

precisely, 228 students (28.5%) have a negative attitude towards undertaking independent study 

and 226 students (28.2%) say that lecturers do not discriminate among students.  

Table 28: Students' positive attitude towards the quality of teaching and learning 

Item Positive attitude  

My lecturer gives me time to discuss and ask questions inside the class 55.3% 

I like lectures better than other forms of teaching (e.g. seminar 

discussion, working groups)  

67.2% 

Lecturers sometimes discriminate students because of their gender, 

religion, ethnicity or political opinion 

52.7% 

I'm encouraged to undertake independent study (e.g. assignment, 

research) 

41.6% 

There are 569 students (71%) who have a positive attitude towards the role of universities in 

rebuilding society and producing active society members (Table 29). Most students agreed that 

their programme of study is important for society development (623 students, 77.8%) and that 

they are able to contribute to make the society tolerant (560 students, 69.9%), cohesive (578 

students, 72.2%), and establish social network in the society (554 students, 69.2%). In contrast, 

there are (127) students (15.9%) with a negative attitude to a role in rebuilding the society. Their  
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Table 29: Students' positive attitude towards the role of university 

Item Positive attitude 

My programme is important for society development 77.8% 

I will be able to contribute to make society tolerant 69.9% 

I will be able to contribute to make society cohesive 72.2% 

I will be able to establish social network in society 69.2% 

disagreement is obvious in their perception that universities have no role to generate active 

society members (546 students, 68.2%). However, 105 students (13.1%) take a neutral 

status.With regard to the study environment, many items are all covered in this section, such as: 

quality of the buildings; teaching halls; libraries; health and safety issues; academic resources; 

quiet area for studying; libraries; facilities for disabled students; and electronic library. Most of 

the students (361 students, 45.1%) have a negative attitude towards the quality of the study 

environment. Their dissatisfaction is clear in their perceptions about available facilities for 

students with learning difficulties (708 students, 88.1%) and physically disabled students (567 

students, 70.8%), quality of materials and equipment in laboratories (491 students, 61.3%), having 

other appropriate resources such as journals and newspapers (357 students, 44.6%), and outside 

noise affecting their learning (354 students, 44.2%). But 294 students (36.7%) have a different 

perception and argue that the learning environment is in a good condition (Table 30), that the 

building and departments are of high quality (394 students, 49.2%) and there is quiet area 

provided for them to study while on campus (445 students, 55.6%). They further agree that there 

are appropriate learning resources (532 students, 66.4%) and copies (439 students, 54.8%) 

available to help them with their study. Moreover, they consider having and electronic library to 

be essential (484 students, 60.4%) and are happy with safety and health conditions in their 

department (407 students, 50.8%). Some 146 students (18.2%) have a neutral perception about 

the learning environment.  

Table 30: Students' positive attitude towards the quality of studying environment 

Item Positive attitude 

School/department building has a high standard quality 49.2% 

There is quiet area provided for me to study while on campus 55.6% 
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There are appropriate learning resources available to help me with my 

study (e.g. books, journals, and library) 

66.4% 

There are appropriate copies of books in my study area 54.8% 

An appropriate electronic library is essential 60.4% 

Safety and health conditions are maintained in my department 50.8% 

The section on the quality of courses and programmes offered in higher education institutions in 

the region focuses on the quality of the courses, and whether they are cohesive, prepare students 

for future employment, and build up their academic knowledge. This section further sheds light 

on the course handbook, and whether it is informative and well organized. The majority of 

students (551 students, 68.8%) stressed that courses and programmes are weak. The items on 

which they expressed disappointment are the quality of their courses to make the programme of 

a high standard (554 students, 69.2%), their ability to build up academic knowledge depending on 

their courses (574 students, 71.7%), the quality of their programmes to prepare them to find a job 

(524 students, 65.4%), and the teaching quality of many of the courses (496 students, 61.9%). 

There are (143) students (17.9%) with a positive attitude towards the quality of courses and 

programmes (Table 31). The latter group of students agreed that their course handbook helps 

them understand what the course is about (368 students, 45.9%). There are 107 students (13.4%) 

who expressed a neutral attitude, as seen in students’ attitude towards teaching quality of many 

of the courses (122 students, 15.2%). 

Table 31: Students' positive attitude towards the quality of courses and programmes 

Item Positive attitude 

My course handbook helps me understand what the course is about. 45.9% 

The section on technology services is the one where most of the students expressed a negative 

attitude. This focuses on the quality of Internet services, the use of e-learning approaches, and 

providing training courses. Some 624 students (77.9%) confirmed that the technology services are 

inappropriate and not easily accessible. Students’ dissatisfaction is very obvious in their 

perception of lecturers’ use of learning videos (637 students, 79.5%), iPads (588 students, 73.4%), 

audio approaches (624 students, 77.9%), availability of appropriate Internet and IT services (464 

students, 57.9%), and the capability of universities to provide training courses on computer 

programmes if there is appropriate demand (560 students, 69.9%). There are 104 students (13%) 
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with a neutral attitude towards technology services generally and lecturers who use PowerPoint 

slides to present their sessions specifically (281 students, 35.1%). However, 73 students (9.1%) 

think there is appropriate available technology service such as PowerPoint (273 students, 34.1%), 

(Table 32).  

Table 32: Students' positive attitudes to the quality of technology and Internet 

Item Positive attitude 

Lecturers use PowerPoint slides 34.1% 

On whether the reform process has made any progress, 535 students (66.8%) believe that the 

reform process did not lead to any change and progress in recent years. Students’ negative 

perception is expressed on issues concerned with the quality of teaching (548 students, 68.4%), 

quality of learning (553 students, 69%), quality of information and communication technology 

(598 students, 74.7%), quality of feedback (416 students, 51.9%), and lecturers’ performance (583 

students, 72.8%). There are 184 students (23%) who indicated that there has been change and 

progress due to the reform process (Table 33). Their satisfaction is concerned with the quality of 

buildings and departments (411 students, 51.3%), and improvement in students’ skills of 

discussion and critical thinking (375 students, 46.8%). The number of students who had a neutral 

attitude concerning any changes in the recent years is only 82 (10.2%). 

Table 33: Students' positive attitude towards the quality of change in the recent years 

Item Positive attitude 

In recent years, buildings, offices and classrooms of my department have 

improved.  

51.3% 

In recent years, students' skills of discussion and critical thinking in my 

department have improved. 

46.8% 

In a nutshell, students’ attituds are shown in Table 34 and Figure 9: 

Table 34: Students' attitude to each section of the quality assurance programme 

Items Positive  Neutral Negative  

Teaching and learning 45.1% (361 students) 37.2% (298 students) 17.7% (142 students) 
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Role of university 71% (569 students) 13.1% (105 students) 15.9% (127 students) 

Evaluation and feedback 39.1% (313 students) 27% (216 students) 34% (272 students) 

Study environment  36.7% (294 students) 18.2% (146 students) 45.1% (361 students) 

Course and programme 17.9% (143 students) 13.4% (107 students) 68.8% (551 students) 

Technology services 9.1% (73 students) 13% (104 students) 77.9% (624 students) 

Change and progress 23% (184 students) 10.2% (82 students) 66.8% (535 students) 

The overall result of students’ perception shows that the majority of the students (365 students, 

45.6%) stated that the teaching quality assurance programme is unsuccessful. At the same time, 

there are 251 students (31.3%) who expressed a neutral attitude. The smallest group, with just 

185 students (23.1%), claims that the programme is successful (Table 35 and Figure 10).  

Table 35: Students' overall attitude to the quality assurance programme 

Items Positive  Neutral Negative  

Overall attitude  23.1% 31.3% 45.6% 

Comparing lecturers’ and students’ perceptions, we see there is a difference. Covering the seven 

areas that are common in students’ and lecturers’ survey (Course and programme, valuation and 

feedback, library and teaching/learning environment, teaching and learning, use of technology, 

role of university, and chane in the recent years), difference and similarities in lecturers’ and 

students’ attitudes are shown in Table 36. The only area on which both groups had different 

attitude is the quality of the feedback and the evaluation process. Lecturers argued that the 

process of feedback and evaluation is of poor quality, and this is clearly expressed in their 

dissatisfaction with the accuracy of student feedback on their performance, giving students 

helpful feedback, and rejecting other measures of learning apart from exams. Students also 

expressed that they do not receive helpful feedback on their learning outcomes and that there 

are no other measurements of their learning apart from exams. In addition, students’ and 

lecturers’ overall attitude concerning the shared seven areas of the reform policy is neutral 

(42.1%, 422 students and lecturers), as shown in Table 37.  
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Figure 9: Students' perception about each section of the quality assurance program  
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Figure 10: Students' overall perception 

 

Table 36: Comparison of lecturers' and students' attitudes 

Item Lecturers’ Attitude Students’ Attitude 

Course and programme Negative Negative 

Evaluation and feedback Negative Positive 

Library and teaching/learning environment Negative Negative 

Teaching and learning  Positive Positive 

Use of technology Negative Negative 

Role of university Positive Positive 

Change in the recent years Negative Negative 

  

Table 37: Students' and lecturers' overall attitude concerning the seven shared sections of the reform policy 

Attitude Lecturers’ Attitude Students’ Attitude Total 

Negative 12% (24 lecturers) 45.6% (365 students) 38.8% (389) 
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Neutral 85% (171 lecturers) 31.3% (251 students) 42.2% (422) 

Positive 3% (6 lecturers) 23.1% (185 students) 19% (191) 

6.4. Research Question (3): Relationship between Students’ Perception 

and Background  

In this section, the aim of analysing students’ data is to find out whether there is a relationship 

between their perceptions and the type of their university attended and their gender. Here, 

students’ attitudes concerning each aspect of the teaching quality assurance programme is 

analysed against type of university and gender.  

6.4.1. Students’ Attitude and Type of University  

The cross-tabulation analysis shows that there is a significant relationship between students’ 

overall attitude (taking into consideration students’ overall attitude about the teaching quality 

assurance programme) and the type of their university, whether public or private. To report the 

results of the analysis, we refer to chi square as (X2), and the degree of freedom of each analysis is 

2. Thus, X2(2) = 58.314, p< 0.001. Further, the odds of students’ number in the public universities 

are 1.25 times higher than in the private universities. Further analysis on each aspect of the 

teaching quality assurance programme showed that there is no relationship between students’ 

attitude to the quality of courses and programmes and the type of their university, X2(2) = 4.242, 

p< 0.120.   

With regard to the relationship between the type of university and students’ attitude concerning 

the quality of feedback and evaluation, the analysis indicates that there is a significant 

association, X2(2)= 6.057, p<.048. This explains that the odds of students who have positive 

attitude in the private universities are 1.52 times higher than in the private universities. The 

relationship between students’ attitude to the study environment and their type of university is 

statistically significant again, X2(2) = 169.295, p<.001. To report the odds ratio, it shows that the 

odds of students in the public universities are 1.82 times higher than in the private universities. 

Analysis shows that there is no statistically significant relationship between students’ attitude 

concerning the quality of teaching and learning and the type of their university, X2(2) = 4.674, 

p<.097.  
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There is, however, a statistically significant relationship between the type of the university and 

students’ attitudes to the quality of technology, X2(2) = 56.383, p< 0.001. The odds of students in 

the public universities are only one time higher than in the private universities. The analysis also 

indicates that there is no relationship between the type of university and students’ attitude 

concerning the role of university, X2(2) = 2.961, p< 0.228.  

The last part of the teaching quality assurance is the quality of change in recent years. The 

analysis indicates that there is statistically significant relationship between the type of university 

and students’ attitude to the quality of change, X2(2) = 8.714, p< 0.013. The statistics show that 

the odds of students in the private universities are 1.14 times higher than in the public 

universities. Table 38 presents these relationships in brief. 

Table 38: Relationship between students' attitude and type of university 

Students Attitude  Type of Relationship 

Overall Attitude Statistical significant (P< .001) 

Attitude of the quality of courses and programmes No relationship 

Attitude of the quality of feedback and evaluation Statistical significant (P< .048)  

Attitude of library and study environment Statistical significant (P< .001)  

Attitude of the quality of teaching and learning No relationship  

Attitude of the the quality of technology services Statistical significant (P< .001)  

Attitude of the role of university No relationship  

Attitude of the quality of change in recent years Statistical significant (P< .013)  

6.4.2. Students’ Attitude and Gender 

The second factor considered is relationship between students’ attitude and their gender. The 

analysis affirms that there is no relationship between students’ overall attitude and gender, X2(2) 

= 0.257, p< 0.879. So both variables, students’ overall attitude and gender, are independent 

variables. Looking into the relationship between students’ attitude concerning individual sections 

of the teaching quality assurance programme and gender, the analysis shows that there is indeed 

a statistically significant relationship between students’ attitude concerning the quality of courses 

and programmes and gender, X2(2) = 7.527, p= 0.023). The odds of the number of females are 

1.08 times higher than the number of males. The analysis shows that there is no relationship 
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between students’ attitude concerning the quality of evaluation and feedback and their gender, 

X2(2) = 2.698, p< 0.260.   

Analysing the relationship between gender and students’ attitude to the quality of the study 

environment affirms that both variables are independent and there is no statistical relationship 

between them, X2(2) = 1.054, p < 0.590. The analysis of the relationship between gender and 

students’ attitude regarding the quality of teaching and learning indicates that there is no 

statistical significant relationship between the two variables, X2(2) = 3.830, p < 0.147.   

With regard to the analysis of the relationship between gender and student’s attitude 

concerningthe quality of technology services, it shows that there is a non-significant relationship 

between the variables, X2(2) = 0.576, p < 0.750 and both stand independently. The analysis also 

shows that there is no significant relationship between gender and students’ attitudes concerning 

the role of university, X2(2) = 0.802, p < 0.670. Finally, the analysis shows that there is no 

relationship between gender and students’ attitude concerning change and progress in recent 

years, X2(2) = 1.647, p < 0.439, and both variables are independent. Table 39 presents the 

relationship between students’ attitude and gender. More discussion on the relationship between 

students’ attitude, type of university, and gender is presented in section 6.8 in the second part of 

this chapter.  

Table 39: Relationship between students' attitude and gender 

Students Attitude  Type of Relationship 

Overall Attitude No relationship  

Attitude of the quality of courses and programmes Statistical significant (P <.023) 

Attitude of the quality of feedback and evaluation No relationship  

Attitude of library and study environment No relationship  

Attitude of the quality of teaching and learning No relationship  

Attitude of the the quality of technology services No relationship  

Attitude of the role of university No relationship  

Attitude of the quality of change in recent years No relationship  
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Part Two: Discussion of Findings 

6.5. Introduction 

The interpretation and the discussion of the findings of this study are presented in the next pages. 

The analysis and discussion are categorized by research questions.   

6.6. Research Question (1): Policy Makers’, and Senior and Junior 

Managers’ Perceptions  

There is an apparent difference between the participants in the survey and the interviewees. 

Interview participants had positive attitudes towards the reform process. They all agreed that the 

reform process led to progress and change. Lecturers’ portfolios and CAD programmes are the 

aspects most mentioned by interviewees and they believed that there is good progress in these 

two areas. This is in accordance with the result of the survey conducted by the MoHESR-KRG in 

2010, as stated in the reform policy document: ‘We are proud to say that the system has proven 

to be very successful’ (MoHESR-KRG, 2011, p. 23). Moreover, this is supported by lecturers’ 

perceptions as they indicated that they are keen on organizing their academic portfolio annually 

(154 lecturers, 76.6%) and fulfilling the requirements of the CAD programme (153 lecturers, 

76.1%). Moreover, all the policy makers, senior and junior managers agreed that the objective of 

the reform policy is to introduce a better quality of higher education and compete with world 

universities, as also indicated in the reform policy document: ‘to raise standards and achieve 

quality throughout the higher education system, i.e. to raise the quality of teaching, research, 

administration, funding, communication, environment etc.’ (MoHESR-KRG, 2011, p. 9).  

However, these objectives seem to be very broad and set on a micro level. They do not refer to 

objectives at the macro level. This can be attributed to weak recognition of the real problem of 

the higher education system, referred to as ‘the Kurdistan Region has inherited an old-fashioned 

and outdated higher education system from the ‘old Iraq’, a system that was developed for a 

closed, centralized and isolated country. This system is no longer in keeping with the demands of 

Kurdistan Region or that of globalization’ (MoHESR-KRG, 2011, p. 8). A major reform process set 

up at the regional level to cover all private and public universities definitely needs to identify all 

the problems accurately at the macro level and draft a plan to solve such problems. If the 

problems are identified, it will be possible to set the objectives. The agenda-setting of the reform 

has a consolidation pattern (Howlett and Ramesh, 2003) that indicates that it is set by the 
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government (MoHESR-KRG) and supported by the public (presidents of universities, and most 

lecturers and students). 

Not all the interviewees had appropriate clear information about the plan of the reform policy. 

Both Policy Maker 1 and Senior Manager 1 had a neutral attitude and no information on how and 

who set up the reform policy agenda. Both Policy Maker 1 and 2 stated that the reform policy was 

set by a former minister of higher education and scientific research in the region. This means the 

ex-minister was the only one who set up the agenda and made the final decision to introduce the 

reform policy. This means there was no consultation with experts (Jann and Wegrich, 2007), 

politicians (Rasch and Tsebelis, 2009), or research based policy (Jann and Wegrich, 2007). This is 

confirmed by what the Policy Maker 2 referred to, as there is no policy making agency in the 

region and all over the country. Therefore, the whole plan was based on one person’s personal 

experiences and knowledge about higher education in the UK and the Kurdistan region. In 

addition, this was only two months before formally introducing and initiating the plan by the 

MoHESR-KRG. It is important to remember these dates; the Sixth KRG Cabinet had been launched 

on 28th October 2009, the reform policy had been introduced by the Ministry on 1st November 

2009, the vision of the reform policy had been send to the Council of the Ministry of the KRG on 

8th November 2009, and the vision had been approved on 7th December 2009. Beside the lack of 

‘think tank’ organizations and policy makers in the region, the Ministry implemented the reform 

plan in a very short time because the ex-minister had only two years to reform the higher 

education system, as mentioned by Policy Maker 2:  

Our government was a coalition government and was close to swap cabinets – both 

governments after two years. So, it’s very difficult for any government to introduce such a 

massive reform in two years and we didn’t even have the two years because fifteen 

months later we had the crisis of 17th February [internal crisis], that was started. For a 

reform like this, you need four years to launch it and the subsequent government to 

sustain it. So what was lacking was time. (Policy Maker 2)  

All the policy makers, and senior and junior managers had positive attitudes towards the 

implementation of the process. They believed that a good part of the policy has been 

implemented up to now. They all agreed that teaching quality assurance is implemented in each 

university and is still going on. However, Junior Manager 2 stated that only 30 to 40 per cent of 

the policy had been implemented up to now and that many other areas needed to be worked on. 

Other interviewees indicated that other areas of the reform policy (Senior Managers 1 and 2) 

keep being implemented. As far as the implementation approach is concerned, it is clear that the 
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policy implementation followed a top-down approach (Van Meter and Van Horn, 1975; Pressman 

and Wildavsky, 1984; Sabatier, 1986). The initiation and regulations were introduced by the 

MoHESR-KRG and sent to all universities in the region. This further implies the hierarchical system 

of higher education, where orders are introduced by policy makers in the Ministry then 

distributed to other actors in the universities. But, we find that some universities initiated 

collaborations with world universities for academic purposes, as indicated by Policy Maker 1, 

Senior Managers 1 and 2, and Junior Manager 1. These interviewees expressed that they started 

cooperation programmes, especially in terms of funding students to study abroad, curricula 

development and English language modules. This stated, we understand that the implementation 

approach is a synthesis (Matland, 1995; Premfors, 1984) of top-down and bottom-up approaches. 

Each of those programmes was initiated by universities while the final decision was made by the 

Ministry. None of the interviewees referred to a bottom-up approach to implementation.  

All apart from Policy Maker 1 had a positive attitude towards assessment in the reform policy. 

They confirmed that there is annual assessment process in every university and the final decision 

is made by the Ministry. They agreed that effective performance of lecturers is acknowledged 

while underperformers are reminded, then warned and finally dismissed from teaching. They see 

improvement in lecturers’ performance, lecturers’ portfolios, the CAD programme, students’ 

feedback and academic criteria for establishing a new academic unit.  

These improvements are consistent with the reform policy document; however, this is not what 

lecturers and students agreed about. Lecturers had a negative attitude to the quality of students’ 

feedback and the academic development programme that affect lecturers’ performance. They 

also believed that the reform process did not lead to effective change, while students had a 

positive attitude to their evaluation of lecturers and a negative attitude to the outcome of the 

reform process, lecturers’ performance and teaching quality. This difference in attitudes can be 

attributed either to their selecting the wrong survey response and being inconsistent in their 

answers, or to blaming others for own weak performance.  

According to the interviewees, there are several categories of policy actors involved in the reform 

policy process. Specifically, there are students, lecturers, junior managers, senior managers, policy 

makers, decision makers and members from political parties. Reflecting on Spicker’s (1995) model 

of ‘key actors’ of policy, the Kurdish reform policy actors fall into the following category: 

 Dealing with problems as demands: it covers those street-level actors who work in offices 

of quality assurance and accreditation, health and safety, and curriculum development.   
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 Dealing with problems as situation: actors who fall into this category of are university 

lecturers. It also includes junior managers such as heads of quality assurance offices in the 

Ministry and universities, but they lack skill and experiences in quality assurance, as 

stated by Junior Manager 2.  

 Systematic service provision: this level can include quality assurance teams in the 

MoHESR_KRG and their peers in each university.  

 Comprehensive service provision: this level of actors is present and includes heads of 

departments and deans of colleges in universities.  

 Comprehensive field coverage: there are several actors on this level such as the minister, 

three advisors, presidents of universities and director generals.  

So, according to Spicker’s model of key actors, the Kurdish reform policy has actors on each level. 

Nonetheless, the actors with comprehensive field coverage are the decision makers and have the 

major role in drafting regulations and guidance. They are also the ones on the macro level, while 

the actors on the first three levels of Spicker’s model are those on the micro level. However, the 

actors on the comprehensive service provision can be considered as mediators who mostly carry 

out administrative responsibilities to ensure the flow of the process. Policy Maker 2 indicated that 

the process was supported by the President of the region, the Kurdish Prime Minister and 

politicians. If we consider classifying the policy actors according to ‘iron triangles’ (Jann and 

Wegrich, 2007), it is possible to compare the actors of the Kurdish reform policy to a triangle: 

actors on the macro level are at the top, while actors on the micro level are at the bottom. The 

triangle shape also implies the authority of top actors over the actors at the bottom, who receive 

guidance and regulations from the MoHESR-KRG and presidents of universities. This gives a 

hierarchical structure to the process of communication among the actors. That is why almost all 

the universities follow a top-down approach to implementation.  

As far as policy instruments are concerned, we find that seven policy makers, and senior and 

junior managers had positive attitudes about the availability of policy instruments. They all 

indicated that there were information instruments (Rogger and Reichardt, 2013; Lascoumes and 

Gales, 2007; Sorrell et al., 2003) such as training courses, workshops and seminars to inform 

students and staff about the reform process, as well as sending heads of quality assurance offices 

abroad to obtain knowledge and experiences about how quality assurance programmes are 

organized and implemented. However, Policy Maker 2 said: 

In Kurdistan and Iraq, we never have the institution of policy research and policy making. 

So, we have to improvise. We have to design a plan of our own and mobilize the various 

platforms and various tools available. So, we had to work within the structure, the 
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management structure of the Ministry, to influence the universities. We had to hold 

workshops, training and conferences. We had to engage media and also personally I had 

to go around and lecture in every university, inviting every teacher, every staff member to 

have a view and listen to the strategy to be informed of what is going to amend, invite 

their criticism and suggestions. But we do not have the machinery to help us do that. We 

have to make one. (Policy Maker 2) 

From the above quote, we see that Policy Maker 2 referred to using media as an instrument to 

introduce and publicize the reform policy, to make people listen and obtain ideas about the 

reform policy. The same policy maker referred to introducing an electronic system for admission 

to higher education institutions that new applicants to undergraduate programmes can use. This 

means that the MoHESR_KRG uses technology as another instrument of the policy. Throughout 

the interviews, only two policy makers (2 and 3) referred to the legislation drafted by the Ministry 

to set up a new system of higher education in the Kurdistan region. Thus, the draft law is another 

instrument that is considered as authority (Rogge and Reichardt, 2013; Lascoumes and Gales, 

2007; Howlett, 2000; Howlett and Rayner, 2007) in higher education. The final instrument used in 

the Kurdish reform policy is the economic instrument (Rogge and Reichardt, 2013; Lascoumes and 

Gales, 2007; Sorell et al., 2003) of scholarships and establishing four new public universities in the 

region. The latter is referred to by the Policy Makers 2 and 3 and 4, but there was no specified 

budget for the whole reform process. In order to discuss the quality and reliability of these 

instruments, we need to reflect on the abstract features of policy instruments introduced by 

Rogge and Reichardt (2013): 

  ‘Stringency’: except for the technological and media instruments, other instruments are 

not used on a regulatory basis; the MoHESR-KRG did not identify standards of 

performance to be used as criteria to evaluate the outcomes of the process. 

 ‘Level of support’: because of having no specific budget for the reform process, 

opportunities for further development and investment are almost unavailable. That is 

why most of the instruments are no longer active. For example, training courses, 

workshops, and conferences have almost stopped in universities. It is understood that the 

Ministry has organized several workshops, training, and conferences to support the 

process, but have the outcomes of these activities been documented for use for learning 

purposes (Howlett and Rayner, 2007; Sorrell et al., 2003) and tackling weaknesses in the 

process? Moreover, the economical instrument used to send scholars for postgraduate 

studies in world universities is no longer available. There are tens of hundreds of scholars 

who still have the right to a scholarship (HCDP), but cannot start their programmes 
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because of inappropriate budgets, and this is attributed to economic and political 

reasons.  

 ‘Predictability’: though two of the interviewees (Policy Maker 4 and Senior Manager 2) 

mentioned that there are research centres in some of the universities that carry out 

various projects for the private and public sectors in the region and this encourages 

investment, the majority of universities have no such research centres. Unfortunately, 

some of the instruments are no longer available and this decreases opportunities for 

development and investment in the higher education sector.  

 ‘Flexibility’: the Kurdish reform policy did not have many options of instruments and this 

can explain why it has slowed down after two years of its initiation. 

 ‘Differentiation’: the Kurdish reform policy successfully used different instruments for 

various purposes such as technology to develop the student admission procedure, 

training courses, workshops, and conferences to train staff in quality assurance offices.  

 ‘Depth’: the economic instrument used to establish four new public universities in the 

region are still running and served the wider area, as many students are enrolled in these 

universities. So, the instrument met its objectives. However, the economic instrument 

was not successful for the scholarship programme (HCDP). The technology instrument 

also achieved its objectives and helped students to save time and money by applying 

online to higher education institutions instead of filling in hard copies of application forms 

and submitting these in person. As understood from the interviewees, the training 

courses, workshops, and conference had an effective role in informing lecturers, staff, and 

students about the reform process, but were these events successful in training staff and 

obtaining experience in quality assurance so they can lead programmes? This contrasts 

with what was mentioned by Policy Maker 2 and Junior Manager 2. This again might 

explain why the reform process slowed down, generally. Ultimately, the draft legislation 

that was drawn up to change the complete system of higher education had no role in the 

process. However, the Ministry attempted to change parts of that law and resubmit it to 

the Council of Ministers of the KRG, as mentioned by Policy Maker 3.  

The Kurdish reform process was not free from obstacles and resistance. This is something on 

which all the interviewees agreed. The most common obstacle was resistance from university 

lecturers who were against feedback from students. The lecturers believed that students are not 

mature enough to evaluate their performance and might be unfair in their evaluation, which 

would undoubtedly have an impact of lecturers’ academic promotion. In addition, the relationship 

between lecturers and students is more akin to a manager-employee relationship and minimizes 

opportunities of friendship, trust, and understanding. The other category of staff most against the 
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reform process was that of academic leaders such as presidents of universities. Both Policy 

Makers 2 and 3, and Junior Manager 2 indicated that some academic leaders and presidents of 

universities were against the process because they benefitted from the old system of higher 

education supported by some politicians. Policy Maker 2 referred to this as ‘the greatest barrier’ 

and said: 

‘There are multiple networks of interest that are formed over the years that exploit the 

whole system that was full of legislative holes where people have been taking advantage 

of the weakness of the system. Their interest is entrenched and we see conflict with the 

standards of academic as well as conflict with the public interest because the private 

interest and the public interest were at odd all the time…Importantly, there are various 

people who are against the reform who are chosen by their political objectives. (Policy 

Maker 2) 

Policy Maker 2 continued, ‘we just had to tackle the interest groups head on and we had to 

tolerate their attack, physical and political’. But, could that strategy of ‘tackling heads’ overcome 

such barriers? The lecturers and students have different attitudes, as they indicate that the 

reform process did not led to considerable change and they mostly have a negative attitude in this 

regard (535 students 66.8%, 133 lecturers 66.2%). However, the reform process had insufficient 

budget to implement the process effectively, as referred to by the policy maker: ‘the budget was 

not sufficient enough especially to allow us to do things a little more effectively and underpin the 

process in a sustainable way’. Moreover, the Ministry lacked the higher education culture 

necessary to familiarize academic and administrative staff as well as students with a system of 

higher education that allowed flexibility to develop and change. This is a factor referred to by 

Policy Maker 3, who stated that all facilities were available, but there was no higher education 

culture.  

The Ministry began to involve international agencies, such as WASC and ABET for accreditation 

purposes. Three policy makers (2, 3, and 4), Senior Manager 2, and Junior Manager 2 referred to 

cooperation with those international agencies and that the collaboration has not stopped. 

Actually, the collaboration had expanded from dealing with four public universities to cover 

another three in the region, as stated by Policy Maker 4. Meanwhile, Policy Maker 3 referred to 

another step of internationalization, European accreditation, as he expressed: ‘We are entering 

Bologna system’. In addition, it seems that individual universities have established academic 

cooperation programmes with world universities, as stated by Senior Managers 1 and 2, and 

Junior Manager 1. Commenting on the importance of involving these international agencies at the 
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start of the reform process, only Junior Manager 2 was against it, because he felt it was 

appropriate for the Ministry to establish the national quality assurance and accreditation system, 

to save money. In contrast, Policy Maker 2 stated that it was time to involve those international 

agencies at that time in order to help in finding gaps and how to fill them, because both the 

region and Iraq lack such agencies. However, the reform process led to establishing a national 

system for accrediting academic units in the region, as implied by Policy Maker 4 and Junior 

Manager 2.  

The Ministry set several rules and conditions that must be met before opening any academic unit. 

These are concerned with academic and infrastructure aspects of the proposed academic unit. 

There is a committee that reviews applications to establish academic units, with the power to 

reject or accept applications. But approving or rejecting applications to establish new colleges is 

made by the Council of the MoHESR-KRG, while approving or rejecting applications to establish 

new universities is decided by the Council of Ministries-KRG.  

As far as academic development and research are concerned, almost all interviewees have 

positive attitudes. This aspect is supported by the lecturers (103, 51.2%), who have a positive 

attitude towards academic development and research capacity. Junior Manager 1 has a negative 

attitude and blamed it on the quality assurance team, which is not capable of following up. This 

again can be attributed to lack of skill and experiences. He attributed the reason for scanty 

research potential to lecturers being overloading with teaching and lecturing. Moreover, Junior 

Manager 2 supported this attitude by expressing that there is no quality in research, just 

plagiarism: ‘We still do not have quality assurance in research. All our researches are “copy and 

paste”’. None of the interviewees referred to a budget to be allocated for research purposes to 

encourage competition among universities or lecturers and develop research potential. The 

lecturers stated that universities have no active research centres (125 lecturers, 62.2%), do not 

secure extra income through research (175 lecturers, 87.1%), and do not encourage investment 

through research (159 lecturers, 79.1%).  

The reform policy was set to keep higher education sector as an entity of academy and research, 

away from politics and politicians. Four of the interviewees (Policy Makers 1 and 2, Senior 

Manager 1, Junior Manager 2) expressed that politics still play a role in higher education, and this 

attitude was rejected only by Policy Maker 4. The remaining three interviewees did not comment 

in this regard. According to Junior Manager 2, politicians are still interfering with higher education 

issues either by sending informal letters or making phone calls to senior managers to ask them to 

approve an application. This interviewee indicated that such interference is much less than before 
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the reform process, and rated it to have fallen by 90 per cent. In contrast, 98 lecturers (48.8%) felt 

that political interference with the higher education sector did not fall and that their political 

affiliation has an impact on their finding a job (100 lecturers, 49.8%). 

The findings show that the interviewees have mostly positive attitudes about the different 

aspects of the reform process as these findings are presented in the first part of this chapter. The 

researcher was cautious and precise in asking the right question to the right interviewee taking 

into consideration the interviewee’s experiences, responsibilities, and role in the reform process. 

Having almost positive attitudes can be attributed to the culture and personalities of the 

interviewees. It could be the culture that forces human kind to praise oneself and feel proud of 

whatever activities he does even if such activities are not successful. Sometimes people do not 

admit their failure because they might feel embarrassed or weaken their personalities. However, 

this does not mean that the interviewees’ perceptions are based totally on exaggeration because 

there are several aspects of the reform process are still active and progressing.    

6.7. Research Question (2): Lecturers’ and Students’ Perceptions 

The data analysis shows that the lecturers have positive attitudes to the teaching and learning 

process, the role of university, academic achievements and research. In total, the lecturers’ 

questionnaire consists of 72 items. They have positive attitudes concerning 34 items:  

1) Organization and information of course handbook 

2) Giving students the opportunity to give feedback on lecturers’ performance 

3) Announcing exam timetable t appropriate time 

4) Examination is an important measure for students’ learning 

5) Assessment conducted by external assessor is based on academic criteria only 

6) Satisfaction with the outcome of the external assessor’s evaluation 

7) High quality of university buildings 

8) Satisfaction with their work office 

9) Suitable number of students in their classes 

10) Availability of appropriate resources about their teaching area 

11) Necessity for an appropriate electronic library 

12)  Maintenance of safety and health conditions in their departments 

13) Availability of quiet area for students to study on campus 

14) Give students time to ask questions and discuss inside the class 

15) Students’ preference of lecturers as a method for teaching 
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16) Lecturers’ use of power point in the class 

17) Study programme is important for society’s development  

18) Students’ ability to establish social network in society 

19) Students’ ability to contribute to making society cohesive  

20) Students’ ability to contribute to making society tolerant 

21) Generate active society members by universities 

22) Improve the quality of teaching in recent years 

23) Improve the quality of students’ learning in recent years 

24) Good quality of pedagogy training courses 

25) Encouragement to develop research skills 

26) Satisfaction with the available 20% range to develop their course content 

27) High quality of the new PhD system (split-site) 

28) Keeping on organizing their academic portfolio annually 

29) Fulfilling requirements of CAD programme 

30) Considering their academic portfolio for academic promotion purposes 

31) Thinking lecturers discriminate against students ‘ gender/religion/ethnicity/politics 

32) Equal opportunities are available for masters and PhD holders to find jobs 

33) Believing that their political affiliation has an impact on getting jobs 

34) Believing there discrimination in recruiting academic staff.  

Moreover, they have negative attitudes towards every process of evaluation and feedback, 

teaching environment, social justice, quality of courses and programmes, quality of Internet and 

technology services, academic development programmes and training courses, and outcome of 

the reform process. They have negative attitudes concerning 38 statements: 

1) Academic programmes prepare students for future employment 

2) Courses help students to build their academic knowledge 

3) Courses are designed to give good quality to the programme 

4) Course handbooks are updated annually 

5) Students provide accurate feedback on lecturers’ performance 

6) They give helpful feedback on students’ learning and outcomes 

7) They have other measures of students’ learning 

8) Universities to provide facilities for physically disabled staff 

9) Good quality materials and equipment available in the laboratories  

10) Copies of books appropriate to their area of interest are available 

11) Other resources appropriate to their area of interest are available  
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12) Number of lecturers in the department 

13) Outside noise affects the teaching environment  

14) Students encouraged to undertake independent study 

15) Research integrated into teaching 

16) Learning outcomes reflect course aims 

17) Appropriate Internet and IT services available 

18) Learning videos used in teaching 

19) iPads used in teaching 

20) Audio approaches used in teaching 

21) Universities provide training courses on technology programmes and approaches 

22) Students’ skills of discussion and critical thinking have Improved in recent years 

23) Quality of ICT have Improved in recent years 

24) Quality and standards of university buildings have improved in recent years 

25) Research capacity and outputs have improved in recent years  

26) Opportunities for staff development in research 

27) Opportunities for staff development in teaching have improved 

28) Appropriate training on students’ assessment available  

29) Access to online teaching professional development programme 

30) Opportunity to improve their teaching skills 

31) Consultancy services obtained on curricula development 

32) Universities to secure extra income through research 

33) A research centre in the university 

34) Universities to encourage investment through research 

35) Transparency while selecting lecturers for managerial vacancies 

36) Less interference from political parties within higher education 

37)  Equity while offering jobs 

38) CAD to be considered in job applications. 

Students have a positive attitude to each of the processes of evaluation and feedback, the process 

of teaching and learning, and the role of the university. They agree with and have a positive 

attitude to the following 21 items: 

a) Course handbook is helpful to understand what the course is about 

b) Their evaluation of their lecturers is taken into consideration  

c) Having the opportunity to give feedback on their lecturers’ performance 

d) Exams are an important measure of their learning 
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e) Have appropriate amount of time to prepare and sit exams  

f) High standard quality of university buildings  

g) Quiet area is provided for them to study on campus 

h) Availability of appropriate learning resources to help them with their study 

i) Availability of copies of books appropriate to their study area 

j) Maintenance of safety and health conditions in their department 

k) Necessity of an appropriate electronic library 

l) Encouragement to undertake independent study 

m) Lecturers may discriminate against students because of gender/religion/ethnicity/ politics 

n) Preference for lecturers as an approach of teaching 

o) Having time to ask questions and discuss in class 

p) Importance of their study programme to society development 

q) Ability to contribute to make society cohesive 

r) Ability to contribute to make society tolerant 

s) Ability to establish social network in society 

t) Improving their skills of discussion and critical thinking in recent years 

u) Improving the standard of buildings, offices, and teaching halls in their department in 

recent years. 

In contrast, students have a negative attitude towards the library and study environment, the 

quality of Internet and technology services, the quality of courses and programmes, and the 

outcome of the reform process. They do not agree to and have negative attitudes towards 22 

items, which are as follows: 

A. Design of courses ensures the programme is of good quality 

B.  Courses help them to build their academic knowledge 

C. Study programmes prepare them for future employment  

D. Teaching quality is good in many of the courses 

E. They receive helpful feedback on their learning and outcomes 

F. There are other measures of their learning  

G. University provides facilities to students with learning disabilities 

H. University provides facilities for physically disabled students 

I. Good quality of materials and equipment in laboratories 

J. Other learning resources relating to their study area are available 

K. Outside noise affects the learning environment 

L. Appropriate Internet and IT services are provided 
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M. University provides training courses on computer programmes and technology when 

there is appropriate demand 

N. Lecturers use video recordings for learning 

O. Lecturers use iPads for learning 

P. Lecturers to use audio approaches to learning 

Q. University generates active society members 

R. An improving quality of teaching in recent years 

S. An improved quality of their learning in recent years 

T. An improved quality of ICT in recent years 

U. An improved lecturer performance in recent years 

V. An improved quality of feedback they receive. 

Students have a neutral attitude only towards lecturers’ use of PowerPoint in their lectures. 

However, lecturers and students share 41 survey items in their survey. Both lecturers and 

students have similar attitude to 32 items, and differ in their attitude to only nine items. Among 

the 32 items, lecturers and students have a positive attitude concerning 16 and a negative 

attitude to another 16 items. The lecturers have a negative attitude towards the quality of 

evaluation and feedback. This is consistent with the interviewees’ attitudes towards lecturers’ 

resistance to students’ feedback about their performance. Some of the interviewees (Policy 

Maker 4, Senior Manager 2, Junior Managers 1 and 2) expressed that lecturers have a better 

understanding of and are more familiar with the process, but this is goes against lecturers’ 

perception. The analysis shows that the lecturers are still against valuation and feedback.  

However, there are more similarities in students’ and lecturers’ attitudes than differences. This 

adds reliability and consistency to responses and to the outcome of the reform, because they are 

in receipt of the process and affected by it. Moreover, they are in a better situation to view the 

outcomes of the reform process.   

6.8. Research Question (3): Relationship between Students’ Perception 

and Background  

There are two factors to be taken into account to find out their relationship with students’ 

perception of the quality assurance programme. The first is the type of university. Being in a 

private or a public university has an effect on students’ perception. Students in public universities 

are more likely than students in private universities to have a negative attitude towards the 

quality assurance programme. This can be attributed to the following.  
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The first reason is that the public universities included in this study are old universities and have 

old buildings and offices. This means that they miss high standards of academic buildings. It is 

worth mentioning that many departments in these two public universities were used for other 

purposes before 1990. For example, some departments were the headquarters of the Ba’ath 

party. Moreover, some of the teaching halls have poor safety arrangements, with power cables in 

inappropriate positions, an electric water pump near the teaching hall, or a broken inner roof of 

the hall, as observed by the researcher while conducting fieldwork. Outside noise was confirmed 

by 354 students (44.2%), while a lack of safety in the environment is confirmed by 301 students 

(37.6%). Students’ negative perception is mostly obvious in their attitude to the facilities provided 

for students with learning disabilities (706 students, 88.1%) and physical disabilities (567 students, 

70.8%). Most of the negative attitudes are expressed by students from PC1 (186 students, 23%).  

The second reason is the location of the university buildings. The colleges of the two public 

universities selected in the study are far apart. Though some of the public universities gained a 

campus after the reform process, there is no main campus at the public universities in the sample. 

This distribution of the colleges might make technological networking difficult. In addition, 

Internet services in the Kurdistan region are generally ineffective. However, technology and e-

learning approaches are not integrated with education purposes. It is important to mention that 

Internet services are provided for lecturers in almost all the colleges, but students have limited 

Internet access and only for class activities or information technology classes. This means that 

Internet services are not always there for students for research and independent activity 

purposes, as indicated by 464 students (57.9%). Moreover, rooms having computers provided 

with Internet services are usually locked unless there is a class. The reform policy encourages 

lecturers to present their sessions in a slide-show style. It seems there is slight progress in this 

regard, as 281 students (35.1%) expressed a neutral attitude.  

The second factor is gender. The analysis shows that gender has no effect on students’ overall 

perception. Generally, the analysis shows that females are more likely than males to have a 

negative attitude towards the quality assurance programme. However, it is significant to mention 

that the number of females, at 259 (32.3%) is larger than the number of males, at 207 (25.8%) in 

public universities while it is the reverse in private universities, where there are 298 females 

(37.2%) and 367 males (45.8%). This can be attributed to male students having more opportunity 

to work during the day to -fund their studies in evening classes. This further explains why a male 

student would reject an opportunity to study an area not of interest on offer at a public 

university, depending on his final marks in high school and, if he had the funds would study at a 

private university. It is necessary to mention that many students in private universities work in the 
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private sector and in non-governmental organization during the day. The point is that students’ 

interest is significant for their future employment. Many female students accept the subject they 

are offered at a public university because of their final marks in high school if they have no 

income, as they have no option and thus have a negative attitude towards the programme.  

While conducting the survey, many students told the researcher that lecturers discriminate 

against students on the basis of gender and nationality. Generally, male lecturers have better 

relationships with female students and non-Kurdish students. This might have a link to females’ 

positive attitude to the feedback and evaluation process. Again, this discrimination might have an 

effect on females’ perception of the quality of teaching and learning. However, there is only a 3 

per cent difference between females’ and males’ negative attitude to the arrival of change and 

progress in recent years, and there are more females than males with negative attitudes to this 

topic.  

The analyses show there is difference in the perceptions. Students and lecturers have mostly 

similar perceptions about the quality assurance programme, while policy makers, and senior and 

junior managers have perceptions unlike the students’ and lecturers’. The next section explains 

the reasons behind this difference and how a successful educational change can be achieved. 

6.9. Unexpected Difference of Perceptions  

The data analysis shows that there is an unexpected difference in the attitudes of the survey 

participants (students and lecturers) and the interview participants (junior managers, senior 

managers, and policy makers). The survey participants have negative attitudes while the interview 

participants have positive attitude towards the programme. The Kurdish reform process started in 

2009. It was established and run by the same minister for two years. Later, there was cabinet 

change in the Kurdish government that led to replacing the minister who started the reform 

process with a new figure. Therefore, the institutional change (Miller and Demir, 2007) in the 

Ministry and the government led to a slowdown of the reform process, confirmed by Policy Maker 

2, Senior Manager (2), and both junior managers, who state that the process was more active and 

seriously implemented at the time of the first minister.  

Fullan (1992) refers to the existence of an ‘episodic’ (1992, p. 119) relationship between 

government and educational institutions. Policy Maker 2 stated that the reform process has been 

supported by top leaders in the government, including the President of the region and the Prime 

Minister. But, such support and relationship seems to be casual and has led to a negative effect 
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on the outcome of the process. Taking into consideration the bureaucratic and centralized system 

of higher education in the region, such ‘episodic’ relationship leads to a monopoly of the system, 

because all the radical decisions are made by the government. Therefore, when the government 

slows down or stops support, then the outcomes will definitely be affected. Matland (1995) refers 

to the strength of power of the policy maker who can influence the process. The former minister 

had a strong personal relationship with the Kurdish Prime Minister of the sixth government 

cabinet, but less power to control and lead the process especially when facing strong and 

continuous resistance by senior academic leaders. Therefore, when both Prime Minister and the 

minister left government, the reform process was hindered.  

A crucial part of policy design is planning, as Fullan (2007) indicates. The Kurdish reform policy has 

a weak plan and design. It appears that chaos has been left for the staff concerned to gather 

together aspects that could lead to better results. The whole process of reforming a complete 

sector of higher education in the region and within two years only was designed by a single 

university professor. The vision of the policy was set in only four days. Moreover, there was no 

written document prior to implementing the policy. The first document presenting the reform 

policy was issued by the MoHESR-KRG in 2011, while the reform process was initiated at the end 

of September 2009. This short interval in preparing the document can be attributed to the 

minister’s excitement and the limited time to implement the process. It means that there was no 

detailed and well organized reform policy document at the beginning of introducing the reform 

process in 2009. The lack of experience and experts to set the policy agenda are the key elements 

of making the process ineffective. Moreover, there was no specific budget to fund the process 

and no plan to find alternatives around the obstacles. Though the Kurdish reform policy follows 

the top-down approach of implementation, there are pragmatic attempts by junior and senior 

managers in the universities to work on developing the process. This is noticed by both junior 

managers and both senior managers. This means that measuring the success or failure of the 

process is complex, because it is the policy actors at the street-level who try to push the process 

forward. They try to find solutions to any problems they face through the implementation phase. 

Therefore, they have expected and unexpected results, and consider positive results as a success 

of the whole process. Such an approach to measuring the success or failure of a policy is 

supported by theorists of bottom-up implementation approach, such as Elmore (1979/80).  

Oliver and Conole (2002) argue that it is significant to understand the current situation before any 

educational change. They further state that it is essential to identify ‘cultural differences’ (Oliver 

and Conole, 2002, p. 62) before initiating the change. Indeed, the Kurdish higher education 

system and the Kurdish society are to great extent different from international higher education 
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system and European societies. One of these differences is the management system of the 

Kurdish higher education which is characterized as being hierarchy and bureaucratic. Universities 

have no autonomy in Kurdistan. They are managed, controlled, and funded by the KRG. The other 

difference is that they do not have their own budget and mainly funded by the government, 

except the private universities which secure their budget mostly via students’ tuition fees. 

Moreover, almost all the universities have no active research centres and the universities do not 

make investment via research. This is confirmed by the majority of the lecturers in this study as 

there are (125 lecturers, 62.2%) state that there is no research centres in their universities and 

(175 lecturers, 87.1%) state that their universities do not secure extra income through research.    

Smith (1973) says that implementation usually turns out to be unsuccessful in bureaucratic 

organizational systems, because society and government cannot afford the changes and 

development that new policies bring about. Based on the ten characteristics presented by 

OFMDFMNI (n.d.), the Kurdish reform policy has the following characteristics: 

1- The Kurdish reform policy has no time limit. That is to say, it is not looking forward or 

designed as a long-term plan. This is referred to by Policy Maker 2, who stated that there 

is no time limit for the process. 

2- It is difficult to identify the level of the reform, whether national of international. The aim 

of the reform is to bring international standards of quality to the Kurdish higher 

education. Put another way, this is to mix international standards with local standards. 

This might make the process more complicated because the Kurdish higher education 

system has economic, cultural, political, and social aspects that are entirely different from 

those in international higher education.  

3- It lacks flexibility because there is no alternative plan to deal with resistance or solve 

problems. This characteristic is mentioned by most interviewees, who indicated that the 

reform process slowed down after the first institutional change and the appointment of a 

new minister two years after initiating the process. 

4- The Kurdish reform policy is not based on research, documents, or evidence but rather a 

former minister’s personal experience in a British university, and communication with the 

Kurdistan higher education sector.  

5- It is true to say that the Kurdish reform policy comprehends all aspects of the higher 

education system, briefly, administrative and academic. However, it has not implemented 

a sequence to secure the implementation of the next stage. For example, draft legislation 

was not approved by the Kurdish Parliament while other aspects of the reform were being 
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implemented. A draft law could secure autonomy for all the universities in the region and 

lead to achieving most parts more effectively.  

6- When a policy has an ineffective plan, it is not possible to state that the policy has all its 

components such as a policy process cycle, policy actors, and policy instruments.  

7- It might be possible to state that the Kurdish reform policy has better achievement in 

some universities, such as PC1, as this is referred to by Senior Manager (2) and Junior 

Manager 2. Such dissimilarity in achievements among universities can be attributed to 

learning from experience. Some universities work hard to develop and implement 

sections of the policy while other universities just ‘play the game’.  

8- Some universities have effective and continuous communication with the MoHESR-KRG 

while others do not. This can be attributed either to the geographic location of the 

university and whether in the same city as the Ministry, or to personal relationships 

between senior staff in the Ministry and in the universities, or to political reasons. 

Therefore, communication also has an impact on the success and failure of the policy. 

9- Most of the interviewees stated that there is regular evaluation of the quality assurance 

programme in every university and the final decision is made by the Ministry. However, it 

is important to have accountability after the evaluation process. Two interviewees, Policy 

Maker 1 and Senior Manager (2), indicated that one of the lecturers did not achieve the 

required score in the teaching quality assurance programme. As a result, he/she no longer 

has the right to lecture at the university. The question is, are the regulations applied 

equally in every academic unit. If so, then there would be effective implementation of the 

programme. But this is not the case as there 100 lecturers (49.8%) argue that their 

political affiliation has an impact on getting the job and this means that they might not be 

qualified academically to lecture in university, and 98 (48.8%) lecturers believe that 

political parties still interfere with higher education sector, just as before the reform 

process in 2009. At the same time, 105 (52.2%) lecturers state that their CAD 

achievements are not considered while applying for a job, and 111 (55.2%) lecturers say 

that there is no equity in appointments in the higher education sector. Therefore, it is 

significant to consider accountability and equity after reviewing and evaluating lecturers’ 

academic portfolio.  

10- There has been no complete evaluation of the reform process. Yet, not all the aspects of 

the reform policy have been implemented, as referred to by Junior Manager 2. Therefore, 

it is impossible to have a complete evaluation of the whole policy unless the other aspects 

are implemented.  
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6.10. Conclusion  

This chapter introduced the findings of the data. There are differences as well as similarities in the 

findings. In some areas, students and lecturers have similar attitudes, and in other areas they 

have different attitudes. The same applies to interviewees’ attitudes. The interviewees are 

categorized into policy makers, senior managers, and junior managers. Most of the interviewees 

have positive attitudes towards the reform policy and consider it as an initial essential step to set 

minimum standards of quality assurance in higher education in the Kurdistan region. The findings 

are presented according to each category: students; lecturers; policy makers; senior managers; 

and junior managersthis chapter has presented answers to the three research questions of this 

study. There are positive as well as negative attitudes. Some areas of the reform policy have 

positive effect while others have not led to any considerable changes. It is important to 

understand that reform cannot be done by students, olecturers, junior amangers, senior 

managers, or policy-makers alon. Yet, it is a responsibility for all concerned actors and it cannot be 

implemented without the participation of all the concerned actors, as this is stated by Fullan 

(2007, p. 303): ‘Individual classroom teachers cannot opt out of school reform; individual schools 

cannot opt out of district reform; individual districts cannot opt out of state reform; and individual 

states cannot opt out of global reform’.  
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Chapter 7: Implications, Recommendations, and Conclusions of the Study 

7.1. Introduction 

This chapter focuses on the implications of the study. More precisely, it covers policy, practice, 

and methodological implications of the study. It presents the recommendations for academic 

leaders, policy makers, senior managers, junior managers, lecturers, and students to assist in 

developing the reform process in Kurdistan’s universities. The chapter ends with conclusions, 

presented in a simple and brief style.  

7.2.  Implications of the Study 

7.2.1. Policy Implications 

As reform policy is considered the major subject of this study, it is significant to know some 

implications of policy. This study has presented an analysis of the higher education reform policy 

in the Kurdistan region, a reform based on experience gleaned from international and European 

higher education. Higher education reform is a world phenomenon. It can be initiated in any 

system when all components are provided and better quality is sought. The case of the Kurdish 

higher education reform has been initiated in order to bring about international standards of 

quality of European higher education within the Kurdish system. This is the first challenge in the 

reform policy, because the two systems are completely different - especially in terms of higher 

education management, university autonomy, finance sources, and politics.    

The higher education reform policy was initiated by the MoHESR-KRG. This means it is considered 

as a reform policy at national level to cover all the private and public higher education institutions 

in the Kurdistan region. Therefore, the Ministry needs to sustain the beneficial and active areas 

that have already been implemented, while changing other areas that have not been attempted 

until now (Jowi, 2009). In order for the policy to be successful, it must achieve its objectives. The 

reform policy has been introduced and partially implemented but, it might make the higher 

education system worse if the process is stopped half way, because this would create imbalance 

among the different aspects. It is necessary to evaluate the process regularly if the Ministry seeks 

effectiveness and high standards in the higher education system.  

The bureaucratic and centralized government system imposes restrictions on the policy 

implementation. In such government, changing or issuing new radical rules and regulations is 
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undertaken by top senior government officials, who could be the Prime Minister or the President 

of the Kurdistan Parliament or the President of the region. The support of Kurdistan government 

is a crucial element to effectively implemente the process. This is the significance of identifying 

actors’ roles in the reform policy. As Fullan (2007) emphasizes, every single actor has to perform 

an active role in the reform process to achieve the objectives of the reform. Therefore, policy 

makers need to review the policy if the process has not succeeded according to students’ and 

lecturers’ perceptions. In addition, this study implies that large-scale reform would almost fail if 

there were no appropriate funds allocated by the government. Appropriate funding is not the 

only missing factor, as accountability and effective implementation of regulations and rules are 

also absent. It is a fact that the Kurdish higher education reform process is initiated, implemented, 

and partially evaluated by local staff members working at the MoHESR-KRG. Therefore, these 

employees need professional development programmes to perform effectively. They need to be 

trained in how to evaluate and monitor the reform process, and how to identify obstacles and 

find solutions.  

Moreover, the reform policy could shake the ground of the higher education system in the 

Kurdistan region. This study implies that the reform process can build up a national quality 

assurance programme after improving and developing it. It can be regarded as the first quality 

assurance programme in the Kurdistan region. Having such a programme will encourage 

opportunities to establish international quality assurance programmes in the region and implies 

introducing international higher education services to Kurdistan universities. Gradually, 

internationalization would play a greater role in Kurdish higher education and Kurdistan 

universities would be able to compete internationally with world universities. That means Kurdish 

graduates would have almost equal job opportunities with graduates of the world’s high-ranking 

universities. This is the most successful model of establishing an international quality assurance 

programme, because ‘it provides many opportunities for development and progress to cope with 

globalization tendencies’ (Ali, 2012). However, an international-Kurdish quality assurance 

programme will remain a dream if the current reform policy has not been reviewed, analysed, 

assessed, and developed.  

The region lacks an effective research centre to provide empirical studies on various areas. 

Recently in the region, the Middle East Research Institute (MERI) was established. It is an institute 

mostly concerned with politics and economics. This research centre, and other yet to be founded, 

can play an important role in developing the reform policy because there can be opportunities to 

cooperate with international agencies such UNESCO, the World Bank or through various European 

councils in the region to allocate financial grants to researchers to conduct studies on the reform. 
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To the best knowledge of the researcher, this is the first empirical study to analyse the academic 

and research aspects of the reform based on different categories of participants in five higher 

education institutions in the region.    

7.2.2. Practical Implications 

This study has practical implications for lecturers and students in Kurdistan universities. As far as 

lecturers are concerned, they have been deprived of professional development courses. First, 

lecturers need to be offered professional development courses on student assessment. Prior to 

starting a teaching career in Kurdistan universities, academic staff must attend and pass a short 

pedagogy course focused on methods of teaching, student assessment, and setting exam 

questions. This study shows that the lecturers have a negative attitude towards this course. 

Therefore, it needs to be more comprehensive and tailored to lecturers’ skills. Moreover, it is the 

lecturers’ responsibility to ask for such courses more frequently if there are an appropriate 

number of lecturers who need it.  

Secondly, lecturers must be required to search out online courses to develop themselves and 

build up their teaching skill, rather than opposing the existing university services because the 

courses are still run by professional academics who gleaned their experience in teaching and 

assessment on their own initiative. Thirdly, lecturers need to make time for research in order to 

progress. In other words, they need to integrate research into their teaching. This study further 

implies that there is a relationship between teaching outcomes, teaching environment, and 

teaching approach (Prosser and Trigwell, 1997). This implies that learning outcomes are affected, 

because when the teaching environment affects teaching approaches then the teaching outcomes 

will also be affected and the latter will affect the learning outcomes (Trigwell et al., 1997, 1994). 

Therefore, organizing professional training courses to develop lecturers’ skills of teaching and 

assessment is vital to improve students’ learning and performance.  

Students are the main beneficiaries of the process. This study shows that students have an overall 

negative attitude towards the quality assurance programme. However, they became familiar with 

new activities introduced by the reform policy such as giving feedback on lecturers’ performance, 

academic debates and critical thinking sessions. Such activities have a significant role in 

developing students’ learning because the feedback helps lecturers to develop their performance 

and teaching skills, while students learn more self-confidence and build up their skill in academic 

criticism.    
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7.2.3. Methodological Implications 

The data collection of this study is based on surveys and interviews. Considering participants’ 

knowledge, experiences, and understanding of the quality assurance programme and reform 

policy, direct sampling of the participants was useful to enrich this study. It was essential to 

approach students in their final year of study because they have more knowledge about the 

programme and they can give a better evaluation than students in their early years of study. 

Moreover, directly approaching expert interviewees with experiences and information about the 

reform policy was necessary in this study because the aim of the interviews was to find out the 

interviewees’ attitudes based on their personal experience, understanding, contribution, and 

initiation. They have a direct link with and an active role in the reform process. The interviewees’ 

attitudes are a reflection on the reform policy document, therefore their knowledge helps to 

reconstruct and build up available information from the reform policy document. However, the 

research methods used in this study were most effective and provide answers to the research 

questions.  

In addition to sampling and approaching, the campus visits and handling the hard copies of the 

survey forms at the end of teaching classes played an effective role in collecting a large number of 

responses to the survey. This was unexpected by the researcher: 801 out of 1131 students and 

201 out of 282 lecturers responded. It would be possible to select a sample of students in their 

first year of study with the same academic background to compare their perceptions to the 

findings of this study to establish whether there is a difference and any progress in the 

programme.  

7.3. Limitations of the Study  

This study introduces an analysis of the Kurdish reform policy of higher education. It is limited to 

finding out students’ and lecturers’ perceptions about the quality assurance programme, and 

junior managers’, senior managers’, and policy makers’ perceptions about the reform policy. It is 

important to identify the limitations of this study to understand its analysis and findings better. 

Therefore, the limitations are as follow: 

1- This study is designed to find out students’, lecturers’, junior managers’, senior 

managers’, and policy makers’ attitudes to the Kurdish higher education reform process 

initiated by the MoHESR-KRG in 2009. 

2- Regarding surveying students’ and lecturers’ attitude about the quality assurance 

programme introduced by the reform process, because the aim is to find out their 
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understanding and evaluation of the programme, the selected students were in their final 

year of study apart from two departments; architecture and technical management. The 

survey covered only two private universities and two public universities, chosen based on 

their size. As student numbers were greater in some departments than others, the 

researcher randomly surveyed only one hundred students in the departments where 

there were more in order to balance the selected departments and to avoid bias in 

analysing the data.      

3- In terms of interviewing junior managers, senior managers, and policy makers to find out 

their attitudes of the reform policy of Kurdish higher education, direct sampling of 

participants was necessary because their personal experience and role in the reform 

policy were significant to analysing the policy and answering the research questions.  

4-  This study is limited to the academic and research areas of the reform policy. Therefore, 

no other areas such as university management and administrative infrastructure are 

discussed or analysed here.  

5- The literature is based on European and Western studies on policy studies and quality 

assurance and accreditation, because of the lack of Kurdish academic studies and 

research on the reform policy and because it is a recent process initiated only in 2009. 

Western studies might not be appropriate to interpret and analyse the Kurdish reform 

policy, but the reform policy is based on the notion of producing high standards of higher 

education in Kurdistan universities to compete with world universities. At the same time, 

the researcher designed the survey items and interview questions based on the reform 

policy document issued by the MoHESR-KRG.  

7.4. Recommendations of the Study 

The reform policy of the Kurdish higher education system is the first attempt to reform the 

system. Therefore, there are many aspects that need further research and studies to develop and 

improve the process. This study covered academic and research aspects of the reform process. A 

significant recommendation would be identifying the reason of having variant performance of the 

reform policy. Due to the centralized system of the reform policy, it is the responsibility of the 

Ministry to find out the reason of such variation and create a more competitive environment 

among universities. As mentioned by all the interviewees that there are obstacles in the process, 

it is crucial to identify them then find solutions to improve the process. The reform process needs 

more assessment and follow up process to develop it and achieve its objectives. One of the main 

obstacles, though referred to by some of the interviewees, is the lack of motive, especially a 
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financial motive. Since the hit of economic crisis in 2014 in the region, Kurdistan universities 

started to privatize most of its services. This helped universities to partially fund themselves. 

However, decision makers need to think about a plan of how to spend the income of each 

university and prioritize needs.  

The interviewees further mentioned that there were international agencies involved in the reform 

process. Though it is a move towards implementing international standards of quality and 

accreditation but, it would be better to depend on local potentials to develop the reform policy 

due to the economic crisis in the region. Universities yet have the option of collaborating with 

other universities in the neighbouring countries that have rich experiences and successful 

programmes of quality assurance and accreditation.       

It is encouraged to conduct further research on the quality of management and administrative 

structure in higher education institutions. This will help to find out whether the reform policy led 

to changes and progress in the management system of higher education and why some 

universities adopted the new management structure while other universities still follow the old 

management structure, despite the centralized and hierarchical system of administration. It is 

important to investigate the environment and status of the draft legislation for higher education 

introduced by the reform process in 2009.  

This study has covered only two public universities and two private universities in a single city. 

The reform policy is designed to reform all the universities in the region. Therefore, it is worth 

finding out students’ and lecturers’ perceptions at the other universities in the region. Conducting 

further research in the other universities can be considered as a complete assessment of the 

academic and research areas of the reform policy. This research will be a resource to which policy 

makers, senior managers, and junior managers can refer to for analysis and assessment purposes. 

Taking into consideration the lack of experts and ‘think tank’ organizations in the region, the 

MoHESR-KRG can offer research grants to encourage academics and researchers to conduct 

further research on the reform process. In addition to developing and assessing the reform 

process, grants for research purposes will develop research potential in the universities. As there 

is no document that refers to the needs of the labour market or whether there has been any 

survey or studies in this regard, it is crucial to encourage researchers and academics to conduct 

studies in this regard. The availability of such studies will help lecturers and directors of curricula 

design and development to redesign and update current curricula and the academic programmes 

offered in the Kurdistan universities. Moreover, the process of redesigning curricula and academic 
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programmes based on the needs of the labour market would lead to changes in human resources 

capacity, job satisfaction, and society’s development.   

Further research is still important to investigate the quality and capacity of employment of new 

graduates. It is indicated in the reform policy that it aims to provide the labour market in the 

Kurdistan region with active graduates who have updated knowledge, confidence, and think 

critically. Therefore, further fieldwork is important to know to what extent universities can 

produce active and knowledgeable graduates who can supply the labour market in future, relying 

on local skill.  

The data of this study are based on two research approaches, survey and interview, to find out 

students’, lecturers’, junior managers’, senior managers’, and policy makers’ perceptions about 

the reform process. However, it is necessary to conduct further studies based on the focus group 

approach to investigate specific areas in the reform process such as the quality and outcome of 

English language courses for first-year students, critical thinking and academic debating courses 

for first-year students, and health and safety. Individual focus group discussions can be fruitful if 

organized at each college or university and compared later to find out reasons for any differences.  

Many of the private universities in the Kurdistan region were kindergartens or primary schools 

when they were first founded. Due to public demand for educational foundations, they could 

develop and expand to grow as secondary and high schools. They ended up as private universities 

that are still running and graduating students in different academic programmes. Some of these 

universities used to offer taught postgraduate programmes before the reform process in 2009. 

However, such programmes are no longer available because the MoHESR-KRG believes that these 

taught postgraduate programmes lack academic and research environments. They will become 

eligible to offer the same taught postgraduate programmes after meeting the conditions set by 

the Ministry. The point here is that the reform process has been initiated in a way that could lead 

to some changes in academic aspects of higher education. The process can be further developed 

to achieve the policy objectives for which it has been set. As the Ministry is the decision maker 

and has most of the power, senior staff members at the Ministry can work at setting up regulation 

to organize the implementation of the process. The reform process lacks regulations on 

accountability, giving credits and privileges to an over-performing university while taking these 

away from an under-performing university, a committee or a minister having absolute power to 

make decisions, and keeping politics out of the higher education sector.  

Finally, it could be time to establish a Kurdish agency of quality assurance and accreditation. This 

agency could either be sponsored by the Ministerial Council of the KRG or the President’s Office. 
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There should be experts and professional academics, and researchers with experience of quality 

assurance and accreditation. It is highly significant that such agency is supported by the 

government because of the bureaucratic, centralized and hierarchical management system in the 

region.        

7.5. Contribution to Knowledge 

This research can be considered as an academic reference based on empirical data collected from 

five higher education institutions, including two public and two private institutions, in the 

Kurdistan region. The MOHESR-KRG can consider this study for evaluation and analysis purposes. 

As a first step in the evaluation process, the Ministry has the opportunity to compare between the 

findings of this study and the results of the primary test which the Ministry conducted in the first 

year of introducing the reform policy. If the result of the comparison lead to more achievements 

of the policy aims, this means the policy is successful; otherwise, it needs further study to find out 

obstacles then solutions.  

The reform policy was the force behind introducing several criteria into teaching, learning, and 

research in Kurdistan universities. But, what contribution(s) did the reform policy has within the 

frame of world higher education? It is significant to consider international criteria if the reform 

policy aims at internationalizing the Kurdish higher education. More importantly, the MOHESR-

KRG has to consider managerial, financial, cultural, and political differences between Kurdistan 

and world higher education institutions. However, the Ministry could successfully create a 

competitive environment among Kurdistan higher education universities since introducing the 

reform policy. For example, a local ranking system has been implemented in 2015. This system 

aims at arraning the rank of higher education universities in the region. This is a way to encourage 

universities to have a better performance.  

Then, what contribution this study can make to the world research in higher education? This 

study could explain how a reform process is implemented in a region which is characterized by 

hierarchy, political, centralized, restraint, and masculine. Implementing international standards of 

higher education in such a governemtnal system would face many obstacles which could be the 

main reason of why some reform policies are not successful.              
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7.6. Conclusion    

This study presented an analysis of the reform policy and teaching quality assurance programme 

initiated by the MoHESR-KRG in the Kurdistan region in 2009. The Kurdistan region had been 

isolated from world development since 1990, mainly because of war and political turmoil. This 

isolation destroyed the infrastructure of almost all areas of society, among which was higher 

education. In 2009, the change in government cabinet urged leaders and politicians to start a 

reform process for the purpose of development and improvement, to cope mainly with economic 

development in the region and on-going world development. Therefore, the reform policy 

initiated by the MoHESR-KRG was the beginning. The reform policy is comprehensive and general, 

briefly covering all aspects of the system, academic and administration. This study focused only 

on the academic and research aspects of the reform policy.  

In order to improve and develop, reform or change should be undertaken. A successful reform is 

based on a successful plan, theoretically and practically, that leads to achieving its aim. Besides, 

all the significant components (actors, instruments, and process cycle) of the reform process 

should be provided appropriately to keep the process going. Each component of the reform has a 

significant role that cannot be separated out. However, the components of the reform process 

cannot be organized and gathered without a well-designed policy. Therefore, policy studies are 

found to solve society’s problems and seek opportunities of improvement. In principle, the 

Kurdish reform policy is based on European and international standards of higher education. It 

would undoubtedly be a challenge to reform the complete system of higher education in 

Kurdistan in accordance with such standards of international and European higher education 

system.  

The higher education sector in the Kurdistan region is centralized and follows a hierarchical 

system of management. Though there are some universities that make small investments based 

on collaborative projects with private and public sectors in the region, all the universities receive 

their annual budget from the KRG. The small income from those projects is insufficient to provide 

for the needs of the university. Moreover, new presidents of universities are chosen and 

approved by the Council of Ministers of the KRG. Appointment of other senior managers, such as 

deans of college, is controlled by the MoHESR-KRG. Therefore, universities in the Kurdistan region 

have no independence; they are managed and controlled by the MoHESR-KRG and the KRG. This 

limits opportunities for development and investment. Taking into account the annual budget of 

universities, Kurdish universities cannot stand as independent entities financially, because they do 

not have their own source of funding. They can be classified as consumers rather than investors.  
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Moreover, research potential in the Kurdistan universities is limited. All the universities have 

research and training centres, but almost with no academic production; this is something most of 

the lecturers confirmed. Not all the universities have journals to publish their lecturers’ research. 

Most of the universities so, and these are considered as a venue to publish lecturers’ research 

papers, but other lecturers personally work to secure approval for publishing research in 

international journals. This means that there are individual lecturers who try to introduce Kurdish 

research to the international research community. Furthermore, publishing academic research in 

international journals gives the author more credits in the CAD programme than publishing in 

local journals, and credits are essential for academic promotion.  

However, this study indicates that the reform policy could shake the ground of the old system of 

higher education in the region. It could attract the attention of educational leaders and academics 

to the importance of having quality assurance programme in the universities. It could make a 

move towards reform and improvement. Overall, students have negative attitudes towards the 

teaching quality assurance while lecturers have a neutral attitude. However, there are several 

sections in the programme on which they express a positive attitude. Besides, students and 

lecturers share the same attitudes towards some sections of the programme; for instance, they 

have positive attitudes towards the quality of teaching and learning, and the role of universities. 

They expressed different attitudes towards the quality of evaluation and feedback, where 

students expressed positive attitudes while lecturers expressed negative attitudes.  

This study further indicates that there is relationship between students’ perception and the type 

of their university, whether it is private or public. There are more students in public universities 

than private that have negative attitudes. In addition, there is no relationship between students’ 

perception and gender. Comparing students’ and lecturers’ perception to junior and senior 

managers’ and policy makers’ perceptions, this study indicates that there is a difference in their 

perceptions. Interviewees argued that the reform policy lead to change and could improve many 

aspects in the system, in contrast to students’ and lecturers’ attitudes.  

However, this study is an academic source focused on analysing the reform process and the 

quality assurance programme of Kurdish higher education. There is a massive literature on reform 

and quality assurance in European and Western higher education, but this study can directly 

contribute to Kurdish research about the higher education system and typically the reform policy 

of Kurdish higher education. This study is significant and can be referred to for analysis of the 

reform policy by policy makers, senior managers, and junior managers to review the policy, 

changing the weak aspects while developing the strong ones. Besides, lecturers can also refer to 
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this study to understand which aspects of the programme have been developed and which 

aspects need to be developed. Therefore, it is not possible to compare the findings of this study 

to previous research as there is none, according to the researcher’s best knowledge.  

Finally, the reform policy may not completely achieve its aims concerning every single aspect, but 

it can definitely shake the ground of higher education in the Kurdistan region. It can be a window 

towards further improvements and developments of the system. It can provide opportunities for 

international academic projects and bring international standards of higher education to the 

Kurdish higher education system. Yet, the Kurdish reform policy is set to provide better services to 

society, because with education, society develops and flourish as Fullan (2007, p. 302) states: 

‘society will be stronger if education serves to enable people to work together to achieve higher 

purposes that serve both the individual and the collective good.’  
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Appendix 1: List of Interview Questions  

Questions addressed to head of curricula development: 

1- What is the purpose of developing curricula?  

2- Is there any relationship between studying program and employers' needs in private and 

public sectors? If so, how this relationship is planned for? 

3- What are the obstacles of developing the curricula? 

4- What is the difference between 2009 and 2014 with regard to developing studying 

programs? 

5- What are the resources you depend on for developing the program? 

6- There are people who say the reform process is no longer alive. What do you say? 

7- Have you started your initiatives concerning the quality assurance program in your 

university? How? 

Questions addressed to presidents and vice-presidents: 

1- What is your view about the reform process after four years? 

2- What is your evaluation of the plan of the reform? 

3- Do you work on implementing the objectives of the reform process? if so, how? 

4- What sections in the reform have you implemented? 

5- How do you carry out an evaluation process for the outcomes you get from the 

implementation? 

6- What are the obstacles you face to implement the reform objectives? 

7- What resources are available to you? 

8- Do you think that the reform process could establish a quality assurance program in the 

universities? How? 

9- Does your university carry on any kind of performance assessment or accreditation 

annually? What are the criteria of such assessment? 
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10- What are the methods taken to reward those who meet requirements of the teaching 

quality assurance program and warn those who do not meet the requirements? 

11- There are people who say the reform process is no longer alive. What do you say? 

12- Have you started your initiatives concerning the quality assurance program in your 

university? How? 

Questions addressed to heads of quality assurance and accreditation: 

1- What are the aims of the quality assurance program? 

2- Is there a central/independent committee to evaluate teaching quality assurance program 

annually? How this works in practice? 

3- To what extent politics has a role in this evaluation? 

4- What accreditation system do you follow for accrediting a new academic unit? (European, 

American, British)? 

5- What obstacles do you face in accreditation process? 

6- Is there a written document which guides decision-makers and academic staff on how to 

plan for a new department/college? Do interested people (stakeholders, businessmen, …) 

have access to all information and requirements needed to establish a new academic 

unit? 

7- Who has a role in making the final decision on approving/rejecting an accreditation 

application? 

8- What are the differences between accreditation system for private and public 

universities? 

9- Is there a committee to renew accreditation of universities? To what extent this 

committee makes independent decisions? 

10- Many lecturers are not satisfied with students’ feedback. What do you think about this? 

What is the reason? 

11- Does students’ feedback adds something or leads to improve lecturers’ performance or 

the quality of teaching?  
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12- What is your opinion about the quality of building and halls in universities? What is the 

plan for establishing new buildings; do you follow high standards for building?  

13-   Is there a difference in teaching quality between 2009 and 2014? In what aspects such 

difference exists?  

14- What plans the ministry has to develop lecturers’ skills in teaching and research?  

15- How do you reward those lecturers who meet Continuous Academic Development (CAD) 

requirements? How do you warn those who don’t meet them?  

Questions addressed to the policy-makers: 

1- What are the objectives of the reform process of 2009? 

2- Was there a written document of the reform policy before submitting it to the Council of 

Ministers? Who organized the agenda of the policy? 

3- Was there a committee/organization to set the policy agenda in 2009 or earlier?  

4- How the reform process has been introduced to universities?  

5- Who are the policy actors and have they been consulted while forming the policy? 

6- Was there a complete draft of the policy before submitting it to the Council of Minister to 

get it approved? 

7- Do you have any plans to evaluate the reform process? Do you think it is time to conduct 

evaluation process on the national level? And do you think there is experienced staff to 

do the evaluation process? 

8- The Ministry had plans to get kind of international accreditation from some international 

agencies like the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC), and the 

Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET). Would you comment on the 

progress of such accreditation programs?  

9- What were the obstacles when the reform process was introduced? And how do you 

planned to face and solve these obstacles? 

10- Are there any areas in the reform policy which have priorities to be implemented? 

11- There are people who say the reform process is no longer alive. What do you say? 
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12- Have you started your initiatives concerning the quality assurance program in your 

university? How? 
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Appendix 2: A Sample of Students’ Questionnaire Data   
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Appendix 3: English Version of Students' Questionnaire 

Student’s Information: 

University:                                   College:     

Department:       Gender:   Age: 

   

Please answer the following questions by ticking only one box which best reflects your 
viewpoint: 

First: Courses and Programs: 

Note: Course is a unit in the program (e.g. English literature, English Grammar, Novel, and Short 
Story are courses of English Language Program)  

No. Questions 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral  Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1. Courses are designed to make the 
program have good quality.  

     

2. Courses help to build up my 
academic knowledge. 

     

3. My program prepares me for 
future employment. 

     

4. My course handbook helps me 
understand what the course is 
about. 

     

5. Many of the courses have good 
teaching quality.  

     

 

  Second: Evaluation and Feedback 

No. Questions 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral  Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1. My evaluation of my lecturer is 
taken into consideration.   

     

2. I have the opportunity to give 
feedback on my lecturer’s 
performance. 

     

3. Exams are important measure of 
my learning. 

     

4. I have enough time to prepare and      
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do exams required from me. 

5. I receive helpful feedback on my 
learning and outcomes. 

     

6. There are other measures of my 
learning (assignment, group work, 
research,…) 

     

 

Third: Library and Studying Environment 

No. Questions 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral  Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1. School/department building has a 
high standard quality.  

     

2. There is quiet area provided for me 
to study while on campus. 

     

3. The university provides facilities to 
students with learning disabilities. 

     

4. The university provides facilities to 
physically disabled students.  

     

5. There are appropriate learning 
resources available to help me 
with my study (e.g. books, journals, 
and library).  

     

6. There are good quality materials 
and equipment in laboratories. 

     

7. There are appropriate copies of 
books in my study area. 

     

8.  There are other appropriate 
resources related to my study area 
(e.g. journals, newspapers, 
magazine,…etc). 

     

9. An appropriate electronic library is 
essential. 

     

10. There are outdoor noises affect 
learning environment. 

     

11. Safety and health conditions are 
maintained in my department. 
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Fourth: Teaching and Learning:  

No. Questions 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral  Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1. I'm encouraged to undertake 
independent study (e.g. 
assignment, research) 

     

2. My lecturer gives me time to 
discuss and ask questions inside 
the class. 

     

3. I like lectures better than other 
forms of teaching (e.g. seminar 
discussion, working groups)  

     

4. Lecturers sometimes discriminate 
students because of their gender, 
religion, ethnicity or political 
opinions 

     

Fifth: Use of Technology 

No. Questions 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral  Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1. Appropriate Internet and IT services 
are provided. 

     

2. Lecturers use: Power Point  

                           Learning videos 

                           iPad 

                           Audio approaches 

     

     

     

     

3. The university provides training on 
computer programs and technology 
if there are appropriate demands 

     

Sixth: Role of University 

No. Questions 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral  Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1. My program is important for society 
development. 

     

2. I will be able to establish social 
network in society. 

     

3. I will be able to contribute to make 
society cohesive. 
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4. I will be able to contribute to make 
society tolerant. 

     

5. Universities are for generating active 
society members 

     

 

Seventh: Change and Progress over the Last Years 

No. Questions 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral  Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1. In the recent years, the quality of 

teaching in my department has 

improved.  

     

2. In recent years, the quality of 

student learning in my department 

has improved.  

     

3. In recent years, the quality of ICT 

has improved. 

     

4. In recent years, the quality of 
feedback I receive has improved.  

     

5. In recent years, lecturer's 
performance in my department has 
improved 

     

6. In recent years, buildings, offices 

and classrooms of my department 

have improved.  

     

7. In recent years, students' skills of 

discussion and critical thinking in my 

department have improved. 

     

 

Eighth: Please write down any other information you would like to add concerned with the above 
sections.  
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Appendix 4: Kurdish Version of Students' Questionnaire 

  قوتابى ةىدةزباز شاُيازى

                   :كَوهَير:                                                            شاُلَو ُاوى

 :  تةًةْ:                              ِزةطةش:                                                          بةؽ

 : بلة ُيػاْ دةضت خَوت بَوضووُى و تَيطةيػنت ثَيى بة طوجناو وةاَلًى تلاية

 :خوَيِدْ ثسَوطساًى و كَوزع: يةكةَ

 هة ثَيلٔاتووة ئيِطويصى شًاُى ثسَوطساًى: منووُة بَو خوَيِدُة، بوازى ثسَوطساَ بةالَ( وحدة ياْ ًاددة) ثسَوكساًة يةكةكاُى كَوزع: تَيبيِى

 (.  ضريَون كوزتة ًاْ،ِزَو ، ئيِطويصى ِزَيصًاُى ، ئيِطويصى ئةدةبى كَوزضةكاُى

 تةواو

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

 ُاوةُد ًاَ
 ثةضةُدة

 شَوز

 ثةضةُدة
  ذ   ثسضياز

 باؽ كواَهيتييةكى ئةوةى بَو غَيواشَيم بة كساوْ ئاًادة كَوزضةكاْ     

 .   ثسَوطساًةكة بة بدات

1 

 2 .ئةكادميى شاُيازى بِياتِاُى بَو يازًةتيدةزْ كَوزضةكاْ     

 3 .دآاتوودا هة كازكسدْ بَو دةكات ئاًادةَ خوَيِدمن طساًىثسَو     

 ضى باضى كَوزضةكة بصامن ئةوةى بَو ٓاوكازة كَوزضةكةَ ِزَيبةزى     

 .دةكات

4 

 5 .ٓةية باغياْ فَيسكسدُى كواَهيتييةكى كَوزضةكاْ شَوزبةى     

  فيدبان و ٓةَهطةُطاُدْ: دووةَ

 تةواو

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

 وةُدُا ًاَ
 ثةضةُدة

 شَوز

 ثةضةُدة
 ذ   ثسضياز

 1 . دةكسَيت ٓةذًاز ًاًوضتاكةَ دةزبازةى( فيدبان) ٓةَهطةُطاُدَ     

 2 ًاًَوضتاكةَ دةزبازةةى فيدبان ثَيداُى بَو ٓةية دةزفةمت ًّ     

 3 .فَيسبوومن بَو طسُطّ ثَيوةزى تاقيلسدُةوةكاْ     

 ئةو ئةجناًداُى و دةكسدْخَوئاًا بَو ٓةية طوجناوَ كاتى     

 .داواكساوة هَيٍ تاقيلسدُةواُةى

4 
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 كازاُةى ئةو و فَيسبوومن بة ضةبازةت وةزدةطسَ يازًةتيدةز فيدباكى     

 . دةدةَ ئةجناًى كة

5 

 وةكو فَيسبوومن بَو دَيِى بةكاز تس ثَيوةزى ٓةُدَى ًاًَوضتا     

 ...(  طسوث، وةكو كازكسدْ ، توَيصيِةوة ، ِزاثَوزت ئاًادةكسدُى)

6 

 خوَيِدْ ذيِطةى و كتَيبخاُة: ضَييةَ

 تةواو

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

 ُاوةُد ًاَ
 ثةضةُدة

 شَوز

 ثةضةُدة
 ذ   ثسضياز

 1 .بةزشة كواَهيتييةكى ئاضتى هة كَوهَير باَهةخاُةى     

 2 . خوَيِدْ بَو ٓةية تايبةت ئازاًى غوَيِى كَوهَيرةكةَ هة     

 خاوةْ كة قوتابياُةى ئةو بَو دةكات ئاًادة ضاُلازىئا شاُلَو     

 . تايبةتّ فَيسبووُى ثَيداويطتى

3 

 خاوةْ كة قوتابياُةى ئةو بَو دةكات ئاًادة ئاضاُلازى شاُلَو     

 .تايبةتّ جةضتةيى ثَيداويطتى

4 

 خوَيِدْ هة يازًةتيدامن بَو ٓةية طوجناو فَيسبووُى ضةزضاوةى     

 (كتَيبخاُة ، َوظازط ، كتَيب: وةكو)

5 

 6 .ٓةية باغياْ كواَهيتييةكى تاقيطةكاْ ئاًَيسى و كةزةضتة     

 بة تايبةتّ كة كتَيباُةى ئةو كَوثى هة ٓةية طوجناو ذًازةى     

 .خوَيِدمن ثسوطساًى

7 

 بوازى بة ٓةية ثةيوةُدى كة ٓةية تس طوجناوى ضةزضاوةى     

 ..( ، زطَوظا ، ِزَوذُاًة: وةكو) خوَيِدمن

8 

 9 .ٓةبَيت ثَيويطتة طوجناو ئةهيلرتَوُى كتَيبخاُةيةكى     

 10 .فَيسبووْ ثسَوضةى ضةز دةكاتة كاز كة ٓةية دةزةكى ذاوةذاوى     

 هة طرياوة هةبةزضاو ضةالًةتى و تةُدزوضتى ًةزجةكاُى     

 بةغةكةَ

11 

 فَيسبووْ و فَيسكسدْ: ضوازةَ

 تةواو

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

ُاوةُد ًَا  
 ثةضةُدة

 شَوز

 ثةضةُدة
 ذ   ثسضياز
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 1  .بدةَ ئةجناَ تةُيا بة ِزاثَوزت/توَيريِةوة ئةوةى بَو ٓاُدةدزَيٍ ًّ     

 2  ثَوَي ُاو هة ثسضيازكسدْ و طفتوطَوكسدْ بَو دةداتَى كامت ًاًَوضتاكةَ     

 تس اُىغَيواشةك هة باغرتة ثَيٍ ًاًَوضتاَ ووتِةوةى واُة غَيواشى ًّ     

 (. طسوث وةكو كازكسدْ ، ضيٌيِاز هة طفتوطَوكسدْ)

3 

 بة قوتابياْ َُيواْ هة دةكةْ جياواشى ًاًَوضتاكاْ جاز ٓةُدَيم     

 .ضياضى ،ِزاى ُةتةوةيى ُاضِاًةى ، ئايني ، ِزةطةش َٓوى

4 

 ياتةكِةهَوذ بةكازَٓيِاُى: ثَيِحةَ

 تةواو

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

ُاوةُد ًاَ  
 ثةضةُدة

 َوزش

 ثةضةُدة
 ذ   ثسضياز

 دابني طوجناو شاُيازى تةكِةهَوذياى و ئيِتةزَُيت خصًةتطوشازى     

 .كساوة

1 

 ثَويِت ثاوةز: ئةَٓيِّ بةكاز ئةًة ًاًَوضتاكاْ     

  (iPad) ثاد ئاى                                

 فَيسبووْ بَو ظيديَو فيوٌى                                

 دةُط ئاًَيسى                                

2 

     

     

     

 و كوًجيوتةز ثسَوطساًةكاُى بة تايبةت ِزآَيِاُى كَوزضى شاُلَو     

 .بَيت هةضةز ثَيويطتى داواكازى ئةكةز دةكات دابني تةكِةهَوذيا

3 

 شاُلَو زَوَهى: غةغةَ

 تةواو

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

ُاوةُد ًاَ  
ةضةُدةث  

 شَوز

 ثةضةُدة
 ذ ثسضياز

 1 .كَوًةَهطا ثَيػلةوتِى بَو طسُطة خوَيِدمن ثسَوطساًى     

 2 .كَوًةَهطا هة بلةَ دزوضت كَوًةاليةتى تَوِزى دةبَيت تواُاَ     

 كَوًةَهطايةكى دزوضتلسدُى هة بةغدازيلسدْ بَو دةبَيت تواُاَ     

 .يةكطستوو

3 

 كَوًةَهطايةكى دزوضتلسدُى هة ةغدازيلسدْب بَو دةبَيت تواُاَ     

 .هَيخَوغبةز

4 

 5 . كَوًةَهطا هة ٓةية ضاالكى ئةُداًاُى وةبةزَٓيِاُى ئةزكى شاُلَو     
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   ِزابسدوو ضااَلُى ًاوةى هة ثَيػلةوتّ و طَوَزاُلازى: حةوتةَ

 تةواو

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

ُاوةُد ًاَ  
 ثةضةُدة

 شَوز

 ثةضةُدة
 ذ ثسضياز

 بووة باغرت فَيسكسدْ( كواَهيتى) جَوزى ِزابسدوودا، ضاَهى ضةُد هة     

 .بةغةكةَ هة

1 

 قوتابياْ فَيسبووُى( كواَهيتى) جَوزى ، ِزابسدوودا ضاَهى ضةُد هة     

 .بةغةكةَ هة بووة باغرت

2 

 تةكِةهَوذياى( كواَهيتى) جَوزى ، ِزابسدوودا ضاَهى ضةُد هة     

 .بةغةكةَ هة بووة باغرت ثةيوةُديلسدْ و شاُيازى

3 

 كة فيدبان( كواَهيتى) جَوزى ِزابسدوودا، ضاَهى ضةُد هة     

 .بووة باغرت وةزيدةطسَ

4 

 هة بووة باغرت ًاًَوضتا ئةدائى ِزابسدوودا، ضاَهى ضةُد هة     

 .بةغةكةَ

5 

 و خوَيِدْ َٓوَهى( كواَهيتى) جَوزى ، ِزابسدوودا ضاَهى ضةُد هة     

 .بةغةكةَ هة بووة باغرت ذووزةكاْ و بيِا

6 

 و ئاَهوطَوزكسدْ هة قوتابياْ تواُاى ، ِزابسدوودا ضاَهى ضةُد هة     

 .بةغةكةَ هة بووة باغرت ئةكادميى ِزةخِةطستِى

7 

 .بيِووضة هَيسة تلاية ، ضةزةوة خااَلُةى ئةو هةضةز ٓةية تست شاُيازييةكى ٓةز ئةطةز: ٓةغتةَ
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Appendix 5: A Sample of Lecturers’ Questionnaire Data 
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Appendix 6: English Version of Lecturers' Questionnaire 

Lecturers’ Information: 

University:                    College:                

Department:                                                         Gender:                            Age: 

Year you started teaching in higher education:                      

 

Please answer the following questions by ticking only one box which best reflects your viewpoint: 

First: Teaching Quality Assurance Program and curricula development. 

A.Course and Program 

Note: Course is a unit in the program (e.g. English literature, English Grammar, Novel, and Short Story 

are courses of English Language Program)  

 

No. Questions 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral  Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

1. Academic programs prepare 

students for future employment. 

     

2. Courses help students to build up 

their academic knowledge.  

     

3. Courses are designed to make the 

program have good quality.  

     

4. I update my course handbook 

annually. 

     

5. Course handbook is informative and 

organized.   
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B. Evaluation and Feedback 

No. Questions 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral  Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

1. Students provide accurate 

feedback on my performance. 

     

2. I give students the opportunity to 

give feedback on my performance 

     

3. I announce exams timetable on 

appropriate time. 

     

4. Examination is an important 

measure for students’ learning. 

     

5.  I give my students helpful 

feedback on their learning and 

outcomes  

     

6. There are other measure of 

students’ learning (assignment, 

group work, research) 

     

7. External assessor’s assessment is 

based on academic criteria only.  

     

8. I'm satisfied with the outcome of 

the external assessor’s evaluation 

of my academic portfolio.   

     

C. Library and Teaching Environment 

No. Questions 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral  Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

1. School/department building has a 

high standard quality.  

     

2. I am satisfied with my work office.       
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3. My class size has suitable number 

of students.   

     

4. The university provides facilities 

to physically disabled staff.  

     

5. There are appropriate available 

resources about my teaching area 

(e.g. books, journals, and library).  

     

6. There are good quality materials 

and equipment in laboratories. 

     

7. There are appropriate copies of 

books about my area of interest.  

     

8. There are other appropriate 

resources related to my area of 

interest (e.g. journals, 

newspapers, magazine,…etc.   

     

9. An appropriate electronic library 

is essential. 

     

10. Number of lecturers exceeds the 

needs of the department. 

     

11. There are outdoor noises affect 

teaching environment.  

     

12. Safety and health conditions are 

maintained in my department.  

     

13. There is quiet area provided for 

students to study while on 

campus.  

     

D. Teaching and Learning:  

No Questions Strongly Agree Neutral  Disagree Strongly 
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Agree Disagree 

1. I encourage students to 

undertake independent study 

(e.g. assignments, research) 

     

2. I give my students some time to 

ask questions and discuss inside 

the class.  

     

3. Students like lectures better than 

other forms of teaching (e.g. 

seminar discussion, working 

groups.  

     

4. I integrate research into teaching      

5. Learning outcomes reflect course 

aims. 

     

E. Use of Technology: 

No Questions 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral  Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

1. Appropriate Internet and IT 

services are provided. 

     

2. Lecturers use: Power Point  

              Learning videos 

                        iPad 

                 Audio approaches 

     

     

     

     

3. The university provides training on 

computer programs and 

technology if there are 

appropriate demands 
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Second: Role of University 

No Questions 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral  Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

1. Studying programs are important 

for society development. 

     

2. Students are able to establish 

social network in society. 

     

3. Students are able to contribute to 

make society cohesive. 

     

4. Students are able to contribute to 

make society tolerant. 

     

5. Universities are for generating 

active society members 

     

Third: Establishing Academicians’ Continuous Development Program  

 

No. 

Questions 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree 

Neutral  

Disagree 
Strongly 

Disagree 

1. Pedagogy training course has 

good quality.  

     

2. Appropriate training on students’ 

assessment is available. 

     

3. I'm encouraged to develop my 

research skills.  

     

4.  I have access to online teaching 

professional development 

program.   

     

5.  I have opportunity to improve 

my teaching skills. 
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6. I can get consultancy service on 

curricula development. 

     

7. The available %20 range for 

course content development is 

appropriate 

     

Fourth: Academic Development and Investment through Research 

No. Questions 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree 

Neutral  
Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

1. The split-site PhD program has 

higher quality than the old 

system of PhD program. 

     

2.  I keen on organizing my 

academic portfolio every year. 

     

3.  My academic portfolio is 

considered for academic 

promotion. 

     

4.  I fulfill requirements of the 

continuous academic 

development (CAD) program. 

     

5. The university has a research 

centre. 

     

6. The university encourages 

investment through research.  

     

7.  The university secures extra 

income through research. 

     

Fifth: Social Justice 

NO Questions 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree 

Neutral  
Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 
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1. 
Lecturers' selection for managerial 

vacancies is a transparent process. 
  

 
  

2. 

Political parties have less 

interference within higher 

education institutions after the 

reform process.  

  

 

  

3. There is equity in the process of job 

offering in higher education sector. 

     

4. Continuous academic development 

program (CAD) is a criterion 

considered while selecting 

candidates for a job.  

     

5. My political affiliation has an 

impact on getting a job.   

     

6. There is discrimination in recruiting 

academic staff.  

     

7. Master's and PhD holders have 

equal opportunities in getting a 

job. 

     

8. I think that lecturers sometimes 

discriminate students because of 

their gender, religion, ethnicity or 

political opinions. 

     

Sixth: Change and Progress in the Recent Years  

No. Questions 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree 

Neutral  
Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

1. In the recent years, the quality of 

teaching in my department has 

improved.  
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2. In recent years, the quality of 

student learning in my 

department has improved.  

     

3. In recent years, opportunities for 

academic staff development in 

teaching have improved.  

     

4. In recent years, the quality of ICT 

has improved. 

     

5. In recent years, buildings, offices 

and classrooms for my 

department have improved.  

     

6. In recent years, research capacity 

and output in my department has 

improved 

     

7.  In recent years, opportunities for 

staff development in research 

have improved.  

     

8. In recent years, students' skills of 

discussion and critical thinking in 

my department have improved. 

     

 

Seventh: Please write down below any other information/suggestions you would like to add 

concerning the above six sections.  
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Appendix 7: Kurdish Version of Lecturers' Questionnaire 

  ًاًَوضتا دةزبازةى شاُيازى

                   :كَوهَير:                                                            شاُلَو ُاوى

 : تةًةْ:                              ِزةطةش                                             :             بةؽ

 :بااَل خوَيِدُى هة ووتِةوة واُة بة ثَيلسدُت دةضت ضاَهى

 : بلة ُيػاْ دةضت خَوت بَوضووُى و تَيطةيػنت ثَيى بة طوجناو وةاَلًى تلاية 

 فَيسكسدْ جَوزى دَهِياى ثسَوطساًى:يةكةَ

 :خوَيِدْ ثسَوطساًى و كَوزع. أ

 هة ثَيلٔاتووة ئيِطويصى شًاُى ثسَوطساًى: منووُة بَو خوَيِدُة، بوازى ثسَوطساَ بةالَ( وحدة ياْ ًاددة) ثسَوكساًة يةكةكاُى كَوزع: تَيبيِى

 (.  ضريَون كوزتة ِزَوًاْ، ، ئيِطويصى ِزَيصًاُى ، ئيِطويصى ئةدةبى كَوزضةكاُى

تةواو 

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

 ًاَ ُاوةُد
 ثةضةُدة

 شَوز

 ثةضةُدة
  ذ   ثسضياز

 باؽ كواَهيتييةكى ئةوةى بَو غَيواشَيم بة كساوْ ئاًادة كَوزضةكاْ     

 .   ثسَوطساًةكة بة بدات

1 

 2 .ئةكادميى شاُيازى بِياتِاُى بَو دةكةْ قوتابياْ ٓاوكازى كَوزضةكاْ     

 3 .دآاتوودا هة كازكسدْ بَو دةكات ادةئاً قوتابى خوَيِدمن ثسَوطساًى     

 4  دةكةًةوة ُوَى كَوزضةكةَ ِزَيبةزى ضاالُة     

 5 .ِزَيلخساوة باغى بة و بةخػة شاُيازى كَوزضةكة ِزَيبةزى     

 

  فيدبان و ٓةَهطةُطاُدْ. ب

تةواو 

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

 ًاَ ُاوةُد
 ثةضةُدة

 شَوز

 ثةضةُدة
 ذ   ثسضياز

 1 . ئةدائٍ دةزبازةى دةدةْ ِزاضتةقيِة( فيدبان) ٓةَهطةُطاُدى ياْقوتاب     

 دةزبازةةى بدةْ خَوياْ فيدباكى بَو ئةوةى قوتابياْ دةدةًة دةزفةت     

 .ئةدائٍ

2 
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 3 .قوتابياْ فَيسبووُى بَو طسُطّ ثَيوةزى تاقيلسدُةوةكاْ     

 4 . ةيةمنِزادةط طوجناو كاتَيلى ثَيؼ تاقيلسدُةوةكاْ خػتةى     

 ئةو و فَيسبووُياْ بة ضةبازةت قوتابياْ بة دةدةَ يازًةتيدةز فيدباكى     

 . دةدةْ ئةجناًى كة كازاُةى

5 

 وةكو قوتابياْ فَيسبووُى بَو دَيٍِ بةكازى تس ثَيوةزى ٓةُدَى     

 ...(   طسوث، وةكو كازكسدْ ، توَيصيِةوة ، ِزاثَوزت ئاًادةكسدُى)

6 

 هةضةز تةُٔا دةزةكى ى(ًوقةييٍ)ٓةَهطةُطَيِةزى  ُدُىٓةَهطةُطا     

 .ئةكادميى بوُياتِساوة اليةُى

7 

 ى(ًوقةييٍ) ٓةَهطةُطاُدُى ٓةَهطةُطَيِةزى ئةجناًى بة ِزاشيٍ ًّ     

 .ئةكادمييٍ فايوى دةزبازةى دةزةكى

8 

 

 فَيسكسدْ ذيِطةى و كتَيبخاُة. ث

تةواو 

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

 ًاَ ُاوةُد
 دةثةضةُ

 شَوز

 ثةضةُدة
 ذ   ثسضياز

 1 .بةزشة كواَهيتييةكى ئاضتى هة كَوهَير باَهةخاُةى     

 2 . قوتابياْ خوَيِدُى بة تايبةت ٓةية ئازاَ كَوهَيرةكةَ غوَيِى هة     

 3 كازكسمن( ئَوفيظ) ذووزى بة ِزاشيٍ ًّ     

 خاوةْ كة ًاًَوضتاياُةى ئةو بَو دةكات ئاًادة ئاضاُلازى شاُلَو     

 .تايبةتّ جةضتةيى ثَيداويطتى

4 

 ، كتَيب: وةكو) خَوَ بوازى بة تايبةت ٓةية طوجناو ضةزضاوةى     

 (كتَيبخاُة ، طَوظاز

5 

 6 .ٓةية باغياْ كواَهيتييةكى تاقيطةكاْ ئاًَيسى و كةزةضتة     

 بة تايبةتّ كة كتَيباُةى ئةو كَوثى هة ٓةية طوجناو ذًازةى     

 .َخَو بوازى

7 

 بوازةكةًةوة بة ٓةية ثةيوةُدى كة ٓةية تسى طوجناو ضةزضاوةى     

 ..( ، طَوظاز ، ِزَوذُاًة: وةكو)

8 

 9 .ٓةبَيت ثَيويطتة طوجناو ئةهيلرتَوُى كتَيبخاُةيةكى     
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 10 .فَيسكسدْ ثسَوضةى ضةز دةكاتة كاز ٓةية دةزةكى ذاوةذاوى     

 هةبةزضاو ضةالًةتى و وضتىتةُدز بةغةكةَ ًةزجةكاُى هة     

  طرياوة

11 

 12 .طوجناوة خوَيِدْ َٓوَهى هة قوتابياْ ذًازةى     

 13 .ٓةية ثَى ثَيويطتى بةؽ كة شياتسة هةوة ًاًَوضتاكاْ ذًازةى     

 

 فَيسبووْ و فَيسكسدْ. ت

تةواو 

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

 ًاَ ُاوةُد
 ثةضةُدة

 شَوز

 ثةضةُدة
 ذ   ثسضياز

 تةُيا بة ِزاثَوزت/توَيريِةوة ئةوةى بَو ٓاُدةدةَ وتابييةكامنق ًّ     

  .بدةْ ئةجناَ

1 

 هة ثسضيازكسدْ و طفتوطَوكسدْ بَو قوتابييةكامن دةدةًة كات ًّ     

  ثَوَي ُاو

2 

 هة باغرتة ثَى ًاًَوضتاياْ ووتِةوةى واُة غَيواشى قوتابياْ     

 وةكو كازكسدْ ، ضيٌيِاز هة طفتوطَوكسدْ) تس غَيواشةكاُى

 (. طسوث

3 

 4 .دةبةضتٌةوة توَيريِةوة بة فَيسكسدْ كازى ًّ     

 5  .ٓةية كَوزضةكةوة ئاًاجنةكاُى بة ثةيوةُدى فَيسبووْ بةزٓةًى     

 

 ياتةكِةهَوذ بةكازَٓيِاُى. د

تةواو 

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

 ًاَ ُاوةُد
 ثةضةُدة

 شَوز

 ثةضةُدة
 ذ   ثسضياز

 دابني طوجناو شاُيازى تةكِةهَوذياى و ئيِتةزَُيت ىخصًةتطوشاز     

 كساوة

1 

 ثَويِت ثاوةز: ئةَٓيِّ بةكاز ئةًة ًاًَوضتاكاْ     

  (iPad) ثاد ئاى                                

 فَيسبووْ بَو ظيديَو فيوٌى                                

2 
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 ُطدة ئاًَيسى                                

 و كوًجيوتةز ثسَوطساًةكاُى بة تايبةت ِزآَيِاُى كَوزضى شاُلَو     

 ثَيويطتى هةضةز بَيت. داواكازى ئةكةز دةكات دابني تةكِةهَوذيا

3 

 

 شاُلَو زَوَهى: دووةَ

تةواو 

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

 ًاَ ُاوةُد
 ثةضةُدة

 شَوز

 ثةضةُدة
 ذ ثسضياز

 1 .كَوًةَهطا ثَيػلةوتِى بَو طسُطة خوَيِدْ طساًىثسَو     

 هة بلةْ دزوضت كَوًةاليةتى تَوِزى دةبَيت تواُاياْ قوتابياْ     

 .كَوًةَهطا

2 

 دزوضتلسدُى هة بةغدازيلسدْ بَو دةبَيت تواُاياْ قوتابياْ     

 .يةكطستوو كَوًةَهطايةكى

3 

 دزوضتلسدُى هة سدْبةغدازيل بَو دةبَيت تواُاياْ قوتابياْ     

 .هَيخَوغبةز كَوًةَهطايةكى

4 

 5 . كَوًةَهطا بَو ٓةية ضاالكى ئةُداًاُى وةبةزَٓيِاُى ئةزكى شاُلَو     

 

 ًاًَوضتاياْ بَو بةزدةواَ ثَيػلةوتِى بةزُاًةى: ضَييةَ

تةواو 

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

 ًاَ ُاوةُد
 ثةضةُدة

 شَوز

 ثةضةُدة
 ذ ثسضياز

 1 ٓةية باغى كواَهيتييةكى وتِةوة واُة اكاُىِزَيط كَوزضى     

 ٓةَهطةُطاُدُى بة تايبةت ٓةية طوجناو ِزآَيِاُى كَوزضى     

 .قوتابياْ

2 

 3 توَيريِةوة هة تواُاكامن ثَيػخطتِى بَو ٓاُدةدزَيٍ ًّ     

 ئاًادة( ثَوفيػِةَي) ثَيػلةوتوو فَيسكسدُى بة تايبةت ثسَوطساًى     

 .بَوَ كساوة

4 

 5 .فَيسكسدْ هة تواُاكامن ثَيػخطتِى بَو ٓةية دةزفةمت ًّ     

 6 ثَيػلةوتِى بة تايبةت ِزاوَيركسدُى خصًةتطوشازى دةتوامن ًّ     
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 .وةزبطسَ ثسَوطساًى خوَيِدْ )ًةُٔةج(

 خوَيِدْ كَوزضى ُاوةِزَوكى طَوِزيِى بَو داُساوة كة% 20 ِزَيرةى     

 .طوجناوة ِزَيرةيةكى

7 

 

 توَيريِةوة ِزَيطةى هة وةبةزَٓيِاْ و ئةكادميى ثَيػلةوتِى: ازةَضو

تةواو 

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

 ًاَ ُاوةُد
 ثةضةُدة

 شَوز

 ثةضةُدة
 ذ ثسضياز

 كواَهيتييةكى (Split-site) دكتَوزا خوَيِدُى ُوَيى ضيطتةًى     

 .دكتَوزا خوَيِدُى كَوُى ضيطتةًى هة ٓةية بةزشتسى

1 

 2 .دةخةَ ِزَيم ئةكادمييٍ( ثسَوفايَى) ٓةطبةى ضاالُة ًّ     

 تةزقييةى كاتى هة دةكسَيت ٓةذًاز ئةكادمييٍ ٓةطبةى     

 .ئةكادميى

3 

 بةزدةواَ ئةكادميى ثَيػلةوتِى ثسَوطساًى داواكازييةكاُى ًّ     

(CAD) دةطةيةمن جَى بة. 

4 

 5 .ٓةية توَيريِةوةى ضةُتةزى شاُلَو     

 6 . دةدات توَيريِةوة ِزَيطةى هة وةبةزَٓيِاْ ُىٓا شاُلَو     

 7 .توَيريِةوة ِزَيطةى هة دةكات تس دآاتى طةزةُتى شاُلَو     

 

 كَوًةاليةتى يةكطاُى: ثَيِحةَ

تةواو 

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

 ًاَ ُاوةُد
 ثةضةُدة

 شَوز

 ثةضةُدة
 ذ ثسضياز

 1 .غةفافة ثسَوضةيةكى كازطَيِسى ثَوضتى بَو ًاًَوضتاياْ ٓةَهبرازدُى     

 حيصبَيلاْ ثازتة ، (Reform) طَوِزاُلازى ثسَوضةى دواى     

 .دةكةْ بااَل خوَيِدُى دةشطاكاُى دةضتَيوةزداُى كةًرت

2 

 3 .بااَل خوَيِدُى كةزتى هة كاز ثَيداُى ثسَوضةى هة ٓةية يةكطاُى     

 َهَيلةخا (CAD) بةزدةواَ ئةكادميى ثَيػلةوتِى ثسَوطساًى     

 .كاز ثَوضتَيلى بَو كاُديدةكاْ ٓةَهبرازدُى كاتى هة ٓةذًازدةكسَيت

4 
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 5 .كاز ثَوضتى وةزطستِى هةضةز ٓةية كازيطةزى ضياضيٍ اليةُطريى     

 6 .ئةكادميى ضتافى داًةشزاُدُى هة ٓةية جياواشى و فةزق     

 ٓةية اُياْيةكط دةزفةتى دكتَوزا و ًاجطتَيس بِسواُاًةى ٓةَهطساُى     

 كازكسدْ بَو ثَيػلةغلسدْ بَو

7 

 َُيواْ هة دةكةْ وجياواشى فةزق ًاًَوضتاكاْ جاز ٓةُدَيم وابصامن     

 .ضياضى ِزاوبَوضووُى و ئايني و ِزةطةش َٓوى بة قوتابياْ

8 

   ِزابسدوو ضااَلُى ًاوةى هة ثَيػلةوتّ و طَوَزاُلازى: غةغةَ

تةواو 

 ُاِزاشيٍ
 ُاِزاشيٍ

ةُدًاَ ُاو  
 ثةضةُدة

 شَوز

 ثةضةُدة
 ذ ثسضياز

 بووة باغرت فَيسكسدْ( كواَهيتى) جَوزى ِزابسدوودا، ضاَهى ضةُد هة     

 .بةغةكةَ هة

1 

 قوتابياْ فَيسبووُى( كواَهيتى) جَوزى ِزابسدوودا، ضاَهى ضةُد هة     

 .بةغةكةَ هة بووة باغرت

2 

 شاُيازى تةكِةهَوذياى( ىكواَهيت) جَوزى ِزابسدوودا، ضاَهى ضةُد هة     

 .بةغةكةَ هة بووة باغرت ثةيوةُديلسدْ و

3 

 ضتافى بَو فَيسكسدْ هة ثَيػلةوتّ ٓةىل ِزابسدوودا، ضاَهى ضةُد هة     

 .بووة باغرت ئةكادميى

4 

 هة توَيريِةوة بةزٓةًى و تواُطت ِزابسدوودا، ضاَهى ضةُد هة     

 .بووة باغرت بةغةكةَ

5 

 بيِا و خوَيِدْ َٓوَهى( كواَهيتى) جَوزى ِزابسدوودا، اَهىض ضةُد هة     

 .بةغةكةَ هة بووة باغرت ذووزةكاْ و

6 

 و ئاَهوطَوزكسدْ هة قوتابياْ تواُاى ِزابسدوودا، ضاَهى ضةُد هة     

 .بةغةكةَ هة بووة باغرت ئةكادميى ِزةخِةطستِى

7 

 باغرت وَيريِةوةت هة ثَيػلةوتّ ٓةىل ِزابسدوودا، ضاَهى ضةُد هة     

 .بةغةكةَ هة بووة

8 

 .بيِووضة هَيسة تلاية ، ضةزةوة خااَلُةى ئةو هةضةز ٓةية تست شاُيازييةكى ٓةز ئةطةز: حةوتةَ
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Appendix 8: Deductive and Inductive Coding of Interview Data  

 

The deductive codes of interview data are based on themes derived from the literature of policy studies, quality assurance, and accreditation. More specifically, 

literature of policy actors (Jann and Wegrich, 2007), policy instruments (Howlett and Rayner, 2007; Howlett, 2000; Sorrell et al, 2003), policy process cycle (May, 1991; 

Jann and Wegrich, 2007; Rasch and Tsebelis, 2009; Pressman and wildavsky, 1984; Elmore, 1997/80; Premfors, 1984; Garner, 2013; Wollmann, 2007) have been used. 

Other literature of change or reform (Fullan, 2007), quality (Harvey and Green, 1993), accreditation (Hämäläinen et al., 2001; Sywelem and Witte, 2009) have been 

adopted too to select the themes. Other themes like international cooperation, academic development and research are derived from the reform policy document 

issued by the MOHESR-KRG. Thus, the themes of change, policy process cycle, policy actors, policy instruments, international cooperation, academic development and 

research, and accreditation are deductively coded. However, there are themes which are not referred to in the literature but mentioned by the interviewees. Themes 

like obstacles, politics, and market and future career are inductively coded. Below is the coding of interview data of interviewing senior manage 1:    

 

Figure 11: Inductive coding of interview data while interviewing senior manager 1.

•"The only obstacle, I think, is the evaluation of the students. Sometimes, their evaluation is not objective. They are giving good 

marks to the lecturer who, he or she does not care about students’ attendance or the lecturer who give good marks to the 

students without presenting good lecture and information."  

Obstacles 

•"See, till now, they say that not giving the permission to the private universities is not related to the policy of the private 

universities. It is related to the political decision." 
Politics  
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•"It didn't reform all the universities in the region." Reform 

•Objective: We need to develop our university."  

•Plan: I have no idea about the background of the planning of the reform because it just established in 2008. 

•Implementation: We apply good standards of building and safety condition. We also work on implementing the TQA 

programme. " 

•Assessment: "We have two questionnaire per year. One  is for students to evaluate lecturers' and administrative staff 

performance. second one is for lecturers to evaluate administrative  staff performance." 

Policy Process Cycle 

•"Usually, council and the Minister of Higher Education, heads of QA, and senior officials in the university are involved in 

the process."  
Policy Actors  

 

•"The tools are coming from the Ministry of Higher Education and we implement these tools in our staff handbook. The 

objectives and the rights of the lecturers and all administrative staff in the university are in that book. So, it is our 

resource."  

Policy Instruments  
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Figure 12: Deductive coding of interview data while interviewing senior manager 1. 

 

 

 

• "We have relationships with 30 universities and two students are studying abroad."  
International 
Cooperation 

•CAD: "We follow the 50 points of CAD programme for each lecturer." 

•Research: "We are giving flexibility to the lecturers. They are teaching their curricula but they do not stick to it. They are 

searching on Internet and they are capable to bring and deliver what is applied in good universities in the world.", "We prepare 

to offer taught postgraduate programmes when approved by the Ministry." 

Academic 
Development and 

Research 

•No data given  Accreditation 
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Appendix 9: A Sample of an Interview Transcript  

 

(R) referes to The Researcher while (PM2) referes to Policy Maker 2. 

R: Can you please tell me about the objectives of the processes started in 2009? 

PM2: The objective was to raise quality and standards of education in Kurdistan. Ultimately 

this is to bring out a new generation of future professional leaders who would take part in the 

process of nation building and supporting the economic wealth and help Kurdistan to develop 

in a healthy way. 

R: Yeah. 

PM2: so the objective was quality. 

R: Was there a completed document of the reform policy before submitting it to the council of 

ministers? 

PM2: Was there a completed document of the reform policy before submitting it to the 

council of ministers? 

R: Mmm 

PM2: We, before submitting the admission document, the cabinet. There was no file, no old 

file readymade policy. So, we had to sit down and put a document together. They decide the 

current state of HE where we are, what we have targeted and where we want to take it. So 

there was no previous study or document. I had to come up with these documents- to lay 

down the vision, strategy and the road map – the reform of the system of HE. 

R: Was there any committee or organization, maybe started by the ministry or someone else 

to see the..((interrupted) 

PM2: Tell me your first question – one is, say, what are the objectives. I mentioned the 

objectives, the key objective. Another key objective was to transform the system from the old 

centralized, state-run system where universities had not been  independent and had not had 

much of an impact on the society, governments, policy and on science. But we needed to bring 
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the system out of the old era and putting it in touch and on parallel with the rest of the world 

and bring a mechanism by which universities remain productive with the highest possible 

standards. Anyway, back to your question…was there a committee or organization set the 

policy agenda in 2009. 

R: Yes. 

PM2: We joined the government of the 6 cabinets. Let’s start again. The 6 cabinets were 

formed on the 28th o 2009 and within, within 10 days days of that, I set up the vision 

document for the cabinet and the cabinet needed a month to endorse. So, we really didn’t 

have time to form committees, organizations to set up the policy agenda. So, I had to 

compensate and do much of the work myself. That said, I benefited from the years of 

interaction with the ministry of HE and my insights into the system of governments was my 

experience in the United Kingdom. I shared the document with a couple of colleagues within 

the ministry and decided not to wait for study of the detail which will off shoot for months to 

come up with a vision document or a policy strategy. So we decided to submit a brief 

document and lay out the tender and help us draw a road map. And ideally, in the ideal world, 

they would’ve liked to have the opportunity to initiate a study, invite experts and design a 

policy document based on fundamental research as well as a space for the sessions. However, 

unfortunately in Keyarge and rest of Iraq, there was simply no such mechanisms that in short 

space of time can give that accuracy or would make us to form such a study. So, there was no 

such tradition, culture, mechanism and the system was just not there to support that kind of 

study and we just didn’t have time.  We needed to get on with the reform process and we had 

to be pragmatic and use our instincts and insight. Ok? 

R: Can I know the timeframe for the reform process that you have planned for? 

PM2: What do you mean by that? 

R: I mean, for example, how many years you have planned for this reform to be implemented. 

For example, I know something about the Iraqi national strategy for education, HE. The plan 

for that strategy to be implemented for the next 10 years, from 2011 to 2020, did you have 

any time scope for the reform process? 
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PM2: The, as we set out in the vision document, we considered reform and a new strategy as a 

long term process an on-going process that should evolve with  time, evolve with pilot studies, 

with segmentation, with learning, with achievements, with milestones. Every time we 

introduce new change, we need to review it, reflect on it, improve on it and in our opinion, the 

condition of HE in Kurdistan and Iraq will need decades change and that’s why we need to say 

that we need to make this the on-going process that each government for decades to come 

will need to work on until they bring it to position and maturation. So, clearly, we did not have 

a specific time deadline but we should say it will take generations not months or years of 

work. 

R: And how the reform process came to be introduced to universities, to university presidents. 

How was the reaction towards this plan? And if they made any suggestions and alternatives, 

how was the reaction? 

PM2: For the introduction, was not difficult in the sense that it was sound like the rest of 

Iraq .Universities are managed by ministry, heads of universities, members of the ministry 

council and the ministry council has the first authority over the university affairs. So to 

introduce a reform, I first needed the backing of the government and the decision makers and 

needed the support of the ministry council. I had to make a meeting with the members of the 

ministry council and push on the power sticks. I engaged the staff, the university staff in the 

vision, mission as well as the academic leaders. Engage them directly and indirectly. The 

introduction was from diferent directions, different dimentions. And that required a sustained 

campaign of publicizing, training of staff, holding workshop, conferences and so on. 

R: Can you tell us about policy makers have been involved in consulting while reforming the 

policy? 

PM2: The, basically Kurdistan lacks many such comprehensive body, you might call policy 

making body but there are individuals who are important in policy making, important in 

decision making on a regular basis. For me, it was important to make sure that the ultimate 

decision makers who are the critical leaders to be engaged from the ruling party, especially. I 

also got people from the opposition engaged and they are the people who would be there to 

support you or not. But in terms of policy making, I had to rely more heavily on the ministry 

council members to enrich the debates, shape the policy, and shape the strategy documents 
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and more importantly, possibility of implementation. That’s really all I had at my disposal, in 

terms of mechanisms and administrative. 

R: Ok, so shall we go to another question which is focusing on the policy tools/instrument 

available to you. You mentioned something about the conferences and work, training to 

introduce this reform policy. Were there any other tools available except of these? 

PM2: In Kurdistan and Iraq, we never have the suggestion or the institution of policy research 

and policy making. So, you have to, we have to improvise, we have to design a plan of our own 

and mobilize the various platforms and various tools available. So, we had to work within the 

structure, the management structure of the ministry, to influence the university. We had to 

hold workshops and conferences. We had to engage media and also personally I had to go 

around and lecture in every university, inviting every teacher, every staff member to have a 

view and listen to the strategy, to be informed of what’s going to amend, invite their criticism 

and suggestions. But we do not have the machinery to help us do that. We have to make one. 

R: And do you think it’s the time now for the ministry to carry out, to evaluate the process? 

And do you think that this evaluation can be done by some experts or skilled people made 

available to do that? 

PM2: For the first question- the first part was? 

R: Is it time to do an evaluation process, a total evaluation process on the level of the region? 

PM2: Indeed, it is time to do that. We introduced a brand to evaluate pace and progress of 

reform on annual basis and we did this effectively while I was there. Since then there has been 

no regular evaluation. But it is a good time now because we’re in the process of having a new 

government formed and it’s quite clear that the government policy is to enable reform. So it is 

time have such a look back, an evaluation of success and progress. And I think experts, 

national and international experts play a major role in achieving that, in taking part in that. 

R: ahha, people mostly talk about teaching QA, they don’t talk about the total reform process. 

Why do you think this or do you think that this section, is the only maybe active section in the 

reform process? 
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PM2: No, I think people are. Just some people talk about different things. But the overarching 

priority was teaching QA and if yo were involved, there are several components. For instance, 

the way that the lecturs are delivered now they’re heavily monitored. Students’ feed back is 

taken, evaluated and analysed. Teachers have to participate in the university academic 

development process and that is evaluated. For example development and introducing new 

language and IT tools and raising capacity. Reforming the contents of lectures. All of these 

come under one banner. When people talk about QA where everything we used it comprises, 

we call it QA, we even introduced reforms in monitoring the environment, introduced health 

and safety measures, making the place more suitable for study, ensuring gender equality, 

making it more women friendly. All of this is for teaching quality confirms people talk about 

teaching quality, they refer to the whole process of reform. We even considered reforming the 

management structure of the same thing. We had to promote that. It is the publicizing 

terminology. Of- course, there are elements, you know, that come under teaching QA  that 

happens, accomplished or fail. No matter what else is there in the policy or reform, but most 

people believe that all of these come under QA. For  example, one of the rules of accreditation 

of university  and departments for private and public, again that came under QA. 

R: At the time you introduced the reform process, you started involving some international 

agencies for accreditation like WASK and ABET. Do you think it was the right time to start 

involving these international agencies at the time we were starting to have a national 

accreditation program? 

PM2: The answer is yes. We were not going to speak accreditation over night. We however 

sought the introduction of a process that will tell us where we are and our set our potential to 

where we want today. In other words, we needed  people like WASK and ABET and other 

international agencies to visit Kurdistan and assess some model universities and tell us where 

the gaps and the holes are, how would you fill them and how we can then reach a standard to 

seek accreditation from various agencies. This tradition, this culture of institutional 

assessment and self assessment process and quality and accreditation, international 

accreditation, it never existed in Iraq. So we had to bring an independent body, somebody 

who knows how to instrument such a process. We wanted them to come early, but more 

importantly to make the Kurdistan university leaders to be internationally aware and work 
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towards a target that will then eventually help them to reach those standards that we want to 

achieve. So it’s never too late, never too early to bring in international accreditation institutes. 

R: And was this accreditation of the level of the program or the institution as a whole? 

PM2: We simply facilitated the process but we let the universities to the members or partners 

for approached build the missions that we simple finance, we paid for the mission but we left 

it to the universities to engage them. 

R: If you come to the obstacles you had when introducing the process. Can you tell us about 

the obstacles you faced and what strategies you had to solve these obstacles? 

PM2: well, for any reform or change in system, there are limited time and numerous obstacles. 

For example, the institution, the way they are designed, the way the government relates to 

universities, had..would. let me rephrase it, let me start again. Obstacles for change are  ad 

predicted…Let me start again. I want to give it in proper sentences. In any premises of change 

and structural reform, were you would change the way of life, the rules of the game, you 

expect obstacles. The obstacles can be cultural, legislative, administrative, political, social as 

well as economical. These will be predicted before we start a reform process,, face them and 

we have to tackle them. In terms of legislation, the biggest obstacle of all was the fact that we 

were.. one of our university holding to a law based on (Kurdish words – cannot understand) 

Iraqi law that was formed in 1988 under Saddam, while Saddam when Iraq was in war with 

Iran. The Kurdistan legislation which was approved or endorsed, was met, in 2010, there’s 

actually a copy of the Iraq 1988 law, when Iraqi law was based on typical legislation, 

centralized, authoritarian government rules which themselves were raised on centralized, 

authoritarian, communist systems of the Soviet Union at that time. So, we can see that we 

were running Kurdistan based on such centralized structures which were built by hermits, at 

the same time, we were inspired by democracy..not by inspired by democracy, we were 

aspiring  to becoming a democracy. We were looking into supporting the free markets, 

investing in higher education. We were reforming to run a democratic system. Coz the key to 

compatibility between our Kurdish dreams and aspiration and system of governance were 

obvious and the gap was too big. So, a lot of the time when we want to introduce the new 

system, say, for teaching QA we were always coming up against the legislative obstacles where 

the law would not allow you to do certain things. So, that would provide a good excuse to a lot 
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of people to stop the, to create barriers and slow the process od reform down. Another is also 

system, also barriers where people have always been doing certain things in certain ways. 

Have been brought up under a system that has been isolated from the rest of the world. When 

you talk about quality, there are international standards that they have never been trained in, 

they have never had any clear understanding of. The cultural obstacle that’s to have a 

generation, a whole generation in Kurdistan who have been brought up, over the years under 

the old system. And getting them to do new things, teaching them new things or making them 

do new things needs time, energy and learning a whole new world is not an easy thing. So we 

have to prepare a reform with that information whereby there is respect. The barrier that is 

greater that. The greatest barrier is that in any system there are networks of interest, multiple 

networks of interest that are formed over the years. That exploit the whole system that was 

full of  legislative holes, where people have been taking advantage of the weakness of the 

system and they , their interest is deeply entrenched and we se conflict with the ..with the 

quality, conflict with the standards of academia, as well as in conflict with the  public interest. 

Because the private interests and public interests were at odds all the time. In introducing a 

reform, one of the biggest things to do is to establish, introduce new good governance system, 

social justice, rural goal – all of these means you will be hitting the interests of a large number 

of elites who are taking full advantage of the system. Of course these people can mobilize. The 

politicians can mobilize, the media- they can mobilize, the parliament and the public opinion – 

they would influence opinion against you. And of course there is the political atmosphere in 

Kurdistan where every government is a coalition government, and there’s also opposition and 

media and different people have different reasons to exploit the various barriers and 

importantly there various people who are in support or against reform which are chosen by 

their political objectives. So, you can see that we have the obstacle of, economical obstacle 

where the budget for the he was not sufficient enough especially to allow us to do things a 

little more effectively and underpin the process in a sustainable way. So, as you can see, all of 

these are barriers. But what we did- we had to tackle each on it’s own, trace them down and 

use various channels of communication to win the decision makers on board, to get funding to 

do this reform, to get the persons who are in charge to engage the friends and foes in debates 

which show the public our engagement and in many cases we just had to tackle the interest 

groups head on And we had to tolerate their attack, physical and verbal, let say, physical and 

political. Though, if you want to reform the system, you have to accept it’s a fight between the 
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old and the new, between interest groups, between the the reformers and those who want to 

stay where they are.  Does that answer your question? 

R: Thank you.  Did you have any prioritized section in the reform agenda to be implemented 

first? For example, looking for the autonomy of the universities first or looking to update the 

curriculum first.  Did you have any priorities in the reform process? 

PM2: The whole system of education is so complex, so inter related, so inter connected. We 

realized that it’s virtually impossible to complete the reform of any one component without 

having the right either dragging it and slowing the progress or …let me differently start again. 

The system of higher education is too complex and intertwined to be tackled in piecemeal as 

one component at one time.  It has to be approached from different angle, so each step, each 

item of reform or each component of reform and its success can be sustained or each 

component can be underpinned by the rest of the system.  So, we realized that we have to 

tackle it from different angles. And the angles which shows the teaching resource, 

management, international relations investing in new capacity, the environments, the finance, 

they had to change the system from numerous angles. 

R: if we look at the administration, if we look at the administration system of universities, we 

see that many of the universities have changed the structure of the university, for example, 

some of them adapted to university faculty and schools. Other universities still keep the old 

structure of the university, which is university college department. Why do you think there are 

varieties in implementing the structure? 

D: Well, this was part of the …it’s the reflection of the barriers to progress that we said. There 

was a greater political and social as well as administrative resistances in [X city] compared to 

the rest. With interests groups that I described, where people benefit from the old system, 

and had access to the decision makers and access to the central power who were not focused 

in Adeal, and political power in Adeal is most delicate and more complex than other cities like 

[Y, Z]. So, as a result of the on going struggle between the [names of political parties], while 

the occurrence of tensions in February, when the government is distracted heavily by the 

demonstration, mainly university demonstrations to turn down the head on. In consequence, 

the pace of reform in [X city] slowed down significantly and the government change meant we 

did not have the time to finish the reform process completed in Adeal. So basically what was 
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need to be achieved by the local leaders, local academic and leaders in other cities, the 

leaders, academic leaders and university leaders in Adeal , they did not cross the milestones 

because the interest groups and the lobby, the country reform lobby was slowed down. And 

we..so  far I think, we’re reaching them more or less. 

R: There are people who say, the reform process is no longer alive or even active. It was more 

active when Dr. Dilawer was the minister. What do you say about this? 

PM2: I think they have a point. The reform process is still on going in the background but it is 

not actively as before but actually I don’t believe when they say that it’s no longer alive. If you 

grasp very nicely, look at the model in the whole of [A university]. It is not the same picture, 

not the same pace as it used to be. 

R: What factors, according to you that could make the process more successful? What was 

missing? 

PM2: In my day, there were two things missing. One was the factor of time. Government, our 

government was a coalition government where close to swap cabinets – both governments 

after two years. So, it’s very difficult for any government to introduce such a massive reform in 

two years and we didn’t even have the two years because 15months after we started , the 

struggle of 17th of Feb, that was started. For a reform like this, you need four years to launch it 

and the subsequent government to sustain it. So what was lacking was time. The other thing 

lacking is the determination, the will and the determination of the leadership to keep it on 

going. So there was no pressure of performance on the leaders, on the academic or political 

leaders to sustain it. So, the decision to introduce reform was, the push to direct and the 

decision not to sustain the reform by the subsequent leaders was there.So essentially what is 

the overarching will and determination as well as accountability to the people- to the locals, 

politicians and public office holders will be under greater pressure of performance – they 

would be expected to reform the system to achieve a social justice and this will be coming but 

at that time, it was lacking, so, in the absence there was pressure on the leaders, we found 

ourselves on our own, not entirely were supported by  other departments and other 

governments. So you could say that time and environment. 

R: I remember, at that time in previous interviews with you in local media, Kurdish local media, 

you mentioned that you had support from the political leaders, specifically president of region 
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and even the president of the Republic of Iraq and also the Kurdish Prime Minister, do you 

mean that this support has been decreased by the passage of time or.. 

PM2: No, the support that I had to secure and enjoy from these leaders. They’re there and are 

still there but that is not enough. That is not enough to initiate, sustain, consolidate and keep 

the momentum of reform. You need a lot more than that. You need to win the support of the 

middle rank, the local leaders and you also need sometimes, the top leaders to appear publicly 

supportingly, to come out – back the process but because of the distraction of the crisis, 

government crisis internally. Internal political leaders may not necessarily respond to your 

notification as priority. And at different time, they are basically – the top leaders are still 

convinced that we need to change the system but they also find it is a big problem, 

techniques, not see it a priority. And their support was not enough to keep the momentum 

going and after the change of government it was quite clear that the reform was not a top 

priority in HE and the ball in the court of the ministry and it was up to the ministry and the 

university leaders to I  repeat, momentary or slow down. 

R: Now, if you look at the level of performance of universities, we see there are different 

levels, specially concerning the QA program. Don’t you think it is the responsibility of the 

ministry as they have a central office to evaluate the QA program annually? Why, for example, 

the ministry is not imposing tough regulations if that obliged to say the universities to follow 

the regulations. What there are differences, varieties in the performance of universities? 

PM2: Well, think to keep and sustain reform and then to keep it going, it need a higher level of 

energy, determination, maintenance, requires the leaders of the administrative leaders to 

throw their weight behind it and given the system of government in Kurdistan, designed in 

such a way that people cannot. It does not automatically sustain itself. There’s no pressure of 

performance with anybody. It’s all done to the individual’s choice, individual’s willingness to 

put up a fight or achieve such milestones. All ministries and all institutions performance is 

subject to leaders decisions. For a fact that things were not maintained is because there was 

no commitment, determination to perform, to sustain it. Otherwise there is nothing easier 

than keeping reform going in Kurdistan because all the HE authorities are required, are 

available to them. 
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R: If I go back to the Iraqi strategy of education and HE which was introduced in 2011, I read in 

the strategy that there was an on going collaboration and consultation between the 4 

ministries of education and HE in Bagdad and Kurdistan. So, was your reform process a part of 

that strategy or what’s the status of… 

PM2: No, back then, the strategy document was formed by Baghdad and its political KRG 

representatives – advisors were present. But these things started before us. 

R: yes, it was in 2008. 

PM2: Yeah, and we did not play any role other than occasionally, my predecessor had sent 

advisors and so on. And Bagdad was not in any way – Bagdad government, Bagdad ministry did 

not show any interest in the reform process even though we offered help, our experience to 

help them shape the future. And having said that, most of the Iraqi universities, university 

leaders had shown keen interest in the reform process and they always wanted to come, be 

engaged and to learn from us. So, the strategy document of Baghdad, when it was formulated, 

we had no say in it, no significant role in this. We just were –our representatives attended 

their meetings, proposal was given an Iraqi framework. I’m afraid I have to go now but I hope 

it was useful. If there are any important questions, I’m happy to answer but otherwise Selar, I 

may have to go. 

R: Do you have time for one last question please? That’s about the draft law of HE 

PM2: Well, basically I told you about the problem of time as well as the commitment of the 

people after me.  Both..that makes a big difference maybe. This legislation was a product of 

the pilot studies that the we introduced, we experimented with the reform process and 

whatever we learnt, we embedded in, we put it in the draft legislation. But the draft legislation 

had to go from us to the cabinet, from the cabinet to the forum. We did not have time to put 

the rules away because the government changed before we managed to push it to the 

parliament. Within the ministry and the cabinet, this gap, this road proved to be a very long 

road because there was a lot of anti reform campaigners who wanted, desperately wanted to 

keep the old process going. They locked path and didn’t allow elements within the cabinet to 

delay before the government came – this is what happened. And after that they succeeded in 

aborting the mission. So, this is reality. I’m being very frank on it. 
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R: There are people who want to activate the draft law. This is what I heard in my last visit. 

There are people who are waiting for the new cabinet to start and some people are trying to 

submit this law again and maybe reform it again. Do you have any idea about this? 

PM2: Yeah, but I …yeah I hear this kind of news and I believe that they are genuine. Here will 

be a time when people want to revisit. It does not necessarily have to be exact copy but it will 

be reform legislation because what is currently in existence is not good enough. So yes, I 

agree. 

R: Thank you so much for your time. 

PM2: I wish you all the best in your studies. 
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Appendix 13: English Version of Student's Consent Form 

 

CONSENT FORM FOR STUDENTS (version 0.1 March 2014) 

Study title: “Reform Policy of Quality Assurance in Kurdistan Higher Education Organization: 

Perceptions and Analysis”. 

Researcher name: Selar Othman Ali 

Ethics reference: 9179 

Please initial the box (es) if you agree with the statement(s):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Protection 

I understand that information collected about me during my participation in this study will be 

stored on a password protected computer and that this information will only be used for the 

purpose of this study. All files containing any personal data will be made anonymous. 

Signature of participant…………………………………………………………….. 

 

Date…………………………………………………………………………………  

 I have read and understood the information sheet (dated March. 2014 

version 0.1) and have had the opportunity to ask questions about the 

I agree to take part in this research project and agree for my data to be 

used for the purpose of this study 

I understand my participation is voluntary and I may withdraw at any 

time without my legal rights being affected  
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Appendix 14: Kurdish Version of Student's Consent Form 

 

 ( 2014لة ئاشازى  0.1)ذمازة  فوَزمى الزى نةبوونى قوتابى

 ضياضةتى زِيفوزمى دلهياى جوَزى لة دةشطاكانى خويَهدنى باالَى كوزدضتاى: بوَضووى و شيكازى. :ناوى ديساضةتةكة

 عمى عثمان: ضةالز ناوى تويَرةز

  9179: كوَدى ئةخالقياتى تويَريهةوة

 تكاية ئةمانةى خوازةوة نيشاى بكة ئةطةز الزيت نيية: 

 هدةوة و تيَيطةيشتم و دةزفةتى ثسضيازكسدمن يةبوو ( خوي2014َلة ئاشازى  0.1مو الثةزِةى شانيازيم )ذمازة 

 ضةبازةت بة تويَريهةوةكة. 

 مو الزيم نيية بةشدازى بكةم لةم ثسوَذة تويَريهةوةية و زِاشيم كة ئةم شانيازيانة بةكازبًيَهسيَت بوَ ئةم تويَريهةوةية

 

 بةشدازيكسدى بة بىَ ئةوةى كازيطةز بكاتة مو تيَدةطةم كة بةشدازيكسدمن خوَبةخشانةية و لةوانةية بكشيَمةوة لة

 ضةز مافة ياضاييةكامن.

 

 شانيازى ثازيَصزاو

ثاضووزد مو تيَدةطةم كة ئةم شانيازييانةى كوَ دةكسيَتةوة دةزبازةى بةشدازيكسدمن لةم تويَريهةوةية خةشى دةكسيَت لةناو كوَمجيوتةزيَك كة بة 

 ةوةية بةكاز دةييَهسيَت. يةزوةيا يةز فايميَك كة شانيازى تايبةتى تيَدا بيَت ئةوة ئةشازدزيَتةوة.دةكسيَتةوة و تةنًا بوَ مةبةضتى ئةم تويَريه

 ئيمصا:

 زِيَكةوت:  
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Appendix 15: English Version of Lecturer's Consent Form 

 

CONSENT FORM FOR LECTURERS (version 0.1 March 2014) 

Study title: “Reform Policy of Quality Assurance in Kurdistan Higher Education Organization: 

Perceptions and Analysis”. 

Researcher name: Selar Othman Ali 

Ethics reference: 9179 

Please initial the box (es) if you agree with the statement(s):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Protection 

I understand that information collected about me during my participation in this study will be 

stored on a password protected computer and that this information will only be used for the 

purpose of this study. All files containing any personal data will be made anonymous. 

Signature of participant…………………………………………………………….. 

Date………………………………………………………………………………… 

 I have read and understood the information sheet (dated March. 2014 

version 0.1) and have had the opportunity to ask questions about the 

I agree to take part in this research project and agree for my data to be 

used for the purpose of this study 

I understand my participation is voluntary and I may withdraw at any 

time without my legal rights being affected  
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Appendix 16: Kurdish Version of Lecturer's Consent Form 

 

 ( 2014لة ئاشازى  0.1)ذمازة  فوَزمى الزى نةبوونى ماموَضتا

 كانى خويَهدنى باالَى كوزدضتاى: بوَضووى و شيكازى.: ضياضةتى زِيفوزمى دلهياى جوَزى لة دةشطاناوى ديساضةتةكة

 عمى عثمان: ضةالز ناوى تويَرةز

  9179: كوَدى ئةخالقياتى تويَريهةوة

 

 تكاية ئةمانةى خوازةوة نيشاى بكة ئةطةز الزيت نيية: 

 دمن يةبوو ( خويَهدةوة و تيَيطةيشتم و دةزفةتى ثسضيازكس2014لة ئاشازى  0.1مو الثةزِةى شانيازيم )ذمازة 

 ضةبازةت بة تويَريهةوةكة. 

 مو الزيم نيية بةشدازى بكةم لةم ثسوَذة تويَريهةوةية و زِاشيم كة ئةم شانيازيانة بةكازبًيَهسيَت بوَ ئةم تويَريهةوةية

 

 ةمو تيَدةطةم كة بةشدازيكسدمن خوَبةخشانةية و لةوانةية بكشيَمةوة لة بةشدازيكسدى بة بىَ ئةوةى كازيطةز بكات

 ضةز مافة ياضاييةكامن.

 شانيازى ثازيَصزاو

ثاضووزد مو تيَدةطةم كة ئةم شانيازييانةى كوَ دةكسيَتةوة دةزبازةى بةشدازيكسدمن لةم تويَريهةوةية خةشى دةكسيَت لةناو كوَمجيوتةزيَك كة بة 

 ميَك كة شانيازى تايبةتى تيَدا بيَت ئةوة ئةشازدزيَتةوة.دةكسيَتةوة و تةنًا بوَ مةبةضتى ئةم تويَريهةوةية بةكاز دةييَهسيَت. يةزوةيا يةز فاي

 ئيمصا:

  زِيَكةوت:
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Appendix 17: English Version of Interviewee's Consent Form 

CONSENT FORM FOR POLICY MAKERS AND SENIOR AND JUNIOR MANAGERS (version 0.2 March 

2014) 

Study title: “Reform Policy of Quality Assurance in Kurdistan Higher Education Organization: 

Perceptions and Analysis”. 

Researcher name: Selar Othman Ali 

Ethics reference: 9179 

Please initial the box (es) if you agree with the statement(s):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I agree that the interview to be tape-recorded  

Data Protection 

I understand that information collected about me during my participation in this study will be 

stored on a password protected computer and that this information will only be used for the 

purpose of this study. All files containing any personal data will be made anonymous. 

Name of participant ………….…………………………………………………… 

Signature of participant…………………………………………………………….. Date:……………………………………… 

 

 I have read and understood the information sheet (dated March. 2014 

version 0.2) and have had the opportunity to ask questions about the 

I agree to take part in this research project and agree for my data to be 

used for the purpose of this study 

I understand my participation is voluntary and I may withdraw at any 

time without my legal rights being affected  
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Appendix 18: Kurdish Version of Interviewee's Consent Form 

 ( 2014اشازى لة ئ 0.2)ذمازة  فوَزمى الزى نةبووى

 : ضياضةتى زِيفوزمى دلهياى جوَزى لة دةشطاكانى خويَهدنى باالَى كوزدضتاى: بوَضووى و شيكازى.ناوى ديساضةتةكة

 عمى عثمان: ضةالز ناوى تويَرةز

  9179: كوَدى ئةخالقياتى تويَريهةوة

 تكاية ئةمانةى خوازةوة نيشاى بكة ئةطةز الزيت نيية: 

 ( خويَهدةوة و تيَيطةيشتم و دةزفةتى ثسضيازكسدمن يةبوو 2014لة ئاشازى  0.2ذمازة مو الثةزِةى شانيازيم )

 ضةبازةت بة تويَريهةوةكة. 

 مو الزيم نيية بةشدازى بكةم لةم ثسوَذة تويَريهةوةية و زِاشيم كة ئةم شانيازيانة بةكازبًيَهسيَت بوَ ئةم تويَريهةوةية

 نةية و لةوانةية بكشيَمةوة لة بةشدازيكسدى بة بىَ ئةوةى كازيطةز بكاتةمو تيَدةطةم كة بةشدازيكسدمن خوَبةخشا

 ضةز مافة ياضاييةكامن.

 مو الزيم نيية ئةم ضاوثيَكةوتهة زِيكوَزد بكسيَت.   

 شانيازى ثازيَصزاو

ت لةناو كوَمجيوتةزيَك كة بة ثاضووزد مو تيَدةطةم كة ئةم شانيازييانةى كوَ دةكسيَتةوة دةزبازةى بةشدازيكسدمن لةم تويَريهةوةية خةشى دةكسيَ

 زدزيَتةوة.دةكسيَتةوة و تةنًا بوَ مةبةضتى ئةم تويَريهةوةية بةكاز دةييَهسيَت. يةزوةيا يةز فايميَك كة شانيازى تايبةتى تيَدا بيَت ئةوة ئةشا

 ناوى بةشدازبوو:

 ئيمصا:

 زِيَكةوت:  
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Appendix 19: English Version of Student's Information Sheet 

Participant Information Sheet for Students (version 0.1 March 2014) 

Study Title: “Reform Policy of Quality Assurance in Kurdistan Higher Education Organization: 
Perceptions and Analysis”.  

 

 

Researcher: Selar Othman Ali   Ethics number: 9179 

 

 

Please read this information carefully before deciding to take part in this research. If you are 
happy to participate you will be asked to sign a consent form. 

 

 

What is the research about? 

This research is part of my PhD degree in the University of Southampton in the UK. My research 
focuses on finding out the success/failure of the reform policy of Kurdistan higher education 
sector. The information and data will be gathered through your participation in a survey. All the 
information given in this study will be used for the research purposes only. Your participation is 
very important to gather useful data for the research and to be used for analysing and evaluating 
the status of the policy. This study will help to find out methods for finding alternatives to make 
the policy more successful or at least finding the obstacles with suggestion of solutions.    

 

Why have I been chosen? 

Your selection is based on your experiences and knowledge about the reform process. You are 
more experienced than students in their early years of study. Besides, you are part of this reform 
policy and affected by it.  

 

What will happen to me if I take part? 

Upon approval to participate, you will be given a hard copy of questionnaire which includes 
several questions to be answered. They are short and simple questions and needs only one tick on 
the appropriate answer according to your perception.  Answering all the questions will take 
around ten minutes or less.  

 

Are there any benefits in my taking part? 
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This study will be an important source for evaluating the reform policy of Kurdish higher 
education. The purpose of this reform is to bring high standards of quality into the Kurdish higher 
education sector. Therefore, it will be an academic reference based on research on the recent 
reform and quality assurance strategies. Besides, quality assurance is an important issue in all the 
universities in the region nowadays. Thus, universities, academics, and staff who work on this 
area can get benefit from this study.  

 

Are there any risks involved? 

There is no any risk for the participants to contribute to this study.  

 

Will my participation be confidential? 

Yes. You don’t have to write your name on the questionnaire’s copy if you don’t want to. This is 
optional. However, your entire personal information will be kept confidential and reported 
anonymously.  All the data given by you will be saved on a password-protected computer and 
only the researcher and both supervisors will have access to it, if necessary. The data will be 
destroyed when there is no need to keep it anymore.  

  

What happens if I change my mind? 

Nothing will happen. Each participant has the right to withdraw without any penalty as stated in 
the consent form. 

 

What happens if something goes wrong? 

For more confidence and any queries regarding the participant's participation in research, the 
participant can contact Dr Martina Prude, Head of Research Governance in the University of 
Southampton (mad4@soton.ac.uk).  

 

Where can I get more information? 

You can get more information from the researcher or her supervisors: 

Selar Othman Ali (soa1a10@soton.ac.uk)   

Profossor Jurgen Enders (j.enders@soton.ac.uk)  

Dr. Antonia Kupfer (a.kupfer@soton.ac.uk)  

 

 

 

mailto:mad4@soton.ac.uk
mailto:soa1a10@soton.ac.uk
mailto:j.enders@soton.ac.uk
mailto:a.kupfer@soton.ac.uk
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Appendix 20: Kurdish Version of Student's Information Sheet 

 (2114لة ئاشازى  1.1)ذمازة  الثةزِةى شانيازى بوَ قوتابى:

 لة دةشطاكانى خويَهدنى باالَى كوزدضتاى: بوَضووى و شيكازى.: ضياضةتى زِيفوزم و دلَهياى جوَزى ناوى ديساضةتةكة

 عمى عثمان: ضةالز ناوى تويَرةز

  9179: كوَدى ئةخالقياتى تويَريهةوة

 

ة ئةوة تكاية بة ووزدى ئةم شانيازيانة خبويَهةوة ثيَش ئةوةى بسِياز بدةى كة بةشدازى بكةى. ئةطةز بسِيازت دا بةشدازى بكةى لةم تويَريهةوةي

 يَويطتة فوَزمى الزي نةبووى ثسِبكةيتةوة. ث

 ئةم تويَريهةوةية دةزبازةى ضيية؟

مجنت لة بةزيتانيا. ئةم تويَريهةوةية جةخت دةكاتة ضةز دوَشيهةوةى ئاضتى ثائةم تويَريهةوةية بةشيَكة لة خويَهدنى دكتوَزاكةم لة شانكوَى ضاو

ةزتى خويَهدنى باالَى كوزدضتاى. شانيازييةكاى و داتاكاى كوَ دةكسيَتةوة لة زِيَطةى ضةزكةوتو/ناضةزكةوتهى ثسوَضةى طوَزِيهى )زيفوَزمى( ك

ت لةم بةشدازيكسدنت لة ضيَسظةى ئامادةكساو بوَ ئةم تويَريهةوةية. يةموو شانيازييةكاى تةنًا بوَ ئةم تويَريهةوةية بةكازديَت. بةشدازيكسدن

زى بةضوود و طسنط بوَ شيَكسدنةوة و يةلَطةنطاندنى ئاضتى ئةم ثسوَضةية. يةزوةيا ئةم تويَريهةوةية شوَز طسنطة بوَ كوَكسدنةوةى شانيا

كاى و تويَريهةوةية طسنطة بوَ دوَشيهةوةى زِيَطاى بةدين بوَ ضةزخطنت و ثيَشخطتهى ئةم ثسوَضةية ياى بة اليةنى كةمةوة دوَشيهةوةى بةزبةضتة

 ثيَشهيازكسدنى ضازةضةزى طوجناو.

 ريَسدزاوم؟بوَضى مو يةلَب

لة ضةزةتاى  يةلَبرازدنى توَ بونياتهساوة لةضةز شانيازيت و ئةشموونت لة ثسوَضةى زِيفوَزم. يةزوةيا توَ ئةشموونى باشرتت يةية لةو قوتابيانةى كة

 خويَهدنيانو لة شانكوَ.جطة لةمة، توَ زوَلت يةية لةم ثسوَضةية و طازيطةزى يةية لةضةزت.

 ازى بكةم؟ضى زِوو ئةدات ئةطةز بةشد

وزت دواى ئةوةى بسِيازت دا كة بةشدازى بكةى، كوَثييةك لة ضيَسظةي كة ثيَكًاتووة لة ضةنديو ثسضياز ئةدزيَتة دةضتت. ثسضيازةكاى يةمووى ك

تةنًا دة خولةك  و ئاضانو و تةنًا ثيَويطتة وةالمى طوجناو يةلَبريَسيت بة ثيَى تيَطةيشنت و بوَضوونى خوَت. وةالَمدانةوةى يةموو ثسضيازةكاى

 ياى كةمرت دةخايةنيَت.
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 ئايا بةشدازيكسدمن ض ضووديَكى يةية؟

ةى ئةم تويَريهةوةية دةبيَتة ضةزضاوةيةكى طسنط بوَ يةلَطةنطاندنى ضياضةتى زِيفوَزم لة كةزتى خويَهدنى باالَى كوزدضتاى. ئاماجنى ثسوَض

تى لة كةزتى خويَهدنى باالَى كوزدضتاى. بوَية ئةم تويَريهةوةية دةبيَتة ضةزضاوةيةكى زِيفوَزم ثيَكًاتووة لة بونياتهانى ئاضتيَكى بةزشى كوالَي

ى جوَزى ئةكادميى بونياتهساو لةضةز تويَريهةوةى تايبةت بة ثسوَضةى زِيفوَزم و ضرتاتيحييةكانى دلَهياى جوَزى. يةزوةيا لة ئيَطتادا ، دلَهيا

. بوَية ، شانكوَكاى و ئةكادميييةكاى و ئةو فةزمانبةزانةى كة كاز دةكةى لةضةز ئةم بابةتة دةتوانو بابةتيَكى طسنطة لة يةموو شانكوَكانى يةزيَم

 ضوود وةزطسى لةم تويَريهةوةية.

 ئايا ييض مةتسضييةك يةية؟

 ييض مةتسضييك نيية لة بةشدازيكسدنت لةم تويَريهةوةية.

 ئايا بةشدازيكسدمن نًيَهى دةبيَت؟

خوَت نةنووضيت لةضةز ضيَسظةيةكة ئةطةز ئازةشووت نيية بيهووضى. ئةمة ئيختيازيية. يةموو شانيازيية تايبةتييةكانى بةلَىَ. دةتوانيت ناوى 

كسيَت و بة خوَت بة نًيَهى ئةميَهيَتةوة و بة ييَض شيَوةيةك ئاماذة بة ناوت ناكسيَت. يةموو ئةو داتايانةى كة دةيدةيت لةكوَمجيوتةزيَك خةشى دة

يَتةوة و تةنًا تويَرةز و يةزدوو ضةزثةزشتياز دةتوانو بيبيهو، ئةطةز ثيَويطت بيَت. يةموو داتاكاى دةضسِيَهسِةوة دواى ئةوةى ثاضويَسد دةكس

 ضيرت ثيَويطتى ثيَ ناكسيَت.

 ضى زِوو دةدات ئةطةز بةشدازى نةكةم؟

 ك وةكو ئةوةى لة فوَزمى الزى نةبووى نووضساوة.ييض زِوو نادات. توَ مافى خوَكشانةوةت يةية لة بةشدازيكسدى بة بىَ ييض كيَشةية

 ضى زِوو دةدات ئةطةز شتيَك بة يةلَةدا زِوَيشت؟

ةوة ، د. بوَ متمانة و شانيازى شياتس ضةبازةت بة بةشدازيكسدنت لة تويَريهةوة ، دةتوانيت ثةيوةندى بكةى بة ضةزوَكى كوَنرتِوَلَكسدنى تويَريه

 . (mad4@soton.ac.uk)جنت مثامازتيها ثسوَد لة شانكوَى ضاو

 لة كويَ دةتوامن شانيازى شياتس وةزطسم؟

 دةتوانى شانيازى شياتس وةزطسيت لة تويَرةزةكة و ضةزثةزشتيازةكانى:

 (soa1a10@soton.ac.uk)عمى  عثمانضةالز 
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 (j.enders@soton.ac.uk)ث. يوَزطو ئيهدةزش 

     (a.kupfer@soton.ac.uk)د. ئةنتوَنيا كوثةز 
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Appendix 21: English Version of Lecturer's Information Sheet 

Participant Information Sheet for Lecturers (version 0.1 March 2014) 

Study Title: “Reform Policy of Quality Assurance in Kurdistan Higher Education Organization: 
Perceptions and Analysis”.  

 

 

Researcher: Selar Othman Ali   Ethics number: 9179 

 

Please read this information carefully before deciding to take part in this research. If you are 
happy to participate you will be asked to sign a consent form. 

 

What is the research about? 

This research is part of my PhD degree in the University of Southampton in the UK. My research 
focuses on finding out the success/failure of the reform policy of Kurdistan higher education 
sector. The information and data will be gathered through your participation in a survey. All the 
information given in this study will be used for the research purposes only. Your participation is 
very important to gather useful data for the research and to be used for analysing and evaluating 
the status of the policy. This study will help to find out methods for finding alternatives to make 
the policy more successful or at least finding the obstacles with suggestion of solutions.    

 

Why have I been chosen? 

Your selection is based on your experiences and knowledge about the reform process. Lecturers 
play great role in the reform process and you can have an effect on the whole process by 
expressing your perceptions and making useful suggestion. Besides, you are affected by the 
reform policy.   

 

What will happen to me if I take part? 

Upon approval to participate, you will be given a hard copy of questionnaire which includes 
several questions to be answered. They are short and simple questions and needs only one tick on 
the appropriate answer according to your perception.  Answering all the questions will take 
around ten minutes or less.  

 

Are there any benefits in my taking part? 

This study will be an important source for evaluating the reform policy of Kurdish higher 
education. The purpose of this reform is to bring high standards of quality into the Kurdish higher 
education sector. Therefore, it will be an academic reference based on research on the recent 
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reform and quality assurance strategies. Besides, quality assurance is an important issue in all the 
universities and institutions in the region nowadays. Thus, universities, institutions, academics, 
and staff who work on this area can get benefit from this study.  

 

Are there any risks involved? 

There is no any risk for the participants to contribute to this study.  

 

Will my participation be confidential? 

Yes. You don’t have to write your name on the questionnaire’s copy if you don’t want to. This is 
optional. However, your entire personal information will be kept confidential and reported 
anonymously.  All the data given by you will be saved on a password-protected computer and 
only the researcher and both supervisors will have access to it, if necessary. The data will be 
destroyed when there is no need to keep it anymore.  

 

What happens if I change my mind? 

Nothing will happen. Each participant has the right to withdraw without any penalty as stated in 
the consent form. 

 

What happens if something goes wrong? 

For more confidence and any queries regarding the participant's participation in research, the 
participant can contact Dr Martina Prude, Head of Research Governance in the University of 
Southampton on (0044 2380 595058, mad4@soton.ac.uk).  

Where can I get more information? 

You can get more information from the researcher or her supervisors: 

Selar Othman Ali (soa1a10@soton.ac.uk)  

Profossor Jurgen Enders (j.enders@soton.ac.uk)  

Dr. Antonia Kupfer (a.kupfer@soton.ac.uk)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:mad4@soton.ac.uk
mailto:soa1a10@soton.ac.uk
mailto:j.enders@soton.ac.uk
mailto:a.kupfer@soton.ac.uk
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Appendix 22: Kurdish Version of Lecturer's Information Sheet 

 (2114لة ئاشازى  1.1)ذمازة  الثةزِةى شانيازى بوَ ماموَضتا:

 : ضياضةتى زِيفوزم و دلَهياى جوَزى لة دةشطاكانى خويَهدنى باالَى كوزدضتاى: بوَضووى و شيكازى.ناوى ديساضةتةكة

 عمى عثمان: ضةالز ناوى تويَرةز

  9179: كوَدى ئةخالقياتى تويَريهةوة

 

انة خبويَهةوة ثيَش ئةوةى بسِياز بدةى كة بةشدازى بكةى. ئةطةز بسِيازت دا بةشدازى بكةى لةم تويَريهةوةية ئةوة تكاية بة ووزدى ئةم شانيازي

 ثيَويطتة فوَزمى الزي نةبووى ثسِبكةيتةوة. 

 ئةم تويَريهةوةية دةزبازةى ضيية؟

تانيا. ئةم تويَريهةوةية جةخت دةكاتة ضةز دوَشيهةوةى ئاضتى مجنت لة بةزيثائةم تويَريهةوةية بةشيَكة لة خويَهدنى دكتوَزاكةم لة شانكوَى ضاو

طةى ضةزكةوتو/ناضةزكةوتهى ثسوَضةى طوَزِيهى )زيفوَزمى( كةزتى خويَهدنى باالَى كوزدضتاى. شانيازييةكاى و داتاكاى كوَ دةكسيَتةوة لة زِيَ

ييةكاى تةنًا بوَ ئةم تويَريهةوةية بةكازديَت. بةشدازيكسدنت لةم بةشدازيكسدنت لة ضيَسظةى ئامادةكساو بوَ ئةم تويَريهةوةية. يةموو شانياز

تويَريهةوةية شوَز طسنطة بوَ كوَكسدنةوةى شانيازى بةضوود و طسنط بوَ شيَكسدنةوة و يةلَطةنطاندنى ئاضتى ئةم ثسوَضةية. يةزوةيا ئةم 

هى ئةم ثسوَضةية ياى بة اليةنى كةمةوة دوَشيهةوةى بةزبةضتةكاى و تويَريهةوةية طسنطة بوَ دوَشيهةوةى زِيَطاى بةدين بوَ ضةزخطنت و ثيَشخطت

 ثيَشهيازكسدنى ضازةضةزى طوجناو.

 بوَضى مو يةلَبريَسدزاوم؟

لة ضةزةتاى  يةلَبرازدنى توَ بونياتهساوة لةضةز شانيازيت و ئةشموونت لة ثسوَضةى زِيفوَزم. يةزوةيا توَ ئةشموونى باشرتت يةية لةو قوتابيانةى كة

 ويَهدنيانو لة شانكوَ.جطة لةمة، توَ زوَلت يةية لةم ثسوَضةية و طازيطةزى يةية لةضةزت.خ

 ضى زِوو ئةدات ئةطةز بةشدازى بكةم؟

وزت دواى ئةوةى بسِيازت دا كة بةشدازى بكةى، كوَثييةك لة ضيَسظةي كة ثيَكًاتووة لة ضةنديو ثسضياز ئةدزيَتة دةضتت. ثسضيازةكاى يةمووى ك

تةنًا ثيَويطتة وةالمى طوجناو يةلَبريَسيت بة ثيَى تيَطةيشنت و بوَضوونى خوَت. وةالَمدانةوةى يةموو ثسضيازةكاى تةنًا دة خولةك  و ئاضانو و

 ياى كةمرت دةخايةنيَت.
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 ئايا بةشدازيكسدمن ض ضووديَكى يةية؟

لة كةزتى خويَهدنى باالَى كوزدضتاى. ئاماجنى ثسوَضةى  ئةم تويَريهةوةية دةبيَتة ضةزضاوةيةكى طسنط بوَ يةلَطةنطاندنى ضياضةتى زِيفوَزم

ةزضاوةيةكى زِيفوَزم ثيَكًاتووة لة بونياتهانى ئاضتيَكى بةزشى كوالَيتى لة كةزتى خويَهدنى باالَى كوزدضتاى. بوَية ئةم تويَريهةوةية دةبيَتة ض

رتاتيحييةكانى دلَهياى جوَزى. يةزوةيا لة ئيَطتادا ، دلَهياى جوَزى ئةكادميى بونياتهساو لةضةز تويَريهةوةى تايبةت بة ثسوَضةى زِيفوَزم و ض

تة دةتوانو بابةتيَكى طسنطة لة يةموو شانكوَكانى يةزيَم. بوَية ، شانكوَكاى و ئةكادميييةكاى و ئةو فةزمانبةزانةى كة كاز دةكةى لةضةز ئةم بابة

 ضوود وةزطسى لةم تويَريهةوةية.

 ئايا ييض مةتسضييةك يةية؟

 ييض مةتسضييك نيية لة بةشدازيكسدنت لةم تويَريهةوةية.

 ئايا بةشدازيكسدمن نًيَهى دةبيَت؟

انى بةلَىَ. دةتوانيت ناوى خوَت نةنووضيت لةضةز ضيَسظةيةكة ئةطةز ئازةشووت نيية بيهووضى. ئةمة ئيختيازيية. يةموو شانيازيية تايبةتييةك

ةيةك ئاماذة بة ناوت ناكسيَت. يةموو ئةو داتايانةى كة دةيدةيت لةكوَمجيوتةزيَك خةشى دةكسيَت و بة خوَت بة نًيَهى ئةميَهيَتةوة و بة ييَض شيَو

ئةوةى  ثاضويَسد دةكسيَتةوة و تةنًا تويَرةز و يةزدوو ضةزثةزشتياز دةتوانو بيبيهو، ئةطةز ثيَويطت بيَت. يةموو داتاكاى دةضسِيَهسِةوة دواى

 ضيرت ثيَويطتى ثيَ ناكسيَت.

 زِوو دةدات ئةطةز بةشدازى نةكةم؟ضى 

 ييض زِوو نادات. توَ مافى خوَكشانةوةت يةية لة بةشدازيكسدى بة بىَ ييض كيَشةيةك وةكو ئةوةى لة فوَزمى الزى نةبووى نووضساوة.

 ضى زِوو دةدات ئةطةز شتيَك بة يةلَةدا زِوَيشت؟

ريهةوة ، دةتوانيت ثةيوةندى بكةى بة ضةزوَكى كوَنرتِوَلَكسدنى تويَريهةوة ، د. بوَ متمانة و شانيازى شياتس ضةبازةت بة بةشدازيكسدنت لة تويَ

 . (mad4@soton.ac.uk)مجنت ثامازتيها ثسوَد لة شانكوَى ضاو

 لة كويَ دةتوامن شانيازى شياتس وةزطسم؟

 دةتوانى شانيازى شياتس وةزطسيت لة تويَرةزةكة و ضةزثةزشتيازةكانى:

 (soa1a10@soton.ac.uk)عمى  عثمانضةالز 
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 (j.enders@soton.ac.uk)ث. يوَزطو ئيهدةزش 

     (a.kupfer@soton.ac.uk)د. ئةنتوَنيا كوثةز 
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Appendix 23: English Version of Interviewee's Information Sheet 

Participant Information Sheet for Policy Makers and Senior and junior Managers (version 0.2 

March 2014) 

Study Title: “Reform Policy of Quality Assurance in Kurdistan Higher Education Organization: 
Perceptions and Analysis”.  

 

Researcher: Selar Othman Ali   Ethics number: 9179 

 

Please read this information carefully before deciding to take part in this research. If you are 
happy to participate you will be asked to sign a consent form. 

 

What is the research about? 

This research is part of my PhD degree in the University of Southampton in the UK. My research 
focuses on finding out the success/failure of the reform policy of Kurdistan higher education 
sector. The information and data will be gathered through your participation in a tape-recorded 
interview. All the information given in this study will be used for the research purposes only. Your 
participation is very important to gather useful data for the research and to be used for analysing 
and evaluating the status of the policy. This study will help to find out methods for finding 
alternatives to make the policy more successful or at least finding the obstacles with suggestion of 
solutions.    

 

Why have I been chosen? 

Your selection is based on your experiences, skills, and knowledge in the research area. You are 
more experienced than other staff members. Besides, you are part of this reform policy and play a 
role in it.  

 

What will happen to me if I take part? 

Upon approval to participate, your participation will be tape-interviewed and addressed several 
questions and will be given enough time to answer and discuss.  However, each interview will take 
nearly one hour and can be finished in one visit though it could be more/less than one visit or 
more/less than one hour depending on you. The interview will be conducted in your workplace 
during working hours.   

 

Are there any benefits in my taking part? 

This study will be an important source for evaluating the reform policy of Kurdish higher 
education. The purpose of this reform is to bring high standards of quality into the Kurdish higher 
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education sector. Therefore, it will be an academic reference based on research on the recent 
reform and quality assurance strategies. Besides, quality assurance is an important issue in all the 
universities and institutions in the region nowadays. Thus, universities, academics, and staff who 
work on this area can get benefit from this study.  

 

Are there any risks involved? 

There is no any risk for the participants to contribute to this study.  

 

Will my participation be confidential? 

Though a complete confidentiality can't be guaranteed due to having face-to-face interview, your 
entire personal information will be kept confidential and reported anonymously.  All the data 
given by you will be saved on a password-protected computer and only the researcher and both 
supervisors will have access to it, if necessary. The data will be destroyed when there is no need 
to keep it anymore.  

 

 What happens if I change my mind? 

Nothing will happen. Each participant has the right to withdraw without any penalty as stated in 
the consent form. 

 

What happens if something goes wrong? 

For more confidence and any queries regarding the participant's participation in research, the 
participant can contact Dr Martina Prude, Head of Research Governance in the University of 
Southampton on (0044 2380 595058, mad4@soton.ac.uk).  

 

Where can I get more information? 

You can get more information from the researcher or her supervisors: 

Selar Othman Ali (soa1a10@soton.ac.uk)  

Profossor Jurgen Enders (j.enders@soton.ac.uk)  

Dr. Antonia Kupfer (a.kupfer@soton.ac.uk)  

 

 

 

mailto:mad4@soton.ac.uk
mailto:soa1a10@soton.ac.uk
mailto:j.enders@soton.ac.uk
mailto:a.kupfer@soton.ac.uk
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Appendix 24: Kurdish Version of Interviewee's Information Sheet  

 

 (2114لة ئاشازى  1.2)ذمازة  و ضةزكسدة:الثةزِةى شانيازى بوَ خاوةى بسِياز 

 : ضياضةتى زِيفوزم و دلَهياى جوَزى لة دةشطاكانى خويَهدنى باالَى كوزدضتاى: بوَضووى و شيكازى.ناوى ديساضةتةكة

 عمى عثمان: ضةالز ناوى تويَرةز

  9179: كوَدى ئةخالقياتى تويَريهةوة

 

ةوةى بسِياز بدةى كة بةشدازى بكةى. ئةطةز بسِيازت دا بةشدازى بكةى لةم تويَريهةوةية ئةوة تكاية بة ووزدى ئةم شانيازيانة خبويَهةوة ثيَش ئ

 ثيَويطتة فوَزمى الزي نةبووى ثسِبكةيتةوة. 

 ئةم تويَريهةوةية دةزبازةى ضيية؟

ةية جةخت دةكاتة ضةز دوَشيهةوةى ئاضتى مجنت لة بةزيتانيا. ئةم تويَريهةوثائةم تويَريهةوةية بةشيَكة لة خويَهدنى دكتوَزاكةم لة شانكوَى ضاو

طةى ضةزكةوتو/ناضةزكةوتهى ثسوَضةى طوَزِيهى )زيفوَزمى( كةزتى خويَهدنى باالَى كوزدضتاى. شانيازييةكاى و داتاكاى كوَ دةكسيَتةوة لة زِيَ

ريهةوةية بةكازديَت. بةشدازيكسدنت لةم تويَريهةوةية بةشدازيكسدنت لة ضاوثيَكةوتهيَك كة زِيكوَزد دةكسيَت. يةموو شانيازييةكاى تةنًا بوَ ئةم تويَ

طسنطة بوَ شوَز طسنطة بوَ كوَكسدنةوةى شانيازى بةضوود و طسنط بوَ شيَكسدنةوة و يةلَطةنطاندنى ئاضتى ئةم ثسوَضةية. يةزوةيا ئةم تويَريهةوةية 

يةنى كةمةوة دوَشيهةوةى بةزبةضتةكاى و ثيَشهيازكسدنى ضازةضةزى دوَشيهةوةى زِيَطاى بةدين بوَ ضةزخطنت و ثيَشخطتهى ئةم ثسوَضةية ياى بة ال

 طوجناو.

 بوَضى مو يةلَبريَسدزاوم؟

طة لةمة، يةلَبرازدنى بةزِيَصتاى بونياتهساوة لةضةز شانيازيت و ئةشموونت لة ثسوَضةى زِيفوَزم. يةزوةيا ئةشموونى باشرتت يةية لة كةضانى تس.ج

 زمة و زوَلتاى يةية لةم ثسوَضةية.بةزِيَصتاى بةشيَكو لةم زِيفوَ

 ضى زِوو ئةدات ئةطةز بةشدازى بكةم؟
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ةنيَت و لة دواى ئةوةى بسِيازت دا كة بةشدازى بكةى، يةندىَ ثسضيازت ىلَ ئةكسيَت و زيكوَزد ئةكسيَت. ضاوثيَكةوتهةكة نصيكةى يةك كاترميَس دةخاي

س شياتس خبايةنيَت و لة يةك ضةزداى شياتس بةزيَت و ئةمش لةضةز بةزِيَصتاى زادةوةضتيَت. يةك ضاوثيَكةوتو تةواو دةبيَت و لةوانةشة لة يةك كاترميَ

 ضاوثيَكةوتهةكة لة ئوَفيطى بةزِيَصتاى ئةجنام دةدزيَت و لة كاتى دةوامى فةزمى.

 ئايا بةشدازيكسدمن ض ضووديَكى يةية؟

ضياضةتى زِيفوَزم لة كةزتى خويَهدنى باالَى كوزدضتاى. ئاماجنى ثسوَضةى ئةم تويَريهةوةية دةبيَتة ضةزضاوةيةكى طسنط بوَ يةلَطةنطاندنى 

ةزضاوةيةكى زِيفوَزم ثيَكًاتووة لة بونياتهانى ئاضتيَكى بةزشى كوالَيتى لة كةزتى خويَهدنى باالَى كوزدضتاى. بوَية ئةم تويَريهةوةية دةبيَتة ض

ضةى زِيفوَزم و ضرتاتيحييةكانى دلَهياى جوَزى. يةزوةيا لة ئيَطتادا ، دلَهياى جوَزى ئةكادميى بونياتهساو لةضةز تويَريهةوةى تايبةت بة ثسوَ

تة دةتوانو بابةتيَكى طسنطة لة يةموو شانكوَكانى يةزيَم. بوَية ، شانكوَكاى و ئةكادميييةكاى و ئةو فةزمانبةزانةى كة كاز دةكةى لةضةز ئةم بابة

 ضوود وةزطسى لةم تويَريهةوةية.

 مةتسضييةك يةية؟ئايا ييض 

 ييض مةتسضييك نيية لة بةشدازيكسدنت لةم تويَريهةوةية.

 ئايا بةشدازيكسدمن نًيَهى دةبيَت؟

ييةكانى خوَت يةزضةندة ناتوانسيَت نًيَهييةكى تةواو طةزةنتى بكسيَت ضونكة ضاوثيَكةوتهةكة زِوو بة زِوو ئةجنام دةدزيَت ، يةموو شانيازيية تايبةت

تةوة و بة ييَض شيَوةيةك ئاماذة بة ناوت ناكسيَت. يةموو ئةو داتايانةى كة دةيدةيت لةكوَمجيوتةزيَك خةشى دةكسيَت و بة بة نًيَهى ئةميَهيَ

ئةوةى  ثاضويَسد دةكسيَتةوة و تةنًا تويَرةز و يةزدوو ضةزثةزشتياز دةتوانو بيبيهو، ئةطةز ثيَويطت بيَت. يةموو داتاكاى دةضسِيَهسِةوة دواى

 طتى ثيَ ناكسيَت.ضيرت ثيَوي

 ضى زِوو دةدات ئةطةز بةشدازى نةكةم؟

 ييض زِوو نادات. توَ مافى خوَكشانةوةت يةية لة بةشدازيكسدى بة بىَ ييض كيَشةيةك وةكو ئةوةى لة فوَزمى الزى نةبووى نووضساوة.

 ضى زِوو دةدات ئةطةز شتيَك بة يةلَةدا زِوَيشت؟

بةشدازيكسدنت لة تويَريهةوة ، دةتوانيت ثةيوةندى بكةى بة ضةزوَكى كوَنرتِوَلَكسدنى تويَريهةوة ، د. بوَ متمانة و شانيازى شياتس ضةبازةت بة 

 . (mad4@soton.ac.uk)مجنت ثامازتيها ثسوَد لة شانكوَى ضاو
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 لة كويَ دةتوامن شانيازى شياتس وةزطسم؟

 دةتوانى شانيازى شياتس وةزطسيت لة تويَرةزةكة و ضةزثةزشتيازةكانى:

 (soa1a10@soton.ac.uk)عمى  عثمانةالز ض

 (j.enders@soton.ac.uk)ث. يوَزطو ئيهدةزش 

     (a.kupfer@soton.ac.uk)د. ئةنتوَنيا كوثةز 
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